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2,PXHXQN 

:I. fi'lmMXY 

In this opinion, we reconsider the Southwest Powerlink 
(SWPL) balancinq account that we adopted in Decision (0.) 
8S-~2-108. We also review the reasonableness of the acts of San 
Diego Gas & Electric Company (SOG&E) in connection with its 
contracts with several other utilities for purchases of power 
transmitted over SWPL. 

.' 

Overall, we conclude that most of SOG&E's purchased power 
costs were reasonable and that it obtained many valuable provisions 
in its neqotiations with other utilities. However, we find that 
SOG&E acted imprudently in some of its negotiations with Tucson 
Electric Power Company and its successor under the contract, 
Alamito Company, and we disallow $5.9 million of the cost of 
SOG&E's purchases from Alamito. Interest increases this 
disallowance to $7.1 million as of December 31, 1983. We find ~ 
SOG&E's transactions with Comision Federal de Eleetrieidad (CYE) to, 
have been reasonable. We find several instances of SOG&E's 
imprudence in its neqotiation of a new power purchase contract with 
Public service Company of New Mexico, and we make two separate 
disallowanees of $21,134,000 and $20,000. ~ 

Finally, we determine tllat the SWPL ~l~cinCJ account 
should be terminated. 

IX. xntroductioD 

T.he Southwest Powerlink is a single-circuit, SOO-kilovolt 
translllission line constructed. by SOG&E ancl extencUnq from the Palo 
VUde SWitchyard. about 40 miles west of Phoenix to the Ki9Uel 
Su))ata.tion 10 miles southeast of san Oit190. 'l'he line connects. with 
local systems in the YUma and Imperial Valley5~. an~tv~ additional 
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230 kilovolt transmission lines interconnect to the Mexican 
electric system operated by CFE. SWPL went into commercial 
operation on June 19, 1984, at a cost of $208 million. SDG&E's 
initial scheduling entitlement on the line was 700 megawatts (MW), 

but tmprovements increased its entitlement to nearly 1,100 MW in 
early 1986. 

The seed for this decision was planted over three years 
ago, in D.84-12-065, when we directed SDG&E and the Commission's 
staff to address the status of' SWPL and, more specifically, 'to, 
determine whether there is rea.sonable use being,made of the SWPL." 
D.84-12-065, which decided the reasonableness review phase of 
SOG&E's 1984 Electric Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) ease, found the 
record in that proceeding inadequate to determine the 
reasonableness of the operation of SWPL and deterred the 
determination of reasonableness to the present application, the 
company's general rate case tor test year 198&. 

The decision in the general rate ease, 0.85-12-108, tound 
that the price of SDG&E's purchases of capacity transmitted over 
SWPL was considerably higher than SDG&E's current cost and the 
costs of its other sources ot generation. We were concerned about 
this development, because part of the purpose for SWPL was to 
decrease the cost of providing energy to SDG&E's customers. We 
concluded: 

'We think that in order to restriet ratepayer 
costs to what is a reasonable cost of purchased 
power, to achieve intertemporal equity between 
rate~yers, and to give SOC&E the proper 
incentive to manage the'SWPL line and ensure 
that it is a cost-effective resource, it is 
necessary to institute the SWPLBalancinq 
Account.' (D.S5-12-10S, milDeo. p. 120<:.) 

As oriqina.lly constructed, the. l:>alancinq account would 
allow SDC&E to recover in rates only the avoided-eost equivalent of 
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. 
power transmitted over SWPL.1 costs in excess of avoided oost 
would be recorded in the balancing account, and the balance would 
decrease when purchases were made at less than avoided oost. the 
balances in the account would earn interest at the ECAC rate. Any 
remaining balanoe in the acoount after five years would be presumed 
to be unreasonable, subject to a persuasive showing by SOG&E that 
it had managed the line reasonably. 

SDG&E applied for rehearing of D.85-12-108, and. in 
D.86-06-026 the Commission granted rehearing limited to the 
following questions: 

W1. What would be the difference between the 
cost of power purchased over the SWPL and 
avoided cost, measured at a capacity value 
of $78/kw/yr and current short-run avoided 
cost for the period January 1, 1986 through 
December 31, 1988? 

w2. Is the deferral of cash flows, by lmi tinq 
SDG&E's revenue recovery for SWPL energy 
to the 'value' of that energy, a 
sufficient incentive to enoourage the 
oompany to reduce its purchased power 
costs? 

W3. 

W4. 

WS. 

What is the appropriate standard by which 
to measure the value of SWPL power to 
ratepayers? Would prioing SOG&E's SWPL 
cash flow at current short run avoided 
cost discourage the utility from making 
long-term contractual commitments to 
purchase SWPL power? 

What are SDG&E's energy and capacity needs 
in the 198& through 1996 time frame? 

What role in SOG&E's resource plan should 
the SWPL play? Should it continue to 

1 ~e concept of avoided cost originated in connection with a 
utility's purchases of electricity generated by independent· 
producers.. Avoided cost refers to~the cost that the utility 
avoids by purehaaing from independent producers, rather than 
generating an. equivalent amount of power itself • 
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provide larqely ~irm capacity? Should 
contracts tor the purchases ~ ~lexible to 
enable the deliveries to meet SDG&E's 
resource needs as determined bi-annually 
(.i.1£) in the OIR-Z proceeding? 

'" 6. Should the balance in the SWPL account 
accrue interest?'" (D.86-06-026, :milI1eo~ 
pp. 12-13. ) 

~e rate case decision, 0.85-12-108, also directed SOG&E 
and. the Commission's staff to addres.s the reasonableness and the 
purported economic savings of SWPL for 1984-86 in SDG&E's 1986 ECAC 
reasonableness review. D.86-06-026, which modified 0.85-12-108, 
further directed SDG&E win its next ECAC reasonableness review to 
present an affirmative showing of the reasonableness of the actions 
it has taken to minimize the costs'" of its purchases under 
contracts with PUblic service Company of New Meneo (Pm!), TUeson 
Electric Power Company (TEP), and <:FE. However, in D.86-09-010·, we 
granted SDC&E's motion to remove SWPL-related issues from the ECAC 
proceeding and to consolidate all SWPL issues in the rehearing 
proceeding_ 

'rhe issues were further refined in an Assigned 
Commissioner's ruling ot October lS, 1986. Tne ruling determined 
that the prudence of SDG&E's entering into the CFE, 'rEP, and 1979 
PNM contracts would not be issues in the rehearing. 

'rhus, as eventually defined, the issues in this 
proceeding tall into two general areas. First are the issues 
relating to the operation of the balaneing account and, in 
particular, the questions posed by the Commission in the order 
granting rehearing. Second are the issues relating' to the 
reasonableness of SDG&E's purchases and related activities trom 
Kay 1, 1984, through April 30" 1986, and, in particular, the 

reasonableness of the purc:hases under the contracts with PNK, 'rEP, 

. and en during this period. 
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The reasonableness review wiil determine what portion of 
the money already expended by SDG&E should be allowed for,eventual 
recovery from ratepayers. Resolution of the balancing account 
issues will determine the timing of that recovery. Loqie suggests 
that we first resolve the reasonableness issues before addressing 
the balancing account. 

Although many parties filed appearances in this 
proceeding, active participation in this case was limited almost 
exclusively to the four parties who filed briefs in this ease: 
SOG&E, the Commission's Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) 
(formerly known as the Public Staff DiviSion), utility Consumers' 
Action Network (1jCAN), anel the City of San Diego (City).. At 
hearings in San Diego on April 20, 1987, st~tements were presented 
by representatives of the San Diego Energy Alliance" Hunter 
Industries, and the Grey Panthers. 'rhese statements supported the 
SWPL balanCing account as a way to encourage SDG&E to lower its 
revenue requirement and its retail rates. 

The procedures of Public Utilities Code § 311(d) were 
followed in developing this decision. The proposed decision of the 
Administrative ~w Judge was issued on October 21, 1988. SDG&E, 

ORA, UCAN, and City filed comments on the proposed decision. 
We have reviewed and carefully considered the comments. 

We have incorporated appropriate changes from these comments in 
this aecision. 

T.ae broad issues in this case are conveniently discrete, 
and this decision will address and resolve them separately. 

xxx. %be standard ot Bey;lw 

Both SDG&E and ORA raised the question of what standard. 

the commission should apply in its·review of the reasonableness of 
the expenses that SDG&E bas incurred under the contract. These 
parties had somewhat different views. ot the proper standard .. , , 
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A. SDGiR's Position 
SDG&E asserts that the stanClard is "whether the 

particular management'attained the best reasonably achievable 
result based on facts and conditions known or whiCh ahould have 
:been known at the time the actions were undertaken," anel the 
company cites 0.87-06-021 as authority for its position. SDC&E 
goes on to quote more extensively from that decision: 

"The term 'reasonable and prudent' means that at 
a particular time any of the practices, 
methods, and acts enqaged in ):)y a utility 
follows the exercise of reasonable jud9'1llent in 
light ot facts known or which should have been 
known at the time the decision was :made. The 
act or decision is expected by the utility to· 
accomplish the desired result at the lowest 
reasonable cost consistent with good utility 
practices. Good utility practices are based 
upon cost effectiveness, reliability, safety, 
and expedition. 

itA 'reasonable and prudent' act is not limited 
to the optimum practice, method, or act to the 
exclusion of all others, but rather encompasses 
a spectrum of possible practices, methods., or 
acts consistent with the utility system need, 
the interest of the ratepayers and the 
requirements of qovernmental agencies of 
competent jurisdiction." (D.S7-06-021, mimeo. 
pp. 19-20.) 

SDG&E fears that ORA seeks to impose a standard requiring 
the :best imAqinable results and will improperly rely on atter-tbe
fact knowle<ige of how events occurred, rather than considering the 
parties' reasonable expectations at the ttme the decisions were 
being maCle. 

B.. DBA's Position 
DRA emphasizes that SOG&E bears the burden of proving by 

clear and convincinq evidence that it reasonably an4 prudently 
.c",tinist~red each contract. In reasonableness reviews, ORA asserts 
that the commission requires the utility to make' a substantial 
~fix'mative ahowinq·, and. -the burden rests heavily upon a utility 
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to prove it is entitled to rate reliet and not upon the Commission, 
its staff or any interested party ••• to prove the contrary' 
(D.83-05-036, ~eo. p. 2). 

ORA seems to concur with the definition ot 'reasonable 
and prudent .. put tor4%'d by SOC&E, :but ORA adds that the utility 
must also take into aecount the risks assoeiated with the size and 
complexity of the contract. ORA quotes trom a decision on Pacific 
Gas and Electric Company's Helms pumped storage project: 

"(When) tasks are undertaken which in and of 
themselves are of such enormity as to greatly 
expose the utilities and potentially their 
ratepayers to sUbstantial financial risks, 
utilities must exercise even greater care and 
~gerial acumen than would be called for in 
ordinary eirc:u:mstances.'" (0 .. 85-08-102,. mimeo. 
p. 21-) 

In response, SOC&E points out that the Commission has 
applied this higher standard only in cases involVing large capital 
additions costing more than a billion dollars. In the case of 
SWPL, no capital costs are under review, and the sums in dispute 
are considerably less ~ a billion dollars. SDG&E believes that 
this higher standard Should not apply in these circumstances. 
c. Diseussion 

First~ we reiterate our recent statements elaborating on 
the meaning of. "reasonable and prudent," which were quoted 
previously. In the circumstances of this case, it is particularly 
important to emphasize that a reasonable and prudent act is not 
limited to the optimum act, but includes a spectrum of possible 
acts. As we have stated. even more recently, "our legitimate 
concern as the agency charqed with oversight and. economic 
requlation of. the monopoly utilities is not merely~ith the 
outcomes of the utilities' decisions; we are also concerned. with 
the pr~s employed t~ arrive at a particular decision.' 
(D. 87-12-071" Dimeo .. p.32'.) Thus, a decision may be t'ound t~ be 

reasonable and pndent it' the utility shows that ita. decision 
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~aking process was sound, that its managers considered a range of 
possible options in light of information that was or should have 
:been available to them, and that its managers decided on a course 
of action that fell within the bounds of reasonableness, even if it 
turns out not to have led to the best possible outcome. As we have 
previously stated" the action selected should logically be 
expected, at the time the de.cision. is made, to accomplish the 
desired result at the lowest reasonable cost consistent with good 
utility practices. 

DRA bas argued that a higher standard should apply in 
this case :because of! the larqe amount of ~oney involved. We view 
the amount of money potentially affected by a decision to be one of 
the circumstances that the utility's managers should take into 
account in coming to their decision. Our previous decisions should 
not be read t~ establish two discrete standards of review, a high 
standard tor large generating' projects and an ordinary standard for 
other decisions. Rather, we expect that the utility'S managers 
will consid.er that decisions involving' large amounts of money, high 
degrees of risk, and greater levels of uncertainty will require 
proportionately greater care than routine decisions. 

T.be decisions under review in this case are not as 
weighty or risky as a decision to invest billions of dollars in a 
new generating plant, but neither are they as routine as deciding' 
to purchase $1,000 of office supplies. The contract at issue 
foreseeably required SOG&E's commitment to purchase hundreds of 
millions of dollars of power and, moreover, these purchases were 
expected to produce savings t~ justify the construction o~ a power 
line costing several hunared million dollars. By any standard this 
is a major commitment, and to tall within the zone of 
reasonableness. and prudence SDG&E's decision making should have 
reflected. a level o~ care and thoroughness appropriate' to., this. 
_gnituc1e of expenditure .. 
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Although the standard of our review is relatively clear, 
applying' this standard to. the issues in this case is extremely 
difficult. several ot the decisions being' reviewed were 'made in 
the context of neqotiations for revisions ot an existin~ contract. 
The terms ot the original aqreements. set the staqe for and 
constrained the scope ot those neqotiationsa We have already 
determined that the prudence ot enterinq into the original CFE, 
TEl>, and 1979 Pm{ contracts is not an issue in this ease ~ so our 
review is limited to the reasonableness of SDG&E's negotiations for 
changes in the existing' contracts a 

Even without the added complication ot the constraint ot 
the original contracts, evaluating the performance of a utility in 
negotiations is extrelDely difficult. One ot the paramount problems 
is establishing' a bas.el'ine against which the utility's performance 
can be :measured. In theory, the baseline would be the result that 
a reasonable and prudent neqotiator would achieve in the same 
circumstances. But even in simple negotiations there are nearly an 
infinite n1.UDber of proposals and combinations of proposals that 
could be considered and., as we have discussed, a range of outcomes 
that are reasonable and prudent. Successful negotiations usually 
involve a subjective balancing of interests, a compromising ot 
objectives, and much creativity in developin~ a solution that 
satisties all parties. It is a delicate process and one that is 
very difficult to reconstruct, even when thorough documentation Of 
proposals, responses, and. evaluations is present •. 

Although ditferent approaches may be preferable in other 
circumstances, for purposes of the review ot amendments to existing 
contracts, as required in this case,. we have found the following 
approach to be usetuJ.. We have first examined the goals that the 
utility hoped tG aChieve in theneqotiations and have evaluated 
whether that goal was reasonable. We then compared the actual 
outcome wi th the goal.. Finally, we considered. whether a reasonable 
and prudent utility would have taken other steps t~come closer to. 
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achievinq the utility's goals. This approach is not always 
articulated in the tollowin~ discussion, but it provided the 
backg.round to much of our analysis of this: case .. 

xv • The PurchAses Frog TgglOD Ilec;tric Power COJIIPNlY 

A. Background 
The chronology for the TEP purchases is complicated but 

important. We will first attempt to set out the sequence of events 
as simply as possible. 

TEP and SOG&E siqned the original oontract on 
November 29, 1978. SDG&E agreed to purchase energy and capacity 
from TEP in five phases over ten years, with somewhat different 
terms governing the deliveries for each phase. the contract set 
prices according to a cost-of-service formula, which was intended 
to produoe rates reflecting the actual fixed and variable costs of 
the plants producing the power. The contract is a "'take or pay'" 
agreement in the sense that SOC&E must pay a demand charge for 
specified levels of capacity whether or not energy is actually 
delivered, unless the failure to deliver results only from TEP's 
willful action. No ceiling was placed on the resulting rates. The 
parties amended the contract several t~es Pefore the period we are 
concerned with in this decision. 

The oriqinal oontract gave TEP an option to sell up to 
100 MW of power from its system to SDG&E from July 1985 through 
June 1987, during what was then called Extended Phase 3. 'rEP 

exeroised its option in June 1983. 
Under the original contract, Phase 4 was to- be~in on the 

commercial operation date of 'rEP's Springerville Unit 1, a ooal
fired generation plant located in Arizona, anel was to- oontinue '.!or 

24 months or until Deoember 31, 1.983, whichever eame earlier. 
During this phase~ eontract clemand, the amount of eapae.ity reserved 
mld paid tor by SDG&E, was set at 230 KW from Springerville Unit 1 • 
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Phase 5 was to begin the day after the end of Phase 4 and was to 
continue for 19 months.. . Contract demand for Phase 5 would be 
between 200 and 500 MW,at TEP's option, from Springerville ~ and 
2, '.rEP's system, or a combination of these resources. In 1981, 'I'EP 
notified SOG&E that demand during Phase 5 would be between 350 and 
500 MW. 

various considerations led the parties to begin 
negotiating Amendment 3. in September 1983. Amendment 3. was 
executed on January 6, 1984, and made several changes to the 
parties' obliqations. Extended Phase 3. was eliminated., and Phase 3 

was replaced with a Revised Phase 3, which would continue until the 
commercial operation date of Springerville Unit~. Revised Phase 4 

was to beqin on the commercial operation date of Springerville Unit , 
1 and was to continue for 24 months. During this period, SDG&E 
would. purchase 230 MW from Spring-ervilla Unit 1 and 100 MW(at a 
60% capacity factor) from '.rEP's system. An agreement to set 
Springerville unit l's net dependable capacity for purposes of the 
contract at 330 M'W, rather than its actual net d.ependable 
capal:>ility of 360 MW, had the effect of increasinq SDG&E's contract 
demand by an additional 21 MW from Sprinqervil1e Unit l. Phase 5 
was extended five months to cover 24 months after the end. of 
Revised Phase 4. During this phase, SOG&E would purchase 400 MW 

from T!P's system. SOG&E also received riqhts to l06 KW of 
.transmission service from San Juan to Palo Verde until May 1, 198$, 
and SDG&E was relieved of an obliqation to pay for part of 170 MW 
of transmission d.urinq Phase 5. 

The parties also agreed to modify the assiqnment clause 
o.f the contract to. permit TEP to assiqn the contract to a wholly 
owned subsid.iary without SooteE's consent. The contract had 
previously permitted. assiqmnent only with SDGa's written approval. 
In June 1984, ~. assigned the contract to- Ala:m.ito Company, which 
vas then TEP'a wholly owned subsid.iary. The assignment took etfect 
November 1, 1984. In December 1984, 'l'EP'spun ott AlaitO,. and it 
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became an inaependent company. In late 198$, Alamito's management 
conducted a leveraged buy-out of the company. 

The implications of the spin-ott ot Alamito led to 
several revisions of the contract, which were incorporated in 
Amendments 4 and 5 and in a letter agreement between the parties. 
Negotiations ot these changes began in March 1985. 

'Onder these amendments, the parties stipulated that 
Alamito's capitalizatien ratie·, ter purposes et calculating the 
cost ot serviee, would be 30% equity and 70% del:>t, and the return 
on equity was set at 15%. Aluito agreed to give access to. the 
Springerville site to the consultant who was advising SOO&E on 
determining and veri tying the plant'S commercial operation date. 
Alami to agreed to increase the capacity tactor tor system. sales 
trom 60% to 65%. It a change in the priee ot coal tor 
Springerville Unit 1 was proposed, Alamito A9Teed to give SDG&E 

full access to intormation. It the price increase was not 
justitied, Alamito agreed to take all necessary legal action to 
resist the price increase. 

The significance of these bare tacts will be illuminated 
by the discussion of the parties' positiOns on the disputed issues. 
Generally speaking, ORA, supported by '(.TCAN and City, believes that 

the original contract worked to the disaavantaqe ot SOG&E's 
customers during the period under censideration. According' to ORA, 

SDG&E was locked into an obligation to pay for expensive capacity 
it did not need, when SWPL could have been more econemically used 
to transmit cheap econemy energy that was plentiful in the 

Southwest. DRA criticizes SDG&E for not taking advantage ot the 
neqotiations leadinq t~ the amendments to reduce SDG&E's obliqation 
to pay tor unneeded capacity. 

Hore specifically, the parties ehallenginq SOG&E's 
actions believe· that Amendlllent 3 resUlted. in unnecessa:ry inereases 
in contract demand of 21 MW and 100 MW in Revised Phase 4 and of SO 

KW in Phase S. These parties also- assert that Amendlaents 4 and S 
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resulted in SDG&E's unreasonable waiver of its rigbt to objeet to. 
certain assignments, which had. h~ul effects wben 'l'EP spun-oft 
Alami to and assigned to- the contract to Alami to·. 

SDG&E believes that its actions were reasonable in all 
respects. 

Under the current version of the contract,. Phase 4 ran 
from June 1, 1985 to May 31, 1987, and involved sale of 251 MW of 
capacity and ene%'9Y :from Springerville 1 and 100 MW of capacity and 
energy from 'rEP.' s system. 
continues to Kay 31, 1989. 

Phase 5 beqan June 1, 1987, and 
During' Phase S, SDG&E has the right to 

purchase up to 400 MW of capacity and energy from·TEP's system. 
B. SPG&E's Po=tition 

SDG&E rejects the other parties' specific criticisms of 
its aetions during' the negotiations, and it asserts. th",t its 
aetions resulted tn substantial savings for ratepayers. 

First, SDG&E believes the ORA's criticism of the 

agreement to accept 100 MW of system sales during Revised Phase 4 

is misplaced. DRA's criticism is based on the notion that SOG&E 
assumed a new obligation :for additional capacity, according to 
SDG&E. In tact, SDG&E asserts, the 100 MW in Revised Phase 4 was 
merely a continuation of an existing obligation to purchase 100 MW 

during' Extended. Phase 3, which was eliminated as part o:f Amendment 
3. Viewed in this way, the obliqation actually arose when the 
original contract was neqotiated in 197a, according to SOG&E, and 
SOG&E had no reasonable opportunity to reduce its purchases during 
the neqotiations of Amendment 3. 

second, SDG&E· aeknowledqes that defining ,net dependable 
capacity tor Sprinqerville Unit 1 as 330 HW, rather than the actual 
net dependable capability of 360 !!W, had the 'effect o:f increasing 
its o~li9Ation to purchase capacity during'Revised Phase 4 by 21 

HW.. However, SOO&E believes that DRA. ignores the concomitant 
benetits that were tied. to SDG&E's acceptance o~. this increase .. 
SDG&E argues that access to cheaper energy .costs. trOll eoal-fire<1' 
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plants should be included in the calculation ot the'cost ot this 21 

MW increase,. tor a net cost ot $6 million, rather than the 
$15,681,000 in total demand eharges that DRA uses. Against this 
eost should be balanced $29 million in benetits, according to· 
SOG&E. 

SDG&E believes that extending Phase $ trom 19 t~ 24 

months and reducing the amount ot capacity it was required t~ 
purchase trom a potential 500 MW to· 400 MW saved about $14 million 
in production costs. securing the transmission path trom san Juan 
to Palo Verde for 106 MW was worth another $12 million. In 
addition, SDG&E gained transmission rights during Phase S that cost 
it nothing but were worth about $3 million. 

When allot these benefits trom the negotiations are 
balanced against the small cost ot accepting a slightly higher 
capacity obligation, SDG&E concludes that its actions during the 
negotiations were reasonable. 

~hird, SDG&E rejects ORA's position that it could have 
negotiated its Phase S obligation down to· 350 MW from the 400 MW it 
actually achieved. SOO&E points out that the excess eapaci ty in 
the Southwest, combined with the decline in TEP's retail load 
growth and TEP's commitment to build Springerville Unit 1 made it 
extremely unlikely that TEP would accept any reduction ot the 
contract demand amount. The con~act assured TEP a higher price 
than it could obtain elsewhere tor its capacity, and 'rEP made clear 
that it intended to hold SDG&E to its commitment. In addition, at 
the time of the renegotiation, SDG&E's analyses showed that the 
price ot the 400 11lW was about $42 million cheaper than purchases 
trom independent producers at long-run avoided cost prices. 

Fourth, SOG&E believes that its consent to the amendl'Dent 
ot the assignment clause was reasonable in light of the intormation 
available to it at the time it agreed to tha amendment. Its 
contemporaneous analyses uncovered no risk to SDG&E from the change 
in the clause,. and ~ repeatedly assured SDG&E that aSBiqnment to 
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a wholly owned subsidiary would not affect SOG&E costs under the 
contract. FUrtherJl1ore, SOG&E saw no basis at the tilne tor 
protesting the change in the clause to the Federal Energy 
Regulatory commission (FERC), the tederal agency with the authority 
to review contracts tor sales between utilities. 

Fifth, SDG&E believes that the 70/30 debt-equity ratio· it 
accepted tor Alamito was reasonable in light of the information 
available at the time. SDG&E feared that Alamito could manipulate 
its capital structure to the detriment of SOO&E if a year-:by-year 
actual capital ratio were used to calculate the cost ot service. 
SOG&E also teared that Alamito's cost of debt could increase 
suddenly with lower bond ratings. For these reasons, SDG&E thought 
it beneficial t~tie down a fixed ratio, based· on reasonable 
projections .. 
c. DRA'~ PositioD 

DRA believes that SOG&E was imprudent for failing to take 

advantage of the neg-otiations. and amendments. to· reduce the ill 
effects Of what was turning out to :be an unfavorable contract. 

DRA argues that as early as 1982, SDG&E's own analyses 
raised concerns about the high prices of capac~ty under Phases 4 
and 5 of the contract. At the same time, an article in lOWs 
magazine discussed the clever manipulations of TEP and quoted TEP 
management as saying that the contract with SOG&E was cheap for TEP , 
and relatively expensive for SDG&E. Yet SOG&E waited a full year 
before even attempting to get TEP to negotiate changes in the 

contract. 
When Amenc:l:ment 3 was negotiated, SDG&E agreed. to 

provisions that created ~our specitic costs or risks, according to 
ORA .. 

The :first cost noted. by ORA was the agreement to t..a):e an 

extra 21 KW durinq Revised. Phase 4, when DRA believes SDG&E should 
have been striVing to decrease ita capacity ob~iqationa. The 
tDcreaae in the contract' capacity resulted:. from· SDGiE'. agreement 
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to set the net dependable capability ot Springerville Unit 1 at 330 

MW. The dellWld charges were based _ on a ratio ot 230 }!W' to the net 
dependable capability ot the plant .. DRA asserts that SDG&E knew 
that the actual net dependable capability of the unit w&& 360 MW, 

yet it allowed the alDendment to state it as 330 MW. When the ratio 
was applied, this stipulation resulted in an increase of capacity 
ot 21 MW, with a corresponding increase in demand charges.. The 
demand c:barqes for these extra, unneeded megawatts, according to 
ORA, was $15,681,000. ORA believes that the agreement to set the 
net dependable capability at lower than its actual level was 
imprudent, in light ot the tact that SDG&E did not need capacity 
during Revised Phase 4, and ORA urges the disallowance of 
$15,681,000 in demand charges. 

Second, ORA believes the agreexnent to establish contract 
de:mand at 400 MW tor Phase S. was imprudent. 'I'he contract gave TEP 
the option of setting the contract demand between 200 and 500 MW, 
and TEP had earlier notified SDG&E that demand tor Phase 5 would be 
between 350 and 500 MW. DRA points out that SOG&E's own internal 
memos concluded that TEP was incapable ot deliverinq much more than 
350 MW, and. ORA views SDG&E's aqreeent to accept a contract demand 
at 50 MW over the 350 MW minimum level as imprudent. ORA rejects 
SDG&E's claim that TEP threatened to purchase enough capacity over 
the Inland Power Pool to enable it to sell SOG&E the SOO MW maxilnum 
permitted under the contract. ORA points that there is no written 
record of the making or reeeivinq of this threat, an4 that, in any 
event, SOG&E had already agreed to take 400 MW betore the date that 
the allegeci threat was made. ORA also criticizes SOO&E's 
acquiescence in TEl>' s request to extend Phase 5 from 19 to 2-4 

months. ~is extension provided no :benefits to SDG&E and appears 
to, be tor the convenience ot 'rEP. Yet,. according to- DRA, SDG&E 
received no concession tor granting T.EP this extension. DRA 
recommen(1a disallowance of $24,348,000 of daanc1 charges for the 
extra 50 MW 4urinq Phase S • 
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The third extra cost that ORA. finds is the aqreement to
take lOO MW during Revised Phase 4. Al though DRA recoqnizes that 

this 100 MW probably offsets the elimination of 100 MW scheduled . 
for Extended Phase 3, ORA. believes that SDG&E was imprudent for not 
even attempting to negotiate a further redUction in its capacity 
obligation when it had the opportunity. ORA. recommends a 
disallowance of $60,l04,000 for this imprudence. 

Fourth, ORA believes that SOG&E was imprudent to aqree to
modify the assignment clause so. that SDG&E would not have the right 
to Object to an assignment to- a wholly owned subsidiary o.f 'rEP. 
ORA points out that SDG&E failed to track the proceedings before 
the Arizona corporations Commission which would have provided 
info:rll1ation on 'rEP's intentions. ORA says that the ability to 
withhold consent to. any proposed assignment is particularly 
important when the buyer, SDG&E, was obligated to pay even if the 
seller fails to perform under a broad range of circumstances. DRA 

believes that this was such a contract, and that SDG&E should have 
been particularly careful to sa:~equard its rights under the 
assiqn:ment clause. ORA finds imprudence in SDG&E's agreement to 
alter the clause after only minimal and short-sighted analysis. 

ORA feels that SDG&E '~a5 unreasonably passive in the face 
of the spin-off of Alamito.. Especially after the amendment of the 
assignment clause, SDG&E effectively allowed TEP to sell the 
contract with SOG&E to. an independent company without SDG&E's 
consent. ORA believes that this behavior was imprudent,. but 
recommencls no. direct disallowance in Phase 3. Rather, ORA thinks 

the effects of the alteration of the assignment clause were felt 
during the negotiations of Amenclments 4 and 5-. 

The spin-off of Alami to affected the level of the demand 
charqes during Phase 4, accordinq to ORA- ORA: believes that 
aignificant cost red.uctions should have occurred during Phase 4. 

ORA believes that SDG&E should have asked PERC to- revieW' the spin
off and that SOG&E had considerable leverage at this time. In 
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DRA's opinion, Alamito feared PERC's review because FERC might 
reduce the cost of capital used in the calculation of the eost of 
service, !'ERC might take a jurisdictional interest in Alamito-,. and 
l"ERC's review could delay the management buy-out. DRA believes 
that SDG&E should have taken advantage of its leverage to negotiate 
more favorable amendments. 

More specifically, ORA faults SDG&E for agreeing to a 
70/30 debt-eq\1ity ratio without calculll.ting the benefits ot a 
floating ratio or a lower fixed ratio and without trying to bargain 
for a lower and more favorable ratio. In fact, the actual debt
equity ratio never exceeded 79/21 during Phase 4. ORA recommends a 
disallowance of $11.1 million, the difference between the 70/30· 
ratio that SDG&E agreed to and the 79/21 ratio that would have 
applied if SDG&E bad obtained Alamito's agreement to' use a floating 
ratio. 
D. CitY's Position 

The City of san Diego agrees with ORA that SDG&E's 
primary concern during the negotiations ot' Amendments 3, 4, and 5-

should have been to reduce the contract demand obligation as much 
as possible. City views SDG&E's claimed reduction of demand to 400 
HW during Phase 5 as a hollow victo~, since its stated goal was a 
reduction to, around 330 MW. City concurs with DRA that it was 
imprudent for SDG&E to agree to take 400 MWinstead of the 350 MW 
minimum called for under the original contract_ city supports 
ORA's recommended disallowance of $24,348',000', the eost of this 
extra 50 HW during Phase 5 .. 
E. PCAH's Position 

tJCAN was struck by the inexpert and passive nature of 
SDG&E's handling of its negotiations with 'rEP. In 'OCAN"s view, 
SDG&E was repeatedly outmaneuvered by TEP, which resulted in . 
~'s agreeing to accept the extra 21 HW in Revised. Phase 4 and 
""00 XW rather than 350 MW in Phase 5, even though ita. own analyses 
'Ur9ed reductions in contract d.emand for thesepha~ .. 
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'OCAN is also disturbed by SOG&E'S "'inexplicable'" 
acceptance o~ modi~ications to the assiqnment clause. It accepted 
this change even though its' own vice president had characterized 
'I'EP as "'a bunch of crooks.'" When SOG&E ~ound out about the 
assignment of the contract to Alamito, it first delayed its 
investigation and then was satis~ied with TEP's oral reassurances. 
It t.ailed to protest the assignment to FERC or to use the threat of 
a protest as leverage tor t.urther concessions during negotiations, 
according to 'OCAN. 'OCAN believes that disallowances are justified, 
and t7CAN particularly wants to alert the Commission to the passive, 
inflexi))le, and unresourcetul negotiation practices of SOO&E. 

F. pil!ijCUssi.9n 
We have already discussed at length the difficulty of 

applying our standard of review to the negotiations involved in 
this case. We also note that this already difficult task has been 
c:omplic:a:t:ed by the ways in which the parties have chosen to present 
their cases. Because the prudence of entering into the 'rEP 
contract is not an issue in this case, we are not evaluating 
whether or not the outcomes ot the various negotiations were qood 
deals. Rather, our focus is on whether or not· a better outeome to 
a particular negotiation was possible in light of all the 
circumstances SDG&E faced. 

So far as the record reveals, there are many gaps in 
SOG&E's aceount of the process of neqotiations. SDG&E has placed 
qreat emphasis on the benefits it claims resulted from the 
neqotiations. However, aome of these benefits are not directly 
linked to SDG&E's neqotiatinq efforts. DRA, on the other hand, has 
asserted that SDG&E could have o~tained far qreater concessions it. 
it had negotiated more skillfully or persistently. 

our Clifficul ty is that l>oth of these approaches require 
speculation. DRA's approach requires us to< speculate about what 
would have happened i:f SOO&E had neqotiated in the lIalUler·. 
recommended :by DRA.~ DRA has· not o!!ered.its. reconstruction ot· the 
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negotiations it says should have occurred: rather it has urged 
various disallowances that presume the complete success o~ the 
approach it believes SDG&E should have ~ollowed. For its part, . 
SDG&E has ~orced us to speculate to separate the real concessions 
that resulted ~rom its neqotiating e~torts ~rom the bene~its that 
were unrelated to the negotiations and that would have occurred 
regardless o~ the level o~ SDG&E's negotiatinq skills. 

A review o~ past events is di~~icult enouqh under the 
best o~ eireum.stances. The approaches of both DRA and SOG&E lDake 
our task even lDore di~!icult. We are thus forced to- seleet the 
course o~ events that seems most probable to us based on the record 
presented in the hearings, even when our account may var:/ 
sUbstantially from the versions presented by the parties. 

1. Amendment 3 
A. The 100 MW 

DRA has suqqested that SDG&E could have avoided the 100 
MW increase in the contraet demand ~or Revised Phase 4. We believe 
that the evidenee is strong that this apparent increase resulted 
from restructuring the contraet and was not an actual increase of 
SDG&E's obligations. SDG&E's responsibility to take 100 MW during 
the former Extended Phase 3, which was eliminated, was transferred 
to the new Revised Phase 4.. 'rhe two obligations are in all 
respects identical.. From the record before us, we are satisfied 
that SDG&E acted reasonably and was not imprudent in accepting this 
restructuring and that no real :i.ncrease in the contraet demand 
occurred. In addition, DRA presented no evidence that an attempt 
to reduce this obligation would have met with any success. 

b. settiDg'. the COntxact DeMnd 
at -too MW fOr PhAse 5 

'l'his issue illustrates the d.iffic:ul ties we confront when 
the parties stake out c:tiametrically opposed. positions, and no 
evidence is presented to illmninate the vast middle ground between 
their viewpoints.. SDG&E claims that it should· receive a $14 
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million ereait tor reducing the contract demand during Phase 5 from 
the 500 MW maximum that applied in the earlier contract. DRA 
claims that SOG&E should be penalized tor not obtaininq further 
reductions, down to the 350 MW minilZlu:m that existed at the time ot 
the negotiations of the amencbnent. From our review of the facts, 
we conclude that settinq the contract demand at 400 MW for Phase 5 
involved neither imprudence nor extraordinary barqaininq skills. 

three items of evidence undermine SDG&E's claim that only 
its superior neqotiating abilities permitted it to obtain a 
reduction in the contract demand tor Phase 5. First, SDG&E appears 
to have agreed to the 400 MW level very early in the negotiations 
and certainly before TEP gave any indication that it intended to 
exercise its option to set contract demand. at the 500 MW maximu:m .. 
Second, during this period., SDG&E' s own written analyses questioned 
TEP's ability to deliver capacity above the 400 MW. level. Third, 
the sworn testimony ot TEP's president in a proceeding before the 
Arizona Corporation Commission supports the notion that ~~ would 
not have elected to deliver more than 400 MW. In that p~oceedinq, 
Einar Greve, TEP's president, testified about these neqotiations: 

·CWJe renegotiated a contract where instead of 
500 megawatts, we deliver 400 megawatts in that 
phase. But we extended the phase into ' 39 .. 
'that was very fortunate because we wouldn't 
have 500 meqawatts to give them. But sometimes 
you are lucky.- (Ex. 601, Item 10, pp. 53-54.) 

'I'hus, it is not apparent that setting contract demand. at 400 MW 
represented any concession by TEP. 

On the other hand, little evidence supports DRA's 
position that SDG&E could have obtained greater concessions through 
harder bargaining.. 'Onder the earlier contract, 'I'EP had the 
exclusive right.to d.esignate contract demand tor Phase 5 as high as 
500 !!W, and it was unlikely to relinquish this power without 
concessions from SDG&E. TEl> had every incentive to set .the 
contract demand at as high a level as 1t could: predictably deliver, 
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and it had already committed itself to deliver at least 350 MW. 
Even some of SDG&E's preliminary analyses, which are strongly 
relied on to support ORA's position, estimated that 'there are 
insufficient reserves in the TEP system to provide capacity beyond 
the upper-lOO MW range,' a statement that suggests that TEP could 
deliver up to about 400 MW. 

In addition, the immediate negotiating history had 
demonstrated TE~s unwillingness t~ consider substantial reduction 
in the contract demand. In April 1983, SDG&E had proposed to 
reduce contract demand to 230 MW during Phase 4 and to 350 MW 
durinq Phase S. 'rEP had flatly rejected that proposal. 

The impression that we are lett with from the evidence in 
the record is that the discussions amonq SOG&E"s Tom Page and 
Ronald Watkins and TEP's then-president and chief executive 
officer, Theodore M. Wel~, that resulted in the agreement to set 
capacity at 400 MW recognized Doth ~'s power to set contract 
demand at up to- SOO MW and its difficulty in deliverinq reliable 
capacity at hiqher than the 400 MW level. In a realistic attempt 
to resolve this issue and other less significant issues so that 
negotiations could focus on more disputed areas, they agreed to set 
the contract demand at 400 MW, which is probably about the level 
TEP would have chosen under its existing option. 

This conclusion is supported by incidental materials in 
the record and by common sense. curiously, we find ourselves, 
unable to. embrace the position ot any of the parties. SDG&E relied 
a great deal on repetition of its belief ~t it acted reasonably, 
but we found several logical holes in its arguments. For example, 
SOG&E repeatedly concluded that it had no leverage in its 
negotiations with TEP, although the market for capacity in the 
Southwest at that time was a classic example of a buyer's market, 
¥ben buyers should have ~DUm leveraqe over the crowd of sellers 
eager to market their proclucts. If SOG&E believed:, it lacked 
leverage in a buyer's market, what will it claim and how will it· 

-
' 
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respond when the market becomes a seller's market? SOG&E's 
repeated insistence that it had no leverage underscores ORA's 
argument that SDG&E was locked into a contract that re~ired it to 
buy too much capacity at too high a price; thus, TEP was unwilling 
to relinquish much of the good deal it had struck. 

We are also sympathetic to DRA's criticism that SDG&E 
failed. even to attempt to negotiate reductions in the contract 
demand beyond the 400 MW that TEP seemed. prepared to agree to·.. In 
light of the high price and level of demand in the eXisting 
contract, SOG&E should. have continued to offer proposals that would 
have resulted in further reductions, even if TEP continued to 
reject those proposals. For eXalDple, after TEP rejected. SOG&E'S 
April 1983 proposal for rather large reductions in contract demand. 
for both Phase 4 and Phase 5, SOG&E seemed to believe that no 
further attempts to recluce contract demand would bear fruit. It 
failed even to present other proposals with reductions in demand. as 
an element until its officers aqreed with 'rEP"s to set the demand 
tor Phase 5 at 400 MW. We cannot help· but be disturbed when the 
representatives of large and essential public utilities appear to, 
show less creativity and persistence in their negotiations than 
negotiators. of tar less important transactions, such as contracts 
for the transfer of real estate or tor the services of professional 
athletes. 

While we have just stated our sYlDpathy with some of the 
arguments of ORA and OCAN, we are disappointed that these parties 
have failed to tollow tbrouqh on their recommendations. DRA's 
position seems. to be that since SOG&E waS not persistent and 
aggressive in seeking ~er reductions in capacity, we should 
assume that it coulc1 have achieved reductions down to. the 350 MW 

minimum and that all costs in excess of those needed to pay tor 350 
KW should be c1isallowed.. We believe that we cannot make such a 
disallowance without some indication of.what sort o.f success a 
utility whO: had n89'otiated mere creatively wOuld'. have achieved.. 1:f 
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such a utility would have succeeded only in reducing the contract 
demand to 395 MW, it would not be appropriate to disallow all 
amounts above those needed to· pay for 350 MW. But DRA and trCAN 

have presented no evidence on th:l.s point. They are like a 
plaintiff in a personal injury action who has proved liability but 
has presented no evidence on damages. Although the general burden 
of proof remains. on the applicant, we believe that ORA's and UCAN's 
approach reqQires them to bear some responsibility tor establishing 
some baseline measure of the results o~ the prudent behavior they 
advocate. 

In this context, we have concluded that the outcome of 
this portion ot Amendment 3, which appears to· have resulted from 
the discussion among the officers ot the two companies, is at about 
the level that could have been achieved by a prudent utility under 
the circumstances. The evidence suggests that TEP was prepared to 
exercise its option to set the contract demand at about 400 HW, as 
demonstrated by both SOG&E'S contemporaneous analysis and Greve's 
later testimony. The evidence further shows that, although SOG&E 

did not persistently and creatively present further proposals to 
reduce the contract demand to TEP, it was unlikely that further 
reductions could have been obtained without additional valuable 
concessions by Soc&E. therefore, we will allow SDG&E to recover 
its expenditures connected with this issue. 

c. ~ PiYe:lJonth E¢eDsion of Phase S-

ORA has criticized SOG&E for agreeing to an extension of 
Phase .s trom 19 months to 24 months during a period. when SDG&E' S 

forecast showed no need tor additional capacity. ORA cites an 
analysis in which one ot SOG&E's negotiators pointed out that it 
lI1lI.de no sense to agree to an extension that endecl SDG&E's purchases 
from TEP in Kay J.989, just at the start ~·the summer peak periocl. 

From our review of the record, we conclude that the 
extension was closely tied to the reduction in contrac:tcapacity. 
In combination, the reduction o1! contract demand and' the . extension 
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ot the term of Phase 5 parallellea earlier proposals by SDG&E. It 
is a logical linkage that allows one party to secure demand 
reductions while lessening the effect on the selling party's 
overall revenues. 

In addition, SDG&E's contemporaneous analyses showed that 
a 24-month Phase S with a delM.lld of 400 MW was more l:>eneticial than 
a 19-month Phase 5- at 500 MW I as called. tor before the alDenctment. 
We also believe that it was reasonal:>le, in light ot projections of 

capacity in the SOuthwest, tor SOG&E to fear that 'rEP would 
purchase capacity from other utilities, at prices less than the 
price they would receive trom SDG&E, to make up for any inability 
of its system to supply the maximum 500 MW that its existing option 
allowed. 

We conclude that no disallowance should result from the 
extension of Phase 5-. 

We should note, however, that a cloud is cast over this 
conclusion by SDG&E's argument that its contemporaneous analysis 
calculated that the five-month extension of Phase 5, would provide 
energy and capacity for $11 million less than SDG&E's long-term 
avoided cost, which was based on on-system oil and gas generation 
and economy energy purchases trom the Northwest and Southwest. 
SOG&E cites testimony to the effect that reserve margins in the 
Southwest were expected to be between ~7% ana 90% in 19S8 and 1989. 

With expected reserve marqins ot that magnitude, S:oG&E could 
reasonably rely on economy energy and short-term purchases during 
the five months ot the extension, since substantial energy would 
appear to be available even 'during peak hours. And. since the 

extension did not cover SDG&E's summer peak in any event, SDG&E's 

ability to meet its highest d.e:mancl would :be unaffected by this 
strategy. As s~ stated in its Opening Briet (at 99), -Had a 
capacity deficienc:y occurred on 'l'Ucson's system during Phase 5, it 
would. have been for abort periods which could easily have been made 
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up by purchases trom other utilities.· The same logic would apply 
to 5DG&E's system during this period. 

Thus, SI>G&E's original calculation and continuing claim 
ot an $11 million benefit from the extension contradicts its 
prfmary argument tor accepting the extension. This contradiction 
does nothing to, assuage our existing doubts ~ut the quality and 
soundness ot SI>G&E's thinking and analyses in its negotiations 
during this period. 

d. The Additional 21 MW in PbAU 4 

SDG&E concedes that it accepted the redefinition of the 
net reliable capability of springerville Unit 1, and that it did so 
despite the tact that it did not need additional capacity and 
despite the cost that the redefinition would place on SI>G&E. SI>G&E 
states that it accepted the redefinition as part of a package of 
alterations, most of which were beneficial, which resulted in a net 
savings ot $23 million, according to 5OO&E'$ calculations. . 

In exchange for accepting the redefinition, SOG&E claims 
that it received access to coal energy that was much less expensive 
than the likely alternative of oi1- and gas-fired generation and 
economy energy purchases. Taking into account the lower cost of 
coal energy reduced the net cost of the additional 21 KW to $6 
million. It also received the other benefits of Amendment 3: the 
extension of Phase S. and the reduction of the contract demand to' 
400 MoW, the securing of additional transmission rights for 106 MoW, 
and the removal ot a contingent Obligation to reimburse 'l'EP tor 170 

MoW of firm transmission charges paid to other utilities during 
Phase 5. 

We can accept 5DG&E's point that the 21 KW. was a 
concession that was part of the total Amendment 3 package, but we 
do not accept the assumptions underlying the calculation it has 
offered to support this portion of the barqain. Nevertheless, the 
record demonstrates that SDG&E pertormecl contemporaneous analyses 
of the value of the various proposals that were involve4 in the 
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neC]otiation ot Amencbnent 3. Those analyses shoW' that SOG&E 
believed that there were substantial benetits to be qained from the 
packaqe ot chanqes in Amendlnent 3, and that the overall benetit ot 
these changes outweiqhed the cost ot accepting an additional 21 MW 

by a substantial marqin. Just the transmission agreements, to
choose one of the less controversial examples, were calculated to 
be worth about $15 million, or about twice the net cost of the 
additional 21 MW. Under these circumstances, we conclude that 
SDG&E made an informed and reasonable decision to, accept the burden 
and cost ot the additional 21 MW to gain the benetits that 
accompanied this proposal. No disallowance is appropriate tor this 
decision. 

e. The Amendment of the Assignment Clause 
'!'he evidence on this element ot Amendment 3 is qui:te 

damning to SOG&E. Not only did SDG&E tail to appreciate the 
signiticance of its agreement to alter the assignment clause at the 
tfme of the negotiations, but it appears, so far as the record 
reflects, that SDG&E even today does not appreciate precisely what 
it did when it acceded to TEP's request to chanqe the clause. 

TEP requested chanqes to, the assignment clause, which 
oriqinally provided that neither party could assiqn the contract 
without the written consent of the other party to the contract. 
The clause also contained the usual provision that such consent 
could not be unreasonably withheld. The chanqe that TEP requested 
would have eliminated the requirement of consent for assiqnments to 
wholly owned subsidiaries of the parties. 

The stated reason tor TEP's request was that the chanqe 
was needed for financing purposes. SOO&E's testimony was very 
unclear about its. understanding of the reasons for the change, and 
SDG&E appears not to have attempted to determine more specifically 
why the chanqes were being' requested. SDG&E's contemporaneous 
analysis focused. on the implications of an assiqnm.ent to a wholly 

. , 
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owned subsidiary, and concluded that such an assiqnmentwould not 
affect SDG&E. ' ' 

From the start, SDG&E apparently did not comprehend what 
was being requested of it, and its analysis thus focused on the 
wrong questions. SOG&E's analysis considered the effects it could 
foresee from a generic assi~ent to a TE~ subsidiary. When 
compared to the wording of the eXisting contract, SOG&E was in 
essence being asked to waive its right tO'investigate specific 
assignments in circumstances SOG&E might not be able to foresee, to 
waive its right to assure itself that these assignments were 
reasonable, and, lnore ilDportantly, to waive its right to object to 
unreasonable assignments to subsidiaries ofTEP. The analysis 
should have focused on the implications of the waiver and the 
reasons 'rEP requested it. We believe that the right not to consent 
to unreasonable assignments to TEP's subsidiaries was a valuable 
right that SOG&E should not have relinquished without corresponding 
concessions from 'rEP • 

It is ,ironic that SDG&E apparently unknowingly gave up a 
valuable right (and one that perhaps had even greater value to' 'rEP 
than to SDG&E) during a period durin9' which it. still insists it had 
no barqaining leverage. On one issue where SDG&E clearly had 
leverage, it waived its right without obtaining'any concessions 
from 'rEP. 

SOG&E apparently agreed to this c:hange as an 
accommodation to TEP. It is unexplained why such an accommodation 
should have :been granted gratis to a company which bad apparently 
taken a rather hard line in the negotiations, at least with regard 
to SDG&E's desires to reduce contract demand. 

Thus, SDG&E waived a valua))le right without obtaining 
counterbalancing concessions trom, 'rEP. Moreover, SDG&E appears to 
have tailed even to appreciate the nature o~ :tts waiver. Under 
these cireu:mstancea, we conelud.e that SOG&E acted llIprudently in 
aqreeinq to the . chanqes in the assignment clause. We will discuss 
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the consequences of this imprudence in a later' seetion of this 
,decision. 

2. %,be MsignMDt and Spin-off of AlPito 
The first consequence of the revision of the assignment 

clause of the contract came shortly after the negotiations tor 
Amendment 3. In late 1983, '1'EP received the Arizona Corporation 
Commission's permission to transfer two of its coal-tired 
c;eneratin9' units, including Sprinqerville Unit 1, to its 
subsidiary, Alamito. On June 1, 1984,. 'rEP transfettecl 
Springerville Unit 1 and its 50% share in san Juan Unit 3 to 
Alamito. 
Alamito. 

At the same time, 'l'EP' assigned its contract with SDG&E to 
Because at that time Alam1to was still a wholly owned 

subsidiary of "rEP, and because of the change in the assignment 
clause agreed to five months earlier, TEP~id not need to obtain 
SDG&E's consent to the assiqnment. FERC later found that the 
contract had been assigned 'to enable Alamito t~ tinance some $387 

million and so that the proposed spin-ott of Alami to would not be 

taxable to Tucson's shareholders.' (See Ex. 600, p. 11-l2.) 
On June 8, 'rEP's then-exeeutive vice president Greve 

infor:ed SDG&E of the assiqnment. On July &, 'rEP tiled for FERC's. 

approval ot the assignment and requestecl an effective date for the 
assiqn:ment of November l, 1984. SDG&E diel, not become aware of this 
filing until the notice of the filing appeared in the Federal 
Reqister of July 23, 1984. The notice stated that petitions to 
intervene or protest should be filed by July 27, 1984. 

SDG&E appears to have done little :between J'Wle 8 and the 
appearance of the notice on July 23 to investigate the assignment's 
effect on SDG&E. The notice in the Federal Register apparently 
spurred. SDG&E to investigate the implications of the assiqnment, 
but SDG&E did not file a protest or a petition to intervene in the 
nRC proceeding. 

So. far as the record reveals, SDG&E's investigation led 
, , ' 

to, a series of questions about the assignment'.... S~ turned .to TEP' 
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for answers to those questions. A telephone call in late July 
resulted in a reassurance that the assignment would not affect 
SOG&E, but little detailed information was conveyed. The next 
apparent contact with 'rEP was on August 31. This was a telephone 
call to arrange a meeting to answer the specific questions that 
SOG&E had developed. During this call, 'rEP again reassured SOG&E 
that the assignment would not affect SDG&E, and some specific 
information was exchanged. SOG&E posed some of its questions to 
TEP in a letter of september 27, and the meeting with TEP took 
place on October 5. In the meantime, however, FERC had approved 
the assi~ent on Octo~r 1, with an ef.fective date of November 1. 
TEP addressed the questiOns raised in SOG&E's September 2'7 letter 
at the meeting of. october 5, and apparently SDG&E was satisf.ied 
with the responses. 

The assignment took effect on November 1, 1984. In 
December 1984, TEP's Board of. Directors aqreedto spin-Off Alami to 
as an independent company • 

We have two serious reservations about SOG&E's actions 
durinq this sequence of events. 

First, many of the questions raised during SDG&E's 
consideration of the effects of the assignment underscore the 
significance of the loss that SDG&E bad Buffered when it aqreed to 
alter the assignment clause. Within a few months of. that 
aqreement, SOG&E was raising the types of questions that it should 
have considered before it waived its right to object to 
unreasonable assignments to subsidiaries. For example,'the memo ot 
August ~5 r~ises several concerns about the capital structure of 
Alamito and closes with the question, IPAre we absolutely sure that 
Tucson doesn't ~ve to qet our permissio~ to do the assignment?· 
(Ex. 601, Item 13.) It SDG&E concluded at the tilDe of the chanqe 
in the assignment clause that such an, assignment would not affect 
it, by the time it confronted- anaetua~ Assignment several months 
later, it bad· developed ,a lonq list of theassiqnment's possible 
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effects on its costs under the contract. (See Ex. 60~, Items 13 
and ~4: Ex. 6l7.) 

second., we aqree with ORA that S:oG&E was remarkably 
relaxed in pursuing information on the effects ot the assignment. 
After it was tirst informed of the assignment, 'it did nothing tor 
nearly seven weeks when PERC's notice came to its attention. Even 
then, it tailed to protest or intervene in the FERC proceeding, 
although it apparently hoped somehow to obtain information from 
FERC (Ex. 60l, Item l3) _ By the time it actUAlly met with ttP-~ 
FERC had already approved the assiqnment, and SOG&E bad lost much 
of the power it had to obj ect to any unfavorable aspects to the 
assignment that it may have uncovered. 

SDG&E also relied heavily on the reassurances and 
intormation it received trom TE~ in its evaluation of the 
assignment, although by this time SDG&E had ample reason to be 
suspicious of the accuracy or completeness ot 'l'EP's responses. 
Because ot this overreliance on 'l'EP tor its intor.mation, SDG&E 
tailed even to suspect the possibility that the assignment was a 
preliminary maneuver to the eventual spin-off of Alamito. 

The spin-of! shortly after the effective date ot the 
assignment had immediate consequences for SOG&E. Because Alamito's 
capitalization relied heavily on debt, SOG&E would be paying more 
than Alamito's true cost of service under the capitalization 
formula in the contract, which assumed a higher proportion ot more 
costly equity financing- SOG&E recognized. the implications ot the 
spin-ott, and on January 23, 1985, one ot its vice presi4ents 
authorized -an investigation ot this matter for the purpose ot 
preparing to initiate litiqation or any other leqal proceedings 
arisinq out ot this transte+ ot control.- He also recognized that 
the -transter may place contract performance to sooa in j.eopardY" 
and stated the need tor the company promptly to evaluate Whether 
the transteramounted .to abreaeb. of the contract (Ex. 60l" 
'Item 16) • 
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Onder the terms of FERC's 1979 order approving the 
original contract, Alamito bad- to tile a justification of its rates 
for Phase 4 and the costs supporting those rate~ by April 1, 1985. 
Because FERC was unlikely to' approve rates based on TEP's, rather 
than Alami to's , capital structure,. SDG&E and Alami to be9an 
negotiating for amenaments to the contract. 

3. Amendments 4 and S 

The issues raised by Amenaments 4 and S are closely 
related and will be addressed together. 

a. Alqito'cu=a:oital sttllcture 
The primary element of Amendment 4 was a revision of 

Alamito's assumed capital structure for purposes of calculating the 
cost of service that formed the basis for the demand' charge to
SDG&E. After the spin-off, Alamito's capitalization was weightec1 
beavily toward debt, and payments based on TEP's more balanced 
capital structure would effectively overpay Alami to. 'l'he 
negotiations resulted in an agreement to set the capital structure, 
for purposes of the contract, at 70% debt and 30% common equity. 

DRA believes that this ratio was unnecessarily high, and 
that SDG&E's failure to achieve reductions in the level of contract 
demand and in the equity portion ot the capitalization directly 
resulted from SDG&E's waiver of its ri9hts under the assignment 
clause. According to DRA's line of arqwnent, because SDG&E 
unreasonably gave up its ri9ht to investigate the assignment of the 
contract to Alamito before the assignment occurred, the assic;nment 
went through quickly,. easily, and without SDG&E's in~luence. Once 

the assignment was approved, the stage was set for the spin-off. 
Even in the neg'otiations following the spin-off, SDC&E's at1:ituc3.e 
was that it had. no leverage to effect changes in the contract .. 
SDG&E passively accepted Alamito's representation.s. aDout its tutTlre 
capitalization, DRA asserts, eventhouqh its capital structure at 
the time was 20% equity' and. 80t de))t. If SDG&E had- Darqained more 
effectively an~ if it had retained the leveraqeprovidec1 by the 
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original assignment clause, ORA argues, it could have obtained 
greater concessions on ,c:ontract demand and cap,ital structure.. Even 
during the neqotiations, SDG&E apparently taile4 to recognize that 
it had leveraqe arisinq from'Alamito's strong desire to avoid 
FERC's review of the contract. ORA recommends a disallowance, and 
estimates that this disallo~ce may be measured by the difference 
l:>etween the AgX'eed 70/30 capital structure and the 21/79 ratio that 
was the hi9'hest. proportion of equity that actually occurred durinq 
Phase 4. This amounts to $11.l million. 

SDG&E argues that it acted prud.ently in fixinq the 

capital structure. Compared to the existinq contract, SOG&E 
benefited greatly trom the revised capital ratios. Moreover, it 
was wise at the time to fix the ratio, since any increase in equity 
above the agreed levels or any downgradinq of Alami to-' s aebt would 
have increased SOG&E's demand charqes under the contract .. 
FUrthermore, FERC had inaicated that it would not approve a 
contract with prices that tloated to reflect actual capitalization • 

As we have indicated., we agoree with DRA that SOG&E acted 
imprudently in waivinq its rig-hts under the assignment clause 
without obtaininq concessions from TEP. We are also· persuaded that 
this waiver eventUally int'luenced neqotiations for Amendment 4. 

':here is little doubt that SOG&E would have been in a much stronqer 
position if it had retained its right to consent to proposed 
assignments, a riqAt which it could have parlayed. into more 
complete disclosures by T.EP. We hope that SDG&E would not have 
consented to the proposed assignment to Alamito without a 
though.tfUl consideration of the consequences. We are convinced 
that somewhere alonq the line, most likely durinq the negotiations 
tor A:mendment 4, retaininq the right to withhold its consent to 
unreasonable assigmnents to subsid.iaries would have resulted in 
direct,benetits to. SDG&E, benet'its that were lost because ot the 
waiver • 
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For example, retaining the right to withhold its consent 
to unreasonable assignments would have given SOG&E additional 
leverage in obtaining information about the reasons for the 
assignment of the contract from 'rEP to Alamito. In light of the 
fact that Alamito's management began considering a buy-out as early 
as Spring 1984 (Ex. 641; see Tr. 69:7929), more complete 
information might have led SDG&E to consider the implications of a 
leveraged buy-out tor its contract with~. SDG&E's witness 
testified on what the company's negotiators would have done with 
such information: 

"'Q: Ilf you had known about the undisclosed 
plans or consideration of a leveraged 
buyout, would you have negotiated for an 
actual capital structure as opposed to the 
70-30 structure that you did agree to? 

"'A: I would have negotiated something 
that would have given us the full benefits 
of the-of their expected plans. If they 
expected a leveraged buyout, they would 
have a 99 percent debt-l percent equity, 
then we would have worked something that 
would have reflected those costs to' Alamito 
and reduced costs. to SOG&E. Whether it 
would have been actual capitalization or 
not I can't say today •••• 

"'Q: Well, would it be fair to say if you had 
known about their undisclosed leveraged 
buyout that you would have either 
negotiated an actual capital structure or 
h~thetical capital structure that had a 
higher percentage of debt to equity? 

"'A: It could have been something like that. I 
think the main point was that the costs 
would have been lower if we had known that 
a leveraged buyout was planned. The costs 
we would have eventuaJ.ly settled on tor the 
demand charge would have been lower than 
what they are now.' (Tr. 62:7063-7064.) 

Although SDG&E has argued that the leverag. buy-out of a 
utility was unprecedented and therefore completely unforeseeable, 
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we note that the bond counsel who mentioned the p'oss~ility ot a 
leveraged buy-out to Aluito's managelllent also advised' ~DG&E during 
the same period (Tr. 69:7949, 7951). This suggests that SDG&E was 
capable of anticipating the possibility ot a leveraged buy-out it 
it had retained a reason tor conducting a thorough investigation of 
the implications ot the assiqnment. But since it had waived its 
right to object to assignments, it had nO' reason to pursue the 
implications of acts that it was powerless to influence. 

DRA bas attempted to quantity the results ot SOG&E' s 
imprudence by comparing the aqreed and actual capital ratios. 
While ORA suggests that further reductions in demand levels for 
Phase 4 could have been obtained, it has not attempted to quantify 
that reduction, and it had focused entirely on the capital ratios. 
While we aqree that SOlUe bene:fi ts c:oulcl have been obtained, we 
dislike DRA's comparison to actual, historical equity levels. This 
approach relies on hindsight, ignores the legitimate benefits of 
having fixed capital ratios, and overlooks FERC's indication that 
it would not approve a floating capital ratiO'. 

Nevertheless, we believe that ORA's eet~ate bears some 
relation to SDG&E's foregone ~enefits. We aqree with DRA that it 
would have been possible tor SDG&E to use the leverage it had in 
the original assignment clause to negotiate a higher debt/equity 
ratio than it did, or a comparable concession. We have already 
stated. our disagreement with DRA's calculation. From the sparse 
information available in the record, our sense is that SDG&E could 
have negotiated. a ratio ot 75/25 or roughly equivalent concessions 
it it bad retained its right to withhold consent to unreasonable 
assignments. 'rhis ratio is halt of the difterence ))etween 
Alamito's actual capitalization at the time o~ AmendlDent 4 (80/20) 

and the agreed. ratio (70/30). 
Using' the method shown in EX. 523, we calcul.ate the 

, ' 

difference between the a9%'eed 70/3-0 ratio and. our assumed, 7S/ZS. 
ratio- to be $S.9 million. Appropriate intereatat th." ECAC rate 
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should also accrue on this amount. As. shown in AppendiX' 8, the 
total a=ounts to about $7.1 million as of December 31, 1988. We 
will there tore disallow recovery ot this amount. This. tiqure is 
roughly half of DRA's recommendation; thus, it recognizes some of 
the benefits of the fixed. capital ratio that DRA ignored,. and it 
comports with our general sense of the cost of rel inquishinq the 

ri9'ht to consent to the assigmnent. 
l>. Qther Agree:aent;t 

SDG&E points out that it received other benefits from 
Amendment 4. specifically, it obtained the right to have its 
commercial operation date consultant present at the Sprinqerville 
Unit 1 construction site, and the capacity factor of Springerville 
Unit 1 was increased from 60% to 65% tor purposes of SDG&E's· 
entitlement to energy associated with the capacity it had 
purchased. 

Although we agree that these items provide some benefits 
to SDG&E, we do not think that the benefits outweigh the 
capitalization element ot Alnend:ment 4. SOG&E had encountered no· 
difficulties with access to the Springerville site up· to that time, 
so the added benefit of having its consultant present at the site 
is small. The increase in capacity factor would be beneficial only 
if SOG&E actually needed the added energy made available to it by 
the increase. SDG&E did not expect to· need the energy, so this 
portion ot the amenc1m.ent operated like an insurance policy against 
unexpected events. Again, we conclude that the benefit is real, 
but small. 

Although we acknowledge that these small benetits were 
obtained, we are not perauaded.t~.modity the d.isallowance we have 
adopted in connection with the capital structure • 
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A. Background 

v. ~e TrlmsactiODS with· COIIisioD' 
Federal de Bleetricidad 'ClE) 

On November 12, 1980, SDG&E entered into a contract tor 
the purchase ot capacity and energy trom CFE. The contract's term 
was 10 years, starting on the commercial operation date ot the last 
ot three geothermal units CFE would construct at Cerra Prieto, and 

the contract demand was set at 150 MW. Atter a tremendous 
devaluation ot the Mexican peso, the contract was amended. 
According to both SDG&E and ORX, this amendment resulted in savings 
to SOG&E ot $550 million as compared to the original eontraet. 

PUrchases under the eontract beg-an on February 1, 1986, 
and through·April 30, 1986, the end ot the period under review in 
this ease, CFE supplied power to SOG&E with an availability ot more 
than 99% .. 

In a related development, trom 1984 through 1986, CFE was 
unable to pay its vendors, including SOG&E, in dollars tor 
purchases ot equipment and energy. For its sales to CFE, SOG&E 
created a dollar bankinq arrangement. under this arrangement, the 
amount CFE owed SOG&E was recorded in an interest-bearing account, 
and CFE was given the option ot repaying its debt in either dollars 
or energy. As a further precaution, S·OO&E obtained an insurance 
policy to. guarantee repayment, and CFE paid the premium. Energy 
repayments trom November 1984 through April 1985 were credited on 
the basis of SOG&E's hourly decremental cost, and repayments trom 
May 1985 throuqh January 1986 were based on 9'0% ot SDG&E's hourly 
decremental eost. 

Although DRA, apparently joine.d by City, tound SDG&E's . 

d~inqs with CFE durinq the review period to be reasonable, 'O'ON 

raised several issues about these transactions. 
B. 'QQH's Position 

UCAN raises three concerns about the energy-for-enerqy 
transactions. First, 'C'CAN wonders whether the Com •• ion was 
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notitied of these transactions. Second, OCAN notes that purchases 
from the Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) are at 85% of 
decremental cost and OCAN questions why CFE received more favorable 
terms.. Third, OCAN asserts that SDG&E was unable to verity that 
the repayment insurance existed before 1986. 

OCAN is also concerned about procedures tor purchasing 
economy energy. A single transaction scheduler is responsi~le for 
arranging for purchases from and sales to up to 35 other utilities 
during a 40-minute period each hour.' 'l'his scheduler must work 12-
hour shifts. OCAN questions whether these working conditions give 
the scheduler a reasonable opportunity to purchase the cheapest 
energy available.. Moreover, OCAN asserts that the scheduler's 
supervisors have no way ot determining whether the scheduler has 
bought the cheapest possible energy.. Finally, OCAN argues that the 
present system may prevent SOG&E trom purchasinq low-cost economy 
energy that has to be transmitted throuqh the terri to~ies ot other 
utilities • 
c. spGiI's Position 

SOG&E responds to OCAN's query about whether the 
Commission was aware of the exchanqes with CFE ~y pointing out that 
this proceedinq is the appropriate time for the Commission to 
review these exchanqes, and SDG&E asserts that the Commission's 
auditors have in tact reviewed these transactions in connection 
with this case. 

As tor the comparison with purchases from WAPA, SOC&E 
believes that OCAN has misunderstood the use ot decremental cost in 
the CFE transactions. In this cont,ext, 'decremental cost' means 
'the lowest estimated expense it would otherwise have incurred. had 
it qenerated su: purchased. the energy trom other sources.' 'rhus, 
according' to S~, energy returned under the dollar bankinq 
arranqement qave SDG&E energy as. Cheap as. or Cheaper·than any other 
available economy' energy, includinq WAPAenergy. 

'. 
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SDG&E also asserts that the record contains clear 
testimony that the insuran~e was in effect before 1986 and that all 
economy energy transactions are well-documented .. 

In response to OCAN's assertions about energy purchasing 
proceclures, SDG&E notes that its schedulers are assisted by 
automatic phone systems available tor contaetinq other utilities 
and by a transaction evaluation computer proqram.. Moreover, SDG&E 
arCJUes that voluminous recorc:ls are maintained ot allot SOG&E's 
hourly transactions. 

As 'for the problem ot purc:hasinq enerqy that must be 

transported through the territories ot other utilities, SOG&E 

points out that SWPL is in part designed to avoid just such 
problems by giving SDG&E direct access to the energy available trom 
several Southwestern utilities. 
D. DitHalssiOD 

Althouqh OCAN bas raised many concerns about the 
transactions with CFE, it has not delDonstrated that SDG&E has acted 
in anythinq other than a reasolUlble and prudent fashion. It is 
acknowledged that amendments have saved SDG&E and its ratepayers 
over halt a billion dollars compared to the original contract. 
SDG&E has demonstrated to our satistaction that its definition ot 
decremental cost for repayment ot the dollar banking account 
balance ensured that energy repayments were the cheapest source ot 
energy at the time of the repayment. OCAN has also tailec1 to 
demonstrate that SDG&E's practices for securinq economy energy were 
unreasonable or resulted in any lost opportunities tor purchasing 
the cheapest possible energy:. 

We conclude that SDG«E's purchases from CPR 4urinq the 

period we are conCe%'lled with in this ease were . reasonable' and 

prudent • 
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vx. %he 1979 contract ]fj.tb PIQI. 

SOG&E a9%eed to purchase up to 2~6 MW of capacity and 
associated energy from P.N.M in a contract signea on October 30, 
1979. The purchases commenced on the commercial operation date of 
the San Juan Unit 4 plant and terminated on April 30, 1988. 

Although DRA criticized the level of the demand charges 
under this contract, it believes that SDG&E was very fortunate that 
Units 1 and 2 of the Palo Verde nuelear power plant were delayed. 
Provisions in the contract tied the level of SOG&E's capacity 
obligation to· the completion date of those units, and DRA 
calculates that the delays saved SDG&E over $l43 million in charges 
tor unneeded capacity. Apparently because ot the reduced capacity 
obligation under the contract, DRA finds SOG&E's administration of 
the contract during the record period. to be reasonable .. 

We conclude that the evidence in this proceeding supports 
a tinding that SDG&E's-adlllinistration of this. contract during the 
record period was reasonable. 
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v.tx. The 1285 Contxacj; Kith EJIK 
, ' 

A. ~und. 

In 1984, SDG&E began taking steps to respond to' the 
expiration of three purchased power contracts amounting-to over 600 
MW, or about 20% of SOG&E's total capacity, before the 1989 summer 
peak. T.hese expiring contracts included all of SOG&E's capaeity 
from coal and hydroelectric plants. 

In 1984, SDG&E commissioned Charles River Assoeiates to' 
perform a study of the bulk power market. This market study found. 
it useful to divide the bulk power market into one group of 
eXisting resources able to supply power by 1989 and another group, 
o! resources planned to be completed in the 19905, which were 
subject to uncertain prices and completion dates. The market study 
concluded that purchases from existing base load resources were 
likely to be cheaper than purchases from. baseload resources planned 
for the 1990s • 

Among the near-term resources identified by the market 
study was a power purchase from PNM. Most of the power would come 
from coal plants, fulfilling SOG&E's goal of diversifying the fuel 
sources of the plants that generate electricity for use in its 
system, and PNM's estimated price was among the lowest identified 
in the market study. The pri2nary obstacle seen in the study was 
the need for arranging transmission from PNM's system to SWPL's 
terminus at Palo Verde. 

'!'he contract was signed by SOG&E on November 4 and by PNM 

on November S, 1985-. SOG&E agreed to purchase 100 HW of capacity . 
and associated energy from Kay 1, 1988, through. April 30, 2001. 

Because the contract was signed. during the period- of the 
reasonableness review, it is appropriate in this proceeding t~ 
consider the reasonableness and prudence of SOG&E's4ecis!on to 
enter into the contract with PNK. 
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The challenges to the reasonableness ,of the PNM contract 
tall into four general areas. First, did SDG&E really need the 
additional capacity represented by the contract? Second, was the 
PNM a9reement a reasonable choice for meeting any need tor 
additional capacity? Third, are the terms of the contract 
reasonable? And tourth, has SOG&E acted reasonably in 
administering the contract? 

SOG&E's answer to all these questions is yes. ORA, 
City, and UCAN question the logic of SDG&E's conclusion that it 
needed additional capacity and believes that other, cheaper 
alternatives were available for meeting the system's needs. 'OCAN, 
in particular, believes that SOG&E unreasonably tailed to consider 
the availability of conservation and load management to redUCe 
demand and eliminate the need tor the contract. ORA also 
challenges the reasonableness of severalot the terms of the 
eontract and concludes that SDG&E has missed several opportunities 
to cancel or renegotiate a contract that now appears to be more 
expensive than many other options. 

We will ~ummarize each party's answer to these tour 
questions. 
B. %he Heed tor Additional <rapaci1;y 

J.. SDG,iE's Position 
In 1984, facing the expiration by 1989 of over 600 MW of 

existing purchased capacity, SOG&E commissioned the market study. 
As a follow-up to the market study in 198$, SDG&E decided to revise 
its resource plan to determine more precisely how much capacity it 
needed to have available in the tuture. This revision took place 
under the direction of its Resource and Operating Committee (ROC) 
And will be referred. to as the ROC plan. SDG&E was also guided by 

a stratQ9Y that called tor limiting long lead-tillle commitments to 

approximately sot ot expected need. Wben this strate9'Y was applied 
to· the 600 KW of the expiring contracts,. SDG&E. conclud.ed that it 
should attempt to secure a):)out 300 HW of long lead.:,,;,d.me 
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commitments. Long-lead time commitments were defined as resources 
that would not deliver power for tour or more years. SDG&E also 
set a goal ot developing a diversified resource mix. 

':he ROC plan, as adopted in June 1985, set out forecasts 
of SOG&E's loads and resources from 1985 through 2004. According 
to the ROC plan, even with the PNM purchase, SOG&E would still :be 

39 MW short of its 20% target reserve margin in 1988. SDG&E could 
have met its projected 1988 need without the ~ purehase ~y 
restarting its Encina 1 or South Bay 3 plants,. ~ut SOG&E preferred 
t~ keep these plants in reserve t~ meet short-term: needs and 
unexpected shortages. 

The d~d forecast of the ROC plan was essentially the 
sa:me one SDGErE had submitted to the california Energy Commission as 
part of the Energy Commission's sixth Common Forecasting 
Methodology (CFM-6) proceeding. The single major change was that 
SDG&E had revised its proposed CF.M-6 demand forecast t~ reflect 
more recent estimates of self-qeneration. SDG&E did not rely on 
the Energy commission's adopted demand forecasts in its 1985 
Electricity Report (1985 ER), which was issued on April 29, 1985, 

because SDG&E believed that the forecasts were outdated, a ~lie! 
that was supported by the tact that SDG&E's actual peak in both 
1984 and 1985 substantially exeeeded the 1985 ER's forecasted peak 
load tor those years. SDG&E considered the 198:5 ER: forecast, but 
it did not rely exclusively on that forecast, ~cause it appeared 
to be about 100 MW too low at its startinq point. SDG&E believes 
that it was reasonable under those circumstances to use the ROC 
plan, which was based on its submission to the CFM-6 proceeding and 
was adjusted tor more recent information on the extent of self
generation. 

2. DBA's Position 

DRA believes that the demand forecast in SDG&E's ROC plan 
'WaS flawed in many· respects, and as a result SDG&E contracted· to 
purchase capacity it did not need. 
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First, ORA notes that the need for 39 HW of additional 
capacity in 1988 shown in the ROC plan i91lores the plan's 
assumption that 598 MW of existing generating plants would be put 
in reserve shutdown status. If these existing plants are taken 
into account, DRA ugues, SDC&:E I s own plan showed that it had 
su))stantial excess eapacity through at least 1988. DRA supports 
its argument by referring to two of SDG&:E' s internal memos, which 
questioned the need for additional capacity in 1988 r.exs. 655 &: 
658, Item. 2). 

Second, DRA compares the ROC load and resource forecast 
with the forecast su))mitted in late 1984 as part of SDG&E's General 
Rate case (GRC) for test year 1986 and suspects that the ROC plan 
manipulated its forecast to fit the PNM contract. The GRC resource 
plan showed the Encina 1 plant returning to service in 1988; in the 
ROC plan the return is delayed until 1989. In the GRC plan, two 
Silver Gate units are returned to service in 1990 and 1995; the ROC 

plan does not include their return. ORA notes that with Encina 1, 

South Bay 3, and the Silver Gate plants in the resource plan, SDG&E 
would need only 82 HW of capacity in 1989, and under its strategy 
of limiting long lead-time commitments to half of projected need, 
SDG&:E would Deed to secure only 40 HW of capacity in 1989. DRA 

also notes that, compared to the GRC resource plan, the ROC plan 
projects higher demand levels and ~out 40% less conservation and 
load management. 

Third, DRA. argues that it SDG&E had used the otficial 
state demand forecast adopted ~y ~e Energy Commission in the 1985 

ER and had included the existing capacity represented by the shut 
plants that it intended to return to service, it would have 
realized that it did not need additional capacity until 1994. 

Fourth, ORA. responcls to SDG&X's belief that the 1985 ER: 
. ~orecaat was-out o~ date,. as- demonstrated by the :tact that actual 
peak demand· exceeded. the 1985 ER.:"s forecast tor both· 1984 and. 1985, 
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by noting that the ROC plan's forecast of peak demand in 1985 
exceeded actual peak demand by 89 MW. 

From these points DRA concludes that SDG&E was 
unreasonable t~ rely solely on the ROC forecast to determine the 
need tor additional capacity, a need which was eventually tilled by 
the PNM contract. 

3. IlOH's Position 
OCAN asserts that SDG&E knew in 1985 that it would not 

need additional power in 1988 and that existinq units could meet 
projected demand for 1988. The evidence in this case, according to 
UCAN, suggests that SOG&E agreed to take capacity earlier than it 
needed it as a concession to PNM. UCAN believes that such a 
concession was not necessary in the buyer's market that existed at 
that time. 

4. S~'s Rmmonse 
SOG&E asserts that it was prudent in relying on the 

demand forecast of the ROC plan. In SOG&E's opinion, the demand 
forecast of the 1985 ~, although it had been recently adopted, was 
the result of a long proceeding and was unavoidably out of date. 
The ROC plan was based on SDG&E's filing in CFM-6,. which was 
SDG&E's most recent forecast. SDG&E asserts that it was reasonable 
and prudent for it t~ use the most recent intormation available 
when it had t~ decide Whether to contract tor the purchase of 
additional capacity. 

SOG&E also arques that it acted prudently in placing 
Encina 1 and South Bay 3 ,in reserve shutdown until 1989. Its 
strategy was to try to obtain cost-effective coal capaeity and to 
reserve Eneina 1 and SOuth Bay 3' as short lead-time options.. :Its 

strategy of limi tinq long lead-time commitments to about Sot of the 
expected need for capacity required it to maintain some short 1ead
time :flexibility. 

FUrther.more, SDG&E thinks it was. prudent tol.ave the 
Silver Gate plants mothballed.. In keeping with.:Lts goal of tuel 
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diversification, SDG&E l:>elieved that it sbould not··restart Silver 
Gate until it had exhausted'all competitive options that did not 
rely on oil or gas. 

Finally, SDG&E disputes ORA's suggestion that it doctored 
its ROC plan to fit the Pm( contract. 
c. 'rhe selection o~ 'the PNM Contract 

:to Pill the Rxpec1:ed Need 

1. The Tilling of the start ot...the Contrac;t 
It is now undisputed that the PN.K contract would have 

been more beneficial if it bad begun in 1989, rather than in 1988. 
Even the economic analysis SOG&E per~ormed in September 1985 showed 
that the contract would be more expensive than avoided cost in 1988-
and 1989 in the expeeted ease. The timing of the start of the 
contract drew comments from the parties. 

'a. spGiE's Positism 
For SOG&E, the ttminq issue arose out o~ some of the 

findings and recommendations of the 1984 market study. The market 
stUdy (Ex. 530) surveyed the :market tor several forms ot power in 
the western United States, canada, and Mexico' from the mid-1980s 
through the turn of the century. For the capacity :market,. the 
study found that SOG&E's opportunities tell into two groups. 

One group consisted ot purcbases from existing or nearly 
completed resources. The capacity from this group was expected to 
be available by 1989. Because ot these resources existed or were 
nearly completed, the timing and price of these options were more 
certain, and compared with the second group,. the prices were 
noticeably lower. 

'!'he seeo~d group c;onsisted. of opportunities, primarily 
eo-ownership opportunities, for obtaining capacity from· planned. 
resources. '!'base resources were expected. to come on line in the 
nd-to-late 19905. However, the market study ~ound' that the start
up. o~ these plants could be delayed by various ci.rcumstances. Few 
opportunities existed fro:u. 1990 through 1993. In ac1c1:Ltion, the 
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prices in the second group were projected to be substantially 
higher than the pre-1990 group. 

According to SDG&E, the market study also indicated that 
SOG&E ~aced some competition ~or the least expensive opportunities 
and urged SDG&E to be9in preliminary negotiations for the most 
desirable options. Among the best choices identitied by the market 
study was the PNH contract. 

ThUS,. SOG&E was aware that it might have to accept an 
earlier than desired start tor its capacity purchase in order to 
secure long-term low prices. Therefore, SDG&E urges the commission 
to consider the overall cost-ettectiveness ot the contract over its 
full 13-year term, and not just the economics ot the first two 

years. 
In addition, SDG&E responds to some ot the other parties" 

criticisms by noting that it attempted to negotiate for a delay in 
the commencement date until 1989. However, PNK rebutted this 
attempt. SOG&E was aware that PNK needed rev~ues- in 1988- because 
it had agreed with New Mexico requlators to remove part of its 
excess capacity trom its rate base. The details ot this capacity 
inventory arrangement gave Pm! a strong incentive to- make sales 
from its excess capacity. (See Tr. 74:8408-8410.) 

b. J2BA's Position 
To a large extent, ORA's approach to the timing issue is 

to accept SDG&E's challenge to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of 
the contract over its entire term. However, DRA believes that 
SDG&E incorrectly counted as a benefit the availability of capacity 
that it did not need. As was previously discussed, ORA further 
believes that the period during which SDG&E will pay tor unneeclecl 
capacity will extend considerably beyond June, 1989. This portion 
ot DRA's treatment ot this issue will be clisc:usseet: in connection 
with the economic analysis of the contract in a subsequent section. 
o~ the decision* 
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In addition, ORA faults SDG&E for not bargaining more 
persistently for a later start date for the con~act. In ORA's 
opinion, merely asking one time for a later commencement and 
accepting without further discussion or protest the other party's 
refusal, as ORA believes SDG&E did, are not the neqotiating 
practices of a prudent utility. ORA believes that SDG&E. should 
have pressed its leverage as a buyer in a buyer's market and its 
knowledge of the financial squeeze that PNK's capacity inventory 
arranqement had put it in to obtain a valuable and loqieal 
concession on the start of the contract. 

ORA also finds nO evidence that SDG&E had calculated the 
price it would pay for aqreeing to accept unneeded capacity when it 
was neqotiatinq with PNM. ORA believes that at a minimum, a 
prudent utility would be aware of the cost of MY concessions. it 
made during the course of negotiations. ORA finds that SDG&E ·,Ias 
unreasonable for neqotiating without even a rough estimate of the 
cost of the unneeded capacity • 

c. City's Position 
City argues that SDG&E was imprudent to aqree to- pay tor 

capacity wben it lcnew it would not need the capacity. City 
therefore recommends that all demand charges that SDG&E will pay 
for capacity between May 1, 1988 and June 1, 1989, should not be 
allowed for recovery from ratepayers. 

4. JJCAlf's Position 
On this issue, 'OCAN largely echoes ORA's point that it 

was unnecessary, in a buyer's. market, for SDG&E toacced.e to PNM's 
insistence on an early commencement of the contract. 

2. The EcoDOaie l.polys,is or 'the CoJ¢.:r3lct 

a. SJ)(jQ'8 Position 
SDG&E states that i t pe~ormed a comprehensive cost

effectiveness analysis of the PNK contract. This analysis took 
place in August and. September, 19850,' and the results ware presented 
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to management in october 198$.. For convenience, this analysis will 
be referred to as the September analysis. 

The september analysis compared the expected cost of the 
PNH contract wi tb. the forecasted costs for purchases from 
qualifying facilities (QFs), cogenerators and small independent 
power producers qualifying for certain benefits under. the federal 
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PORPA). "Onder 
PURPA, QFs are to be paid prices equivalent to· the utility'S 
avoided cost, or the costs that the utility avoids by.purchasing 
power from the QF rather than generating an equivalent amount of 
power itself. The analysis used the capacity prices authorized tor 
QFs selling firm capacity for a term of 13 years beginning in 1988 
under Standard Offer Number 2 (S02). Because the contract 
guaranteed a 95% capacity factor, and because QFs with high 
capacity factors could earn bonuses under S02, these bonus pa)'lllents 
were ilDputecl to· the PNM contract. The analysis alsO' used a range 
of forecasts of oil and gas prices to test the sensitivity of the 
results to changes in fuel prices. 

The analysis concluded that the PN.K would be cheaper than 

avoided cost by about $7.S million when the expected costs of oil 
and gas were used in the comparison. The PNK contract would be 
cheaper than avoided cost in every year of the contract term. except 
1988- and 1989. When the comparison used a high forecast of oil and 
gas price forecast, the PNM saved $88 million compared to avoided 
cost, :but when a low forecast of oil and qas prices was used, the 
contract was $51 million more expensive than avoided cost. When 
the probabilities of various eventsoccurrinq were taken into 
account, the expected SAvinqs from the PNK contract was $5 :n1llion. 
The analysis concluded that there was a 65% probability that the 
contract would· be cheaper than avoided-cost. 

Because the level of. capacity values. had. been 
~ntrov.rsial in the years precedinq the contract aigninq, the 
analysis used the capacity priCes ~or S02SDG&E- propoaed in its 
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1986 general rate case. The capacity prices were adjusted to 
reflect the probability ot need based on its annual loss of load 
probability. The Commission had approved this general approach, 
according to SOG&E, although the specific prices SDG&E used in its 
analysis had not received the Commission's approval. 

SDG&E believes that the capacity prices it used in its 
analysis were conservative. The actual capacity prices for S02 

that the commission later approved in the GRe decision were 
slightly higher than the prices used in the analysis. In' addition, 
the analysis used SChedule G-61 gas rates, rather than the Schedule 
GN-5 rates that were applied at that time. The result was that the 
avoided cost used in the analysis was about 7 mills per kilowatt
hour lower than it GN-S gas rates had been used. 

b. DBA's Position 
DRA faults SDG&E's economic analysis on several grounds. 
First, DRA argues that SDG&E did not use any economic 

analysis to 9Uide it in its negotiatiOns with PNM. SDG&E performed 
three prelimlnary analyses that considered only hypothetical 
purchases under terms not directly related to the actual terms of 
the PNM purchase. The fourth analysis, the September analysis, was 
the only analysis that considered the actual terms of the contract, 
and it Was performed only after the te:r:1DS of the contract lla.d been 
agreed on. Thus, the only concrete analysis did not quide the 
negotiations to allow SDG&E to obtain the maximum economic benefit 
from the contract~ it came at a time when its only function could 
be to aid in the decision whether to accept or reject the proposed 
contract. 

Second, DRA ar9Ues that the results of the SeptelDl:>er 
analysis were far from compelling. The analysis projected a 
savings of only $S million over avoided cost, or less than 2%" o~ 

the total costs o~ the contract.. ORA points out that the marqin o~ 
error in PROHOD, the c:omputerizec1. production simulation model that 
SDG&E used in its analysis., is plus or minus 1% and that SDG&E's 
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proj ected benefits are wi thin the margin of error of the PROMOO 
model. 'rhus, ORA argues ,that SDG&E could not ~e certain that its 
analysis showed ~ benefit from the PN.K contract. T.be analysis 
showed that the contract's costs exceeded avoided cost in the first 
two years ef its term, and there was a 35% pro))al>ility that the 
contract would exceed avoided cost over the entire life ef the 
contract.. In ORA's view, no prudent utility would aqree to' suc:h a 
marginally cost-effective contract. 

Third, ORA :believes that the assumptions of the analysis 
were tlawed. ORA asserts that the analysis used too high ot a 
capacity value tor the years when no. capacity will be needed,. DRA 

presented two. ways of adjusting capacity prices to. refle~the 
lower value of additional capacity when a utility has adequate 
reserve margins. 

ORA's tirst method ter adjusting capacity' value is to. set 
the capacity value at $0 when no. additional capacity is needed to. 
meet target reserve margins. According to ORA, if the value ef 
capacity is set at $0 through May 1989, when a 400 MW purchase trom 
TEP expires, the contract would cost $5.& million more than avoided 
cost. If a $0 capacity value is assigned until 1993, when ORA's 
sUggested resource plan indicated that capacity would first be 
needed, the contract would cost $44 million more than aveided cost. 

ORA's second method is to apply an Energy Reliability 
Index (ERI), which calculates a shortage value tor additional 
capacity. When the ERI method is applied to. the addition ot the 
100 MW of the PNM contract to. DRA's modified resource plan, the 
result is that the eost of the P.NK contract is expected to exeeed 
avoided cost ))y $20.1 million. 

ThUS,. DRA. believes that if the value ot the contract's 
capacity had been accurately set, either SDG&E"s or DRA's analysis 
would have shown that. the contract would be more costly ,than 

avoided eost. 
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Fourth, ORA questions whether use of a capacity value 
based on S02 in SOG«E's analysis made sense in light of the many 
differences between the obligations contained in S02 and those of 
the PNM contract. 'C1ncler S02, the producer is paid only for energy 
actually delivered; under the PNM contract, SDG&E is. obligated 
under certain circumstances to pay even when deliveries are 
curtailed. Onder 502, energy prices float to- reflect changes in 
the price ot the marginal tuel, usually qas or oil; the energy 
price tor the PNM deliveries is fixed. The base capacity price 
under S02 is $120 per kilowatt per year; the payment under the PNK 

contract is $280 per kilowatt per year. S02 prices are based on 
the value to SDG&E; the contract's pricing scheme focuses on PNM's 
cost. S02 allows SOG&E to curtail QFs at certain tillles; the PNK 
contract is a take-or-pay aqreement. If a QF is unable to live up 

to its agreement to provide a specified level of capacity, 5DG&E is 
entitled to collect any overpayments it has macle tor capacity; the 
PNM aqreement allows no such recovery • 

DRA sllmmarizes the support for its conclusion that a 
pruclent utility would not have aqreecl to the PN'M contract as 
~ollows: . 

'SDG&E knew that it did not need to make any new 
purchases in 19S5 and that it needed ver:! 
little, if any, new capacity into. the 1990's. 
5DG&E entered into. a contract to buy unneeded 
capacity in these early years at prices above 
avoicled costs in those years, with the hope 
that, over the long' run, the contract would be 
cost-e:ffeetive. 

'But SDG&E's estimates of savings from this 
contract were rapidly shrinkinq, trom an 
estimated $100 million savings in May 1985 to a 
paltry $5 million savings in september 1985. 
The esttmated savings represented less than 2% 
of the total production costs over the lite of 
the contract. In :tact, the marqin o~ error of 
PROMOD was greater than the esttmated aavinqs. 
Moreover, it SOO&E bad properly accounted for 
the· cost ot· power it <11<1 not need in even one 
year, 1988, it would have tound the aqreement 
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not to be cost-effective in the expected case.* 
(Opening Brief, pp. ~12-~13.) I • 

c. VCNf's P9sit1sm 
UCAN argues that it was unreasonable for SDG&E to· enter 

into a long-term commitment in the circumstances that existed in 
1985, particularly when SoG&E's own economic analysis showed that 
the contract was only marginally cost-effective. 

d. W,jE's ReplY 

SOG&E believes that it has correctly valued the capacity 
of the PNM purchases by using its proposed S02 capacity prices from 
its ~986 GRC filing. SOG&E notes that these proposed prices, which 
were used in its economic analysis of the PNM contract, were lower 
than the adopted S02 capacity prices in both its 1984 and 1986-

general rate cases. 
According to SOG&E, DRA's suggestion that capacity should 

be valued at $0 for some years is contrary to the Commission's 
position that capacity always has some value. In fact, during the 
rate case portion of this proceeding, ORA had proposed to value 
capacity at $0 when reserve marqins were adequate. The Commission 
rejected this proposal because it was contrary to several earlier 
decisions. (O.85-12-~08, mimeo. pp .• 84-86.) 

In addition, SDG&E argues that the ERI method ORA uses 
for adjusting capacity prices grew out of the suspension of 
Standard otter 4 (S04), and the commission never adopted this 
method. The method ORA recommends was used to. :make calculations 
for adjusting capacity tor Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) 
and Southern california Edison Company (Edison) to guide the 
Commission in deciding whether to continue its partial suspension 
ot S04, but,no such calculations were applied to SDG&E's 
circu:mstances. Moreov·er, the interim decision that proposed. the 

adjusted. capacity prices used. the 1984 GRC S02 prices for SDG&E, 
and these prices were hiqber thAn those used 11'1 S~E'.economic 
analysis of the PNK contract. Finally~ Commission· suspended 504, 
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so the moditied prices were never put into effect. For ORA to 
suqqest that SDG&E'should have used a method that was never applied 
to it and never endorsed by the commission is unreasonable, in 
SDG&E's view. 

In fact, SDG&E continues, in the 198& GRC decision the 
commission endorsed a method very similar to, the probability ot 
need factor method that SOG&E used to adjust the capacity prices in 
its economic analysis. SDG&E arques that it is. unreasonable to 
expect SOG&E to choose a method proposed by DRA ,'but never accepted 
by the Commission over a method that has been approved by the 
Commission. 

3. The COntract'. 2ther Costal and Benefits 
a.. SDGU's Position 

SDG&E 'arques that the contract carried many other 
benefits. beyond it$ economic value. 

(1) lYel DiBrsi.'tx 
One of the foremost benefits ot the contract, in 

SDG&E's view, is that it furthered SDG&E's efforts to diversity its 
resource base.. SDG&E's heavy reliance on qeneration plants fueled 
by oil and qas had combined with the oil price increases of the 
1970s to drive up SDG&E's rates to amonq the hiqhest in the nation. 
SDG&E has since then attempted to diversify its. resource base to 
avoid. overreliance on any sinqle fuel source or technolO9Y. It now 
owns part of Units 2 & 3 of the San Onofre Nuclear Generatinq 
Station, and it has contracted to purchase power from systems. with 
hydroelectric and coal-tired resources. 

In addition, SDG&E bad been instructed by the 

california Energy commission t~ decrease its reliance on plants 
usinq oil and gas. 

Part ot the impetus behinci SDG&E'a contracting- tor 
the market study in 1984 was the realization that all o~ its 
purcba&eS ~romhydroelectric and coal plants were qoinq to expire 
by 1989. It needed to replace these pureb.asea with SOIl. other 
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resources, and it strongly desired to replace them with resources 
that would continue its efforts toward diversification. 

To· summarize, SDG&E believes the Pm! contract 
offered the additional benefit of diversification. Diversification 
in turn offeree! the benefits of softening the disruptions that 
could affect a single tuel or technology and of moderating the rate 
effects of such disruptions. 

(2) The PJJX ~ontract Was the kg Op$ion 
SDG&E alse> argues that the PNM contract was the best 

of the available options. It detailed its consideration of six 
other resources that were options to the PNK purchase. 

First, unlike PG&E and Edison, SOG&E did not receive 
an overwhelming response to its standard offers to QFs. 
Accordingly, QFs were not expected to reduce demand or increase 
supply enough to displace the need for additional resources. The 
ROC plan's demand forecast included the most recent forecasts of 
demand-r.educing coqeneration, and at that point only three QFs had 
entered into- contracts to deliver firm capacity to SOG&E. 

Second,. the possibility of developing a coal plant, 
probably in conjunction with another utility, was explored but 
rej ected because of several problems. Building- a plant in 
california would likely face environmental OPPOSition, and 
estimating' tuel costs was complicated l:>y the uncertainty of rail 
transportation rates. Building near the mine avoided some of these 
problems, but for SDG&E it added another prol:>lem because of its 
lack of a transmission line to the proposed sites for Western coal 
plants. ownership carried ad4itional responsibilities and risks 
that were not present in the PNH contract, accord.ing to SDG«E. 

Third., although DRA suggested that SOG&E could have 
purchased capacity on favorable terms from Edison or PG&E, neither 
of those companies had entered the sellers' market. In SDG&E's 
view, D~ seems to- rely on reports 1ndicatinq that both utilities 
had excess capacity into. the 19905. However, those capacity 
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figures resulted largely from the 'Gold Rush' of QFs signing 
standard offers in anticipation of the suspension of S02 and S04, 
and neither utility felt confident enough about this paper capacity 
to commit to sell to others. 

Fourth, although UCAN suggested that SDG&E could 
have met its need for additional capacity through increased 
conservation and load management,. SOG&E asserts that demand 
reductions from mandated and cost-effective conservation and load 
management programs were already included in the ROC plan's demand 
forecast. The forecasts were based on SOG&E's proposals in the 
1986 GRe, and in fact the Commission authorized $4 million less 
than SDG&E requested for conservation and load management. 
FUrthermore, the test of cost-effectiveness for the pr09'rams 
proposed by SDG&E was based on the much. higher proj ections of long
term fuel prices that existed when SOG&E filed its GRC application 
in December 1984, rather than on comparable forecasts. in October 
1985, when it needed to make its decision on the PNMcontract • 
SDG&E also views UCAN's and ORA's positions as attempts to 
relitigate the conservation and load management aspects ot the rate 
case phase of this proceeding. 

Fifth, SOG&E believes that DRA's suggestion that it 
should have relied on its mothballed plants and on purchases ot 
economy energy for its expected capacity requirements would have 
been a foolish strategy. Since the mothballed plants burned oil 
and gas, DRA's suggestion would have been a bad goal tor all the 
reasons that fuel diversity is a good qoal, as discussed 
previously. In addition, the availability of economy energy in the 
1990s was projected to be prfmarily during otf-peak periods and not 
when energy would be needed most. Also, without the PNK contract, 
SDG&E would not have a transmission path to the Four COrners area, 
where much. of the Southwest' a economy energy would oriqinate. 

Sixth, SOG&E inveatiqated but rejecte4 possible 
purchases from Xode8t~santa Clara-Reddinq. (KSR.) and· El· Paso. 
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Electric Company (El Paso). MSR was a short-term o~~er which could 
~airly be compared t~ the PNM offer only if the cost ot purebasinq 
a follow-up resource was considered. When this comparison was 
mad.e, PNM elnerc;ecl as the cheaper long-term resource in SDG&E's 

analysis. Furthermore, MSR clicl not have a firm transmission path 
to Palo Verele, the terminus of SWPL. As for El Paso, it had not 
made a firm offer, and it also did not have a firm· transmission 
path to Palo Verde. In addition, its syste: relied heavily on 
plants fuelecl by oil and qas, so a purchase fromEl Paso would not 
further SOG&E's 90al of increased fuel diversity. 

(3) Price stability 
A third benefit of the PNM contract in SDG&E's eyes 

was the stability ot its price. ~he clemand rate was fixed for the 
first four years of the contract,. and could then increase only with 
increases in an index that was not sensitive to chanc;es i~ oil and 
qas prices. In addition, increases could; occur no more otten than 
once a year • 

(4) Transmission Rights 
The PNM contract carried with it two valuable 

transmission riqhts, accordinq to SDG&E. 
First, SOG&E obtained an opportunity to purchase,. at 

cost-based rates and when available, up to 100 MW of backup 
transmission between Palo Verde and PNK's system. Accordinq to 
SOG&E,. this opportunity gave it access to the Four Corners region, 
a major source of economy energy in the Southwest. 

(5) Reliability 
SDG&E pointe out that the Pm! contract is a purchase 

from the PNK system and is not linked to the operation (or outaqe) 
of a sinc;le unit. In addition, 'the contract guarantees a 95% 
capacity factor, an extremely hiqh level o~ reliability. 

(6) l'rice 
SDG&E asserts that the price ot. the PNK contract was 

the :best price obtainable under the circumstances and· at. the tim. 
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the contract was negotiated. The contract price is 19% lo~er than 

a comparable offer trom PNM only 3.4 months earlier. According to 
both PNM's representations and. SOG&E's own analysis, it was less 
than 80% of the projected cost ot PNM's wholesale service during 
the term ot the agree%Dent. Because of PNM's unique capacity 
inventory arrangement, SOG&E's negotiator concluded that this was 
the lowest price that PNK could otter. That conclusion was 
confirmed during negotiations by PNM's rejections ot various otters 
by SOG&E that had the ettect ot reducing the price. 

(7) 'lle start DAte Was l,;i.X'JI' 
A final benefit ot the PNM contract was that the· 

commencement ot purchases uncier the contract was firmly set. Other 
options contained uncertainties that made it unclear that the 
resource would be ready when SDG&E neoded it. 

:b. DBA' B Position 
DRA d.isputes some ot the benefits listed by SOG&E and 

emphasizes that the contraet also carried. many risks • 
(1) IArly Cqpit:pent 

ORA's points on the adequacy ot the demand forecast 
seem to argue that SOG&E committed to the PNM contract earlier than 
it had to. This early commitment required SDG&E to forego later 
and presUlllably better information on its system demand, tuel 
prices, and other purchase opportunities.. As things turned out, ot 
course~ a delay ot a tew months would have considerably revised the 

fuel price forecasts, since shortly after the contract was signed 
oil markets took a plunge to much lower price levels that continue 
to this day. The commitment to a long-term take-or-pay eontraet, 
ORA argues, carried. the risk thAt such changes in the fundamental 
elements of the contract could occur .. 

(2) %he C9JJ1:ract B'acl 10 ESC:Ape JIa'tcha. 
In a similar vein, DRA notes that the eontract had 

no provisions for a.J.terinq its term.sor terminating the contract in 
the event that eircums'bmees changed.· substantially from~ those 
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contemplated. in the aqreement. From the moment SOG&E signed the 

contract, it was committed to purchase capacity until, 2001, with 
one exception that will be addressed later. If the contract turned. 
out to be a bad one, as. ORA believes it has, SDG&E would be stuck 
with a considera})le expense until the next centuxy. 

(3) %hS} PeNN glarge Never pecreasel 
One of the contract's provisions singled. out for 

special criticism by DRA is the application of the index to the 
demand char9'e. Even it the index decreases, the contract provides 
that the demand charge will not decrease: if the index decreases so 
that a decrease in the demand charge would otherwise be called for, 
the demand charge remains at a fixed level until the index has 
increased enough to justify another increase in the demand charge. 
'Thus, the contract is biased in favor of PNM, in DRA's opinion.. 
SOG&E bears much of the risk of inflation, of the index, but PNM 
»ears none of the risk of a decline. lt in fact such a d.ecline 
occurs, the contract would in eftect ):)ecome even more costly. In 
DRA's view, SDG&E needlessly accepted an asymmetrical risk when it 
agreed to this provision. 

<4> SDGS JlUSt Pay the DeMDd Charges 
llDder A Wide RangS} of Ci~ 

ORA criticizes. the prOVision that requires SOG&E to 
continue to pay demand cl:larqes even if delivery of contract energy 
is curtailed. or interrupted. If deliveries are curtailed or 
interrupted by more than 5% in any month, then the demand eharqe is 
redueed by halt of the percentage of additional curtailment or 
interruptions. Although SDG&E compltments itself tor negotiating a 
provision that eneouraqes the seller to. perform" ~RA notes that 
this provision could have the effect of requiring SDG&E to. pay 55% 
ot the demand charqe even when no. energy·is delivered. (see . 
'rr. 75-:8535-8538 .. ) DRA believes that. there was ne> reason for SDG&E 
to agree to: such a provision in light of· PNl('. stronq desire to 
malte a sale.' 
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(5) %b...BisJc of Pgel Pri&e Isolation 
ORA notes that the price of fuel is tied tc> the fuel 

mix of PN'M's system. 'l'hus, if the fuel mix of PNM's system changes 
due to problems at Palo Verde, san Juan, or Four Corners, the tuel 
costs under the contract would increase. A sale ot PNK's interest 
in Palo Verde would trigger a provision in the contract that allows 
the parties to negotiate a satisfactory revision. ORA is concerned 
that the contract is silent as tc> what happens it the parties are 
unable to aqree on a revision. 

(6) T)le Risk of P!xeeeding AYoidesLCost 
As mentioned previously, SOG&E's economic analysis 

of the contract concluded that there was a 35% chance that the 
costs under the contract would exceed avoided cost over the term of 
the contract. ORA feels that this was too qreat ot a risk to take 
tor this contract, especially in light ot ORA's eriticislllS of the 
details of SDG&E's analysis. 

c. VCAH's Position 
UCAN's pr~ contribution to the weighing of the costs 

and benefits ot the contract is its assertion that SDG&E faileCl 
ade~~ately to· consider conservation and load management as an 

alternative to the contract. 
UCAN believes that SDG&r has failed t~meet its Durden ot 

proof and has made no showing that the PNM contract was cheaper 
than conservation and 10aCl management. According to UCAN, SDG&E 

never attempted tc> analyze the demand-reducing potential tor 
conservation and load management past 1988:. Moreover, SDC&E's 
forecast illogically showed marginal cost decreasing while average 
cost increased; this anomaly created a bias against conservation. 
SDG&E's analysis 'also made an unfair comparison between 
conservation and the PNK contract. The strict nonparticipant test 
was applied to conservation programs,. while the looser societal 
test was the measure of the contract's benefits. UCAN agrees with 
the Commission, which found in the 1.98& GRC decision tbatSDG&E had 
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placed too much reliance on the nonparticipant test and which 
criticized SDG&E f~r its lack of success in its conservation 
programs. 

OCAN cites several reasons in support of its contention 
that conservation and load management could have displaced the need 
tor the Pm! contract. It points out that in the 19$6- CRC decision 
the Commissio~L ordered SOG&E to conduct conservation programs that 
SDG&E hael Dot requested ~ a tact that UCAN says indicates the 
SOG&E's conservation programs were not a complete as SOG&E clatms. 
FUrther, UCAN states that SDG&E's forecast of conservation did not 
anticipate improvements in the technology of conservation and load 
management. In addition, OCAN's witness gave several examples of 
pr09raxns that were cost-effective in 1985 and will be cost
effective in 1988 that were not pursued by SOG&E. OCAN believes 
that it SDG&E had done a fair assessment ot the true potential for 
conservation and load management, it would have recognized that the 
PNM contract was not needed • 

UCAN recommends that the Commission not allow recovery 
trom ratepayers ot the ditference between the cost ot the PNM 
contract and the cost ot conservation and load management programs. 
UCAN's witness identitied many programs with estimated costs of 
conserved energy of between one and tive cents. For simplicity~ 
UCAN recommends that the commission disallow recovery ot the two 
cent per kilowatt-hour difference between conservation programs 
costing five cents per kilowatt-hour and the expected seven cents 
per kilowatt-hour cost ot the PNM contract. OVer the term ot the 
contract, UCAN esttmates that this difference will amount to $216 
million. 

OCAN also questions SDG&E's contention that fuel 
diversity justified the contract.. UCAN notes the lack of testimony 
on hoW SOG&E placed a value on diversity. SDG«E· has used.·.the 
concept o~ diversity to justify uneconomical contracts, which 
iJapede the flexible'use of SWPL, in UCAN's opinion. 
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UCAN joins other parties in criticizin9 SOC&E ~or 
a9reein9 to an escalation clause that allows rates to go up ~ut 
never to decline. 

d. City's lmfition 
City has concerns similar to those raised by DRA. In 

particular, City :believes that SDG&E committed itself to· the 
contract earlier than necessary. City also finds unreasonable the 
provision that requires SDG&E to continue to pay a disproportionate 
share o~ the full 'demand charge when deliveries are curtailed or 
interrupted to less than the 95% level of availability. City 
further argues that SDG&E Should have been more cautious in 
entering into such a marginally cost-effeetive long-term contract 
after its SWPL purchases had received strong criticism during the 
GRe hearings. Finally, City believes that SDG&E was unreasonable 
to agree to an index for the demand charge that goes up but never 
goes down. 
D. Discussion of the TeQS of the Contra£!; 

The pr~ question for our resolution is whether the 
decision to enter into the PNM contract was reasonable and prudent, 
in light of the information that SOG&E's decision makers knew or 
should have known at the time they made the decision. Our cur.rent 
knowledge of the course o~ fuel prices and the resulting 
expectation that the contract will cost more than avoided cost 
should not have any bearing on our assessment of the decision 
makers' actions at the time the decision was made. 

The contract was approved by SDG&E's Board of Directors 
on November 1, 1985 and was signed by SOG&E on November 4, 1985. 

Thus, the only in!o:rma.tion we 'IJJ1J.y properly consider in assessing 
the prudence of SDG«E's decision is the information that was 
available to SDG&E be~ore November 1985 and that was aceepted. in 
evidence during: this proceeding. 

In reviewinq this ~ox:mation, we. are persuaded. that 
SDG&E was ilDprudent in enterin9" into the Pm! contract when it did, 
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and that its tailure to. consider, give proper weight to-, and 
quickly respond to· several available tacts will result in 
unreasonable costs for SOG&E and its ratepayers. 

1. The Heed tor Addi1:ional CApAeitx 
a. SDGa overestillated its Need· 

for Additional CAPacity 

SOG&E initially began the search tor new resources that 
led to the PNM contract because it believed in 1984 that it needed 
600 MW of new resources by 1989 to. replace between 600 and 750 MW 

of expiring contracts. Under its new strategy toward acquiring 
resources, it hoped to secure roughly 300' MW of its expected need 
through lonq lead-time commitments, or those commitments that had 
to be ~ade four years betore the delivery of power. 

SDC&E's. strategy of laiting itS' commitment to· long' lead
time resources to. halt o~ its expected need was a reasonable 
approach in the period. we are considering. This approach 
recognized that demand growth patterns were changing,. that good 
opportunities to. obtain -capacity might arise in the future, that 
since 1981 oil prices had first declined and then stabilized, and 
that tlexibility was appropriate under the circumstances. 

HO'.iever, this strategy emphasized the importance ot an 
accurate demand torecast and an accurate estfmate of expected need 
tor additional resources. The strategy was only as good as the 
estimate of expected need that it was applied to. SOG&E's strategy 
made it particularly important to- assess the need tor additional 
resources and to scrutinize the underlying demand forecast 
caretully and thoughtfully. To- the extent that the estimate ot 
need tor additional resources was too high or too lOW, application 
ot the strat8CJY to such an inaccurate estimate would lead SDG&E 

either to purcb.ase unneeded resources or to- tail to secure enough 
Dew resources to ~eet customers' demands. 

Even when the tact that several of SOG&E'. large 
contracts would· expire in 1988-89 istalcen into account" SDG&E 
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seems to have overestimated its need tor replacement capacity. 
According to the GRe resource plan of November 8, 198-4, SOO&E 
expected to have enough capacity to sell 100 MW to Arizona Public 
Service Company in 1985 and to take the Encina 1 and South Bay 3 
plants, totalling 298 Jim, out of service in 1986. Rather than a 
need tor 600 MW in 1989, the GRC resource plan (Ex. 45) shows 
additional purchases of only 215 MW trom 1988 through 1990. 

Thus the need· tor capacity shown by SDG&E's resource plan 
ot November 1984 was considerably less than the 600 MW that SOG&E 
believed it needed to secure when it began its search tor new 
resources earlier that year. This dramatic change in an assumption 
underlying SDG&E's resource ac~isitions strateqy did not seem to 
affect its pursuit of a contract with PNM. 

b. Tbe COntract's ])DpOrtant 'rer.ms Were 
Embl i she4 kt9re SDtiiE AnAlyzed Thea 

SDG&E began the negotiations leading to the' PNM contract 
in the fall of 1984 by requesting PNM to- develop principles for a 
sale to SDG&E. PNM responded in a meeting in November 1984 with a 
proposal for a contract tor sales ot 100 to· 200 MW tor eight years. 
beginning in 1988. PNK also proposed a 100 MW contingent sale with 
an additional 100 MW to be shaped to, fit SOG&E's load patterns. 
SDG&E told PNM that it could not make a final commitment until 
July 1, 1985, one month after the expected completion ot the ROC 
plan. 

PNM followed up this meeting with a draft letter of 
understanding of November 29, 1984 (see Ex. 531,. Item 2). What is 
noteworthy about the dratt letter of understanding is that it 
proposed many o~ the terms that were eventually incorporated into 
the :final PNX contract_ For example, the draft stated that the 

contract was to begin on Hay 1, 1983. Contract: demand was set at 
100 MW with an option for an additional 100 HW. Tbe price for 

capacity ~ set 'at $23.40 per kilowatt-month, with no increase in 
the :first :four years_ 
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SDG&E responded with a revised letter ot understanding. 
~he revised letter did not commit SDG&E to' a purchase ot energy and 
capacity but stated that the parties were working toward an 
aqreeent. 

Nevertheless, lDany ot the terms of the dratt letter of 
understanding soon became assumec1 points of agreement tor the 
eventual contract, and further negotiations focused on other 
topics. For example, SDG&E states that after it received the draft 
letter of understanding, it compared the contract de=and price with 
PNM's costs and concluded that the price was reasonable. (Ex. 529, 

pp. IV-7 - IV-8.) There were no further negotiations on the price 
term. 

Negotiations on the contract's other terms continued, but 
meanwhile a final letter of understanding was executed on 
January 15, 1985 (Ex.531, Item 3). Although the language of the 
final letter of understallding was intentionally broad, it repeated 
the parties' apparent assumption that the purchases woulc1 begin in 
1988. The letter mentioned. that the parties were discussing 
purchases during 1988-2003 and were negotiating a contingent 
capacity purchase of between 100 and 200 MW for about 15- years 
beginning in the late 1980s. More specifically, the letter 
referred to a post-1987 power transaction. The letter also stated 
that aqreement was expected by July 1. 

What is striking about these early negotiations is how 
many of the important ter.=s were essentially set at an early date, 
with little or no analysis by SDG&E and little consideration of 
SDG&E's requirements. So far as SOG&E's testimony reveals, the 

only analysis of the proposed capacity charge was a comparison with 
PNX's estimated costs. SDG&E apparently did not compare these' 

proposed charges with other options or with,the valUe' that this 
capacity represented for SDG&E. 

Moreover, as SOG&E. employees pointed out on ,Deceml)er 12, 

1984, and in Hay. 1985 (Ex. 655-; Ex. 658, Items 2 , 3), SDG&E:'s. 
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resource plans at this time showed that SDG&E did not need 100 MW 
ot ca~ei ty in 1988 And perhaps. not in 1989. The resource plan 
filed with its GRC application was developed on November 8, 1984 • 

(Ex. 45) and showed an expected reserve marqin ot 22.2t in 1988 

yithout the PNM purchase. (SDG&E's tarqet reserve marqin at this 
time was 20t.) The slot the PNM purchase eventually assumed in the 

resource plan, an wundetel:1llined resourcew of 100 MW, cUd not emerqe 
in the GRC plan until 1989. Moreover, this purchase could De 
deterred until 1990 it necessary DY acceleratinq DY one year the 
planned return of two of the Silver Gate units. 

Despite these concerns, SOG&E proceeded to negotiate many 
other terms of the proposed agreement without altering its 
negotiating posture to reflect these important questions of need 
and value. 

So far as the record reveals, SDG&E never attempted to· 
neqotiate a lower demand Charge: PNK's initial proposal in the 
draft letter of Wlderstandillg became the demand charge term of the 
final aqreement.. The question of delaying the start of the 
contract until 1989, when the GRC resource plan first showed a need 
for additional capacity, was not raised in the negotiations with 
PNM until a meeting on May 21, 19850, over six months after 
negotiations began and after the contract had already been through 
several drafts.. Not surprisingly, PNM rejected this late proposal, 
and SDG&E thereafter dropped its request. A proposal to· reduce the 

contract demand to SO M.W, still more than the resource plan showed 
was needed in 1988, was not made until April 25, 1985. PN.K 
rej ected this proposal r and SDG&E did not pursue a demand reduction 
again. 

Thus, as late as Kay 1985, SDG&E waaneg'otiating the 
details of a contract whose essential te~ PN.K had .stablished at 
the outset, for a purchase of capacity SOG&E. could'· not ahow it 
Deeded, at a price it could not demonstrate was in· line with the 
value to SDG&E.. Although SDG&E has asserted that the PNKcontract 
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was justifiecl by the ROC plan, many of the crucial points of the 
aqreelDent were essentially.' estal:>lished well before the ROC plan was 
approved. 

c. "l'.b.e ROC Plan Did Not Sbow a Need. 
Por Additional CAPAcity in 1988 

As we have just mentioned, tbeGRC plan of November 8, 

1984, did not show a need tor additional capacity in 1988', when 
deliveries under the PNK contract were proposed to be9in. SDC&E 
asserts, however, that its revised resource plan, the ROC' plan, 
justi:tieCl the c:o:mmenc:ement o~ the PNM purchase in J.9'88. 

When the ROC plan was released and adopted in late June, 
it showed a need tor an undetermined capacity purchase of 100 MW in 
1988. But SOG&E's argulIlent that the ROC plan justitied the PNM 
contract is misleadinq. The need for the purchase in 1988' was 
accomplished by a juqqlinq ot resources and not by just ~ increase 
in demand. For example, the chief way that a need for purchased 
power was created in the ROC plan was to delay the return of 100 MW 

from the Encina 1 plant.. The GRC resource plan had shown a 100 MW 

undetermined purchase in 1989 and the return of Encina l's 100 MW 

1988'. The ROC plan accelerated the undetermined purchase to- 1988 

ancl kept Encina l' s 100 MW out of service an additional year until 
1989. 

There is little question that the real effect of the ROC 

plan was to accommoc:iate, not to justify, the beqinninq of the PNM 

purchase in 198.8. This is clear from Table 1-1 of the ROC plan 
(Ex .. ,529, p. I-13), which identifies the 100 MW PNK purchase as the 

only resource planned to be added. in 1988. The developers of the 
ROC plan ASsumed, that the PNK purchase would beqin in 1988, 

included. that purchase in the plan, and. adjusted· the- return' ot: 

Encina 1 aceordinqly. Moreover, the ROC' plan completely removes 
the Silver Gate plants ~rom. the resource plan, although just seven 
lDOnths earlier the GRC plan showed 128: HW from, the' Silver Gate ,/ 
plants returninq in 1990· and, enother 102 MW'returning' in 1995. 
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4. SDGU Failed- to Give Adequate consideration 
to the Mfect of 011 aDd Gas Price variation 
2D the Contract's Benefits 

In the early stages of the negotiations with PNK, SDG&E's 
analyses showed that the transmission arrangements, which were then 
uncertain, could have a dramatic effect on the ranqe of expected 
))enefits uncler the contract. SDG&E accordinqly :made a special 
effort to have PNM solidify the transmission path to Palo. Verde, 
the terminus of SWPL. These efforts were successful. 

By May 16, 1985, however, an analysis revealed that 
uncertainty in the forecasts of the prices of oil and qas had 
become the variable that had the greatest effect on whether the 

contract was beneficial. Althouqh this analysis did not use the 
specific terms of the PNM contract,. it purported to test the 
sensitivity of -the contract's benefits to oil and gas prices. One 
result of this sensitivity·testinq showed that when it was assumed 
that oil and qas prices would not increase from 1985 levels over 
the term of the "contract, the PNM contract and all other pur~se 
options were expected to cost more than oil and qas generation. In 
other words, if oil and gas prices continued to stay level,. SDG&E 
would be economically Detter off relying on qeneration fueled by 
oil and gas than purchasing under the contract. 

SDG&E's reaction to. this possibility was extremely muted. 
The possibility that oil and gas prices would stay level or 
decrease was assigned a st probability; the probability that fuel 
prices would increase was set at 95%. The chance that fuel costs 
would not increase "'was considered very unlikel~ (Ex. 529, 
p. V-6). 

SDG&E-has not explained why it considered flat fuel 
prices to be so unlikely. At that time, oil prices had: not 
increasecl tor neArly five Ye4XS, not since January 1981. The 
Org'anization of Petroleum EXporting Countries (OPEC)- haCl. not been 
very successfUl. in enforcing production quotas that were·· key to: 
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maintaining arti~1cially hiqh prices. Some experts were predicting 
higher prices, including a forecasting service relied on by SDG&E. 
However, many other experts, including some services that SDG&E 
sUbscribed. to, were predicting a collapse of OPEC and. an emergence 
ot market-d.etermined prices at a much lower level than existed 
under OPEC's dominance. For example, DRA introduced into evidence 
three articles that appeared either in the popular press or in one 
of SDG&E's ~oreeasting service sUbscriptions in the year preceding 
the signing ot the contract. (Ex. 648, 649, 650.) The articles 
suggested that most experts. expected oil prices to decline, to 
prices as low as $10 per barrel. 

The conclusion of the May analysis that oil and gas 
prices would. increase contradicted SDG&E management's judgment of 
ot just a tew months earlier. In January 198:5, S~&E"s managers 
with expertise in energy de.m.and were unanilDous in their views that 
Mgas prices will move down tor three to tive years.w A majority of 
these managers also believed that ·OPEC has lost its dominant 
control over the market an~ that tor the next few years there will 
be a leveling or decrease in oil prices. w (Ex. 664, p.. 3 .. ) SDG&E 
bas not explained what happened in the intervening tour months to 
change its managers' torecast of fuel prices so completely. 

SDG«E has thus tailed to explain why it gave so little 
consideration to the possibility that oil prices would decline or 
remain ~lat, at least for the early years of the contract. Because. 
SDG&E knew by MAy 1985 that the PNM contract did not make economic 
sense if :fuel prices continued. to be stable,. there was ample tilne 
to reconsider or reexamine the fuel forecas~s before committinq to 
the contract. As tar as the record. reveals, SDGfcE'4id not 
reevaluate its tuel tor~casts until' around early November 1985, 
about the time the contract was signed, and· clearly too late to 
intluence the contract's terms... err .. 72:3162.) SDG&E's failure to 
pursue this weak. link in its support tor the PN.K contract led it to 
overlook some of the options it still had.. At a m.ini:aum, the 
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results of a reconsideration of the effect of fuel prices on the 
desirablility of the PNM contract would have given SOG&E valuable 
ammunition in its efforts to negotiate a better deal with PNM. It 
was unreasonable tor SDG&E's decision makers to give so little 
weight to the effect of fuel price forecasts on the cost
effectiveness of the PNX contract. 

e. SDGr.E's Econoaic Analyses Did 
Not SUpport the contract 

SOC&E conducted'~our economic analyses o~ the PN.K 
contract, with results presented on January 9, April 5, May 16, and 
in september and October 1985. (Ex. 529, pp.. IV-7 - IV-8, Tr. 
74:8412-8414; Ex. 532, Items 1, 2, & 3.) For several reasons, we 
find the results of these analyses to be much less persuasive than 
they apparently were tor 5DG&E~s decision makers. 

The first analysis was merely a comparison of the demand 
charge of PNM's offer, as reflected in the draft letter of 
understanding of- November 29, 1984, with PNM's costs. The analysis 
concluded that the price was not out of line with PNM's costs. As 

we have already discussed, this analysis did not compare PNK's 
proposed demand charges with SOG&E's other options or with the 
value of the capacity to SOG&E. The purpose of this analysis was 
only to see if the demand charge was excessive in relation to, PNM's 
costs. 

The second and third analyses assumed different terms 
from those that were actually being considered for the contract. 
Some of these differences, such as the assumption that the contract 
demand would be, 50 HW (rather than the actual contract demand of 
100 MW), were insignificant and were justified to alloW' 
comparability with other options. 

• 
.. But unlike the size assumption, other simplifying 

assumptions could, and pro))ably did ~luence the results of,the 
analyses. For example, both of these analyses assumed that the 
term of the contract would be 20 years and' that the contracts would 
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beqin in 1989. As we have cliseusseel, at the time of these analyses 
SDG&E expected that the Pm! contract anel payment of the contrac:t' s 

demand c:harqes would beqin in 1988, even though SOG&E's latest 
resource plan, the eRC plan, showed that SOG&E would not need 
addi tional capacity until at least 1989.. In terms of the economic 
analyses, 1988 would therefore probably have a large net cost. 
Because the contract was structured to reflect the eosts of a 

base load plant and because the demancl ebarqe was proposed to be 
fixed for the first four years of the contract, the contract was 
expected to be particularly beneficial in its later years. But 
since benefits were expected to accrue primarily in the later 
years, the analyses were further distorted by the assumption of a 
20-year term, as opposed to the 13- to l~-year term that was the 
focus of the neqotiations. The analyses essentially eliminated a 
year that was expected to provide few or no benefits and extended 
the PN.M contract into years when benefits were very likely to . 
aecrue. Thus, the analyses were almost certain to, come up with 
results that overstated the actual benefits of the PNM contract. 

The analysis undertaken in Auqust and. September, whidl we 
will refer to as the september analysis, was the first to' use the 
actual terms ot the Pm[ agreement. This analysis used a production 
cost model, PROMOD, to simulate the effect of the various purchase 
options on the entire SOG&E system. The approach of the analysis 
was to compare purchases under the Pm! contract, using difterent 
sets of assumptions, with SOG&E's avoided cost, as defined tor S02. 
The analysis also incorporated the risk analyses used ~ the 
earlier stuc1ies. 

The,september analysis found that when hiqh oil ana qas 
prices were assumed to be in effect over the term o't the contract, 
the PNK contract's net benefit was about $8S: million. When. low oil 
aDd qas prices were assumed,. however, costs under the PNK contract 
·exceeded avoid.ec1 costs. by more than $51 million. Whcf a. 
probabilistic weighting was applied to the varioua'~oreeas~s of oil 
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and gas prices, purchases under the contract were expected to save 
about $S million compared to avoided cost. 

ORA arques that the analysis should have valued capacity 
at $0, rather than 502's avoided capacity cost, tor the years when 
DO capacity was needed to meet tarqet reserve margins. ORA als~ 

asserts that SDG&E should have used the ERI to adjust capacity 
values in its analysis. 

We do not agree with ORA's argument that SOG&E was 
unreasonable to use the capacity values it did in the September 
CUlalysis. As SOG&E pointed out, at that time the Commission had 
not specifically approved use ot a $0 capacity value nor the ERI 
method staff presented. SDG&E testified that the capacity values 
it used in its analysis had been adjusted to reflect its 
probability of need, and to this extent the concerns of ORA were 
considered. 

ORA's concern seems to be qrounded in a mismatch between 
the lack of a need for capacity in the early years of the contract, 
which ORA arques should be reflected in a capacity value of zero, 
and the higher level of need for capacity that corresponds to the 
sizeable capacity payments SDG&E has used in its analysis. 
However, S02 provides for a levelized capacity payment to QFs who 
are willing to commit to supply capacity to the utility's system 
over a set period of years. In a specific year, those levelized 
payments may exceed the shortage value of the supplied· capacity for 
that year, just AS the comparable amounts that the utility collects 
~rom ratepayers for its generating plants (annual depreciation plus 
a return on the undepreciated capital costs) may exceed the one
year shortage value for a specific year. 

In adc11tion, if QFs had accepted SDG&E's S02' at tha:t:" tilDe 

(802 was not suspended until March ~986) and had committed· to 
aupply 100 XW of capacity tor 13 years :beginning in 1~88, they 
would. have received levelizec1· capacity payments tor 1988' and. 1.989 
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that are higher than the capacity prices used in the analysis of 
the PNM contract. 

Also, we note that in December 1935- in SDG&E's GRC, we 
concluded. that, ba5ed. on the record. in that case, wthe value ot 
ad.ditional QF capacity will be based on the full cost o~ a CT 

(combustion turbine),- unmodified to reflect the utility's varying 
need for additional capacity. (D.85-12-108, mimeo. p. 8S.) (The 
cost of a combustion turbine provided the basis for avoided 
capaeity· eosts durinq this period.) Thus, SDG&:E actually made more 
of an adjustment in its analysis of the PNM contract than we were 
willing to make at roughly the same time. We cannot aqree with ORA 

that SDG&E was unreasonable to go even further in adj·usting avoided 
capacity costs .. 

As we. understand the september analysis, it was intended 
to test whether the PNK contract was expected to be cheaper than 
the utility's expected avoided cost. And the analysis was adeql.1ate 
to provide an answer to this narrow question. 

We agree with DRA, however, that the results of SDG&E's 

analysis should not have automatically determined. SDG&E's decision 
whether or not to sign the PNM contract. Tbe slim margin of cost
effectiveness that resulted in the expected case should have 
alerted :manaqement that a closer scrutiny of the assumptions of the 
analysis was needed before a decision on the contract could be made 
with confidence. 

DRA bas suggested that a elimination of the capacity 
value attr;i.):)uted. to the contract for just a one-year period was 
sufficient to reverse the analysiS'S conclusion that purchases 
under the contract would probably be cheaper than expected avoided 
costs. Althouqh we have not found fault' witlr the capacity values 
used in the analysis, DRA's example illustrates' just, hov 
inconclusive tbe analysis was. 
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The inconclusive result of the economic analysis, which 
showed only a $5 million expected beneti t over that,arm of the 
contract, leads to two points. 

First, the narrow margin of benetit should. have induced 
SDG&E's lDAnagement to exa:mine the details of the analysis. 
Although we have not taulted.the way in which the analysis valued 
capacity, an alert decision maker would have been wise to 
scrutinize this element ot the analysis, since only a small change 
in the valuation ot capacity was capable ot reversing the 
conclusion of the analysis. 

The september analysis highlighted the importance of the 
toreeasts of oil and g~s prices to the economies ot the PNM 
contraet. The contract's charges were based on PNM's costs, whiCh 
reflected. the Pm! system's emphasis on coal plants. Baseload. coal 
plants have high capacity costs and low energy costs compared to 
plants tired by oil and gas, and the contract called for a 
relatively high demand charge and. a low energy rate. As m.ight ~e 
expected, the September analysis showed that the contract's demand 
charges always exceeded avoided capacity costs of SOG&E's oil- and. 
gas-based. system. Any savings resulting from the contract occurred. 
only because the contract bad lower energy costs than plants using 
oil and gas and only when the price of oil and gas was high enough 
to create enough of an advantage tor the contraet's. enerqy costs to 
outweigh its higher capacity costs. The September analysis showed 
that, as a rough estimate, only wben the cost of oil approached $30 
per barrel in nominal d.ollars and the cost ot gas approached $5 per 
MMBTU d.id the contract beqin to, become cheaper than generation trom 
oil and qas plants. (SDG&E now estimates that the contract would 
become cost-ertective when the' price oil reaches $25- per barrel and 
the price ot qas reaches $4.20 per m.illion B'l'O err. 73:8347).) At 
prices lower t.lUm this level, the contract was not cheaper. than 

avoided cost. FUrthemore,. there was considerable speculation that 

oil prices could. tall <1ramatically" as shown by the articles trom, 
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1984 and 1985 that were introduced in evidence. The range of 
prices foreseen at this time was consi~erably broader than the 
range considered in the September economic analysis. 

A prudent manager would have questioned the b~si5 tor the 
oil and gas price forecasts, would have considered the effect of 
larger variations in oil prices than those used in the analysis, 
and would have closely examined the soundness of the $5 million 
projected net benefit. Because the expected benefit was so small, 
even a slight change in some of the important variables would be 
sufficient to convert the result of the analysis from a net benefit 
to a net cost. 

The record in this case does not reveal whether SOG&E's 
management scrutinized the September analysis to this degree in 
deciding to execute the contract. SO far as the record reveals, 
the result of the economic analysis was accepted at face value, 
with no further questioninq or consideration of the assumptions 
that went into the analysis. If this was in fact what happened, 
the decision to proceed with the contract was extremely 
questionable. 

Our second point ignores these troublesome questions and 
assumes that the $$ million expected benefit was a solid estimate 
that resulted from the best analysis possible under the 
circumstances. Even if SDG&E's manaqement asked all the proper 
questions about the analysis and the decision to enter into the 
agreement with PNM was tully ~ormed, it does not seem. to us that 
a $5 million benefit, approximately 1.5% of the .total cost of the 
contract, is a sufficient benefit on its face to justify enterinq 
into such a long-term aqreement. The loss of flexibility that is 
inherent in any lonq-term aqreement in itself is a suUicient 
reason to have outweighed the result of the economic analysis. 

Thus, we cannot conclude that entering into ,the contract 
vasa prudent decision merely trom,the economic analysis. Indeed, 
SDG&E seems to aqree with this conclusion when' it arques in its 
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reply brief that even when the economic projections for the 
contract turned sour, it would not automatically have terminated 
the contract if an opportunity for termination arose. 

The trend of the results of SDG&E's economic analyses 
should have also disturbed its decision makers. The May 16 
analysis projected that the PNM contract would cost about $100 
million less than avoided cost over its assumed 20-year term. By 
the time of the September analysis, however, the expected savings 
(this time based on the actual terms of· the contract) had fallen to 
just $5 million. 

At this point, we believe a prudent manager should have 
questioned whether the risks of the PNK contract continued to be 
outweighed by this $5 million savings and other less quantifiable 
benefits. SOG&E's own economic analysis had concluded that the 
quantifiable economic benefits from the contract were negligible. 
This is the time when a thorough reexamination of the risks and 
benefits of the contract should have occurred. trp to this point, 
SDG&E's emphasis seems to have been on the benefits of the 
contract, but the MAy analysis's finding that the contract's 
expected benefits disappeared unless fuel prices increased and the 
ambiquous results of the September analysis should have alerted 
SDG&:E to the very real possibility that the contract could have 
substantial costs. In our view, after the September analysis 
SDG&E~s managers should have been questioning whether a long-term 
commitment to a contract that carried substantial economic risks 
was appropriate at that time. The record does not show that the 
September analysis led to any reconsideration of the risks of the 
contract. 

Another fact Dakes this failure to reconsider th~. 
contract even lIlore strikinq. As ORA has pointed out, the expectec:l 

savings of about $50 million a:mount to about 1.5% of the total costs 
of the contract over its term. But even under the .best of 
circumstances, PROMOD has a margin of error·of pluS or1ll1nus 1~ to· 
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1.5% (Tr. 73:8357; Ex. 115, p. 38). Thus, at this point SOG&E had 
no real assurance from its analysis that ~ substantial economic 
advantage would result from the PNM contract. 

The September analysis also revealed another fact that 
should. have entered into, SOG&E's thinking about the eontract. In 
all of the cases used in the analysis--including lOW, mediUln, and 
high projections of oil and gas prices--the PNH contract was more 
expensive than avoided cost tor 1988. Marginal generation from 
SOG&E's units fueled by oil and gas or purchases from QFs at 
avoided cost prices would be cheaper than purchases from· PNM in 
1988, even if oil and qas prices increased considerably trom 1985· 

levels. 
Thus, not only did SOG&E's resource plans show that it 

did not need the PNH purchase in 198'8, but its analysis showed that 
it would be more expensive in 1988 to purchase power under the 
contract than to generate an equivalent amount ot power trom its 
existinq plants • 

For allot these reasons, we conclude that neither the 

GRC plan nor the ROC plan nor SDC&E's economic analyses justified 
the purchase ot 100 KW trom PNH beqinninq in 1988'. 

1:. other COnsiderations Did Bot 
Qqt;yeigh the COntract's Rim 
Although neither SOG&E's resource plans nor its economic 

analyses justified entering into the contract when SDG&E did, other 
considerations could have led a rational decision maker to execute 
the contract despite this l~ck ot apparent justification. For 
example, the purchase could have made sense it it displaced more 
expensive sources of power, it the total benefits over the term ot 
the contract clearly outweiqbed the contract's costs in its early 
years, if it met a new projected increase in peak 4aaJld . tor :1.988 

that SDG&E hael. DO cheaper way of lIleetinq, or it the contract's 
other benef~ts outwe1qhec1 its· risks. The parties addressed some ot 
these considerations • 
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(1.) xncrused PenM 
The issue of increased demand arises because the ROC 

plan foreeasted a considera))le increase in peak demand. for 1988. 
The ROC plan torecasted a peak demand of 2,609 MW: comparable 
tiqures tor the GRC resource plan ot November 1984 and for the 1985 

ER rele~sed in April 1985 were 2,524 MW and 2,456- MW, respectively. 
Tne ROC plan's projected increase of 85 MW and lS~ 

MW over the respective forecasts ot 1988 peak demand of the GRC 

plan and the 1985 ER could. provid.e a justification for beqinning 
the PNM purchases in 1988. SDG&E argues that it was reasonable to 
rely on the ROC demand torecast rather than the Energy Commission's 
1985 ER forecast because the 1985 ER torecast was the culmination 
ot a long process, and more recent intormation showed its d~and 
projections to be low. We agree that, in light ot the ilDportance 
ot the demand forecast to SDG&E's new strategy, it was reasonable 
to consider the most up-to-date intormation available. It does not 
tollow, however, that SDG&E's reliance on the ROC forecast was 
completely reasonable. 

Even i~ SOG&E cons.idered the 1985- ER torecast to be 

outdated, it should not have entirely disregarded the torecast. 
The Energy Commission's forecast still was the otficial state 
torecast ot expected demand tor SDG&E. By law, if SDG&E had 
proposed to build a 100 HW generating plant in california rather 
than to purchase 100 MW from PNM, it would have had to- demonstrate 
that the 100 MW was needed to meet the expected demand for 1988 as 
projected by the Energy Commission's forecast. (See Public 
Resources Code Sections 250305-25308, 25502, 25523(t), 25524(4).) 
The process leadinq to the ER we1qhs the opinions and. expectations 
of a variety of experts~ andSDG&E should have earetully considered 
the results ot. tbatproeesa~ even it it eventually decided· to- rely 
en its own forecast .. 

A turther cause for examininq the ROC torecast and I 
its assumptions could have been the wide discrepancy between the 
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1985 ER forecast and the ROC forecast for later years. The 
clifference between the two forecasts for 1983 was 153 MW, but by 
1996 the cli::r::rerence grew to 476 MW.. The large gap between these 
two forecasts should hAve led SDG&E to review thoughtfully the 
reasons for this clifference. 

In support of its choice of the ROC forecast over 
the 1985 ER forecast, SOG&E points out that the actual peak demancls 
for 1984 and 198$ were higher than the 198$ ER forecast for those 
years by 89 MW and 100 MW, after acljustments· for weather variations 
(Tr. 79:9133-9134). However, at the time the ROC torecast was 
adopted in June 1985, the peak for 1985, which according to the 
record was reachecl in the summer (Tr. 79:9134), was unlikely to 
have yet occur:red. Thus, the discrepancy between actual and 
forecasted· peal<: demand tor 1985 could not have entered into· SOG&E's 
initial reasons for choosing the ROC forecast over the 1985 ER 
forecast, since SDG&E almost certainly adopted and relied on the 
ROC forecast before information on 1985 peak demand was available.. ~ 

(2) The "wing of the Heed for CApacity 

The urgency that SDG&E seemed to feel to conclude 
the PNM agreement before the end of 198:5· was grounded in the ROC 
deInand forecast and the findings of the market study on the 
availability of options after 1989. As we have discussed, however, 
the ROC plan did not show a real need for additional resources 
until 1989 at the earliest. In addition, some of the conclusions 
of the market study had not been emphasized. 

In formulating its strategy, SDG&E had relied 
heavily on the market study's division of baseload resources into 
existing resources that could s~~ply power betore 1990 and planned 
resources that could supply power atter 1990. The market study 
concluded that opportunities tor baseloadpurchasea before.~990 
vere expected to- be cheaper and more predicta))le in price and.. start 

. o~ operations than the choices in the 19905 (Ex. 530, pp .. 1-2, 

1.-7). Because of: the potential for delay in planned.r •• ources and 
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because ot a current and expected capacity surplus. in the West, the 
Darket study concluded that the availability of baseload resources 
atter 1990 was speculative and prices. were uncertain.. Because of 
the uncertainties identified by the market study, SDG&E set a goal 
in 1984 to try to secure additional baseload power before 1990 from 
existing resources. Pursuit of this goal seemed to Dake SOG&E 

particularly eager to secure the power represented by the ~ 
contract .. 

However, although the market study was cautious and 
conservative ~ut its projections ot tAle availability of baseload 
resources in the 19905, it noted that this caution arose to, some 
extent because of a lack of information. The market study pointed 
out, tor example,. that wthe identitied alternatives (tor baseload 
power in the 1990s) do· not include all the opportunities that will 
arise or, more importantly, SDG&E may be able to develop"" (Ex. 530, 
p. 1-7). The study also concluded that Wit is clear that SDG&E 

initiative is likely to be needed to convert the more attractive 
indications of interest into tangible opportunitiesw (Ex. 530, 
p'. 1-10;):.. Similarly the study stated that ",the nature of the 
alternatives identified, and the responses we received in utility 
internews, underscore the importance ot being open to new 

opportunities not now identified and the value ot initiative in 
attempting to. qenerate new opportunities'" (Ex. 530, p. 2-20). 
Althougn the study noted that few opportunities for base load 
purchases in 1990-1995 existed at the time of the study, it 
emphasized that the key to the ~vailability of resources during 
this period was whether demand qrew taster or more slowly than 
projected at that time (Ex. 530, p.. 2-32) .. 

ThUS,. the market study was not as qloomy about 
op~rtunitiea beyond 1990 as SDG&E seemed to reqarcl it. The tact 
tbat~'s own need for capacity before 1990 had come under 
question. should. have led.SDG&E to recons:tder whether early 
colllmi.tment to a long-term contract was still its only practical 
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option. The market study acknowledged that other options would 
open up in response to SDG&E's initiative and other events. 

(3) ae Al1;ematiyes to the PJDI <;ontracJ; 

Another possible ju~tification for aiqninq the Pm! 

contract, despite the ambiguous results of the September economic 
analysis, would be if the PNK purchases allowed SDG&E to displace 
more expensive resources, either immediately or when it needed 
additional capacity. SDG&E's other options should also have been 
considered when SDG&E's decision makers deliberated on whether or 
not to- sign the contract. Short-term options would become 
important if SDG&E decided to postpone purchases from PNM.. In 
addition, if SDG&E decided to reject the terms of PNM's offer, 
long-term options would eventually be required to meet growing need 
when reserve margin fell :below target levels'. The parties focused 
on several such options. 

At the outset of this discussion, we note that 
before SDG&E began to search in earnest for the capacity it 
believed it needed, it commissioned the market study to survey the 
opportunities that could arise through the end of the century. We 
believe that SDG&E's commissioning of the market study before it 
made any decisions about future capacity choices was not only 
reasonable but commendable. While it may not always be necessary 
to hire an outside consultant to perform this analysis, we think 
that a utility is wise to survey its long- and short-term 

opportunities and to consider the risks and benefits of the most 
likely choices ))afore it decides on a major resource acquisition. 
Assu:ming that the market study was thorough, competent, and not 
unduly expensive, we think that SDG&E's decision to make this 
overview of power markets through the end of the century was 
reasonable. 

OUAlitying rAcilitila We agree with SDG&E's general 
position that QFs 41dnot offer a reasonable chance of providinq 
the needed capacity that the ROC plan's demand forecast identified .. 
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SOC.E's high retail rates made it more likely that independent 
generation would be used. to offset retail purchases. from·SOG&E, 
rather than to. produce power to be seld to. the utility. SDG&E's 
resource plan attempted to. ferecast this demand-reducing 
cogeneratien. 

A related consideratien is that SOG&E's high retail 
rates make self--qeneration economically competitive for many 
smaller industrial and commercial customers, and developments in 
cogeneratien technology are making smaller selt-generation units 
increasingly mere teasible. The record is unclear on whether 
SOG&E's prejections ef demand-reducing cogeneration included a 
consideration o.t these technelogical developments. 

Purchases trom Edison or EGiE We agree with SOG«E 
that the existence ot large projected reserve margins tor PG&E and 
Edison res\l.l ted to- a qreat d.egree from a rush to sign standard 
ofters before the suspensions of S02 and S04. Because o.t the 
nature ot these capacity additions, Edison and PG&E did not attempt 
to. sell their expected surpluses during the period when SDG&E was 
shopping fo.r additional resources. Instead, the evidence is that 
Edison itself was inquiring about purchases. We conclude that the 
PNM contract was preferable to. potential purchases trom either 
Edison or PC&E at this time. 

Conservation We find it difficult to. tault SOG&E 
for not relying on conservation and load management to. reduce 
enough demand to displace the need for the PNH contract. During 
this period, we had announced our intention to. ·stay the course· 
for conservation expenditures in a general rate case of another 
utility. This policy was a reaction to. declining' oil and qas 
prices that rendereduany conservation programs uneconomic. 
Stayinq the course m.eant that we would. continue to allow sufficient 
tunds to keep essential conservation proqrams goinq, but that we 
were reluctant to- increase expenditures fo.r conservation. In this 
%e9Ulato:r:y climate, to- rely on conservation tc>cUaplace the l>NK 
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contract, SOG&E would either have had t~ flout our directions or to 
make a special and persuasive ·showing of the sounc:1ness of its 
strategy. We cannot approve of the first course of action and, 
judging from the results in the GRC, where we trilllmed SOG&E's 
requested conservation expenditures by nearly one-quarter, we doUbt 
that the second course of action would have succeeded. 

This does not mean that SOG&E should have neglected 
the potential of targeted conservation programs for reducing peak 
demand. In the GRC decision, for example,. we eventually found that 
commercial dema.nCl. reCl.uetion, thermal energy storage, and other 
programs were particularly cost-effective. Since much of the 
justification for the PNM contract was t~provide capacity to meet 
increasing peak demand, efforts to reduce peak demand would have 
been particularly etfective. 

COAl PlAnts SOG&S claimed that it investigated 
several possible arrangements tor purchases from or ownership in 
coal plants. We agree that most of the possib-ili ties were not 
desirable because the price was too high or because transmission 
arrangements were unclear or expensive, among other reasons. 
However, the market study identitied at least some arrangements 
that were not only possible but at least as beneficial as P.N.K. The 
record does not explain why these plants were rejected from further 
consideration. 

SOG&E notes that there were additional 
responsibilities associated with ownership of a coal plant. We 
agree, but SDG&E should also have considered the benefits ot 
ownerShip·, including the substantial benefit of recei vine; very 
cheap power in the later years of the plant's useful life,. when the 
capital costs have-: largely been depreciated .. 

In a similar vein, SOG&E eri ticizes DRA..' s. suge;estion 
that constructing or buying part of a coal plant may be cheaper 
than purchasing under the PNK contract. SDG&E says that the seven 
cent per kilowatt-hour tic;ure DRA used in ita comparison' was 
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expressed in 1984 dollars, rather than real dollars, and when this 
comparison was made in equ.ivalent terms, PNK was cheaper. For a 
tair and accurate comparison, however, SDG&E should have also 
factored in the cost ot replacing the PN.M contract when it expires, 
since ownership ot a coal plant would provide energy throughout the 
plant's usetul lite ot about 40 years. 

While we agree with SOG&E that many of the coal 
options were not worth pursuing, several appear to to be 
competitive with the PNK contract'. In addition, it is' unclear if 
SOG&E's cost comparisons fairly reflected the full benetits ot 
ownership of a coal plant. 

DBA's PrQP9sal DRA has argued that SOG&E's 
mothballed plants gave it a practical short~term alternative to' the 

PNM purchase. under DRA's proposal, SDG&E would meet any initial 
capacity needs by returning existing but idle plants to service. 
In particular, Encina 1, the Silver Gate plants, and. South Bay 3 

were available. Although SDG&E had earlier declared its desire to' 
keep these plants in reserve to meet unexpected short-term. 
variations in demand, these plants provided SOG&E with a cushion 
and gave SOG&E the luxury ot additional ttme in making its d.ecision 
on the PNM contract. Even if delaying meant the withdrawal ot 
PNM's otter, the worst possible outcome of a delay, use of the 
mothballed plants would give SOG&E time to pursue other resources. 
Even it the ROC plan's demand ~oreeast proved to be ~ccurate, SDG&E 
would not need lUly more capacity until 1989. Furthermore, the 
continued availability of economy energy projected by the market 
study meant that SOG&E would not have to operate these plants as 
baseload units! they could be used to follow load so that the 
system could take advantage ot· cheaper economy energy. 

Thus, SDG&E could delay committinq to purchase 
additional firm capacity, and gain the benefit of the knowledge of 
later circumstances. Rather than relyinq·. on the 1984,urket 

study's assessment of the 2la%'ket,. SDG&E could revieW the state of 
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this complex and evolvinq market trom a point nearer to the time it 
actually needed capacity. And. it d.emand. d.id. not grow at the rate 
proj ected. in the ROC stUdy, SDG&E would have even more time to 
restudy the timinq ot its need. tor more capacity andtbe 
availability ot the needed. resources.. At this time, neqotiations 
of purchases trom Portland General Electric (PGE) and Pacitic Power 
and Light Company (PP&L) had not yet reached. the staqe' ot a tinal 
decision; those negotiations could continue and it tuel markets 
turned upward or it demand qrew at a hi9her than. expected- rate', 
these companies could hel~ meet a ~ore certain need. tor ~d.d.itional 
capacity. 

In addition, SDG&E would have a better assessment ot 
the etfect ot its newer conservation and load management programs, 
and it would have the possibility ot tailoring those proqra:ms· 
better to tit its. needs, tor example, J:)y targeting peak shaving and 
load shifting to delay the onset ot additional capacity 
requirements • 

The existing plants were also a cheap, source ot 
capacity with no uncertainties About transmission paths, start 
clates, or unconventional technolQtlies that were associated with 
other proposed plants. It additional capacity was needed in the 

near ten, the MSR otfer, among others, could J:)e accepted to meet 
those needs. And other opportunities could arise I' especially in 
light ot the widespread excess capacity in the Southwest, as time 
went on. 

'Thus, one' of the prime virtues ot ORAl's proposal is 
that it would buy time tor SDG&E. ORA has made a strong case that 
SDG&E could have postponed its decision on acquirinq additional 
base load capacity for at least a year. Moreover,., we' conel.ude- that 
such a delay in its commitment' would have been a pruclent coarse~ o"r 

action at this time. 
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q. Q.tber Beo§tits ADd RiQ)ts 

(1) Diyersity 

Diversity of fuel sources and technologies is 
unquestionably a good policy to- follow, all other things being 
equal. But since other things are rarely equal, we believe that 
the goal ot diversity must be carefully considered in a specific 
situation. 

The unstated assumption in the discussion of 
diversity in this case is that, diversity is a way of guarding 
a9ainst unexpected ahortages or cost increases associated with a 
particular fuel or technology. All current sources. of electricity 
are s.usceptible to either occasional interruptions or to increases 
in the price of an ilI1portan~ input. In the ,19708 SDG&E learned 
hard lessons about the risks' o'f"excessive' reliance on a single fuel 
source. 

The two risks that diversity is designed to- guard 
aqainst--interruptions or price increases--are of a somewhat 
different nature, although they sometiDes overlap. Interruptions-
created, for example, by an extended drought in the ease of 
hydroelectric power or by a technical flaw in a particular type of 
nuclear plant--brinq a threat of interruption of supply to 
customers, with all the attendant hardships. For example, SDG&E 
has shied away from purChases tied to the operation of the Pale 
Verde nuclear plants r because the plants are ot a similar desiqn to 
the two san Onofre plants, which are partly owned by SDG&E. If a 
problem arose with that design that required the plants to. shut 
down, overreliance on that particular desiqn could result in supply 
interruptions. 

Price increases, on the other hand,. de not 
necessarily result in interruptions: electricity is availal>le to
customers, but at a higher than expected. price. Althou9'h the 
hardships are c:ons1deral>le in such circ:umatances, they are less 
severe than when electricity is unavailable at any price. 
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As a practical matter, the likelihood of: an extended 
interruption to a single utility is extremely slight... Even if: that 
utility experiences a shortage, it can probably purchase 
electricity trom other utilities, although the price of the 
purchase 7JJ1J.y })e high. 

In the case of: the PNM contract, the risk that 
diversity mitigated was primarily the risk of price increases, in 
our opl.nl.on. Although SDG&E's reliance on oil and gas was still 
very hiC}h, it seemed unlikely in 1985 that an oil embargo, like the 
embargo of the early 1970s, would actually threaten SDG&E's ability 
to obtain fuel tor its tossil fuel plants. The change in the world 
market, the changes in the United states' regulation of oil, and. in 
particular the changes in the regulation of domestic natural gas 
made it ~ikely that SOG&E would suffer a fuel shortage. Even if 
such a shortage occurred, lIloreover,. the abundance of capacity in 
the Southwest increased the probability that SDG&E would still be 
able to purcb4se power to lIleet its needs. 

Thus, the prfmary value of diversification at this 
time was to guard Against the risk of: increases in oil and gas 
prices. This conclusion is supported by SDG&E's economic analysis, 
which compared the cost of the PNM contract with projected avoided 
cost, which at that time was based on the capacity costs of a 
combustion turbine and on projected oil and gas prices. 

The economic analysis gives us an estimate of the 
potential benefits of diversitication. In SDG&E's high oil and gas 
price scenario, the PNM contract is expected to' provide a 
cumulative pr~sent value of $88 million compared to-avoided cost. 
'l'hus, if SDG&E's assumptions accurately reflect the upper range of 
reasonably likely fuel prices, the PNH contract'·1lUJ.Y be seen as 
insurance against a potential $88 million loss it SDG&E was forced 
to rely on comb~ion turbines fueled by oil orgas to- prod.uce 
electricity instead of relying on the PNK purchase. Of 'course,. to 
the extent that SDG&E could· generate or purchase energy: mo.re 
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cheaply than the estimated avoided cost, the $88 million ~i9U%e 
would decline. 

'l'he other side of the coin is that the PNM contract 
locked. SDG&E into making su))stantial demand payments tor 13 years. 
It oil and gas prices decline, the contract could easily exceed the 
costs of generatinq electricity by usinq oil and qas. Even the 
relatively small decline in prices described in· the low oil and gas 
price case of SDG&E's economic analysis would result in payments 
exceeding avoic1ed cost by over $51 million. Lower prices would 
increase this cost. 

on balance, we conclude that SOG&E acted reasonably 
in recognizing that the fuel diversity represented by the PNM 
contract provided SDG&E'S system with insurance against dramatic 
rate increases prompted' by high oi1. and gas prices. At the time, 
between one-half and two-thirds of SOG&E's generating resources 
were fueled by oil or gas. If oil and gas prices increased, the 
system's fuel costs would increase proportionately, and purchases 
with prices that were not based on oil and qas, such as the PNM 

purchases, would moderate the price rise's eftect on rates. On the 
other hand, if oil and gas prices decreased, the effect on rates of 
the somewhat higher priced PNM purchases would be overwhelmed by 
the larger price deceases for electricity produced by the oil and 
gas units.. 'rhus, the strategy seemed to be designed to: minimize 
the effect on rates of variations in the price of oil and gas. 

However, the value of this insurance depended on the 
forecast for the course of oil and gas priees. As we have 
discussed, SDG&E erred in not qivinq enough weight to the 
possibli ty that :fUel prices. would remain stable or decrease. In 

addition, for purposes ot" estimating a value for this d·iversity, 
the range selected for the economic analysis o~ the PNK contract 
vas too narrov~· actual. prices soon jUlDpe<1 the bounds. of the 

analysis • 
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Although it may be a distinction with no- practical 
meaning, we should point out that the PN.M contract in itself did 
not diversity SOG&E's resource base. The oontract was not tied to 
any particular resouroe, teehnoloqy, or fuel. PNM was free under 
the oontract to provide the necessary oapacity and energy from an 
oil- or gas-fired plant, if it chose to. The diversifying effect 
of the oontract resulted· from several elements, chiefly PNK's 
obligation to- provide a high capaoity factor, and the way in which 
the structure of payments mimicked the oosts of a coal plant:. 
demand charges were high, energy charges were low and not olosely 
linked to changes in oil and gas prices. If SDG&E had obtained 
similar terms from a system reliant on oil and gas, the 
diversifying effect would have been identical. 

(2) other Benefits 
We find· the other benefits SDG&E olatm& for the 

contract to be relatively insignificant. 
SOG&E oites the stability of the demand charge as a 

benefit. However, the level of the demand charge is fairly high, 
composing roughly two-thirds of the total expected cost of the 
contract in the base ease of SOG&E's september economic analysis. 
Since these demand charges mimic capacity costs, which are sunk 
costs that are annualized to develop yearly cost equivalents, we 
would expect them to be relatively stable. In addition, as the 
other parties have pointed ¢ut, the charge could rise but never 
fall, even if the indices that make up the escalator should 
decline. FUrthermore, the contract requires SDG&E to oontinue to 
pay the demand charge proportionatelY'when the availability ot 
power under the oontract lalls below 95%.. This may be an 
improvement on some contracts, but in the extreme case it still may 
obligate SDG&E to pay considerable sums for nothing. 

'rhe other benefit pointed out by S~E, the rights 
to 100 MW of no~irm transmission to- the Four Corners area, may 
turn out to be more valuable. However, the use of the rights. is 
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dependent on several contingencies: PNM must not need the line, 
SOG&E must need economy energy at the t~e that the line is not 
otherwise in use, and, since the rights are trom Four Corners t~ 
Palo Verde, there must be capacity availal:>le on SWPL. We suspect 
that SDG&E could have readily quantitied the value ot these rights 
it that value was substantial. As the record stands, however, we 
have no intormation that quantities the value ot these rights or 
that tells us how likely it is that SDG&E will al:>le t~ take 
advantage of this benetit. 

(3) The Risks and Benefits ot DelAY 
We have already discussed how several elements of 

the decision on the PNM contract were greatly affected by changing 
circumstances. We have concluded that SDG&E should not have signed 
the PNM contract when it diet' without' further analysis,. that it 
should not have purchased capacity it did not need without 
countervailing benefits, and that it had the ability to meet its 
customers' requirelDents even if it delayed the PNM contract for at 
least a year. We have also concluded that the marginal benefits 
shown by SOG&E's analysis of the PNM contraet did not outweigh the 
loss of tl~~ility and other risks attached to' the contract. 

A tull consideration of the effects of delay,. 
however, should also address whether the value ot the additional 
time outweighed the risks of postponing taking action t~ meet 
expected capacity needs. The market study had concluded that 
baseload purchases before 1990 were cheaper and more readily 
available than purchases in the 19905, and. the study found that no 
baseload purchases were then known to· be available from, 1990-1993. 
In pa...-t, the risk that SDG&E perceivecl, based on the market study, 
was that its need. for capacity would arrive at a time when no 
capacity would be available or at a time when only much more 
expensive capacity was available. But signinq the ·PNK contract 
carried the risk that later developments would substantially affect 
the desirability ot the contract. 'Later information would be of 
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value to SOG&E only i~ it led to an option that was cheaper than , 
the PNH contract over the term o~ the contract. 

A rational decision maker might judge that a delay 
would be valuable i~ postponing a decision would allow unsettled 
and uncertain circumstances to resolve themselves. There is little 
value in delaying a decision ~rom a tfme of uncertainty t~ a later 
time of equal uncertainty; the value of delay dari ves from the 
ability to make a better decision ~ecause of better information. 
Viewed from the perspective of late 19S5, what uncertainties or 
instabilities affecting the decision to accept PNM's offer were 
likely to clarity themselves over the next ~ew years? 

Demand growth patterns had ~een somewhat 
unpredictable, as shown ~y the variations among the Enerqy 
COJDDlission's proj ections in the 198'5 ER, actual peak demand for 
1984 and 1985, and SDG&E's projections in 1985. The pr~ 
influences were changes in the economy and the i~luence of 
conservation and load management. It seems likely that a delay 
would yield better estimates of peak demand tor 1989, for example, 
~ut it is not clear that SDG&E's ability to forecast demand four or 
five years into the tuture would improve significantly. Mid- to 
long-term demand projections would probably remain about as 
uncertain as they were in 1985. 

oil prices had been relatively stable" although the 
underlying support for this stal:>ili ty, the operation of a shaky' 
cartel, was unstable. Even with the historical success of the 
cartel, oil prices bad declined from· ~35.50 a ~arrel in March 1981 
to $27 per barrel in 1985 (Ex. 647). A delay in the decision may 
have resulted in better ~ormation about whether the cartel was 
going to collapse. or regroup. We have earlier~ discussed the, wide 
range of the experts' opinions about tuture oil prices. SDG&E knew' 
that this was an important variable in evaluating the benefits. of 
the PNX contract. It had known since April 1985 that level oil 
prices would lIake the purchases from· pm[ economically undesirable.; 
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The September analysis showed that under the low range ot SOG&E's 
predicted oil and gas prices,. the PNK contract would cost $51 
million more than avoided eost. Any claritication of the expected 
course ot oil prices would have been extremely valuable t~ SDG&E. 

Tbere was some uncertainty concerning the 
availAl:>ili ty ot qeneratinq resources in the future-, :but it was 
unclear at that time that many of these uncertainties would:be 
resolved in the next tew years. Many utilities were postponinq 
deeisions ,on construeting' new resources because ot the same 
ancertainties SDG&E taced--uneertainties about demand growth, the 
economy,. and oil prices. On the other hand,. the market study had 
concluded that SDG&E's initiative could rouse some of these other 
utilities into action and could create opportunities tor 
acquisition ot :baseload capacity that were not foreseen by the 
market report. 

Atter weiqhinq allot these concerns, we cannot 
aqree with the parties' recommendations that would 
disproportionately penalize SDG&E tor tavorinq lonq-term 
considerations over short-term considerations. SOG&E was 
attempting to secure capacity to get beyond a period when it 
appeared that little capacity would :be availAl:>le for purchase. The 
strategy proposed by DRA. is a logical and attractive alternative 
that should have been seriously considered by SDG&E, :but it is a 
strategy that involves a procurement ot a series of short-term 
resources until the early to mid-1990s When, even according to 
ORA's current projections~ some additional capacity would be 

needed. SOG&E's stratec;y was to attempt to secure a lonq-term 
resource that would extend beyond the uncertainties o~ the mid-
1990&. Although we have- concluded that a delay i,n,comm£tting' to a' 
long-term' contract was appropriate at the time we ar,e concerned. 
tdth, we do not eonclud.e that a long-term commitment was.' imprudent 
at all times. 
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The advantage of a short-term. strategy is the 
flexi))ility to respond to changing conditions. The advantage of a 
long-term strateqy is certainty and security during a'time of 
uncertainty. We are reluctant to critieize our utilities tor 
taking a long view; indeed, we believe that qreater problems are 
created by short-sightedness. But long-term decisions must be made 
with an appreciation of the lack of flexibility to respond to 
changing conditions that accompany such commitments. Long-term 
commi bents are desirable when good opportunities arise.. The 
utilities' responsibility is to ensure that the commitment is 
sufficiently valuable 'to outweigh the lack of flexibility that the 
commitment entails. 

2.. Conclusion 
'By the" end of october 1985, when negotiations with' PNM 

had reached the point of a final decision, SOG&E knew or should ~ 
have known the following facts. It knew that it would· not need 
additional capacity until 1989 at the e03.rliest. It lalew that 
purchases under the PNK contract would begin in May 198~ and that 
therefore SDG«E would ~ paying demand charges for unneeded 
capacity for at least a year. It knew that the contract's costs 
would exceed avoided cost tor at least one year and probably two 
years. It knew that declining or even stable oil prices would make 
the contract uneconomic for its entire 13-year term. It knew that 
the expected economie bene~its of the PNM contract over avoided 
cost were negligible at best, and it should have known that its 
analysis could not demonstrate that ~ economic benefit could 
reasonably be expected. from the contract. It knew' that there was 
at least a 3~ chance,. under SDG&E's own analysis, that the PNK 

contract would. cost more than the avoid.ed. cost prices the' 

Commission had. authorized tor S02 _ It knew it had over 500 MW of 
JIlo1:liba11ed. plants that· could be put into operation, i~ necessazy, 
to- meet the needs of SDG&E·' s customers.. It lcnew that the market 
study bad. concluded. that large amounts of economy· energy· would, be 
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available into the 19905 and that SDG&E's initiative could open up 
resource possibilities not uncovered by the market study. 

'Onder these circwnstances, we believe that a prudent 
manager would have sought to reassess the ~ contract and the 
assumptions that bad led SOG&E to the brink ot signing the 
contract. SOG&E had no compelling need, other than pressure trom 
PNM, to enter into the contract at this time in light of all the 
uncertainties that had developed. At best, SOG&E either would have 
avoided an expensive long-term commitment or it would have obtained 
additional concessions from PNM. At worst, SOG&E would have lost 
the opportunity represented by the PNM contract and would have been 
forced to rely on the mothballed plants and economy enerqy while it 
pursued other possi);)ilities,. But we are lett with the impression 
that SDG&E was swayedt~mueh by the- previous negotiations and by 
its earlier, rough analyses and not enough by, the changing 
circumstances that related directly to the desirability ot the 
contract • 

'!'hus, we have tound SDG&E to :be imprudent in several 
related respects. SDG&E commenced negotiations for a purchase of 
capacity beqinning in a year when it knew it did not need 
additional capacity.. As we have seen, this commencement date was 
eventually incorporated into the agreement. SDG&E proceeded with 

the negotiations of important terms of the contract wi'Chout the 

benefit ot an analysis ot those terms. It tailed to give adequate 
consideration to the possibility that oil and gas prices would not 
increase as much as expected or that the variation in tuel prices 
would be wider than. predicted. SDG&E siqneCl the contract when its 
economic analysis showed. that the benefits. were marqillal at best,... 
under circumstances that strongly suggested that'even:that analysis 
was optimistic. 
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3. Disa11qwgDCe 
The parties who argue that SOG&E was imprudent suggest 

various penalties. ORA recommends that SOG&E should not be allowed 
to recover the cost of the demand charges for capacity that it 
should bave known in 1985 that it would not need. According to 
DRA, SDG&E should have known in 1985 that it would not need 
additional capacity until 1994, and DRA calculates a corresponding 
disallowance to be $174,001,000. 

City recommends disallowance of all demand charges SDG&E 
will incur under the contract from May J., 1988, the start ot the 
contract, until June 1, 1989. In addition, City recommends 
disallowance of all costs exceeding avoided. costs trom-June l, 

1989, through April 30, 2001. 

UCAN bases its recommendatio~ on its· contention that 
conservation and load management could have, supplied- the equivalent 
of the 100 MW SDG&E purchased trom PNM. It suggests that the 
difference between available conservation improvements and the 
costs ot the PNK contract will amount to nearly $217 million over 
the lite of the contract. Its recommendation, however, seems to be 
that the Commission should disallow, on an annual basis, the 
difference between the costs ot reasonable conservation and load 
manaqement programs anel the cost ot the PNM contract. 

our consideration ot an appropriate disallowance for 
SDG&E's imprudent actions in relation to the PNM contract is 
tapered by our recognition ot the benefits ot the contract and the 
many prudent actions and decisions SDG&E took in its negotiation 
and evaluation of this contract, as we have already discussed. 

our criticism of SDG&E's actions with reqard to the PNM 
contract is directed to its faUure to. consider- and analyze 
caretullY,several ot the important terms o1! the contract and its
failure to react appropriately to ehanqinq c:irC'UJllStances and 
information that affected key terms of the contract and that had 
the potential to completely reverse the economic desir~11ity ot 
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the contract. Although these failures were significant and will 
result in SDG&E incurring unreasonable costs, we have also
recognized the many benefits of the contract and the many laudable 
acts ot SDG&E's negotiators and manaqement. 

Under these circumstances, we ~lieve that disallowance 
ot allot the contract's demand charqes from May 1, 1988 throuqh 
April 30, 1989, would ~ justified. We have previously concluded 
that SOG&E should have delayed its decision for about one year, 
that its own resource plans could not demonstrate' a need for 
capacity in 1988, and that the september economic analysis showed' 
the contract to have a net cost in l:>oth 1988 and 1989. A delay ot 
one year would have placed the purchase in line with SDG&E's 
resource plans and would have greatly ~proved the economic 
benefits of the contract. The additional year would: have' qiven 
SDG&E the benefit of another year's information before the contract 
was signed, and this delay would have benefited SDG&E greatly. 

We will temper this disallowance somewhat, however. In 
our calculations of avoided cost for payment to QFs, we have 
consistently recognized that capacity always has some value, even 
if that value is merely insurance against an outaqe that is very 
unlikely to occur. In recQ9ni tioD ot the tact that the PNM 

contract will be supplyinq capacity to SDG&E's system startinq in 
1988, we believe that SDG&E should receive credit tor the value of 
that capacity, as measured by comparable payments to QFs under 502, 
for the one year that it will not recover the full costs ot its 
demand charqes under the contract. 

We calculate the amount of the demand charqes under the 
PNM contract from May 1, 1988, throuqh April 30, 1989, to' be 
$28,080,000. under SDG&E's currently authorized capacity payments 
under S02, a one-year contract for 100 MW beqinninq in 1988, would 
be paid $6S per kilowatt per year. (See SDG&E'a filinq of 
April 22,1988, in compliance with 0.87-12-056 'and D .. 88-03-079, 
Ex. C-l and C-2'.) For one year, this amounts. to" $6. .. S million. In 
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addition, a OF who supplied power during specified peak periods at 
the 9S% capacity factor called for in the PNM contract would 
qualify for bonus capacity payments. Addition of the bonus would 
increase the capacity credit to' over $6.9 million', as shown in 
Appendix C. 

The contract may also make it possible for, SDG&E to 
purchase energy at less than the prevailing market price for 
certain hours in this period. Such purchases will benefit 
ratepayers, and it is fair to reduce the effect of the disallowance 
by reflecting any such energy savings in the ECAC account. SOG&E 
will have the opportunity to prove the existence and amount of 
these energy savings in the ECAC proceedings reviewing power 
purchases from May 1, 1985 through April 30, 198:9.. To make its 
showing, SDG&E must demonstrate that the prices of its purchases 
under the PNM contract were less than the cheapest comparable 
purchases available in the market at the same time.. At certain 
times, this comparison will have to be made on an hourly basisi at 
other times, a longer period. of comparison may be appropriate .. 

Since the calculation of any energy credit will. be 

performed in future ECAC proceedings and will :be reflected·' in 
future adjustments to the ECAC account, we cannot currently make an 
adjustment in our disallowance. 

Thus, the amount ~f our disallowance is $21,134,000. 
This amount would ordinarily be recovered through the operation of 
the ECAC account. SDG&E shall reduce the amount it records for the 
demand charges incurred. und.er the PNM contract from May 1, 1988, 
through April 30, 198:9, in its ECAC account by this, amount, with 
appropriate interests adjustments for both the payments.:. and credits 
from May 1, 19'88 to' the effective date of this. decision' .. 
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E. ::the .Administx'atiQn of the Cont;J;a£t 
Apart from the question whether SDG&E should have entered 

into the contract with PNM, two issues emergedconcern1ng SDG&E's 
administration of the contract during the record period·. The first 
question is whether SDG&E should have acted on an apparent 
opportunity to terminate the agreement. The second issue has to do 
with SDG&E's reaction to a possibility that. PNM has not met its 
ob~igations under the contract. 

1. Xhe .Agreement to- Extend the Deadline 

SDG&E siqned thePNM contract on November 4, 1985.. In 
the months that followed, OPEC lost its coherence and oil prices 
fell precipitously from $27.50 per barrel in November 1985- to 
$12.65 per odl;X'el in April 19S6. As a result of this decline, 
SDG&E revised its forecast of fuel prices and compared its revised 
forecast of avoided costs to the contract's costs. The results 
were summarized in a memorandum of April 8, 19'86, and, as might be 

expected, the analysis showed that the contract was no longer cost
effective over its ~er.m, that the contract had an expected present
value cost of $33.7 million, and that under revised fuel price 
forecasts, no. benefits-would result from the contract until 1998.. 
(Ex. 531, Item 17.) 

,'< , 
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A possible ground tor termination that emerged· during 
this period concerned PNK's contractual obligation t~ provide SOG&E 
with pr~t by May 1, 1986, that it had obtained the transmission 
capability to provide at least 50 MW of power to SOG&E. The 

contract specified that the transmission service had to meet a 
certain level of tirmness. It PNM tailed,to provide such proof by 
May , either party had a right under the contract to' terminate the 

contract on June 1, 193&. 
On March 21, 1986, ~notified SDG&E that it would not 

be able to have a tinal transmission agreement demonstrating the 
required capability by Hay 1. PNM supplied a letter ot 
understanding tor SDG&E's review, and the parties ~onsidered 
extending the May 1 date. On April 2.9, the parties s:i.gnecl a letter 
agreement that qranted P.N.Kan extension of time to deliver an 
exeeuted tr~ssion contract to SDG&E~ The transmission 
agreement, in which the salt River Project(SRP) aqreed to supply 
PNH with' the necessary transmission capability, was exeeuted on 
May S, 1986. 

a. IJRA's Position 
ORA argues that SDG&E's April 1985 tuel forecast and 

reassesSlDent ot the PNH contract confirmed what SDG&E should have , 
suspected all alonq--that the contract was not cost-effective. 
Atter the April study showec1 that the contract was expected to cost 
$33 million over its lite, ORA believes that SDG&E should have 
taken all steps and seized all opportunities to terminate or 
renegotiate the agreement. ORA notes that under the revised tuel 
forecasts, activating the Silver Gate plants beC4lDe SOG«E"s 

cheapest option for additional capacity, and that gas prices would' 
have to- escalate- 40~ al:>ove: the' forecasts' expected prices before' 
the cost of energy would overcome the capacity savings made 
possible by Silver Gate. 

DRA a1so points out that 0.35-12-108,. issued. in' December 

1985, after the, contract was siqned, directed. SDG&E, t<> go below the 
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threshold of cost-effectiveness and to provide infr~qinal 
resources whenever possible. This. decision should have 
strengthened SDG&E's resolve to modify or terminate the contract. 

DRA finds it incomprehensible that SDG&E'a negotiator, 
when he was informed of PNM's difficulties in developing a tinal 
contract with SRP, volunteered that 'SDG&E would consider 6n 

extension of the cancellation date.' He also invited PNK to 'draft 
a letter agreement extending the date to whatever PNK believes 
sufficient.' (Ex. 658, Item 13, p. 1.) 

'Onder these circumstances, DRA believes that SDG&E's 
negotiators were completely wrong to volunteer to extend the May 1 

deadline when PNM notified them of its problems in making firm 
transmission arrangements. SDG&E's own attorneys indicated that no 
concessions should be givenwithout'some counterbalancinq,benetit 
(see Tr. 75:8580-8582), yet SDG&E's negotiator offered the 
extension without any discussion of concessions by PNK, even though 
PNM's representative seemed to expect to have to otter some price 
concessions to get the extension (see Ex. 658, Item 13). Although 
DRA doesn't speculate a))out the course of events in the absence of 
this ofter of an extension, it finds- that SDG&E was imprudent in 
tailing to take advantage of the leverage that even PNM 

acknowledged it had. 
l>. SUGiE's Position 

SDG&E believes that its actions in aqreeinq to the 
extension were reasonable under the circumstances. Atter SDG&E 
balked at PNM's su9gestion for an extension, PNM made special 
efforts to put the transmission agreement with SRP in its final 
for.m.. On April 24, a committee that included a majority of $RP's 
Board of Directors approved the transmission 49'X'eement with PNK. 

It was clear to- SDG&E at this ti:me that the eontrllct woul.4· :be' 

approve<i by SRP's Board. Tbe next r~arly sehe4ule<! meetiD9' of 

the Board wu Kay S, anel SDG&E concluded that withholc!inq consent: 
to an extension wouldbave only the senseless effect· of forcinqa 
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special meeting of the Board. and arousing' the ill will of Pm! ana 
SRP. Accordingly, SOG&E .agreed to the extension .. 

In addition, SDG&E notes that its contract with PNM did 
not contain a clause stating that time.was of the essence. Onder 
New Mexico law, which qovernea the interpretation of the contract, 
in the absence of such a clause a party's substantial compliance 
with contractual deadlines qualified as adequate performance. 
Since SDG&E believed that it woula be unable to demonstrate that it 
had been harmed by a five-day delay in providinq the .proot of 
transmission capability, SDG&E concluded that a court would tina 
that PNM had substantially met the quideline, and it SOG&E 
attempted to terminate the contract, it would find itself in breach 
of the contract and potentially liable tor damages. 

SOG&E rejects'" ORA's contention that its hand~ing of the 

extension should have ))een influenced by the issuance of 
0.85-12-108. SOG&E ~isputes ORA's reading that the decision 
directed SDG&E to- purchase only resources that are inframarqinal • 
First, SOG&E argues that the Commission has never endorsed a policy 
that called tor purchasing' only inframarginal resources. Second, 
since the commission has defined inframarqinal to mean purchases 
that are so cheap that they would be made despite the presence of 
QFs, a policy of purchasing only inframarqinal resources would 
force SDG&E to pass up many opportunities to purchase cheap power 
that does not meet the strinqent test of inframarqinality. Third, 
the Commission has indicated that avoided cost shOUld act as a 
ceilinq price for purchases, and that utilities should not make 
purchases that exceed avoided cost. SDG&E believes that it has 

complied with this policy in signinq the PNK con1:raet, since the 

overall cost of pur~ under thiscontraet was expected, wben 
the c:ontraet was signed,: to be less than· avoided .cost-: 

SDG&E believes. that its. actions werereasonal:>le under 
these c:ircumstances. 
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2.. Did the 'franm 88ion Ar.rang'e:aents with 
SBJ! Meet the Requirqents ot the contractZ 

a. PRA's Position 
DRA also asserts that the eventual transmission 

arrangeJDents between PNM and SRP did not lIleet the requirements ot 
the PNM contract with SDG&E in three ways. 

First, ORA argues that SDG&E had. an opportunity to 
terminate the PNM contract because the trannission· a<;reement was 
not as firm as required. by the P.NM contract. More specifically, 
Section 5.3 allowed for termination 

• ... it prior to May l, 1986, PNK has not 
obtained transmission capability or other back
up service to provide at least so MW of System 
power at the Point of Delivery for the term of 
this Aqreement, irrespective'" of th& operational 
status of the ANPP generating units (the Palo 
Verde nuclear plants). Such transmission 
contract(s) shall provide transmission service 
on a basis at least as firm as is set forth in 
Appendix B." (Ex. 531, I~em. 15, p. &.) 

Appendix S defines firm translllission service for the 
purposes of the agreement and. provides that such translIlission may 
not be interrupted or curtailed except when technical difficulties 
affectinqthe portion of the transmission system used to· provide 
the service limit the transmitter's ability to provicle firm service 
and to provide service to· its firm customers. 

ORA points. out that Section 1.2.2 of the transmission 
aqreement terminates the firm back-up transmission service ·when 
PNM ne> longer has entitlement te> any generation at ANPP'" (Ex. 531, 

Item 19, p. 3). But since Section 13.9 ot the PNM contract 
expressly requires SDG&E to continue purchasing eapaeity~ under the 
contract even it PNK relinquishes its entitlement to·ANPP's 
generation (Ex. 531, Item lS, pp .. 33-34), it is clear that the 
transmission uy terminate before the end··o1!·the full ,term of the 
PNX contract. Thus,. ORA reas~ns.r the PNK-SRP transmi •• ion 
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agreement did not meet the requiremen~s or Section 5.3 ot the P.NM 

contract, and SDG&E had an opportunity to; terminate that contract. 
Second, ORA notes another combination or events that 

could result in termination ot the transmission agreement before 
the end of the term of the PNM contract. Section 4.1.1 of the 
transmission agreement allows the transmission service to ~ 
curtailed or interrupted at SRP's sole discretion if it needs the 
transmission facilities to serve its firm system requirements with 
generation tr?m its Coronado plants, including tuture Coronado 
plants and substitute units. 'Onder Section 4.1.3, Pm{ has the 
right to ask SRP to find an alternative transmission path tor the 
firm back-up transmission service over the facilities of 
neighboring utilities when SRP's facilities are interrupted or 
curtailed under section 4.1.1. But it all of SRP's transmission 
tacilities are needed to transmit Coronado generation to serve 
SRP's firm system requirements, PNM has a right under Section 1.2 .. 3 
ot the transmission agreement to terminate the agreement. 'rhUS, 

ORA. argues that this set of circwnstances could result in the 
transmission service terminating berore the end or the PNM 
contract. Again, the requirements of Section 5 .. 3 of the PNM 
contract have not been met, and, according to, ORA., SDG&E had 
another ground. for terminating the PNM contract. 

Third, Section 6-.1 ot the transmission agreement allows 
tor possible modification to the transmission facilities if certain 
problems arise. But work on any such modifications is not required 
to begin until January 1,. 1989. Since the PNK agreement beg-ins on 
May 1, 1988, ORA artJUes that the required firm back-up transmission 
service may not be available for the fUll te::m ot· the PNK contract 
i:! these modi:!ieations are required .. 

ORA. fUrther :!aults SDG&E tor failing to have an a.ttorney 
review the transmission agreement to. see if it met the requirements 
ot Appenc1ix & of the PNX contract. SDG&E'a review was apparently 
limited to a technical review of the capability,of the trailsmission 
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path proposed by the transmission agreement. 'rhus, according to 
DRA, SOG&E wasted a valuable opportunity .either to. terminate the 
PNM contract or to use the threat of termination to get concessions 
from PNM. 

DRA further criticizes SDG&E for then going out of its 
way to cure the defects of the transmission agreement when it 
agreed to a letter aqreement with PNM on June 1S, l.986. This 
letter agreement gAve SDG&E the option of terminating the ~ 

contract if PNK terminates the transmission aqreement under Section 
l.2.3, if PNM is unable to find back-up transmission from another 
source, and if PNM's proposed service alternatives are not 
acceptable to SDG&E. But ORA notes that the letter agreement did 
not cover termination under Section l.1..2 ot the transmission 
agreement (the ANi>? contingency). In addition, although SDG&E 

retained its right to terminate the contract, exercise of this 
riqht would come at a. severe financial penalty to SDC&E, since the 
PNM contract wu expensive in its early years. 'Onder SIXr&E's 
forecast of April 1986, the PNK contract was not expected to become 
cost-effective until 1998. The earlier the contract was 
terminated, the more the contract's cost would exceed avoided cost. 
If SDG&E terminated before 1.998, it would lose the opportunity for 
any benefit to result from the contract. 

'l'hus, ORA concludes that SOG&E was imprudent for not 
taking' advantage of its opportunities to terminate the ~ 
agreement. ORA argues that this imprudence adds further support to 
its recommendation that SDG&E should not be allowed to recover the 
costs of the excess capacity under the contract. ORA believes that 
SOOlrE should have known in l.985-, based on available information, 
that :Lt would not- need .. c:apaeity until 1.994.. Thus, ORA. recommends· 
that the demand charq&$ tr~ Hay 1988 through Hay 1994, amounting 
to $l.74,001.,000, should not be recovered from ratepayers • 
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b. SDGiI's Position 
SDG&E, believes that its review of the transmission 

agreement was thorough and that its conclusions were sound. 
First,. SDG&E addresses what ORA reters to as the ANPP' 

contingency. ORA bas suggested that the transmission agreement 
might :be terminated it PNM disposed ot its entitlement to ANPP, 

even though SDG&E's obligation to purchase capacity under the PNM 
contract would continue. SDG&E points out that any such 
disposition ~y PNM of its rights to ANPPgeneration'would also 
violate the provisions of section 5.4 ot the PNM contract: 

·PNM shall make good taith efforts to obtain 
transmission capability or other back-up 
service adequate to provide service under this 
Agreement, and once so obtained, shall maintain 
such capabiJ.,i ty or service tor the. rem.aininq. 
terE ot this Agreement." (EX'. 531,. Item lS,. p. 
7.) 

SDG&E asserts that the event that would trigger a termination ot 
the transmission agreement--PNM's disposition of its entitlements 
to ANPP--would also :be a material breach of the PNM contract. The 
act that would cause termination ot the tranaission agreement is 
entirely within the control of PNM, and. this provision is exactly 
like a host of other actions PNM might take to breach the 
transmission agreement. ThUS,. SOG&E argues that ORA. has 
demonstrated only that PNM could take actions that would be a 
material breach of the PNM contract and that would also result in 
termination of the transmission agreement. 

second, SDG&E states that it analyzed the finmess of the 
transmission services provided in the transmission aqreement and 
concluded that they met the requirements of Appendix B. A later 
probabilistic analysis demonstrated that the-, minimum: expected 
availability for 100 :MW of service (twice the amount required by 
the, PNK contract) was greater than 99.5%,. SDG«E viewed SRP's 
reservation of, the firm path for its firm· resource. as merely 
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shifting the burden to PN.K to pay for additional upgrades to expand 
the path's capacity. 

Third, the stated date, January 1, 1939, for the start of 
any necessary upgrades did not in any way relieve SRP of its 
contractual obligation to. provide firm transmission back-up, service 
beqinning May 1, 1988, as set forth in Seetion 2.1 of the 
tran$lllission aqreement (Ex. 531, Item 19, p. 4). 

Finally, SDG&E disagrees with ORA's premise that it 
should have seize<1 any opportuni ~y to cancel the contract. In 
light of the high volatility of the oil market, SDG&E was reluctant 
to act only on the projections of its latest forecast and to reject 
a decision based on previous forecasts. The benefits of the P.NM 

contract were still substantial, and the decision to, terminate, 
even if an opportunity had presented itsel!'~ would not' have been 

automatic. 
c. 'ORA'S Re§POnse 

ORA questions whether SDG&E's analysis was as thorough as 
asserted by SDG&E- DRA points out that SDG&E's witness, the person 
who performed much ot the review, admitted that the Transmission 
Planning section did not review all of the requirements of the 
contract, and that he assumed that several important provisions 
would be reviewed by someone else. In addition, ORA notes that the 
quantitative analysis cited by SOC&S was performed in August 1987, 
well after the time when SOC&E- was required to, assert the failure 
of PNM to obtain the required transmission rights. 

DRA also challenges SDG&E's reliance on Section 5-.4 by 
noting that the language ot that section requires only that PNH 
maintain the back-up service "i t has obtained .. " If the service 
that it has· obtained does not meet- the explicit requirements- ot: 
Section 5-.3 and Appendix S, section 5-.4 t.\oes not place any greater 
reSponsil:>ility on PNH to· obtain fimer service ... 

ORA also ci tea New Hexico. law and leqal treatises in 
support of its contention that by not objecting to.-.PNX'. failure to 
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obtain the required transmission service, SOG&E waived the 
defective performance, so that SOG&! would be barred from raising 
its objection to the transmission service at a later time, 
presumably when that detect affected deliveries under the PNM 

contract. 
Mo~eover, DRA points out that if SOG&E really believed in 

May 1986 that PNK had an absolute obligation to' provide firm back
up transmission service, it could have asserted that duty in the 
letter aqreement of June 18", rather than removing' PNM's absolute 
obligation and substituting a lesser Wgood faitbw obligation to
provide alternatives. 

Finally, ORA rejects SOG&E's assertion that it may not 
have terminated the PNM contract even it it felt it had an 
opportunity to terminate in May 198~. ORA points out' that the 
commission in December 1985 had stated that avoided cost was the 

ceiling price that should be paid for purchases over the SWPL 

CD.85-12-108, p. 1ZOh). In response to SDG&E's fear that its April 
1986 forecast might prove to' be too low, ORA reasserts its earlier 
criticisms of the forecasts that supported the PNM. contract and the 
extremely small benefits that those forecasts projected for the PNK 

contract. 
3. Qjsgssion 

a. The Agreement to Extend tJ;1e peadline 
We agree with ORA. that once SOG&E realized the strong 

possibility the the PNM contract would turn out to be a poor 
llugain, it should have taken advantage of evert' opportunity to 
renegotiate or terminate the contract. We ~ind it inexplicable in 
these circumstances that SOG&E would voluntarily offer to extend 
the May 1 deadline.. SDG&E would. have been completelY'within its 
rights under the contract and within the bounds of acceptable 
JRlsiness behavior to insist that PNH live up to the obliqations it 
agreed to in entering into the agreement. SDG&Ewasunder. no. legal 
cr moral obligation to assist PNK in meeting' itsob11qations. We 
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tind it dif.ticult to give credence t~ SOO&E's repeated assertion 
that it had no barqaininq leverage in many negotiating situations 
when it tailed t~ recoqnize the leveraqe th~t circumstances 
presented it. 

Viewed in isolation, SOG&E's decision to agree to an 
extension atter SRP's committee, which included a majority ot SRP's 
Board, approved the transmission aqreement does not appear 
unreasonable, but we think that this incident should not be viewed 
in isolation. PN.K knew trom the moment it signed the contract on 
November 4, 1985·, that it was bound to· provide SOOteE with proof 0: 
firm. transmission arranqements by May 1. It woulcl not have been 
SDG&E's stubbornness that would have toreed a special meetinq ot 
the SRP Board (if SDG&E had not consented to the extension) ~ it 
would have Deen pN,K,s failure to =ake the necessary arranqements 
early enouqh so that they could be considered· at a reqular meeting 
ot the Board betore May 1. Yet SDG&E stated that it teared that it 
would only annoy PNK and SRP if it wi tbheld its consent to the 
extension. But my annoyance should have been directed at PNM,. and 
if necessary SDG&E could have aided SRP and PNK in recognizing the 
true source ot the delay. 

Moreover, we strongly suspect that SOO&E's unnecessary, 
inappropriate,. and apparently unsolicited otter to extend the 
deadline led PNM to believe that SOOteE would cooperate in solving 
PNM's problem. Thus, SDG&E itse1~ m8Y have created the settinq tor 
the annoyance that SDG&E then tel t necessary to avoid .. 

We conclude that SDG&E acted imprudently in not informing 
PN.M when the transmission difficulties were first mentioned that 
SOG&E intended tully to enforce its rights under the contract, 
including the right to terminate if l?N'K did not produce· the 

required proof of transmission arrangements on time.. It SDG&E had 
done ao-, at worst the situation would be identical to the one SDG&E. 

faces today.. It is very possil:>le that Pm( would have ottered:some 
pti.ce concessions, as its representative hadin4icated on April 3, 
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1986. SOG&E may have also had an opportunity to te:r:m.inate a 
contract which appeared, then as it does. now, to be a very expensive 
resource. 

Determininq how SOG&E's ~prudence has affected its 
ratepayers presents some difficulties. D~ ties this instance of 
imprudence to its larger recommendation to disallow all costs ot 
excess capacity, or the demand payments from l.988- through 1994. We 
have earlier rejected this approach, and we think we should 
consider the effects of this particular action separately. 

No party suggests that this incident would have presented 
SOG&E with a clear and leqitimate opportunity to terminate the 
contr~ct, but it may have led to offers of price concessions from 
PNM. In fact, PNM's representative volunteered that PNM would 
consider such concessions (EX. 658, Item 13, p. 2,.-

Any price concessions, however, would" have logically'been 
limited by PNK's expectations of the cost of making the extra 
efforts needed t~ complete the arrangements and to' execute the 

transmission agreement with ~. Realistically, PNK was not qoing 
to allow the· contract with SOG&E to lapse merely because it Was 
difficult to translate its letter of understanding with ~ into a 
final contract within the time limits c:alled for in the PNH 
contract. However, PNM 'Uy have been willing to reduce SDG&E's 

costs somewhat so that PNK would not have to incur the extra 
expenses necessary to qet the agreement signed on time. Thus, PNM 

would have either ~u9ht· SDG&E's concurrence in the extension or 
it would have incurred the expenses necessary to comply with the 
strict terms of the contract; PNH would have tollowed· the course ot 
action that it expected_t~be less expensive. 

We can spec:ulate that the. extra expenses that c:apped' 
PNH's potential concessions to SDG«E could. have included added 
attorneys' tees, overtime payments to some workers. needed to 
complete the' aqreement, compensation tor added costa~would 
incur in arrM'qinq an extra or emergenCYlDeeting.o;C· :the'SRP" Board,. 
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and related expenses. However, in light of the absence of any 
evidence on this topic, only a rough estimate of these expenses is 
possible, and only a token disallowance is justified. 

We estimate that it would have been PNK's expectation 
that these expenses would not exceed $20,000; thus, its otfer of a 
rate reduction to SOG&E would not have exceeded $20,000. Thus, 
$20,000 is a reasonable estimate ot the maximum effect that SDG&E's 
imprudence in this instance had on ratepayers. We conclude that 
SOG&E's imprudence led to its losing the opportunity to reduce its 
costs under the contract by about $20,000. We will not allow SOG&E 
to recover this amount from its ratepayers. Because we acknowledge 
that this amount is merely an estimate and, in any event, is 
intended as a nominal disallowance, we will not add interest to the 
$2'0,000 disallowance. 

b. The 'l"Ansaission Axrangeaenj;s-

The first question for our consideration is what SDG&E's 
attitude should have been toward the PNM contract in May 1986. We 
agree with DRA that SOG&E should have been seizing every 
opportunity to reduce its obligations under the PNM contract.. By 

its own forecast of oil and qas prices, SOO&E expected that the 
contract would cost over $33 million more than avoided cost, and 
that the contract would show no benefit until 1998. Even though 
the soundness of this new forecast could be questioned, the tact 
that oil prices had already fallen well below the range that SDG&E 
considered in the low oil and gas price case of its earlier 
analysis should have raised qrave doubts in the minds of SDG&E's 
managers about the wisdom or the PNM contract. The Commission had 
indicated that avoided cost should be a ceiling ror purchases over 
the SWPL, and now SDG&E's own analysis indicated that" the' contract 
would exeeecl that ceilinq. Any possibility ror qettinq out or the 
contract or ror reducinq SDG&E's costs under the contract should 
have been vigorously pursued. • 
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Both ORA and SDG&E get distracted from this central point 
somewhat in arguing about the likelihood. that SDG&:E's possible 
objections to the transmission agreement would have been sustained. 
Of the three objections to the transmission agreement raised by 

ORA, only the third, concerning the timing of transmission 
upq:rades, could be rejected out of hand. The others, concerning 
the possibility of termination if PNM sold its rights to Palo· Verde 
generation and SRP's rights to curtail or interrupt the 

. transmission path under certain circumstanees, are- both credible. 
Even though SDG&E's reviewers seemed to teel that the possibility 
of termination was slight,. under the wording' of the contracts there 
was a credible legal argument that PNM had not met its obligations 
under section 5.3 o.t the contract. SDG&E should have pressed that 
arqwnent with PNM" it not" in hopes' or terminat:tng':' the' agreement". 
then at least in an attempt to get concessions that would lower the 
costs o.f the contract. SOG&E had nothing to lose and much to- gain 
by pressing these arguments • 

However, it appears that SDG&E's attorneys' review of the 
transmission agreement clid not extend to the issue of whether PNM 
had m.et its specific obligations under the PNM contract, and SOG&E. 
forfeited the opportunity of raising any legal objections to the 
transmission agreement. 

Moreover, as ORA has pointed out, it should have been 
SDG&E's goal either to ter.m.inate the agreement or to obtain 
concessions at the outset. Even if SDG&E preserved its right to 
terminate the agreement later, as SDG&E's argument on the ANPP 
entitlement issue seems to suggest, it would have endured the most 
burdensome perioa o.f the contract only to terminate before the 
contract's benefits. started coming" in. 

We are unable to. say at this late date whether SDG&E 
could have successfully sustained a claim o.t termination or whether 
ita effo.rts to· get· concessions from PNX. would have been successful. 
w. feel confident· in speeulatinq that the change in oil prices' must 
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have increased PNM's des~re to sell capacity to SOG&E even at' a 
reduced price and that SOG&E probably had more bargaining leverage 
at this time than it believed then or apparently believes now. We 
cannot know what would have happened with certainty. But we 
conclude that SDG&E acted imprudently by failing to assess the 
situation at the ttme, tailing to have its lawyers review the 
PNM-$RP agreement for compliance with the specific requirements of ~ 
the PNM contract,. failing to set a strateqy for administration of 
the PNM contract,. and failing to pursue vigorously every 
opportunity to obtain concessions. 

We are unable to assess how these instances of imprudence 
will affect ratepayers. The most likely outcome, it SDG&E had 
pressed its claims,. would have been some reduction in the prices 
called for in the contract, in- our opinion. However, we have" no 
basis for estilDating or quantifying those concessions.. Al though' we 
will not make a particular disallowance tor these imprudent acts, 
our conclusion that SOG&E acted imprudently reinforces our previous 
disallowance of the contract's demand charges tor one year. 
F _ Cgncl.usiQll on the 1'85- PNJI Contact 

We have now completed our review of the reasonableness of 
SDG&E's entering into the contract with PNM and of the 
ad.ministration of the contraet from its inception through April 30, 
1986. Except for the amounts we have disallowed,. all other 
expenses SOG&E incurs under this contract are reasonable. However, 
SOG&E's administration of the contract after April 30-, 1986, will 
be reviewed for reasonableness in future ECAC cases. 

OUr estimated. total disallowance ot SoG&E's expenses 
und.er the PNM contract is $21,154,000; the tinal disallowance may ..; 
ditter slightly from. this amount .. because' o~ the cal:culation::of::. 
interest. 
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VXD:. De '8al anc ing Account 

A. Bas;mOIU¥1 
The original purpose of this rehearing was to reconsider 

certain aspects of the balancing account created in 0.85-12-108. 
Tbe decision granting rehearing, 0.86-06-026, instructecl the 
parties to address six specific questions. We will examine these 
questions and the parties' responses in sequence, and we will 
consider related issues before discussing our overall conclusions. 
B. The BalMce Through 1983 

The first question posed in 0.86-06-026 was: 
NWhat would be the difference between the cost 
of power purchased over the SWPL and avoided 
cost" me4SW:ed, at ~ capacity value of $7S;/kw/.yr 
and. current short-run avoid.ed energy cost fO'r 
the period" January 1, 198& through December 31., 
19881* 

1. SXiiE's Re§ponH 
SDG&E's answer to this question appears to ~ set forth 

in an appendix to its opening- brief.. '!'he appendix contains a 
response to a data request from DRA. The response gives three 
estimates corresponding to three foreca~ts ot oil and gas prices. 

SDG&E's most likely forecast of oil and gas prices, as of 
october 1986, results in the costs of power purchased over SWPL 

exceeding short-run avoided costs by about $378 million. Under the 
low price forecast, this figure increases to $410 million. Under 
the high price forecast, the purchased power costs exceed avoided 
cost by $164 million. 

In its testimony, SDG&E revised its estimates of- the 
excess costs in its most likely case· to $~93' million" for::thi& 
period- (Ex .. 505). This ffqureincludes' a' capacity· credit. tor 
economy energy purchases, similar to- the capacity payment' made to
as-available QP's under Standard Ofter NUmber 1 . (SOl) .' Xf' this' .. 
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capacity credit is removed, the result would. be excess costs of 
about $313 million. 

2-.. lQiA's Response 

DRA estimates that the costs of purchases over SWPL will 
exceed avoided cost by $313 million. DRA and SDG&E agree on this 
figure, except that SDG&E includes a capacity credit for economy 
energy. 

DRA argues that including this credit is inappropriate. 
QFs are geographically and technologically diverse, and the 
capaci ty credit of SOl is based on the probability that many ot 
them will be supplying energy at any given moment, inclua.inc; system 
peak, eespite the diverse outage patterns of individual facilities. 
In contrast, ORA Argues, SWPL is the equivalent ot a larc;e resource 
and represents a large, sinqle contingenc::r. If this singl'e 
resource fails, both til:m and no~irm power are interrupted, so no 
capacity credit should be awarded to nonfirm purchases over SWPL • 

3 _ VCNr's Be§'ponse 

UCAN concurs with DRA's estimate. UCAN also· believes 
that no capacity credit should be given tor economy energy 
purcha:::es tor tour reasons. First, nontirm purchases are 
interruptible. second, the a:mount of nontirm power transmitted 
over SWPL coUld ~ large in relation to SDG&E's system. Third, 
Southwestern utilities sellinq nontirm enerqy have similar load and 
resource conditions, and their times of eneX'9Y shortage ana. surplus 
are highly correlated, unlike dispersed QFs. Fourth, the 

availability of nonfirm energy is low during summer periods of 
heavy load when SDG&E's need is high. 
c. The Incerrti:'II'e created, by the 

De!enp,l of CAsh nOV' 
The second question raised in 0.86-06-026 was: 

'Is the deferral of cash nows, 'by limiting 
SDG&E's revenue recovery for SWPLenerqy to the 
'value' of tbatenergy, a sUffiCient incentive 
t~ encourage the company to reduce its 
purchased. power costs?' 
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1. SPG&B's Response 
SDG&E's answer to this question seems to be that, the 

deferral of ca.sh flows is more than sufficient, and the balancing 
account mechanism is not needed to give SOG&E sutficient incentive 
to reduce its purchased power costs. SDG&E :believes that existing 
ratemaking mechanisms are adequate to provide the required 
incentive. Tnroughout the li~e of a transmission line, the 
Commission has ample opportunity--in the general rate ease that 
reviews the resource plan, in the Commission's revieW' ot the 
tilings requ.ired by General Order 131, in the granting- of the 

certiticate of public convenience and necessity for the line, in 
the prudence review of the construction costs, and in ECAC 

proceedinqs--to review the construction, operation, and even 
salvage value of a transmission lina-. The threat of a disallowance 
ot costs at any staqe of" the., tac!li ty's life is a sufficient 
incentive to encourage SOG&E to keep its purchased power costs 
down • 

2'. W's Response 
DRA believes that the balancinq account mechanism is 

su!~icient and necessary toqive SDG&E the proper incentive to 
operate the line efriciently. 

DRA disputes SOG&E's contention that more conventional 
regulatory mechanisms are adequate to ensure the proper operation 
of SWPL without the addition of the SWPL balancing account.. DRA 

notes that most of the ratemakinq mechanisms cited by SDG&E focus 
on the recovery of the capital cost of the line,. but the capital 
cost is not at issue in this proceeding; rather, the cost
effectiveness of energy transmitted over SWPL is both the issue in 
this case and the tarqet of the balancing' account .. 

DRA also argues that ECAC reasonableness reviews are not 
always effective checks on manaqement's actions, especially in the 
complex area of contract administration, because the utility 
controls the records or the most important acts.;. It' doCuments- or 
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important steps in the 4ecision process are not retaine4, it 
becomes extremely difficult for the commission to review the 
pru4ence of management's actions. 'rhus, any incentives that ECAC 
may provi4e in theory are er04ed in practice. 

ORA observes that SDG&E seems to have become more 
agqressive in its adlll.inistration of the contracts after the 
commission adopted the decision creating the balancing account. 
ORA sees this as evi4ence that the incentives create4 by the 
balancing account were and are needed to ensure efficient operation 
of SWPL. 

3.. VCAN"s Response 

UCAN also believes that SDG&E's actions since the 
balancing account was created 4emonstrate the effectiveness of the 
incentives created ~y the account. SDG&E's Change in ~ehav±or 
demonstrates that traditional ratemakinq mechanisms were not 
sufficient t~ produce desirable behavior • 

'OCAN points out that the ~alancing account establishes 
clear price siq.nals for the market and gives SDG&E a clear target, 
the avoided cost standard,. to guide its efforts in securing power 
purchases .. 
D. 'l'he standard 0' YAJ:ae 

was: 
The third topic for this rehearing set forth in 0.86-06-026 

WWhat is the appropriate standard by which to 
measure the value of SWPL power to ratepayers? 
Would pricing SDG&E's SWPL'cash flow at current 
short run avoided cost discourage the utility 
from =aking long-term contractual commitments 
to purchase SWPI. power?" 

1. SDGQ'I RgpoDIe 

SDG&E's short. answer to the first of these questions is 
that SWPL should be evaluated as one resource of SDG&E's integrated 
aystem. and should not be singled out for special treatment. SDG&E 
otfers several reasons. ··.in support of- its position • 
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According to' SDG&E, SWPL was planned as a resource to be 
inteqrated with the rest ot Sl)G&E's system. At SWPL'. inception, 
SDG&E's overwhelming need was tor a way to, displace oil and gas 
from its system. SOC&E's extensive reliance on O'il- and gas-fired 
generation had caused enormous rate increases during the price 
increases of the 1970s, and SOG&E had set a goal of diversifying 
its fuel mix. When the Commission rejected SOC&E's proposed 
Sundesert Nuclear Project, the Commission instructed SOG&E to 
pursue the possibility of building'a transmission ,line to give 
SDG&E access to' the coal-based generation resources in the 
Southwest (D.88758-, 83 CPO'C 707,734 (1978». SOC&E pursued SWPL 
because it otfered the benefits of access to coal-fired firm 
capacity, displacement of oil- and gas-tired generation, improved 
system reliability, and the reduction ot" SOG&E'''s oi:r consumption-. 
The Commission noted allot these benefits when it granted the 
certificate of public convenience and necessity for SWPL (0.93785). 

In addition, SOG&E argues that its use ot SWPL has been 
demonstrated to ):)e cheaper than teasible alternatives. SDG&E 
identified four such alternatives: avoided cost (representing the 
price of purchases from QFs), other available tim power purchases, 
construction of new generation, and reliance on economy energy-

For its comparison with avoided cost, SDG&E modified the 
approach sU9gested in ~e rehearing decision somewhat to enable it 
to make a comparison over a longer period of time than contemplateg 
in the gecision. SDG&E calculated that from April 1979 through 
April 1986, SOG&E's purchases from· the Southwest resulted in 
savings with a net present value of $100.3 million for SDG&E's 
customers. (SWPL did not enter commercial operation until June 
1984: some of the Southwest purchases in· this. comparison were' not· 
carried over SWPL.) For Hay 1984 through April 1986, the 

comparison shows a net present-value cost of$45m11l:ion, Qut even 
in this perioCl savings result i~ the leveli:ted capital cost of SWPL 

is ignored • 
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SOG&E attril:>utes the net cost of the later years of the 
comparison,to the cost of Springerville Unit 1 demand payments and 
the drop in the price of oil and. gas. SOG&E argues that the 
balancing account unfairly captures the worst years~ the years 
a~ter the un~oreseen drop in oil and. qas prices, ~or comparison 
against the avoided cost standard and ignores the years when 
Southwest purchases were clearly beneficial t~ ratepayers. 

SDG&E next compares the cost of Southwest purchases with 
the only other tirm purchases available, in 1978'-198'0, the same· time
when SOG&E contracted with Pm! and CFE. PUrchases from Cholla 4 in 
1984-85 cost SOuthern California Edison only about a tenth of a 
cent per kilowatt-hour less than SDG&E's purchases fromPNM tor the 
same time. Purchases for power from Magma Power company's Niland 
geothermal plant cost Edison over 8 cents per kilowatt-hour' in 
1986, while SDG&E's costs under the CFE agreement were just over ~ 
cents per kilowatt-hour. 

SDG&E also cites figures that showed that the installed 
cost of the plants that formed the basis for the demand charges in 
the contracts with PNM and 'rEP were not out of line with the 
installed costs of similar plants of the same vintage. 

SDG«E concludes that the costs of ownership of a new 
generation plant would have increased SDG&E's revenue requirement 
by about $200 million compared to current forecasts of the costs of 
purchased power transmitted over SWPL. 

Finally, SDG&E argues that economy enerqy is not a 
feasible substitute for SWPL. Without SOG&E's :firm purc:hases, 
construction of several plants in the Southwest would have been 
postponed: as a result,. the economy energy market would have been 
considerably tighter, with correspondingly higher prices_ 
FUrthermore, SDG&E argues that the availability of economy enerqy 
1athe lowest,. and its. price the hiqhest,. precisely durinq periods 
o:f hiqh demand,.: when SDG&E most needs additional Power. 

I ,., 
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SOG&E also addresses the question of value in an 
extensive argument aqainst using avoided cost to' judge the value of 
SWPL. SOG&E arques that avoid.ed cost fails to- capture the value of 
SWPL tor two qeneral reasons.. 

First, avoid.ed cost fails to refleet many of the benefits 
that SWPL offers. The existence of SWPL has enabled SOG&E to cut 
its reserve margin trom 20% to 15%, with an estimated. savinqs of 
$90 million. SWPL also qives SOG&E the ability to minimize 
outaqes, which saved SDG&E's customers $70"' mi:t:tion, according to 
SOG&E. Other short-term operational benefits 4lllounted to $1 

million. In add.ition, avoided cost tails to refleet the value of 
fuel diversity that SWPL otfers a system likeSOG&E's. SWPL also 
qives SOG&E considerable flexibility in planninq to meet future 
needs and establisbes SOG&E llS a" presence in Southwest power 
markets .. 

second, SOG&E arques that the gas turbine proxy used to 
estimate the avoided cost of capacity does not capture SWPL's lonq
term value. Gas turbines are designed to provide inexpensive 
peakinq capacity, but they are relatively inefficient. SOG&E 
believes that it is inappropriate to apply such a expedient, short
run measure to the long-term capacity commitments carried. over 
SWPL. SOC&E notes that the capacity measure used in the lonq-run 
standard otfer (S04) is substantially hiqber than capacity prices 
based on the gas turbine proxy. SOG&E thinks it signif'icant that 
tor the standard offer the Commission found that a projected short
run marginal cost approach tails to equal long-run avoided cost. 

Moreover, SDG&E asserts that' it is illogical and unfair 
to judqe an individual facility by the short-run avoided cost 
standard. Loqic:al use o~' its system., may require-' SOG&E to' contract 
for aclclitional capacity over SWPL so that the Pacific Intertie 
remains available to transport economy energy from the Pacific 
Northwest, where economy energy costs are 9'ene:ra.lly cheaper than in 
the Southwest. This arrangement would -be cheaper tro1ll" .the system"s 
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perspective, even though the purchases over SWPL would likely fail 
the short-run avoided cost test. 

Finally, SOG&E observes that the avoided cost test does 
not recognize a credit for transmission-costs that were.avoided 
because ot SWPL. By contrast, the Commission has held that valuing 
long-run avoided cost must include consideration o.f avoided 
transmission costs for displaced purchases from outside the service 
area (D.87-05-06-0, mimeo .. pp .. 3l., 56). The balanCing account as 
proposed also. does not credit SDG&E for the benefits of' increased 
system relia:t>ility resulting trom the presence of SWPL. SOG&E 
believes that credits should be taken into account in setting the 
initial balance of any balancing account. 

In answer to the second part ot the Commission's 
question, SDG&E thinks the proposed balancing account would 
discourage it from committing to. long-term. purchases over SWPL. As 

already mentioned, ignoring the most efficient combined use of SWPL 

and the Pacific Intertie will lead to, inc~eased costs, and applying 
the avoided eost standard to SWPL in iso.lation will encourage SOG&E 
to purchase more economy energy over SWPL~ even when cheaper energy 
may be available from the Pacific Northwest. Tbe course suggested 
by the avoided cost criterion would be tor SDG&E to construct gas 
turbines to. meet any need ~or new capacity, and to. keep SWPL in 
reserve exclusively for purchases ot economy energy. SDG&E does 
not believe that this is a wise direction for its system planning 
to take. 

FUrthermore, use o.f the avoided cost standar4 creates 
some incentive for SDG&E not to. take steps to reduce its avoided 
cost, since a higher standard is easier to :beat. SDG&E does not 
think the comm:;ssion intendecl' to· create' such. an: incentive. 

2 _ DBA's ResggJ1Be 

DRA believes that the Commission bas already answered its 
own question:-

'With respect to out-of-state power purChase., , 
the cozmission fully.expects the stat •• ' [aiel 
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utilities to go below the threshold ot cost
effectiveness and provide lower cost or 
inframarginal resources whenever possible.' 
(0.85-12-108, mimeo. p. 120g.) 

»asecl on this quotation, ORA arques that the commission expects 
out-of-state purchases to be cheaper than system ,generation, and 
that the short-run avoicled cost measure is therefore generous to 
SDG&E .. 

'1'0 answer the Commission's questions more thorouqhly, ORA 
evaluated the value of each ot the three separate ·products· that 
SDG&E purchases over SWPL. 

First, ORA believes that the value ot capacity is a 
shortage value, and is appropriately estimated by the cost o~ a 
combustion turbine. The $78 per kilowatt per year that the 
Commission ado~ted for 1986 logically applies only to utilities 
that need additional capacity. Since SDG&E does not need capacity 
in the 19805, DRAthinks that applyinq the avoided cost standar~ t~ 
capacity is generous to SDG&E. 

Second, ORA views purchased firm energy as essentially 
displacinq generation on SOG&E's system. Therefore, the value ot 
tirm energy is the incre:mental cost ot the marginal generation 
unit. This:may be expressed as the price ot gas lIlul tiplied by the 
system. incremental heat rate, as the Commission bas indicated. DRA 

concurs with the Commission's use ot a heat rate ot l2,000 BTU per 
kilowatt-hour. 

Third, non!ir.m energy is worth less than tirm energy, 
since it is interruptible. The true value should be value ot tirm 
energy less about 2 :mills per kilowatt-hour, the cost ot spinninq 
reserves. ~ not dif:ferentiating between :firm and nOn:firm energy 
:for purposes o:f the ):)alancinq account, the" Commission- haS"· again 
been generous to SDGtrE. 

ORA concludes that the avoided cost criterion is 
consistently generous to SDG&E. Thus, DRA. believes that the 
avoided c:ost standard is su:f:ticient to, capture not only the direct 
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economic value ot SWPL but also the indirect eenet.its that SDG&E 
has ascribed to the line. 

DRA finds. fault with SDG&:E's evaluation ot. many of these 
indirect :benet.its. Minimization of outaqes and voltage support 
results t.rom the addition of any qenerating resource, including 
QFs, but the Commission has not increased avoided cost-based prices 
to reflect these benefits. Thus, it is consistent to perform the 
comparison without consideration of these factors. ORA turther 
questions whether SWPL should receive sole credit for the reduction 
ot reserve marqin by S%. DRA thinks the revised reserved margin is 
a byproduct ot SOG&E's tirst study of reserve requirements to· be 

based on expected unserved ener9Y (EUE). ORA :believes that a study 
by the Energy commission indicates that SWPL reduced reserve 
lDArg'ins by only one to two- percent. Moreover', problems· with.- the 
way in which SDG&E ran its PROMOD (a production cost simulation 
model) :runs undermines its estimate ot. the value o~ the reduction 
in reserve margins and its claim that SWPL lowered its cost ot 
capacity and enU9Y. 

DRA concludes that SDG&E's purchases over SWPL are more 
expensive than increased generation from its system, and that 
avoided cost is a generous measure ot. the value ot SWPL power. 

3. VCNI'. Response 

UCAN believes that avoided cost is a 5atis~aetory 
standard tor evaluating SWPL's costs. UCAN finds support tor its 
position in D.85-l2-104, in which the Commission accepted UCAN's 
argument that a contract between SDG&E and its aftiliate should be 

evaluated by an avoided cost standar~, rather than a long-run 
standard urged by SDG&E. UCAN also notes that SOG&E has asserted 
that its lonq-%'Un avoided costs are below its short-run, avoided 
costs. :t:f this statement is true, the short-run avoided cost 
approach is clearly more :favorable to SDG&E • 
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OCAN also believes that over its lite a long-run resource 
shou14 show a substantial savings over short-run costs t~ justity 
the increase4 risk inherent in a lon9-run commitment. 

~CAN suggests that a long-term purchase could ~e yalued 
~y a short-run standard until such time as it becomes a long-term 
substitute tor a capital ad4ition. The long-run evaluation 
standard could be either long-run avoided cost or a tore cast of 
short-run avoided cost. OCAN believes that this treatment is 

consistent with the Conrml.ss:i.on's policy as expressed- in 
0.86-07-004, which set up the auction approach to selecting new 
generating resources. 
E. SDGfrE's lfm!da 

The fourth question posed L~ D.86-06-02& was WWhat are 
SDG&E's energy and capacity needS' in. the' :L9a:& throu~ 199'6< time' 
tra:me?W 

1. SJ)(jjE'S Response 
In an attachment to its briet, SOG&E presents a table 

which it labels a Wdetex:ministicW resource plan from 198:6 through. 
1998. According to this table, a comparison ot expected load with 
existing, committed, and nondeterr~le resources shows a need for 
additional capacity beqinning in 1991 and growing to 39'2 MW in 
1996. 

However, SDG&E also includes a related response to a data 
request that warns, Wit would be inappropriate to use th:i.s 
deterministic estimate ot energy and capacity needs tor planning 
purposes, or evaluation of the SOuthwest Powerlink, at this time. 
Probabilistic analysis must be employed to determine prudent 
resource choices.w SDG&E's. answer to this question: seems to- ~e no 
more specitic than its statementr Wthe range.o:fpotentia.l:"enex:gy: 
and capacity requirements for SOG&E over the. next 10 years is qaite 

:broad .. ' 
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2. QBA's Response 
DRA's opinion is tbat.SDG&E will have siqni~icant excess 

capacity through 1989. A need for new capacity will begin in 1990, 

according to' current c1emancl forecasts ancl resource plans. DRA 

believes that SOG&E will be able to meet this need for new capacity 
DY operating existing units and restarting Silver Gate. 

Although DRA agrees that the need for enerq,r and capacity 
will increase through 1995, it disputes SDG&E's plan to adc1 900 MW. 
DRA believes that much of this increased need can De met by QFs and 
cost-effective conservation ancl load management programs. 

3. 'UgH's Response 
OCAN believes that SDG&E will not have a need tor 

adclitional capacity until 1992 or later. It also thinks that 
restarting Silver Gate, in combination with. purchases of economy 
energy, will satisfy much of SDG&E's- neec1 throuqh. 1994. 

F. The Role ot moo; 
The fifth topiC of D.86-06-026 raised several key 

questions: 
*What role in SDG&E's resource plan should the 

SWPL play? Should it continue to, provide 
largely firm capacity? Should contracts tor 
the purchases :be :fleXible to- enable the 
deliveries to meet SDG&E's resource needs as 
c1etermined bi-annually [sic) in the OIR-2 
proceeding?· 

1. spGiE's ReS'QODU 
SDG&E believes that SWPL'$ role should be that of a 

valuable and tle~le resource in an integrated system. As SDG&E 
states in its brief: 

·SWPL can be used to. accommodate .. a vast ranCJe of 
short-term' and lcnq-term resourees, the- mix' o~ 
which depends entirely on the fUture 
environment. For exa:mple, if' hiCJh oil and qas 
priees return, SWPL would. carry coal and- hyclro
Dase4 resourees which would cost less than . 
SDG&E'. own on-system oil and gas generation. 
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On the other hand, it oil and gas prices stay 
relatively low, SWPL would carry a large 
portion ot economy energy which would be backed 
up ~y SDG&E's on-system gas turbine capacity. 
Under this scenario, in the longer run, SWPL 
would also carry additional capacity, as 
SDG&E's ability to build and site additional 
gas turbines wanes.* (Opening Brief, p. 51.) 

SDG&E notes that its new planning strategy calls for 
filling only sot of expected need with long lead-time resources. 
The key to this strate9)"' is maintaining flexibility, and it, asks 
the Commission to permit it flexibility in operating SWPL. 

Accordingly, SDG&E opposes the suggestion in the last 
part ot the question that contracts tor purchases ot tuture 
resources should be limited to two-year terms. 

SDG&E believes. that' it· shoUld' have the flexibil~ity' to' 
operate SWPL in a way that minimizes the total system.'s costs .el'ld 
not just the costs of purchases carried over a sing'le transmission 
line • 

2. DBA's Response 

Since ORA believes that SOG&E will not need additional 
tirm capacity until 1992, it recommends that SWPL should be used to 
transmit economy energy tor the ne)Ct tive years. Atter 1992, SWPL 

could be used to carry additional firm resources, it the resources 
are needed and if they are less expensive than other options, 
including QFs, conservation, and load management. 

ORA :believes that any new agreements for firm capacity 
should be re~iewed as part ot the biennial OIR-2 process. 

ORA finds some inconsistency in SOG&E's plea tor 
flexibility and notes that the lack of flexibility in the use of 
the line led directly to- this- proceeding. Between7 1984 and 1988'", 
SDG&E loaded the line with firm capacity, leavinq' no oppo:ctunity 
:for other, more fiexible uses of the line. DRA. points out that 
wben it ordered this rehearinq, the Commission found 'loacUnc;· SWPL 
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with firm purchases has constrained the room available for economy 
energy transactions'" (D.86-06-026, mimeo. p. 4) .. 

3. 'UCN!'s Be!!Fp9J)H 

'O'CAN aqrees with the general proposition that flexibility 
is needed to allow the utility to choose the least-cost option. 
However, UCAN believes that SDG&E has used this flexible resource 
in an inflexible manner in loading the line with firm capacity 
purchases. 

UCAN thinks that SWPL will play the role of securing low
cost economy energy through 1996. If inframarginal firm energy is 
available, SDG&E could also transmit such purchases over the line .. 
G. Interest 

The final question raised in 0.86-06-026 was "'Should the 
balance in the SWPL account accrue interest?r 

1.. S'DG.iI's RespoJlse 

SOG&E's response is short and direct: If there is a 
balancing account# all balances should accrue interest. Otherwise, 
the balancing account, which was designed as a revenue deferral 
mechanism, would :become punitive .. 

2. DBA's Response 

ORA's response is closely related to its proposals for 
modifyinq the balancing account, which will be discussed later in 
this decision. In short, ORA would exclude interest from the 
~ua1 excess costs o't the PNM and 'rEP contracts between July 1,. 
1987 and May 30, 1989. Other SWPL costs in the balancing account 
would accrue interest. 

ORA believes that excludinq interest on the balances 
associated with these two contracts would qive SDG&E a strong 
incentive to take steps'to reduce future costa~under the eontracts. 
In addition, eXcludinq ~terest reduces the amount that· is·de:rened 
and'thus lessens the long-term financial ~urden on SDG&E • 
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3. llCAN's Response 
OCAN aqrees with ORA's proposed treatment ot interest. 

In addition to the reasons given :by ORA, UCAN thinks excluding 
interest for a portion of the account's balance is justified as 
part of a compromise. Under the proposed~odifications to· the 
account, shareholders would }:)ear a portion of the interest in 
exchange for a reduction ot risk that results from setting a tixed 
date tor terminating the account. UCAN als~ believes thatsOG&~'s 
potential exposure from excluding interest is relatively small. 
R. Proposed JIodU'icatioDS to 

the BalJmcing Account 

1. QD's Proposal 
ORA proposes four modifications to the :balancing account 

as originally described in 0.85-l2-108, and its positions on the 
balancing account issues are related to its proposed ~odifications. 

ORA's modifications stem trom a concern about the large 
potential :balance that could acc:rue in the. balancing account. 
Because ot the decline of oil and gas prices, ORA estimates that up 
to $570 million in excess costs could accumulate in the account. 
If a large revenue deferral represented :by the account balance 
requires long-term external finanCing, SDG&E's cost ot capital 
could rise, to the· detriment of both sbareholders and ratepayers. 
ORA's modifications are desi<JXled to lilnit the aCCUlIulations in the 
account while preserving the incentives that were the original 
purpose of the account. 

First, ORA recommends that the account should begin on 
July 1, 1987, rather than January l, 1986, as required DY 
D.85-l2-108. This later start would reduce the account balance 
considerably. 

second,. DRA. proposes that the annual excess costs of-the 

TEP and. PlOt contracts should }:)e Amortized. over ~iv. years, starting 
in the year the excess costs are incurred. Under ORA'. proposal:, . 
the 4e~.rre<1 excess costsf:rom·these contracts would. not receive 
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interest. Excludin9 interest would qive SDG&E a qreat incentive to 
reduce future costs under these contracts. Other costs in the 
~alancinq account would reeeive interest, however. 

Third, the balancing account would terminate when the 
balance reached zero or after ten years, whichever occurs earlier. 
Any remaininq balance after ten years would be amortized over one 
or two years. x.im.i tinq the term of the ~alanein9 account would 
reduce the lonq-term financial burden on SOG&E and qive ~eater 
certainty t~ investors, according to ORA. 

Fourth, ORA recommends that the e.ccount use base rate 
revenue requirements associated with SWPL's fixed charges, rather 
the.n levelized costs ordered in· 0.86-06-026. Base rate revenue 
requirements are actually used in re.tes and are derived from 
straight line original cost (SLOe) accountin9 practices. The 
front-loaded nature of SWPL's fixed cost recovery was one of the 
reasons the commission adopted the balancing account, argues ORA, 
and use of a levelized fixed charqe distorts the yardstick of 
ratepayers' welfare. DRA's recommended substitution results in a 
better match of the costs and benefits to ratepayers, aceordin9 t~ 
ORA. 

2. llCM's PropoHl 
OCAN supports ORA's proposed modifiee.tions and proposes 

an additional chanqe. 
It a balance remains in the account atter the account is 

term~teCl atter ten years, UCAN woulc:l ac:ljust the amortiz~tion 
period so that rate increases resulting trom amortizing the balance 
woulc:l be limited to 5% per year. If necessary, amortization unc:ler 
this proposal could· extend. beyond the two-year limit ot,· ORA's 
recommendation. 

3. City's Position 
City supports DRA's modif:Lee.tions anc1doea not oppose' 

lJ'CAN's additional. modification. 
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4. ~E's Position 
SDG.&E opposes the balancinq account, in any torm, and the 

proposed modifications do not lessen·itsopposition. Certain ot 
the arguments SDG&E raises aqainst the balancing account are 
pertinent to the proposed modifications. 

SDG&E views the proposed modifications as a concession by 
DRA. and OCAN of the validity ot SOO&E's point that the burden ot 
financing revenue deferrals under the balancing account would raise 
rates. SDG&E presented testimony that the. need for aclclitional 
financing created by the balancing account could cause SDG&E's debt 
and commercial paper to be downgraded and could also increase its 
cost of e~ity. 

The point ot the proposed :moditieations is to prevent the 

tinancing burdens from harming ratepayers, accordinq to SOG&E. 
SDG&E is not convinced that the modifications remove this danqer. 
According to SDG&E, even DRA's witness could not testify that the 
proposed modifications would ensure that the balancinq account 
would not increase SDG&E's financinq costs. 

SOG&E also opposes the recommenclation that certain 
portions of the balancinq account would not accrue interest. SOG&E 
thinks that this recommendation is contrary to the Commission's 
practice for all other balancinq accounts.. SDG&E arques that this 
recommendation makes it clear that DRA's primary motive in 
supporting the balancing account is to reduce SDG&E's revenue 
requirement arbitrarily and not to create incentives. 
Z.. Financial As:eogutiM s.t,pndard 92 

Another issue related t~ the balaneinq aCCQunt w~s r~ised 
late in this proceedinq.with the issuance of Financial. Acountinq 
Stanclarcl eFAS) 92 by the Financial Accounting stanc:!Ards Boa%d 

(FASB). 'FAS 9'2 caused SDG&E to petition tor reopening' o-r the 

proceeding', and its Petition was qranted~ An additional day of 
hearinq on FAS 92 was held on December 3, 1987 ,anci- supplemental 
br:tds. were filed by SDG&E' and City on December 14,.1987 • 
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SDG&E au:mmo.rizes FAS 92 as forbiddin9' a uti11~y:. ~ro~.:.::-~:!,,:: '.: ': 
bookin9' as assets. all revenues deferred under;, a: pb.a8e:,~~'~ f9;r-~ :"-:', I;;':-,.';~ 
recovering expenditures 'in connection with a:-~jor;,~,J?~w~y:,.;.:,,:.;. :...:.:-.;: 
completed plant· if any portion of the deferr~c:l:.'r.ve:Q.~e~_~,re· n~:t ~:-;':' 

'scheduled for recovery within ten years of th~:,da'te~ when:~e:t~;r,:'aJ.s, 
, ' 

be9'in.' :~:". 

". ... ",. _ .. '-,. 

• to ... .. 

SDG&E believes that there is a stron9' possibi,l:l...ty:~~ • .:: .. .:~ -:.:,!': 

FAS 92 would. be applied' to the balancin9' account anc1.,j:.ha~ ,S~l% __ e.:: ":.: -:.:' 

would be barred under FASB's accounting' principles ;fro~ ~oJ:t;ill9': any: ;.,~ ';: ~, .' 
of the deferred revenues as assets. 
disrupt SOG&E's financial status. 

The result woul¢L. compl~t~'Y~:-. '_ ": ~ <:. ~ :. 

.. - '.' - •• .:. '. _ Of .,.' ": • . .. _" ... ,H........ ~' ................... .. ... . 

SDG&E arques that the SWPL balancing account gual,ifi~s~ as ":'" " 
'a phase-in plan ..... ordered by a reg-o:lator .. " Moreover,f.., since the:::: ... :, 
balancing account,. as or1qinally stated. or ~s, lIlod±tied: by: 'ORA· aIlCk :':-.::,." 

tJ'CAN , neither 'specifies the tim.inq of recovery' of~ ~e~ defq.,:oed:. :: :. t;, ~ : - :. 

revenues nor 'schedules 'recovery within 10 years~ of.,: th.e: da.~~ ~l:le~,~ ',,'':' 
the deferrals beqin,' FAS 92 would prohibit booking deferred:-. SWPL' ;,.' 

revenues ~s ASsets.. . ;' ;;~' ~ :' :.. 

SDG.&E construes the reference to "plant' in FAS 92' :t~.$'.:-.'~' 

include transmission lines as well as generation plants:.:,,,; .z':i: .. ';' .. ,. 
supports its interpretation by referring' to, a conversa.:tion, Wi:th7 ~e. ' 
FASB's project mana9'er tor FAS 92. sim.ilarly, SDC&E; arques ,tha:t:.;. ~ :. 
the standard's reference to phase-in plans 'in conne~i~n wi:tb:.,;;.:-,:;- :';', -
plant· indicates an intention to gi va the standard· a~ l:>road -". i;:' ~ - ': , •• " • , 

application, and FAS 92 would. likely apply to:. system-.~wer~~.: 7; .. : ; ~ •. :.:: 

purchases when the selling utility has maj or, ~ newly;:. c~lIlp'leted~,.;. s ~ ~ _ ;. :" ; .:-. 
gener~ting' plants on its system.. : -' ~ , , ". : - ~ :.. t.:" ':.: ::' ~ -:: ~': '; 

The only hesitation SDG&E appears to have..abou~tlle_,:, ;.-:-,S:":'::.:'~:'7 

application ot P'AS 92 to the balancing' acc:ount~ has: :to: d.o- w:i:th .. ; :; _ ':: 0:.:.; 

whether a colllparati vely low-eost transmission. line.;, lilce: ~k ~:.';' :. \' 'i: • . • :- • - :-. . , . 
qualities as a "major" plant. SDG&E concludes_~~:.~,po~eJtt,i~:-1' ::_"':,".., 
b.aDl to SDG&E and its ratepayers is so qreat ~:t thes.~~j.o~$ =~':.~::-e;, .'. 
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should not gamble on whether or not II qullrter-of-a-billion-dollar 
plant is considered major. 

SDG«E disagrees with DRA's arqu:ment that PAS 92 would not 
apply to the blllancing account because, since the costs of SWPL 
were included in SDG«E's rate base in 1984, no phllse-in plan 
exists. SDG&E points out that SWPL's investment costs are included 
in the debit side ot the balancing account ledger.. Unless those 
eosts are arbitrarily separated from other debit entries, some 
investment costs would necessarily be deferred. Even with such an 
arbitrary separation, the balancing account mechanism carries with 
it the poSSibility, if avoided costs drop low enough, that some of 
the segregated investment costs would be deferred. 

SDG&E concludes that FAS 92 is likely to exacerbate 
turther the financial harm already present in theblllancinq account 

proposals. 
2. 8'1 Position 

ORA believes that FAS 92 does not apply to. the SWPL 
balancing llCCOunt. 

ORA states th4t the balancing account does not phase SWPL 
into SDG&E's rate base, so FAS 92 has no application. SWPL WllS 
tully included in rate base starting in 1984, according to ORA, and 
the balancing account acts to defer only a small portion ot the 
cost of enerqy and capacity transmitted over SWPL in 1987-89. The 
a:mounts deferred are eosts that would, except for the existence of 
the balancing account, be c:harqed to the ECAC account. Thus, no 
phase-in is involved, and FAS 92 does not apply. 

FUrthermore, the deferred revenues 1Il11Y be capitalized 
under FAS 92.. Although there is no- specific reterence to the 
deferral of fuel or purchased. power" costs. in' FItS 92, ORA argues. 
that the 'probability of reeovery* standard applied to investment 
costs will probably also apply to capitalization of other cost 
deferrals r judqinq trom the baclcqround to, the developJIent of FAS 92 
and the related. FAS 90. ORA's. forecasts demonstrate that all 
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deferrals will be recovered by 1995, well within the ten-year 
limit. In addition, the ten-year sunset provision that ORA has 

proposed as a moditication t~ the balancinq account would make it 
more likely that the balancinq account would meet the "probability 
ot recovery'" standard. 

3. s;ity"s Position 
City joins. DRA in concludinq that FAS 92 does not apply 

to the balancinq account. 
First, City also points out that SWPL: was place~ in rate 

base in 1984; thus, n~ phase-in ot SWPL's investment costs is 
proposed or will ~cur. 

Second, no reference to transmission lines appears in 
PAS 92. All examples qiven in the standard refer to- electric 
qeneratinq plants. 

Third, a readinq of Appendix C, which qives background 
information on the development of FAS 92, leaves the strong 
impression that FAS 92 was primarily aimed at phase-in proposals 
tor nuclear power plants eostinq' several billion dollars. SWPL, 

with its $250 ~lioncost, would not quality as a major plant in 
comparison to the nuclear plants. 

Fourth, even it the FASB- later holds that de terral of 

purchased power costs associated with a transmission line are 
subject to FAS 92, the standard provides transition rules that the 
commission may use. 

City concludes that the Commission should not witbhold 
approval of the balancing account solely because ot concerns about 
financial reporting requirements. 
J. Xnterteapon1 Jmrl,ty 

A.l though the CODDD.ission did not speei~ic::ally call tor 
comments on intertemporal equity in its earlier decision detinin9'" 
this rehearing" several parties addressed, this issue. 

SDG&E argUe. that the balancing accoUnt' d.ou not promote 
intertemporal equ1ty.'SDG&E ·believes that·· selectinq. one particular 
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resource and deferring the revenue requirements for that resource 
unfairly shifts costs from today's ratepayers t~ tomorrow's. Onder 
conventional straight-line original cost depreciation, today's 
ratepayers benefit from resources, including fully depreciated 
resources, paid tor by previous generations of ratepayers, and 
today's ratepayers' concomitant responsibility is to pay for 
resources that come on line during their times. It is equitable, 
in SDG&E'S view, for each generation to receive the flow of 
benefits from previous generations and to pay its tair share for 
continuing that flow to future generations. Tbe e~~ect of the 
balancing account would be to disrupt that flow, and to unfairly 
force future ratepayers to bear part ot the responsibility ot 
today's ratepayers along with the responsibility appropriate to
their tilDes. 

ORA and OCAN believe that the balancing account fosters 
inte~emporal equity. They believe that there should be a close 
link between ratepayers' burdens and benefits at all times. The 
incentive created by the balancing account will cause SDG&E to' take 
steps to make use of SWPL cost-effective in future years. In the 
meantime, however, the costs of SWPL will continue to be greater 
than its benefits. The revenue deferral mechanism. is merely a way 
ot shifting costs from the line's early years, when costs exceed 
benefits, to later years when benetits will exceed costs. 
Intertemporal equity will be served because both qroups of 
ratepayers will pay rates that more accurately reflect the benefits 
they receive from SWPL. 
L Discussion 

As the preced.inq section has demonstrated, the parties.' 
responses to- the .. questions· posed' in D .. 86-o6-~26 raise issues: that~ 
extend far beyond the narroW' question of hoW' the })alanein9' account 
should operate. T~ impose some order on our discussion o:f these 
i.sues, we wil.l :fiZat a.ddress the ettect' of PAS, 92 on·. the balancing 
account. Then ve willadc1ress the six que.tions. of·,D.86-06-026 in 
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sequence, with extensive digressions to consider the tmplications 
of the parties' positions. Next, we will react to the I' 

modifications to the l:>alancinq account proposed by I)RA. al"ld lJ'CAN. 

Finally, we will summarize our conclusions on the balancing' account 
issues. 

1. lAS 92 

We are not persuaded that the issuance ot FAS 92 should 
prevent us from adoptinqthe SWPL balaneinq account. 

First, we aqree with City that the standard's intended 
application is to larqe electric generatinq plants. There is no 
indication that ·plantW as used in FAS 92 should be construed t~ 
include transmission lines like SWPL. Second,. although SWPL's $250 
million cost seems larqe by almost any standard, it is only a small 
fraction of the multi-billion dollar costs ot the largeqeneratinq 
plants that appear to be the focus of FAS 92. Thus, even if 
·plantW is interpreted as includinq transmission lines, it is not 
clear that SWPL qualifies as a Wmajor· plant. Third, the balancinq 
aceount is not desiqned to recover SWPL'S capital costs. We have 
already t'ound the costs of constructinq SWPL to be prudent, and 
these eosts have been included in SOG&E's rate base since 1984. 
Tbe only eosts that are proposed for deferred recovery are a 
portion ot the energy and capacity costs ot purchases that are 
transmitted over SWPL. Thus, no phase-in plan, as. the term is used. 
in FAS 92, is beinq considered or adopted here. In addition, 
because ot the vagueness of the standard, we think it likely that 
even it the FASB- concludes that the balancinq account is covered by 

FAS 92, some provision would be made to avoid the financial 
consequences feared by SDG&E. . 

We conclud.e, that FAS 92.: should:' not' prevent· tha Commission 
trom applying' the bala:ncinq account to the costs o~ purc:h.ase<l: power 
trans:m.itted over SWPL. 
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2. 

to the 

De Balance 'l'hrough 1288 

The parties are, in essential 
first question of 0.86-06-026. 

aqreement in their answers 
They estimate that the 

difference Petween the costs of purchased power and avoided cost 
between January 1, 1986, and December 31, 1988, is $313 million. 

The only dispute is whether economy energy purchases 
should receive a $20 million capacity credit. We rejected this 
argument in our response to SDG&E's application for rehearing of 
0.85-12-108, and we again reject the argument·. 

SOG&E argues that purchases from multiple sources in the 
Southwest are analogous to purchases under SOl from multiple QFs, 
who receive a capacity payment based on their actual production. 
However, it is obvious that economy energy purchases do not possess 
the characteristics' of such QFs'. We aqreect' to allow capacity 
payments to as-available QFs because these independent generators 
were viewed as a large group of small, geoqraphically dispersed 
facilities using diverse technologies. Because of their diversity, 
these generators carried a high probability that a proportion of 
them would be operating on-peak, when the utility needs capacity,. 
even if individual. units were out of operation. Thus, the utility 
could rely on a peak-period contribution by QFs as a qroup for 
planning' purposes. By contrast, South,-rest economy energy would be 

completely curtailed by an outage of ~~L. More important,. in its 
discussion of alternatives to SWPL, SDG&E itself argues that,. 
unlike QFS, SOuthwestern economy ener9'Y cannot be relied on to meet 
peak demand. Thus, SDG&E supplied the moat persuasive argument 
against its position. 

We conclude that n~ capacity credit should· be awarded for 
economy- energy purcbases,. and the bala:llce' from. 1986-88 will be $313 
million. 

3. Incentiyes 
,our oriqinal question focuse,:!· on incentiv_ to reduce 

purehase4 power coats over SWPL. We still think. that the 
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incentives provided by the ~alancing account are adequate to 
encourage SDG&E to ~imize the coat of power transmitted over 
SWPL; However,. we are less certain that minimizing SWPL's costs 
should be the only goal of our system of incentives. 

We are concerned that both the Commission and SOG&E have 
been considerin9' SWPL in conventional terms, which are proving to 
be too narrow. The construction of SWPL, the abandon:m.ent of the 
Sundesert nuclear plant,. and the policy of reducing reliance on 
oil- and gas-tueled resources have essentially committed SOG&E to 
meet its additional generating requirements--whether by means of 
constructing a plant, owninq part of a plant, or purchases from 
other utilities--from generating resources outside of its 
qeographieal service area. To a <;reater extent than other 
transmission lines, SWPL sbou'ld according'ly be"viewed as. part of 
the generating resource, Whether that generation is represented by 
ownership of a plant or by contracts for firm capacity. 'l'herefore, 
the costs of SWPL cannot ~ separated from the costs of the 
generation unit" and both costs should ~ evaluated together. 

Although the decision that qranted the certificate of 
public convenience and necessity for the construction of SWPL 
projected that the savinqs from ener9Y purchases justified the 
construction of the line (D.93785, miDeo.. p. 83) " it is now 
apparent that we have tended to view SWPL and sources of generation 
as two separate elements of the system,. wben in fact they are 
intertwined. We believe that one of the virtues of the balaneinq 
account is that it inclucles a. consideration of the capital costs of 
SWPL and requires SOG&E to. operate SWPL in a way that offsets some 
of those costs. 

At the same time, we think we have been mistaken in 
viewin9' the Southwestern purchases separately from the rest of 
SDGtcE's system. SDG&E's Dost pointec1 criticisms of the SWPL 
balancing account are that it could lead to inerficient operation 
of' the utility's system· and that the balanein9' account creates 
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incentives to reduce the costs of SOuthwestern purchases at the 
expense of the lowest cost operation of the system as a whole. 

This criticism is illustrated by reference to· the Pacific 
Intertie. SDG&E points out that the cheapest available economy 
energy is often from the Pacific Northwest, not from the Southwest. 
If the balancinq account encouraqes SDG&E to load SWPL with economy 
energy, the utility may be forced to meet new capacity needs by 
contractinq with Northwest utilities. But as increased capacity 
purchases from the Northwest take up a larqer portion of SDG&E's 
share of the Pacific 1ntertie,. less of the line's capacity will be 

available for economy energy purchases. 'rhus, the incentives of 
the balancinq accoWlt lDAy lead to a replacement of cheaper economy 
energy over the pacific ~ntertie by comparatively more expen~ive 
economy energy over SWPL,. with the result that overall costs to the 
system will be higher , although the balance in the SWPL account may 
decline. Reducing the costs of power transmitted over SWPL may not 
lower the system's overall costs. And under some circumstances it 
would be a rational least-eost strategy tor SDG&E to fill SWPt with 
firm capacity in order to use the 1ntertie for the cheapest 
available economy energy,. although this course of action would 
violate the incentives established by the balancing account. 

SDG&E bas assured us that it would not ignore cheap 
purchases trom the Pacific Northwest merely to reduce the balance 
in the SWPL account, but we believe that we should try to align our 
regulatory incentives· with the behavior we are tryinq to encouraqe. 
The goal of both our regulation and SDG&E's operation should be to 
meet customers' needs for electricity at the lowest possible price. 
'roo the extent that the SWPL balancinq account. gives different 
signals or encourages different goals, it should be altered. 

One possible modification suqgested by SDG&E's example 
would be to include purchases tranBllli ttec1 over the Pacific Intertie 
in the balancinq account. 'rhia modification would- permit the 
utility the: freedom to operate its two. major transmi •• ion lines' for 
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out-of-state purchases in the most efficient manner. If efficient 
operation dictated purchasing capacity' ,over' SwPL and economy energy 
over the Pacific Intertie, this modification would not stand as a 
barrier t~ such an arrangement. 

On the other hand, even this modification would tend to 
encourage SDG&E-to regard its system in a segmented fashion that we 
do not believe is appropriate. We would prefer to have SOG&E 
devote its efforts to operating its entire system in the most 
efficient manner possible. Even singling out two major 
transmission lines might tend to distract SDG&E from this goal. 
SDG&E should view all of its facilities and purchases as an 
integrated system, with the paramount goal of meeting customers,' 
electricity needs at the lowest possible price. 

The bland way in which we have stated this goal should 
not obscure the important implications that accompany this concept. 
Several of these implications deserve further elaboration. 

If SDG&E continues to rely on firm, capacity contracts in 
combination with its major transmission facilities to meet rising 
demand, then this combination should at some point become the 
aVOided unit that establishes avoided cost. We developed the 
concept of the combustion turbine as a proxy for the avoided 
generation unit to enable us to quantify avoided capacity costs at 
a time when none of our major utilities was planning new generation 
units. Since we could not identify a specific avoided plant, we 
were forced to estimate avoided capacity costs by reference to' the 
proxy. But if firm capacity contracts are SDG&E's choice for 
meeting increased demand, then the cost of these contracts, with an 
appropriate portion of the associated transl1'lission line" s costs,. 
should assume the role of the avoided plant and serve as the 
benchmark for long-ter.m avoided cost_ 

This notion' gains credence because of the way in which 
SOG&E has in fact used SWP:L.. As we noted in, D.S~,12-108, SDG&Ehas. 

I ,:. 
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tilled the line's- capacity with firm capacity contracts, which were 
pursued to meet expected shortfalls in peak,generation. 

If the combination of purchased energy and· transmission 
lines has :become SDG«E's avoid.ed unit,. then the costs of this 
"unit· should also be considered in makinq otters to, QFs and in 
evaluating conservation and load management opportunities.. It QFs 
can provide needed capacity at less cost than the combination ot 
purchases and the tran8lllission line, then SDG&E should contract 
with them betore turning to Southwestern utilities. It 
conservation and load management can avoid. the need ·for purchasing 
new capacity and can ~t the price of available contracts, then 
SDG&E should pursue those programs before contractinq with 
Southwestern utilities. 

In fact,. the very considerations that motivated the 
construction ot SWP~SDG&E's geographical location 'in a corner of 
the country, in what SDG&E describes as an "energy desert,· with 
few opportunities for qeneration other than oil and gas~ its desire 
to ~ome less reliant on oil and qas~ its rapidly growinq 
population and inevitable increase in demand for electriCity-
shoUld also- lead SDG&E to be diligent, creative, ,and innovative in 
pursuing conservation and load management. SDG&E's limited ab,ility 
to construct additional generating facilities in its service area 
has lett it largely unable to control its tuture sources ot 
generation. Tbe more it can. to do to slow load growth through 
conservation, load. management, ,and more efficient use of energy, 
the more control over its destiny it retains. In our view,. l:>ecause 
of its situation SDG&E should become one o~ the most innovative and 
aggressive utilities in pursuing conservation and load. management. 

Moreover, SDClrE's decision' not to own 'generation units in 
the near :ruture removes. one o~ the barriers to promoting' 
c:onaervation. When a utility bas a prospect ot owning a generating 
unit,. it may have a alight incentive to favor increasin9generation 
aver controlling load qrowth,' aince it earns a return on its 
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prudent investment in generating units. However, when a utility 
relies on purchases for additional capacity, as SOG&E appears to 
have done, its costs are recovered through its ECAC, and it earns 
no return on its expenditures. If SDG&E recovers its investment in 
conservation on a current basis, it should be economically 
indifferent to whether it increases its purchases to meet rising 
demand or limits the rise of! that demand through conservation 
expenditures. 

For similar reasons, we })elieve that SDG&E should view 
QFs with new eyes. QFs represent a diversif!ied source of 
generation, and SDG&E should pursue contracts with all projects 
that can help it to meet its capacity needs at less than the cost 
of alternatives. FUrthermore, SDG&E should consider using SWPL as 
a means of expanding its ability to purchase power from QFs. 
Although it may not be required to make such purchases under 
federal law, and although our standard offers do not require such 
purchases, nothing prevents SOG&E from contracting with OFs, outside 
of its service territory. We note with approval that SDG&E's ROC 
plan was considering purchases from out-of-territory QFs as early 
as 1985. QFs not fueled. by oil or gas, in particular, could help, 
St>G&E meet its goal of diversification. If such QFs can provide 
power to SOG&E at competitive rates and if they can interconnect 
with SWPL, SDG&E eoul.d use SWPL to :broad.en the pool of potential 
QFs that can supply power to it, again furthering the overall goal 
of meeting its customers' needs at the lowest possible cost. 

We have diqressed considerably from our original 
consideration of the incentives created :by the balancinq account. 
We have agreed with SOG&E's primary point that SWPL· should not. be 

viewed. in' isolation );)ut should :be considered and" operated .,' as- part 
or an inteqrated system. We have not agreed with SDG&E'. apparent 
c:onclusion that operation of an integrated. system ,means a return to 
business as usual. We have followed the implications of SOG&E's 
arguments tar beyond the purpose for which they were advanced· and 
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found. that they suggested a better way to view SDG&E"s system and. 
its operations. We may abandon the balancing account because of 
its failure to offer the proper incentives, but SDG&E should not 
view this as a return to the regulation of the recent past.. We 
intend to pursue ways to create new incentives to encourage the 
efficient operation of SOG&E's integrated system. 

4 _ %he SttndMd of Vqlv'Q 

The purpose of examining this issue is generally'obviated 
by our ~inding earlier in this decision that the SWPL balancing 
account provides inappropriate incentives for utility operations. 
However, this is a subject that the Co~ssion explicitly osked. to 
have addxessed when it called for the rehearing inD.S&-06-02S. 
Given the importance of this general topic, it~ usefulness for 
future guidance, and the comments provided by the parties, some 
discussion of this issue is necessary. 

The parties have spent a great deal of time arguing about 
whether the contracts in question are short-run or long-run 
contracts cd. what standard of value should'be used to' evaluate 
decisions to enter into the contracts. In order to address these 
two confliets, a discussion of resource planning concepts and' 
policies is helpful. This discussion will rely on the concepts 
that the Commission hAs outlined in its decisions on Qualifying 
Facility standard offer methodologies. 

, Generally, a utility resource planner evaluates resource 
commitments that mAy be made by the utility by comparing the costs
of the resource aqainat a utility'S projection of short-run avoided 
costs. 2 Over time, short-run avoided costs will generally 

2 We 118e "short-run' avoided costs" in. this discussion to define 
coata Avoidable at the ma.rg.in, before odding a resouree.. 'lhe term. 
is, thus, equivalent to abort-run marq1nalcosts.. An.yequivalence: 
of this term to our standard~ offers is unintendect .. ' ..., 
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information to judge pAst resource decisions. 4 The Commission 
, ,has developed a standard which judges a decision pase<:t on 

information available at the time a resource decision is made~ 'Any 

other standard involves the inequitable use of hindsight reviews. 
The implication is that, in examining the reasonableness 

of a resource such as a power purchase or OF contract that defer~ 
or avoids the need for additional utility investment, long-run 
avoided costs are the preferable standard. Long-run avoided costs 
are best represented by the costs of the utility resource that was 
avoided by the addition of the long-te~ resource in question. 
This is the long-run avoided cost standard that we have used in 
designing and implementing ow: final long-run standard offer 4. 

However, absent a long-run deferred or avoided resource,for 
comparison, the projection of short-run avoided costs that was in 
effect at the time the long-run resource investment decision was 
made may also be appropriate, as it woulc1 be used'to decid.e that . 
additional capacity is not needed or cost-effective. 

The key to using a projection of short-run avoided. costs 
in evaluating a long-run resource investment decision is that the 
projection must be based on plll1)ninq conditions and assumptions. in 
place at the time utilitym0n4qers made their decision. If 
regulators use current projections to evaluate past deciSions, 

.. This stanclarcl was most, recently discussed 1n the ;r1no 1 Report 
~o tb~L§gislature on M9int CEc/epoc Bearings on Exc§'1 Electrical 
venerating COpAcity (SB 1970 Report), ~. &~. 
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increase to a point that justifies the addition of a new resource. 
If the costs of a resource, after appropriate consideration of 
uncertainty, are less than the projection 0·£ short-run avoided 
costs, utilities can and should add the resource in order to lower 
total system costs. If the costs of a resource are greater than 
the projection of short-run avoided costs, the resource should not 
be added because it would result in an increa~e in total utility 
costs. In this case, it would be less expensive to run the system 
as it currently exists than to run the system'with the resource in 
question added.3 

It is important to note that in. this evaluation the 
utility system is assumed to consist of all current and committed 
resources. The projection of short-run avoided costs is from a 
single point in time.. While short-run avoided costs are dynamiC, 
constantly changing to reflect prevailing fuel prices, system 
efficiencies and capaeity needs, the evaluation of a resource, 
addition demands that the best information available at the time of 
the evaluation be used. Otherwise, resource decision-makers are 
constantly subject to second-guessing should conditions change and 
make past decisions look unwise. The essence of the COmmission's 
decision in past reasonableness reviews is to avoid using recent 

3 see D.85-07-022 andD.SS-07-004 for a general c:U.scusslon of 
avoided cost snethodoloq:tes and resource planning. 
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information to judge past resource deei8ions.4 'l'he Commission 
has developed a standard which judges a decis10n ~ased on 
information available at the time a resource decision is made. 'Any 

other standard involves the inequitable use of hindsight reviews. 
The implication is that, in examining the reasonableness 

of a resource such as a power purchase or QF contract that deters 
or avoids the need for additional utility investment, long-run 
avoided costs are the preferable standard. Long-run avoided costs 
are best represented by the costs of the' utility resourco that was 
avoided by the addition of the long-term resource in question. 
This is the long-run avoided cost standard that we have used in 
d.esiqning and implementing our final long-run standard offer 4. 

However, absent a long-run deferred or avoided resource. for 
comparison, the projection of short-run avoided costs that was in 
effect at the time the long-run resource investment decision was 
made may als~ be appropriate, as it would be used to decide that . 
additional capacity is not needed or cost..effective. 

'l'he key to using a projection of short-run avoided costs 
in evaluating a long-run resource investment decision is that the 
projection must be based on planning conditions and assumptions in 

place at the time utility managers made their decision. If 
requlators use current projections to evaluate'past decisiOns, 

4 ~his standard was most recently discussed in the tiMl ReP2D: 
to the Iagislature on Joint CEC/CPPC ~Arlng, on Excesi E,lectrlc:al 
Generating Capacity (S8 1970 Report), p. 6·3-. 
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utilities may be unjustly penalized,for changing conditions ~hat 
could not have been antieipated. Using-current short-run avoided 
costs creates an incentive for utilities to add only combustion 
turbine-based resources (i.e., resources with a hiqh proportion of 
variable costs). Other resourees which save ratepayers fuel 
expenses would be subject to post-investment disallowances if the 
fuel prices which justified the investment deelined dramatically, 
as occurred. earlier in this decade. Such a disincentive is not 
consistent with this COmmission's interest in seeinq a well
diversified, %1on-oi1 and gas dependent resonrce mix. 

Whether the SWPL contracts under review in this deci3ion 
were or were not long-run resources is a moot question - we have 
already decided to aDol~sh the SWPL bal~cing'account and have used 
our prudent manager standards in evaluating the contracts earlier 
in this decision. However, it does appear that using c~rrent 
short-run avoided costs to evaluate resources which avoid or d.ofer 
lonq-run alternatives is inappropriate. 

5. SDGiE'8 Needs tor Energy NIsi capacity ... 
'!:he parties seem united in concluding that SDG&E has no 

need for adclitional capacity until at 1990 at the earliest. Future 
capacity appears to be SDG&E's mo~t ~portant need, and no party 
has comme~ted on the system's need for energy. 

DRA has argued that when a need £or c4p4ei~y ari~es, 
SOG&E should restart its Silver Gate units to meet part of the 
need. As load qrows, ORA believes that conservat1on and the 
contributions of QFs will be sufficient to· meet need through at 
least 199$. 

We do not aqree with "the specif1cs of ORA"s proqrom. As. 

we have discua&ed, SDG&E should fill any expected need with the 
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resources that provide for the lowest costs over the planning 
horizon. Obviously, restarting Silver Gate is a cheap possibility, 
but we will not assume that SDG&E will :be unable to find even 
cheaper options. Our point here is not to emphasize specific 
options but to encourage SOG&E constantly to undergo the process of 
surveying all potential sources to ~eet need and all possible 
options to reduce need. 

SOG&E's response to this question was not particularly 
thorough, but we find it encouraging that it is using- a 
probabilistic process and looking at a range of outco=es rather 
than relyinq too heavily on a single forecast. We see the primary 
value of a probabilistic approach as forcing the utility'S planners 
to consider a variety of possible events that could influence the 
forecast. Consideration' of the wide range of' circumstances that 
can affect the forecast should encourage a healthy flexibility and 
should help SDG&E develop strategies to reduce large risks. Like 
any forecasting approach, of course, the probabilistic approach 
req\1ires an enormous amount of informed jud91llent and should not be 

applied mechanically. An intelligent and experienced consideration 
of the many factors that can influence a forecast's outcome should 
lead to more accurate forecasts. 

The contracts under consideration in this case illustrate 
the importance of accuracy in all aspects of a utility's forecasts 
of its needs. A utility that forecasts a need for capacity too 
early will waste considerable sums in securing capacity in advance 
that, under the provisions of =any contracts, must be paid for e~en 
if it is not needed. While foretellinq the future will never be 

entirely accurate, in the electric utility industry, even- slight 
improvements inaccuracy can save" a·- utility and. its: ratepayers 
hundreds of millions of d.ollars. 

6. D& Bole at pPL 

.As. we have al.reacly indicated, we believe that SWPL is 
best used as.part of SDG&E'a integrated system,. as one of a set ot 
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tools SOG&E may use in its efforts to· minimize the system's costs. 
As such, we are reluctant to prescribe a specified use tor the 
line; it should be used to take advantage of sources of energy that 
are likely to lead to the lowest costs over a reasonable planning 
horizon. These sources of enerq,y should include not only 
Southwestern utilities, Dut also QFs who, are capable of 
interconnecting with SWPL. 

Recent experience should teach some lessons about the 
sort or contracts that are likely to render SWPL cost-effective. 
Long-term contracts. are only as good. as the forecasts that support 
them, and. recent experiences with demand. and fuel price forecasts 
have not Deen comforting • Although we will not require all 
contracts to De specifically tied. to the biennial determination of 
need in what is referred to as the OI~2 proceed.ing,. past 
experience and. especially the large variances in fuel prices 
suggest that some flexiDility 1s a desirable feature of long-term 
contracts.. Again, the intelligent exercise of informed jud9lllent 
should guide SDG&E in determining the proper degree of flexibility 
that is needed in a particular contract.. If a particular offer is 
clearly a good deal, then SOG&E should seek to lock in the benefits 
tor as long a period. as possible.. But in the more common situation 
when a proposed contract offers not a near certainty Dut only a 
reasonaDle probability of turning out well, SOC&E should. attempt to 
build some flexibility into the contract .. 

We recognize that a more flexible approach may mean that 
the chance for.some outstanding outcomes may be sacrificed tor the 
assurance ot merely good results, but we think that SDG&E will be 

aDle to develop the best overall results with contracts that 
relinquish some chances for very la%'9'e benefits in exchange for an 
opportunity to- avoid very- I.arqe losses.. This _ apprOAch. seems 
part1o:larly appropriate when S~E's own analysis abows only 
.arqi:nal benefits. are likely under the contract under 
consic1eration • 
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7. Interest on the Account Ba1ans:ce 
The discussion of wbethe~ or not the balancing account 

should accrue interest on its balance f.ocused on one of ORA's 
proposed modifications. ORA proposed that deterred revenues 
associated with the TUcson and PNK contracts should not receive 
interest. 

We disagree with DRA's position. Although ORA ar9"lles 
that barring recovery of. interest on the amortized amounts trom 
these two contracts would create a strong incentive tor SDG&E to 
reduce the costs ot these contracts, we believe that the balancing 
account's existing incentives are sutficient for that purpose. In 
addition, excludinq interest would amount to a disallowance of 
expenses that have been found reasonable; SWPL's capital costs have 
been found reasonable, and only the- reasonable. costs. ot the Pm! and 
'rEP contracts will be recovered in ra..tes and included in the' 

account. Any ot the contracts' costs that are determined to· be 

tmprudent will be barred from the outset and will not be entered in 
the account. Thus, the proposal to exclude interest becomes 
punitive, and we have consistently maintained that the sole intent 
ot the balancinq account is merely the deferral of revenues, not 
the d.isallowance of prudently incurred expenses. We conclude that 
interest should be allowed on all amounts in the balancinq account. 

8. DBA's other Proposed lIodifi<ations 
DRA has proposed several other modifications to the 

oriqinal concept of the ))alancinq account. 
We agree with the rationale behind the recommendation 

that the account should begin on July 1, 1987, ra~er than 

January 1, 1986, as oriqinally stated. Since one of the main 
purposes of the balancinq account is to qive SOG&E an incentive to. 
improve the cost-e:ff.eetiveness of its purchases over SWPL, it is 
only fair to allow the utility SOlDe tilDe to react to the incentives 
the balancinq account provides. The oriqinal startinq date. allowed 
only 11 d.ays betwae the time the balancinq account was a<1opte<1· anel 
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the beqinning ot recording ot the account's credits and debits. 
Delaying ~e start ot the account until mid-1987 otfers the utility 
a 'lair opportunity to respond to the account's incentives. In 
addition, as ORA points out, this delay also substantially reduces 
the amount of revenues that are deterrea by the operation of the 
account and thus eases the financial burden on SOG&E .. 

We also find merit in ORA's proposal to- amortize- the 
excess costs of the 'rEP and Pm! contracts over tive years. 'l'his 
proposal recognizes that, for a variety· of reasons, these contracts 
are likely to result in large excess costs. in the next few years, 
but that lower excess costs and eventually benetits should result 
trom these contracts in the future.. A:mortizinq the costs trom 
these contracts will ensure that neither ratepayers nor the utility 
is inadvertently harmed by the operation· ot the aecount .. 

Both ORA' and UCAN have proposed limitations on the 
recover:! of any balance remaininq in the aecount after the 
expiration of its- ten-year maximum life. ORA's proposal is 
designed to- ensure that recover:! is achieved reasonably rapidly, in 
one or two years, so that SOG&E may put the balancinq. account 
behind it.. UCAN's proposal is concerned. with the etfect on 
ratepayers if the balance is still larqe after ten years. 

The ineentives ot the balaneing aceount should be 
suffieient to lead SOG&E to operate SWPL in a way that will 
eliminate the balanee in the account, and thus terminate the 

account, before the ten-year limit is met.. We agree that a 

balancing account designed to accomplish the purposes of the SWPL 

account should have a definite termination date. Both ORA and UCAN 

have presented. reasonable proposals tor ways of amortizing any 
balance remaining at termination of tba.Aceount. 

ORA reeommen4s that the balancing' account use base rate 
revenue reqairements associated with SWPL's tixed· charges, rather 
than the levelizecl costs ordered.: in D.36-06-026 ... We authorized. the 
use of levelize<!· ownership ·eosts of SWPL- in that·· decision to- bette~' 
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lIUlt<:h expected avoidecl costs. Although. we acknowledge that base 
rate revenue requirements provide a more accurate re~lection of 
costs and benetits from the line in the short term, we think that 
use of levelized costs is appropriate for a revenue deferral 
mechanism. like the balancing account. 

9. COnclusion on the Balancing ~ Issues 
The SWPL balancinq account has many desirable qualities. 

We discussed some of these benefits in our original decision 
establishing the account, 0.85-12-108, and we listed the purposes 
of the account as providing an avoided cost cap on SWPL power costs 
and giving SOG&E an incentive to lower its power purchase costs. 
This proceeclinq has added to- our understancling o~ these purpose~. 

One ot the balancing account's more practical benefits is 
that it establishes a better relation· between the costs. o~ SWPL, 

power and the value of that power tor ratepayers than would 
otherwise occur. 1'be ilDportance ot this alignment between cost and 
value to ratepayers bas increased from the time of our original 
decision. At that time we estimated the excess costs to. be $90 
million tor 1986-88: current estimates are over $300 million. 

The increase in the discrepancy between costs and value 
resulted primarily from the decline in oil and gas prices, which. 
aeter.mine the energy portion of SDG&E's avoided cost. SDG&E 
entered into several power purchase arrangements with Southwestern 
utilities just before the collapse in oil prices in the mid-1980s. 
Although the prices under these contracts seemed reasonable to
SOG&E at the time, the oil price decline made the account's 
comparisons of the price of these purchases with avo·id.ed. cost 
extremely untavorable. The continued stability o~ the oil :market 
is the primary reason that we have estimated the-. excess costs of:~ 
power transmitted over SWPL to be $313 million from 1986 through 
1988. 

The balancing· account would shitt some of. the .revenues 
required durinq this extremelyuntavorableperiod·t~ later years, 
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~hen a tightening ot the regional power market and more tavorable 
purChases should ixlcrease the ettecti veness of SWPL. As D~ points 
out, the costs ot SWPL will ~tter match its value to ratepayers if 
these early revenues are deferred. 

The balancing account also gives SOG&E a clear standard, 
avoided cost, against which to judge both its opportunities for 
purchases that would be transmitted over the line and its other 
resource options, including conservation and load management. The 
presence of a clear standard should help SDG&E focus its analyses 
of its various opportunities and should aid in its negotiations of 
contracts with other utilities. 

Nevertheless, one important consideration which we had 
earlier overlooked persuades us to withdraw our previous adoption 
ot the SWPL balancing account. As we have discussed, the balancing 
account focuses too much on one resource of SDG&E's system, and the 
account's incentives may not always encourage SDG&E to operate its 
entire system at the min1mumcost consistent with proper 
reliability. The balancing account prods SDG&E to use SWPL to 
transmit the cheapest possible energy, usually economy energy, but 
the lowest cost operation of the system may somettmes dictate a 
different use tor SWPL, as shown in the example of the interaction 
~etween SWPL and the Pacifie Intertie. 

SDG&E has stated that it would ignore the incentives of 
the balancing account to minimize the overall costs of its 
operations, but we believe that regulatory incentives should be 

consistent with the desired behavior, and should not re~ire the 
utility to ignore the incentives to live up to- its public 
o~ligations. The balancing account as presently structured· focuses 
too narrowly on a single resource and therefore diverts SDG&E trom 
devoting its attention t~the most efficient operation of the 
entire integrated system. 

Although the balancinq account could. be :moc1ifieCl. to 
overcome the problem with the Pacific Intertie,. we suspect that 
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other discrepancies in the incentives would soon become apparent. 
Rather than ~ontinuing to patch up the balancing account, we pre~er 
to· withdraw our earlier authorization. 

The removal of the balancing account should not be read 
as an indication that we are lessening our scrutiny of SOG&E's 
transactions in the the SOuthwest or its operation of SWPL. We are 
still very concerned about SOG&E's failure to operate the line in a 
way that will result in the promised savings that originally 
justified the line. Obviously, economy energy purchases from a 
region with much excess capacity are an important element of a 
program for reasonable use ot SWPL, and this opinion should not in 
any way be rea4 to relieve SDG&E of our conviction that such 
purchases should be an important element of the line's use. Our 
4ecision merely says that SWPL is: an important resource tha.t should. 
be used in coordination with SOG&E"s other resources to minimize
costs ~or its ratepayers, and that we choose not to restrict 
SDG&E's flexibility by imposing the incentives of the balancing 
account. 

We conclude that the SWPL balancing account create4 in 
D.85-12-108 shoul4 be eliminated. In D.86-06-026, we established 
the balancing account as a tracking mechanism with no revenue 
e~fects on SOG&E, pending the rehearing that led to this decision. 
Since this account has so ~ar been a tracking mechanism· that merely 
recorded. the power costs that were in excess of avoided cost, no 
rate adjustment is re~ired to re~lect our conclusion. 
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IX. other Issues 

In its Opening Briet, SOG&E raisod several leqal 
objections to the Commission's authority to take certain proposed 
actions in this c:ase. 
A. SDGQ's Position 

First, SDG&E argues that this Commission's. assertion ot 
authority over rates filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory 

. Commission (FERC) is improper. Accordinq to SOG&E, the Federal 
Power Act grants F:ERC exclusive and exhaustive jurisdiction over 
interstate power transactions. The Commission trespasses on PERC's 
exclusive jurisdiction when the Commission considers the 
reasonableness of PERC-tiled rates paid under the Tucson and PNM 
contracts and ilDplies that some ot these costs could be disallowed". 
Similarly, the balancing' account's avoided-cost limit on recovery 
ot these costs also clisreqards FERC's authority to set interstate 
rates and also violates the Federal Power Act, says SOG&E • 

In the recent ease of HAntahala Power and Light Company 
Y Thornburg (198&) 476 U.S. 953, the united States Supreme Court 
held: 

·(A~ state utility commission setting retail 
pr~ces must allow, as reasonable operating 
expenses, costs incurred as a result ot paying 
a FERC-determinea wholesale price.· (47~ u.S. 
at 965.) 

'!'hus, SOG&E believes that the commission is compellecl., under the 
authority ot the Federal Power Act and the HantMala case, to
accept as reasonable the FERC-tilecl. wholesale rates which SDG&E 
pays under its contracts with PN.M and 1'EP. 

Second, SDG&E argues that the Commission's decisions 
relating to SWPL place an unla~ burden on interstate· commerce, 
in violation or Constitutional. protections.. The ertect or the 
C01lllis.ion'5 decisions is to order SOG&E to breach·· or. reneqot1ate 
itseontraets with PNK and· 'rEP".. The e:ffeet woUld. be 1:0· lower costs 
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to Californians at the expense ot citizens of New Mexico and 
Arizona.. This sort of economic protectionism is barred ))y the 
commerce clause of the Constitution, according to SDG&E. Moreover, 
the Commission's decisions are aimed entirely at interstate 
contracts and would penalize SDG&E for complying with its 
o))ligations under interstate contracts. Such orders are patently 
invalid under the COnstitution, asserts SDG&E. 

'rhird, SDG&E believes that the balancing account is 
discrtminatory in violation of the Consitutional guarantee of equal 
protection. SDG&E points out that the same day that the commission 
adopted the ))alancing account for SOG&E, it rejected a proposal to 
hold SOuthern california Edison's investment in the Palo Verde 
nuclear generatinq station to the standard of avoided cost. 
Moreover, even though Edison's purchases from the SOuthwest have 
exceed its short-run avoided cost, no balancing account has· been 
imposed, or even proposec1, to govern Edison's purchases.. SOG&E 

believes that there is no compelling' reason to justify the 
different treatment of s~larly situated utilities. Singling out 
SDG&E is unfair, it argues, and a violation of the Fourteenth 
Amencment. 

SOC&E supplemented its arguments on July 17, 1938, by 

serv:fnq all parties with copies of the recent case of Kississippi 
rower & L1sMi C9;. y Hississ;i.'Qp;', No .. 86-1970 ('O'.S. Supreme Ct .. , 

June 24, 1988) .. 
B. DBA'S Response 

DRA disputes SDG&E's legal arguments. 
First, ORA believes that neither the Federal Power Act 

nor the HAntabalA case prohibits the Commission from taking any of 
its recolDlllended actions in this ease. DRA distinguishes the 
NAntahalA case from' this case by pointing out tbatq the proposecl 
dj AllowancG& 1n this case· are not based on a ~ind.in9' that a FERC
approved .. n:tJl 1& unreasOnable; rather,. proposed disallowances are 
l>asecf on. SDC&E's agreement to- purehase add.itional g)lADtities- of 
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power when it was not needed. In the HantahAla case, the supreme 
Court voided a state utility commission's order'~t directly 
contradicted. FERC's tinding on the same issue. In this case, no 
party has challanged the contracts' rates, and the argument has 
tocused on whether the power was nee4ed in the first place and 
whether other, cheaper sources of power were available. Other 
issues relate to SOG&E's administration of the contracts, an area 
not remotely affected by the H~hala ruling, according to ORA. 

ORA concludes that the Supreme Court has not yet reached 
the issue whether a state utilities commission may laWfully deviate 
from FERC-approved wholesale rates when the commission finds the 
rates are imprudent. In these circumstances, there is no reason 
for the Commission t~ retrain from issuing whatever orders it finds 
appropria.te in this case. 

ORA also supplemented its arguments on February 10, 19Se, 
by serving all pe.:rties. with copies of the recent case of hntucky 
West Virginia Gas co. y Pennsylnnia Public Service COlDlllissiQD (3d 

Cir. 1988) 837 F.2d 600. 
c. City's Res:pcmse 

City also disputes SOG&E's legal arguments. 
city notes that HAntahala, even if it is read to give 

FERC exclusive jurisdiction over a interstate contract's price, did 
not prohibit state commissions from ruling on whether purchases 
from a particular source were reasonable. If other, cheaper 
sources of generation were available, a disallowance could be made. 

In addition, the balancinq account does not affect 
SDG&E's ability to recover its costs under the various contracts. 
Rather, it merely adjusts the timing' o~ the recovery ot those
costs. The wholesale rates set by the contracts'· are-· unaffected by 

the balancinq account. 
Finally, the actions proposed in this.-. ease do not affect 

out-of-state customers. All of SDG&E's retail· c:usto •• rs are within 
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california, and the Commission's setting retail rates tor SDG&E 
does not discrilninate aqainst customers in other states. 

City responded t~SDG&E's letter on the Mississippi Power 
& Light ease with a letter of July ll, 1988, disputingSDG&E's 
reading of that case. 
D. JlCAN" s J,espoJ)ft 

UCAN makes ar~ents similar to City's in opposing 
SDG&E's legal interpretations. It too points out thAt the issue ot 
the reasonableness of SOG&E's administration ot the contracts is 
not affected by SDG&E's arguments. Like City, U~ notes the 
balancing account is designed to allow SOG&E to recover all of its 
FERC-approved wholesale rates; thus, the balancing account does not 
trespass on !'ERC's jurisdiction. 'OCAN 0.150 mentions the 
distinction between the price and quantity of power.. l1nlike the 
factual situation in the HAntahAla CAse, UCAN argues'" nothinc;r 
proposed in this ease would directly contradict any FERC ruling • 
Thus, UCAN concludes that the commission may lawfully take any of 
the proposed actions in this case .. 
B. Qiscussion 

After a review of the legal authorities cited by the 
parties, we conclude that neither the Federal Power Act nor 
NantabAla and related eases bar us from taking the actions that 
have been proposed in this proceeding .. 

The ~aets in NAntabala are quite different from the facts 
presented in this case. In brief, in Hantahala a contract 
allocated rights to a cheap power source between two affiliated 
entities, includinq a utility. T.he contract provided the utility a 
20% share. However, PERC ruled that a 22.5% share would result in 
just and reasonable rates. The'state commission then found.'that 
the share should be 24 .. 5%. '.rhus, in NAntahala the ',state commission 
acted· on the same .issue as PERC, and the state commission's action 
amounted t~ an overrulinq of PERC's action .. 
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No similar faets exist in this proceeding_ First, many 
of the issues relate to- contract administration, which is not 
mentioned in the Nantahala case~ Second, the Hantahala court 
specifically left open the possibility of the type of actions that 
are contemplated here: 

M'Wi thout deciding' this issue, we may assume that 
a pa.rtic:ular quantity of power procured by a 
utility from a particular source could be 
deemed unreasonably excessive if lower-cost 
power is available elsewhere, even thoug'h the 
higher-cost power actually purchased is 
obtained at a FERC-approved, and therefore 
reasonable, priS(e~· (476 U.S. at 972. 
Emphasis in oriqinal.) 

tater decisions have applied this reasoning' to actual controversies 
(KentuckY West- Virginia Gas Company- Y Pel)Dsy1vania Public Service 
commissism (3d Cir. 1988) 83:7- F".-Zd- 600), aff"g 650 F .Supp. 659 

(M.D.Pa. 1986). 
Tone facts in the Mississippi Power & Light case are also 

distinguishable from those in this ease. In Mississippi Power & 
Light, FERC had approved an allOCAtion of responsibility for the 
costs of a newly constructed nuclear power plant among' several 
affiliated utility-owners from different states and bad determined 
the reasonableness of the wholesale rates resulting from its 
allocation. The state commission approved the corresponding retail 
rates for one of the utilities, ~ut the state supreme court ruled 
that the commission could not lawfully do so without first 
determining that the expenses were prudently incurred. 

On appeal, the 'C' .S. Supreme Court held that in these 

circumstances the state commission was preempted by the PERC 
proceedings and by FERC's determinations of reasonableness. The 
Court ruled that the determination of whether the costs .. of 
constructing. the plant were prudent was with1n the jurisdiction of 
PERC, not the state commission. The allocationo~ coat 
responsibility amonq several entities from ditterent·.tates was 
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also within FERC's jurisdiction. 'l'be state commission could not 
lawtully reexamine PERC's determination of the reasonableness of 
the wholesale rates resulting from its allocation. 

We are confid.ent that the operation of the balAncinq 
account would not be affected by these eases. The account was 
designed to provide tor eventual recovery of all prudently incurred 
costs, no lDatter which regulatory body determined prudence. Even 
if we had continued the balancing account, it would have survived 
SOG&E's leqal challenqes. 

Similarly, we believe the distinction in the NantabalA 
case between a state's role in reviewing rates and in reviewing a 
utility's decision to purchase certain quantities of power allows 
the sort of review that we have cond.ucted of the PNM contract. Our 
eventual disallowance was based on a conclusion that SDG&E should 
not have purchased capacity under the PNM contract for the first 
year of the contract's lite, :because it could not demonstrate that 
it would need the capacity during that period.. t{antAhala and 
Hisii~sippi POwer & Light ~th permit a review of a utility's 
decision to purchase a certain quantity of power, even when that 
power is purchased at PERC-approved rates .. 

The TEP contract presents a different question. Although 
the facts are very different from either NAn~abala or Hississi~Ri 
Powet, i L1.ghlj, some of the wording of the His§i§,s1ppi EQ,WU & Light 

case could. be read as affectinq our ability to make the 
disallowances we have made in this case. 'I'he Court stated that 

'states may not regulate in areas where PERC has properly exercised 
its jurisdiction to determine just and reasonable wholesale rates 
or to insure that agreements affecting wholesale rates are 
reasonable ..... T.he reasonableness of rates and aqreements regulated 
by }'ERC may not be collaterally attacked in state or: :tederaL. 
courts.' Hississippi E0ler & Light ~ ali}> op_ at l.~-2G. Sinee our 
disallowances ot some ot the costs. of the 'rEP contract are of 
rate. ~ rather than. the quantities of power SDGU. may prudently 
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purchase under the contract, this passage suggests that we are 
preempted by FERC's determinations. 

However, we believe that a review ot our reasons tor 
imposing the disallowance will illustrate that we have acted within 
our proper jurisdiction. our review and. the resulting 
disallowances focused almost exclusively on SOG&E's management's 
activities in negotiating various amendments ot the TEP contract 
with TEP and Alamito, ':rEP's assignee. We have tound that the 
actions or omissions ot SOG&E's managers and negotiators' in-!luenced 
the level ot rates that were eventually incorporated in the 
parties' agreement. Our tocus was on the decisions ot SDG&E, which 
clearly are a proper subject for state regulators to consider. The 

fact that these instances of imprudence had an effect on 
contractual rates that· were eventually approved by'· FERC does not 
deprive us ot our right to engage in this review. PERC's review of 
the reasonableness ot the contractual rates takes a very ditterent 
approach. We cannot agree with SOG&E's apparent point that FERC's 
approval ot the rates negotiated between two· utilities implies its 
disapproval ot all other rates that the parties might have agreed 
to. This conclusion is particularly appropriate when, as in this 
case, the negotiations arose out ot Alamito's desire to avoid 
detailed examination ot the agreement by PERC. 

We conclude that neither the Federal Power Act, the 
Nantahala case, nor the Kissis§ippi E9wer & Light case prevents us 
from taking appropriate action in this case. 

Nor do we think that the commerce clause bars us from 
taking the actions proposed in this proceeding. As City has 
pointed out, nothing suggested in this case would have the etfect 
of shitting costs to- ratepayers· in other states. If a: disallowance 
is ordered, it wo~cl be berne by the shareholders ot SDGfcE, not by 
customers in the Southwest. SDG&E's suggestion that.we are 
prohibited. trom reviewinq the prudence of, any interatate·contracts 
or purchase .. , merely.because they originate ·out-o:f-atat.,.. even when 
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other cheaper sources are available goes well beyond the bounds of 
present law or reason. 

Finally, we also reject SOC&E's arqument that its right 
to equal protection of law bas been violated. The circumstances 
that led to our decision to set up the SWPL ~alancinq account are 
very different from the facts in the examples SDG&E cites. 
Different circu=stances, justify different treatment, and in this 
sense SOG&E is not similarly situated to- Edison. 

We conclude that the authorities presented ~y SDG&E do 
not prevent us from taking any of the actions proposed in this 
case. 

This conclusion is not intended to assert that FERC has 

no influence over our determinations. Our disallowance of some of 
the costs of the 'rEP'/Alamito contract is keyed, to- the capital costs 
assumed in the contract, and any modification of those ter.ms. by 
FERC could affect the amount of our disallowance.. Similarly, any 
action ~y FE:RC that affected the demand c:harqes: or the commencement 
date of the PNH contract could also influence our disallowance 
related to the PNK contract. 

x. SDCiI'8 Eetitigp to Set Aside sybwissioD 

After this case was submitted, SDG&E on May S, 1.988, 

filed a Petition to Set Aside SUbmission and to Bifurcate 
Proceeding. 

SDG&E believes that the portion of the case addressing 
the 1985 PNK contract should be reopened and that the proceeding 
should be bifurcated to alloW' the remainder of the case to proceed 
to decision while more' evidence is taken on issues. related to<' the 
PNH contract. 

Speei~ically, SDG&:t believes that the comm.iasion should 
consider the actions o~ F.E:RC before it renders a.decision, on the 
PNX contract. PNK filed the contract for ap)?roval' by- PERC on 
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Mo.rch 1, 1988, and. SDC&E protested the ~iling on March 21. SOG&E 

believes that PERC may reduce the charges called ~or un4er the 
contract as a resul t o~ its review and may even void the contract 
entirely. SDG&E argues that the Commission's decision should await 
the outcome o~ the FERC proceeding. 

DRA ~iled its response on May 31. ORA opposes the . 
petition. DRA tears that i~ the Commission delays action until 
FERC has rendered ita decision, the commission exposea itsel~ to a 
preemption argument that SDG&E has already made in this proceeding. 
In addition, SOG&E has not demonstrated the material change in ~act 
or law has occurred that would justi~y reopening this proceeding. 
FUrthermore, DRA Delieves that SDG&E may directly bene~it trom any 
delay because ot the operation o~ the Annual Ener9Y Rate (AER). 

The commission joined several ECAC issues with the consideration o~ 
the SWPL balancinq account,. DRA notes, because it believed that the' 
operation o~ the account could best be evaluated with concrete 
examples at hand. SDG&E's proposal violates the Commission's 
loqie, DRA. argues, and would prejudice DRA's presentation o~ its 
positions. 

UCAN tiled its opposition to the petition on June 6. 
Delayinq the Commission's decision on PNH issues would amount to a 
concession o~ preemption by FERC, which UCAN thinks is inadvisable. 
Moreover, the issues adclressed in the eventual PERC decision may 
not be at all material to the issues adclressed in this proceeding, 
in which case a delay would not serve even the purposes advocated 
by SDG&E. Like DRA, tJ'CAN argues that SDG&E bas not alleqed a 
material chang'e or law or tact that would justity reopening the 
record, and tJ'CAlf al.so ))elieves that it would be prejudicecl' by 
se~ating the PNH-related~ issues. trom· the consideration" o-r' the' 
balaneinqaceoant. 

SOO&E tiled a reply to DRA's response on June 17, 1988 • 
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• We will deny SDG&E' s petition. We see no purpose in 

• 

• 

delaying the decision on the'~NM contract any further. The nature 
of our review of the PNM contract has been quite different from 
FERC's review, and we believe that any action that FERC may take 
would complement, rather than contradict, our deciSion. As we have 
ciiscussed, our disallowance focuseel on the quantity of eapaeity 
that SOG&E agreed to take from PNM during a period when it neecied 
no additional capacity. The Hantabala and Mississjppi Power & 
Light cases both' indicate that states. may review questions of the 
quantity of power that utilities purchase in interstate 
transactions withoutconflictinq with FERC's jurisdiction. We have 
not determined. that the charges called for in the PNK contract were 
unreasonable, a dete~ination that woulci bring us closer to the 
facts of the ~antahala and Hi§sissippi Power & Light eases. 

Thus, we conclude that our decision would be unaffected. 
by ~y action that FERC ~9ht take and that therefore no purpose 
would be served by reopening this proceeding to take notice of 
FERC's eventual action. 

XI. stgI'I Second Pet1tion to set Mid!: SabmiS8ion 

On February 21, 1989, SDG&E filed a second Petition to 
Set Aside Sul::>mission of this ease. 

Uncier Rule 84 of the Commission'S Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, such a petition mI1y be filed after the conclusion: of 
hearings but before the issuance of a decision. The petition must 
meet several requirements: 

~Such petition shall specify the facts claimed 
to constitute grounds in justification thereof, 
including' mAterial changes of fact or of law 
alleqed. to have occur.red since the conclusion 
of the hearinq. It shall cont.tin a, brief 
statement of proposed acidi tional evidence,. and' 
expl~why such evidence was no~ previously 
adduced. "(Rule 84.) 
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~ SDG&E's petition addresses a disallowance of the demand 

• 

ch.aJ:ges for the first year of the PNM cont:act. This disallowance 
was contained in the proposed decision that was issued on 
October 21, 1988. SDG&E argues that the disallowance should be 

tempered by the contract's benefits. SOG&E's specific proposal is 
to reopen the case to hear evidence on SDG&E's 1988 system peak, 
its reserve margin during this sys.tem peak, its. use of the PNM 

contract from. June 13- through December 1988, and. its projected. use 
of ~e contract through April 1989, the end of the disallowance 
period. 

SDG&E believes that this evidence would persuade us to 
ad.opt a substantially greater capacity value for the contract's 
first year to offset the disallowance. SOG&E attaches proposed 
testimony to its petition. This, testimony states that SOG&E has 
used the contract at a 58% average monthly capacity factor through 
December 1988. SOG&E concludes that the disallowance should. be no 
more than 42% of the totAl demand charges for the year • 

SDG&E justifies the timing of the filing of its petition 
by stating that developing an adequate operating history for the 
Pm! contract requil:ed the passing of time, and a significant 
history is available now. 

On Februa%Y 23, DRA filed a response opposing the 
petition. 

We will deny SDG&E's petition, for several reasons. 
First, the petition does not adequately explain why this 

petition could not have been filed earlier, rather than three days 
before th.i.s matter was scheduled for decision.. It is obvious, a~ 
SDG&E states, that developing an operating history for the contract 
requires the passing of time. What is not obvious is why 6 1/2 
months o.~ operating history is significant and 5 112 months was 
not. ~he reports that SDG&E attaches to its proposed testimonya:e 
issued monthly, and. the final :report, which covers Oecember. and. 
which was :released· on Februaxy· 1&, does not appear to' deviate .f:rom 

,I .,.' 
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the pattern of use that had developed over ~everal months. In 
short, SDG&E has not demonstrated why its proposed evidence could 
not have been previously adduced, as required by Rule 84. 

Second, the basis for the apparent conclusion of SDG&E'''s 
petition is not logically compelling. The capacity factor 
associated with SDG&E's use of the line has no direct relation to 
whether or not SDG&E needed capacity, which was one of the issues 
that led to the disallowance. The capacity factor associated with 
the contract is directly related to the amount of energy that SDG&E 
purchases under its contract. The amount of energy purchased 
should be a function of the contract"s price in relation to, the 
market price at the time of the purchases. These purchases could 
be made at off- or mid-peak periods and would increase the capacity 
factor associated with the use of the contract, but such purchases 
would have nothing to do with SDG&E"s need for additional capacity. 
Because the capacity faCtor associated with the contract is a 
function of the market price of energy, it is even possible that 
SDG&E could have a lOO~ capacity factor associated with the 
contract but have no need for additional capacity for its system. 
Thus, the evidence the SDG&E proposes to- present does not support 
its conclusion. 

Third, the evidence that does relate to the need for 
capacity, information on the 1988 peak demand and the corresponding 
reserve margin, is exactly the sort of hindsight review that we 
have tried to avoid in this decision. One of the points of the 
disallowance is that SDG&E's demand forecasts at the time it 
decided to enter into the PNM contract did not show a need for 
additional capacity for the first year of the contract. No one 
expects such forecasts to be perfectly accurate, which is part o,f 
the reason for the target reserve margins. The fact, if it is a 
fact, that SDG&E'5 1988 peak demand exceeded the-peak forecas,ted in 

1985 does not lessen our concern about the mismatch between SDG&E's 
demand foreeast and' its resource planning. We ordered the 
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disallowance ~ part because SDG&E~s resource planning actions 
i<]D.ored its contemporaxy resource plans, and. SDG&E's proposed. 
evidence has no effect on this conclusion. 

Finally, we note that SDG&E's petition is directed to a 
reeommend.ation contained ,in the ALJ's proposed decision. SDG&E's 
petition and its proposed evidence come ve~ close to being 
additional comments on the proposed decision. The purpose of the 
petition to set aside sUbmission is to allow enough flexibility in 
our proceedings to take recent events ~to account in our 
decisions. These petitions should not :be used as a way cf making 
additional comments on the proposed. decisions. 
Findings of fact 

1. In 0.85-12-10S, we established a, balancing account for 
purchased power transmitted over SWPL. The balancing account 
desiqned to limit SDG&E's tmmediate recovery of the costs cf such 
purchases to SDG&E's avoided cost. 

2. In 0.86-06-026, we granted SDG&E's request for r~hearin9 
of the balancing account portion of 0.85-12-108, we posed six 
questions for the parties to' address in the rehear1ng, and we 
directed SDG&E to present an affir.mative showing of the 
reasonableness of the costs of its purchases fromPNM, TEP, and 
CFE. 

3. In 0.86-09-010,. we directed all SWPL-related issues to be 
considered in the rehearing proceeding. 

4. In Amendment 3 of the 'rEP contract,. SOG&E's obligation to, 
take 100 MW d.uring the former Extended Phase 3 was transferred to 

, the new Revised Phase 4.. No actual increase of SDG&E' S obliqations 
occurred as a result of this restructurinq of the contract. 

5. SDG&E aqreed to set contract demand for Phase S. of the 
'rEP cont:aet at 400 MW before 'XEP' conveyed its intention to 
exercise its option to set contraet demand at 500 MW. 

6. It is unlikely that 'rEP would., have had the ability to 
deliver more the.n 400 MW during Phase 5 .. 
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7. In Amendment 3 o,f the 'rEP contX'act, the agreement to set 
contract demand at 400 MW for Phase 5 involved neither SOG&E~5 
:Lmprudence nor extraordinal::y bug-aininq skills. 

Boo $DG&E's contemporaneous analysis- showed that a 24-month 
Phase S with a demand of 400 MW was more beneficial than a 19-month 

Phase S at SOO MWoo 
9. '1:he benefits' of Amencbnent 3 outweighed the cost of 

accepting an additional 21 MW of capacity in Phase 4 of the 'rEP 

eontract. 
10.. SOG&E-'s analysis of the chanqe in the assignment clause 

of the contract with 'rEP focused on the effects of an assignment of 
the contract to a wholly owned subsidiary of 'rEP-, rather than on 
what rights it was being asked to give u~ as a result of the 

chang-e. 
11. On June 1, 1984, ~ assigned its contract with SDG&E to 

Alami to. SOG&E was info:med of the assiqnment on June 8-. On. 

July 6, TEP filed for approval of the assignment by FERCoo SDG&E 

became awa;re of this filing on July 23. SDG&E did not protest the 
filinq or intervene in the nRC proceedinq.. FERC approved the 
assignment on October 1. SOG&E met with 'rEP to. obtain infomation 
about the assignment on October 5-. 

12. '1:he assignment took place on November 1, 1984. In 
December 19B4, '1:EP spun-off Alamito as an independ.ent company .. 

13. After the spin-off, Alamito's capital structure was SO% 
debt and 20% equity. SOG&E agreed to, set Alamito-'s capital 
structure at 70% debt and 30% equity for pw:poses of the contract .. 

14. If SOG&E had not agreed to the cbanqe in the assiqnment 
clause, it is reasonable to conclude that it would have been able 
to negotiate a capital rati~ of about 7S/2S with Alamito or to have 
obtained comparable concessions. 

15. SDG&E's- definition of deeremental cost for repayment of 
the balance of the dollar bankinq accountwith,CFE ensured'that 
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energy repayments were the cheapest source of energy at the time of 
the repayment. 

16. Delays in the completion of Oni ts 1 & 2 of the Palo Verde 
nuclear power plant were beneficial in reducing SDG&E's obligation 
to purchase capac::Lty under the 1979 PNM contract. 

17. The GRC resource plan of November 8, 198:4, showed a need 
for additional purchases totaling 215 MW from 1988 through 1990. 
The GRC plan showed no need for additional capacity .in 1988. An 

"undetexmined resou:rce" of 100' MW scheduled for 1989 could be 
deferred until 1990 by acceleratinq the planned return of two of 
the Silver Gate units by one year. 

18. The GRC plan was SOG&E' s most recent resource plan when 
it beqan neqot.iations w.ith PNM.. . . 

19. PNM's draft letter of understanding of November 29, '198'4, 
proposed a sale of 100 MW at $23.40 per kilowatt-month, beginning' 
May 1, 1988. 

20. SOG&E never attempted to negotiate a lower demand charge 
than the one proposed in the draft letter of understanding. On 
April 25, 1985, SDG&E proposed redUCing contract demand to 50 MW. 
On May 21, 1985, SOG&E proposed delaying the start of the contract. 

21. When compa:red to the GRC plan, the ROC plan of June 25, 
1985, delayed the return of 100 MW from Encina 1 from 1988: to, 1989 
and accelerated a undete%mined purchase of 100 MW from 1989 to 
1988. 

22. The ROC plan did not show a need for additional capacity 
in 198.8; rather, it assumed that the PNM p\1%'ehase would begin in 
1988. 

23. SDG&E's economic analysis of May 16, 1985, 'showed that 
the PNM contract would cost more than generation fueled by oil and 
gas i~ oil and gas. prices remained at 19'850 levels or decreased. 

24. SOG&E"s economic analyses of April S and May 16, 1985,. 

contained simplifying assump~ions that tended'to overstate the 
benefits of the PNX contract •. 
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25. ,The September analysis was the first economic analysis to 
consider the actual termS of the Pm! contract. 

26. The September analysis concluded that the expected 
savings of the PNM contract compared to avoid.ed cost were $5 
million. 

27. The capacity values used in the September analysiS were 
adjusted to refleCt probability of need, were less than S02's 
avoided capacity pay,rnents for 1988 and 1989 for a contract of equal 
ter.m beginning in 1985, and were less than the capacity values 
adopted. in 0 .. 85-12-108. 

28. The $5- million expected benefit that resulted from the 
september analysis was within or nearly within PROMOD's margin of 
eaor. 

29. The September analysis showed. that under any of the fue'1 
price forecasts'used in the analysis the PNK contract would be more 
costly than avoided costin 1988. 

30. The 1984 market study expected that few opportunities for 
baseload pw=chases would be available in the early 1990s, but it 
also noted that SDG&E's actions eould generate new opportunities. 

31. MAny of the coal plants investigated by SOG&E had high 
prices or lacked a transmission path to SDG&E .. 

32. In 1985-, the primal:y risk that diversity in fuel soU%'ces 
would protect SDG&E against was the risk of increases in oil and 
gas prices. 

33. To the extent that SDG&E's fuel forecasts in its 
September analysis reflects the upper range of reasonably likely 
fuel prices, the Pm! contract may be seen as- insurance against a 
potential $SS million loss. 

34. Oil prices declined steadily from. $35.50 per barrel .in 

MArch 198:1 to $27 a ~ar.rel in 1985. 
35 •. Oil prices fell< from $27.60 per barrel in November 1985-

to $12.65 per barrel .in April 1986 • 
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36. After the fall of oil prices in early 198&, SDG&E revised 
its fuel forecasts and concluded that the PNM contract would'have 
an expected present-value cost of $33.7 million more than avoided 
cost over its ter.m. 

37. Any price concessions PNM would have granted SDG&E for 
its ag:reement t~ extend the deadline for securing ·transmission 
arrangements would h4ve been limited ~y PNM'~ expectations of the 
cost of makinq the extra efforts needed to complete the 
arrangements and to execute the transmission agreement with S~ 
before the May 1 deadline. It would have been reasonable to expect 
that these expenses would not exceed $20,000, and PNK's offer of a 
rate reduction to SDG&E would not have exceeded $20,000. 

38. No capacity credit should be awarded for economy energy 
purchases over SWPL. 

39. The balance in the S"W'PL balancing. account from 198'6 
through 1988 will be $313 million. 

40. According to the record in this ease, SDG&E has no need 
for additional capacity until 1990 at the earliest. 

41. The SWPL balancing account focuses· too much on one 
resource of SDG&E's system, and the account's incentives may not 
always encourage SDG&E to operate its entire eystem at the minimum 
cost consistent with proper reliability. 

42. On May 3, 1988, SDG&E filed a Petition to Set Aside 
Submission and. to. Bifurcate P%'oceeding. ORA and OCAN filed 
responses opposing the petition on May 31 and June S, respectively. 
SDG&E replied to ORA's. response on June 17, 198:8:. 

43.. On Februa:ry 21, 1989, SDG&E filed. a ~eeond Petition to· 
Set Aside Submission. 
opposing the petition • 

On Februa:cy 23, DRA filed: a .response 
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Conclusions of Law 
1. The prudence of SDG&E's ente;ring into the CFE, ':rEP', and 

1979 PNM contracts are not at issue in this proceeding. 
:2 • The te:z:m, "X'easonable and. prud.ent,." means that at a 

particular time a utility's practices,. methods, and acts followed 
the exercise of reaso~le judgment in l1ght of facts known or 
which should have been known at the t1me the decision was made. It 
means that the utility reasonably expected the act or decision to· 
accomplish the desired result at the lowest reasonable cost 
consistent with good utility practices. Good utility practices are 
based upon cost-effectiveness, reliability, s-afety,. and. expedition. 

3. A decision may be found to. be reasonable and prudent if 
the utility shows- that its decis10n making process was sound, that 
its managers considered a range of possible options in light of 
information that was or should have been ava1lable to them, and 
that its manaqers d.ecided on a course of action that fell within 
the bounds of reasona))leness, even if it turns out not to. have led. 
to the best possible outcome. 

4. Decisions involving large amounts of money, high degrees 
of risk, and. greater levels of uncertainty will require 
proportionately greater care than ,:routine d.ecisions. 

5. SOG&E was imprudent to :relinquish the right to withhold. 
its consent to un:reasonable assignments of the TEP contract to. 
TEl>' s subsid.iaries, without obtAining a cor.responding concession 
from 'l'EP in Amendment 3-. 

6~ SDG&E should not xeeover $5.9 million correspond.ing to 
the difference between its costs under the TEP contract assuming a 
80/20 capital ratio for Alamito as compared with a 7S/2S ratio .. 
SDG&E has recovered excess funds since June 1, 19 S:S, and. this 
excess reeover.r, with inte:rest at the con1?emporc!U:j" ECAC rate, , 
should be removed. from the ECAC balance. As shown in Appendix B, 
the total dis~lowance connected to the TEP'/Al.am.£to- contract 
mnounts to $7.1 million as of Deeeml:>er 3l,1988·.. SDG&E should be 
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permitted. to recover all other costs ineurred under the '1:Ep/J..J.tJ:JlJi.to, 
contract from May 1, 1984, through April 30, 198~~ 

7 • SDG&E' s pu:rchases from <:FE from Februaxy 1,· 1985, through 
April 30', 1986, were reasonWle. 

8. SDG&E's admiDistration of the 1979 PNK contract from 
May l, 1984, through April 30, 1986 was reasonable. 

9. SDG&E"s strategy of limiting its commitment to long lead
time resources to half of its expected need was a reasonable 
approach in the period considered in this decision. 

10. SDG&E was imprudent in allOwing important terms of the 
PNM contract to be set in negotiations before it had analyzed their 
costs and benefits. 

11. SDG&E's decision mAkers were unreasonable in not giving 
more weight, during negotiations with PNM, to the possibility that 
oil and. gas prices would remain stable or decline. 

12. 'rhe capacity values used in the September analys.is were 
reasonable for purposes of that analysis. 

13. In light of the small net benefit projected by the 
September analysis, a prudent manager would have questioned the 
basis for the oil and gas price forecasts, would have considered 
the effect of larger variations in oil prices than those used. in 

the analysis, and would have closely examined. the soundness 0'£ the 
$5 million projecteci net benefit of the PNK contraet .. 

l4. QFs could not reasonably have been expected: to meet the' 
need projected by the ROC plan. 

15. The PNM contract was preferable to relying on purchases 
from Edison and PG&E. 

16. SDG&E was reasonable in not relying on conservation to 
displace the PNK contract. 

17. ORA presented a reasonable alternative to the. PNH 
contract thAt would have- permitted SDG&E to postpOne- ,its decision 
on acquiring- additional base load capacity for at least' a year .. 
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• 18. In the ciJ:cumst.mces existinq in November 198'S and in 

• 

". 

light of the facts that SDG&E knew or should have,known, SDG&E 
should have delayed its commitment to" purchase baseload capacity 
from PNM. 

19. SDG&E acted reasonably in recognizing that the fuel 
diversity represented by the PNM contract provided SOG&E's system 
with insurance against dr~tic rate increases prompted by high oil 
and gas prices. 

20. In light of the fActs available .in November 1985, delAY 
could have reasonably been expected to provide better info:z:m.ation 
about the likely future of OPEC and thus about the course of oil 
and gas priees. 

21. SDG&E should not be allowed to" recover the demand charges 
und.er the PNK contract from May 1, 1988, through April 30, 1989, 
totaling $28,080,000. However, SDG&E should receive creclit, at 
current avo idea cost rates, for the capacity provid.ed by the PNH 
contract during this period, including an appropriate bonus payment 
reflecting the contract's 95% capaeity factor. As calculated in 
Appendix C, for one yea: this c:redit amounts" to $6·,946,000. 'l'hus, 
the net disallowanee related to the timing of the PNM contract is 
$2l,134,000. SDG&E should also have an opportunity ~ future ECAC 
proceedings to demonstrate that, during the period from " May 1, 198a 
through April 30, 1989, its energy purchases under the PNM contract 
were cheaper than the least expensive comparable purchases in the 
market at the same time. 

22. After the fall in oil prices in early 198&, SOG&E should 
have taken advantage of every opportunity to renegotiate or 
terminate the PNM contract. 

23. SOG&E acted imprudently in not informing PNM when the 
transmission difficulties were fir$t mentioned "thAt SDG&E intended 
to enforce its rights under the contract, including the right to 
terminate if PNM "d:idnot produce the required proof of transm.:tssion 
arrangements on time. 
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24. SDG&E's 1mprudence led to. its losing the opportunity to. 
'reduce its costs under the contract by about $20,000, and SDG&E 
should not be allowed to. recover this amount from its ratepayers. 

25. SOG&E should have had ~ts attorneys review the PNM-SRP 
transmission agreement to see if PNM had met its legal obligations 
under Section S.3 o.f the Pm! contract, and SDG&E should have 
pressed any legal contentions resulting from that review. 

26. FAS 92 does not prevent the commission from applying the 
:balancing account to the costs of p~chased power transmitted over 
SWPL. 

27. SDG&E should view all of its facilities and purchases, 
including SWPL and the purchase transmitted by SWPL, as an 
integrated system, with the paramount goal of meeting <?ustomers' 
electricity needs at the lowest poss~le price. 

28. The avo.ided. cost standard adopted. in 0.8.6-06-026 was a 
reasonable one for use in connection with the balancing account .. 

29. The SWPL balancing account should be elimi~ated • 
30. Neither the Federal Power Act nor Nantahala and related 

cases bar us from taking the actions that have been proposed in 
this proceeding. The commerce clause of the constitution does not 
:bar us from taking appropriate action in this case. SOG&E's right 
to equal protection of the laws has not been violated in this case-. 

31. SDG&E's. Petition to Set Aside Submission and to Bifurcate 
Proceed.l.ng' should. be denied,. 

32. SOG&E'S second petition to Set Aside Submission, filed 
February 21, 1989, should be denied • 
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.2RPIR 
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I~ IS ORDERED that: 
1. San Diego- Gas & Electric Company (SOG&E) shall reduce its 

Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) account to reflect our 
disallowance of $5,928,000 of the eosts SDG&E has incu:xed under 
its contract with Al~to Company, with appropriate interest at the 
ECAC rate, as i1lustl:ated in Appenciix B. 

2. SDG&E shall further reduce its ECAC balancing aecount by 
the amount it has and will pay under its contract with Public 
Service Company of New MexicO (PNK) in demand charges from May 1, 

1988 through April 30, 198'9, with appropriate interest at the ECAC 
rate for any such payments made from May 1, 1988', to the effective 
date of this decision. However, SDG&E shall credit .its ECAC 
account by the amount that SDG&E would pay ~alifyin9 facilities 
for 100 ~ of capacity under a one-year Standard Offer N~. 2 
contract 'beginning May 1, 1988, including any appropriate bonus 
payments for the 95% capacity factor required under the PNH 
contract, as illustrated in Appendix C. This credit should be 
adjusted to reflect the a~ual date that the PNM contract takes 
effect. This credit should also reflect appropriate interQst at 
the ECAC rate for any amo~ts that would have been credited between 
the date the contract takes effect' and the effective date of this 
decision. Further adjustments to the ECAC balanctilq account to 
reflect the benefits received from SDG&E~s' energy purchases under 
the PNM contract between M4y 1, 19 S8 and April 30, 1989 may be 
ordered. in futu:e ECAC proceeclin9's. 

3. SOG&E sball further reduce its ECAC balancing account by 
$20,000. 

4. SOG&~'s,petition to set. As1de Submission' and -eo: Bifu::cate 
Pl:oeeedinq is denied. 
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s. SDG&E.' $ second Petition to Set Aside SumnissS.on, filed , 

'Februa:y 21, 1989, is.' denied .. 
This order is effective today. 
Oated· . FEB" 24' 1989 , at' SanFrancisco/~ California • 

. 'T "~ , ........ ~" .. , • ~ 
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G. MI'l'CB:EU.WXLlC 
., : .. P:resS.dent ' 
FREDERICK" R. DtmA 
S'l!ANLEY. w. HCJIz.rr' 
JOHN B. OHANIAN. 

COmmissioners 
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APPENDIX A 

Mat· of AppearAnces 

Applicant: William L. Rted, James F. Walsh, C. Edward Gibson, 
E. G. Barnes, and. JIlichael R. Weinstein, Attorneys at Law, for 
San Oie90 Gas ~ El.ectric COmpany. 

Interested parties: Richard X, Dux:ant and Frank J. Cooley, 
Attorneys at Law, for SOuthern california Eciison Company; Steve 
Geringer and Imne Dauphine, Attorneys at Law, tor CAlifornia 
Farm Bureau Federation: Nilliam s. Marcu~, for JBS Energy, Inc: 
William S. ShAttrAl) and Leslie J. Giraud., Attorneys at Law, 
tor City ot san Diego; ~ary p. Simon, for El Pas~ Natural Gas 
company: Morrison' Forester, :by Jerry Bloom, Attorney at Law, 
tor San Diego Energy Alliance: Gory Estes, for HUnter 
:Industries: KAthx;yn stein, tor Barakat, Howard' Chamberlin, 
Inc.: RQgtr J. Peters, and Mark R. HUffman, Attorneys at Law, 
for Pacific Gas. and Electric company,: and Hict),ael ShA]Qe:t, 
Attorney at Law, tor l1tility Consumers' Action Network (UCAN) .. 

PU})lic Staff Division: Timothy E, Treasev, Attorney at Law, 
William F, Dietrich, and Gregg Whea~land. 

PUblic Advisor's Office: Nltalit HAnson· 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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REVENUE REOOC'rION BASED ON THE ASS'O'MED 
CAPITALIZA1'ION FOR ALAMITO 

(See Exhibit 523, Appendix ];1) 

~~----------~--~------------~---------Debt· Equity 
---------------------------

Negotiated capital structure 
Assumed capital structure 

70% 
7.5t 

-------~~----~~------------------------------------------------Period Springerville Tax Rate Net-to-qross 
Months Rate Base multiplier 

--------------~-~~~---------------~~~~-------~~----~---------
A 6/85 - 12/86 
B 1/87 - 5/87 

19 $504,900,000 
~ $28:, 7~, 000 

50.00% 
44.57% 

2.00000 
1.80408; 

~~~---~~-~-----------------------------------------------------

SOG&E share of Springerville Rate Base • .. 
Weighted. avg. cost of debt. Cfrom·4/1/87 

FERC filinq) -
Negotiated return on equity -

PERIOD A 

Changes in annual revenue requirement: 
Ca) Due to incr. in debt capitalization 
(b) Due to dec. in equity capitalization 

Total annualized change 
Average monthly change 
Total change over the 19-month peri04 

PElUOD B-

Changes in annual revenue requirement: 

251/360 
0.69722 

9.03% 
1$.00% 

$1,584,124 
($5-,280,413) 

($3,696,289) 
($308-,024) 

($S,85Z,4S7) 

(a) Due to incr. in debt capitalization. $90,Z16 
(b) Due to dec. in equity capital.ization. ($271,260) -------

Total annualized changoa C.$~81,.044) 
Average monthly c:bang. ($15,087) 
Total change over the 5-month period . ($75,435) 

PERIO!) A+S, 

Change in revenue requirement over the 24-month . 
period -(in nominal $) C$S.,927~892} 

Page 1 of' 2 
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---~---~~-~~----~--~-----~-----~----------------~--------1\ -Q Average 
revenue CUmulative 

Annual change FUture Value 
Month ECAC d.uring at end 

rate month of month 

--~-------~----~--~-~--~-~-------~----------------------~ Jun 1985 (actual) 8 .. 08\ ($308,024) ($309,061) 
Jul 7.3,5.1 (308,024) (619,9'21) 
Auq 7 .. 56% (308,024) (932',821) 
Sep 7.72t (308",024) (1,247,837) 
Oct 7.83t (308:,024) (1,565,008) 
Nov 7.80t (308,024), (1,884,206) 
Oec 7.77% (308,024) (2,.205,428) 
Jan 1986 7.75% (308~024) (2,528,690) 
Feb 7'.7lt (308,024) . (2, 853-,,950) 
Mar 7 .. 63% (308,024) (3,181,100) 
Apr 7.20% (308,024) (3:,509',135) 
May 6 .. 60% (308,024) (3,837,306) 
Jun 6.62% (308',024) (4,167,349) 
Jul 6-.71% (308,024) (4,,499,.537) 
Aug 6.33t (308,024) (4,83,2,108) 
Sep 5.92% (308,024) (5,164,. 730) 
Oct 5.68% (308,024), (5,497",930) 
Nov S .. 6St (308-,024) (5.,.832:,706,) 
Dec 50 .. 76% (308,024) (6,.169,.467) 
Jan 1987 6-.10% (150,087) (6-,2150,9-53) .- Feb S .. 84% (15-,087) (6,261,.328) 
Mar 6 .. 05% (lS,087) (6,308,021) 
Apr 6.16% (15:,087) (6,355-,528:) 
May 6.45% (lS,08:7) (6,404,8:16) 
Jun 6.93% 0 (6,441,804) 
Jul 6.9'2t 0 (6,478,952) 
Aug 6 .. 65-% 0 (6-,.514,856-) 
5ep 6.71t 0 (6,551,28S) 
OCt 7.37% 0 (0.,591,521) 
Nov 7.89% 0 (6,634,860) 
Dec 7.17t 0 (6,674,503) 
Jan 1988 7.61% 0 (6,716,831) 
Feb 6.87t 0 (6,75S,285) 
Mar 6.58t 0- (6',792" ,.326-) 
Apr 6-.62% 0 (6-,829',797) 
May (forecast) 6.62% o· (6-,867,475-) 
J'un 6.62t 0 (6,905,360) 
Jul &.62t 0 (6,.943,,455) 
Aug' 6.62t 0 (6,981,760) 
sep 6_62% 0 (7,020,,276) 

c- OCt 6.62t 0- (7 , 059" 004) 
Nov 6.62t 0 . (7,097,946) 
Dec 6.62t 0' (7,137,103) 

~------- IIII_-~--"'------ -....----------------~----~--

•• Page 2 of 2 

(END OF APPENDIX :8) 
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APPENDIX C 

CAtCTJIATION OF ANNtTAL FIRM CAPACITY PAYMENTS 
San Oic~o Gas & Electric Company 

This calculation is based on SOG&E Standard Offer 2, Option 1-
Dispatchable, with prices from Firm capacity Payment schedule .. 
Assumptions are a 100 MW facility, 95% on-peakcapaeity factor, 
and a one year agreement in effect from. May 1, 1988' to-April 30, 
1989. 

Monthly payment - 1/12 x CP" x FC x CBF, and 

EO 
CSF • --~--~--~-~---~~~~---

C x (PP - SP) x 0.85-

where CP • firm capacity price 
Fe • C - firm capacity 
CBF • capacity bonus factor 
ED .. energy delivered during on-peak hours of peak months 
PP .. peak hours in peak months 
SP .. scheduled maintenance during peak hours of peak months 

Peak months for SDG&E are June, July, August and SepteIDber.. The 
available days are 22 in June, 20 in July, 23 in AUgust and 21 in 
September, for a total of 86 days. On-peak hours are from. 11 
a.m~ to 6 p.m., or 7 hours per day. Therefore: 

CP .. $ 65 
Fe - lOO MW .. lOO,OOO KW 
PP .. S6 x 7 .. 602 hours 
Sp··O 
EO - 0.95 x 100,000 x 602' - 57,190,000 KWH 
CBF" 57,190,000 I (100,000 x (602 - 0) x 0.8.5) .. 1.11765 

Monthly payment - 1/12 x 65 x 100,000 x (1, or 1.11765) 
. '. - $ 541,667, or $ 60.5-,394 

.. 
For a one year contract beqinninq May 1, 19S5-1' the seller would 
not be eliqible for bonus payments until october 1, 1:.988 •. 

Annual capacity payments 
- 1/12 x 6S x 100,000, X' «7 x 1.11765) + (5 x 1» 
- $- 6,946,089 

{END APPENDIX C), .' 
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OPINXON 

I. snpmAQ' 

In this opinion, we reconsider the 
(SWPL) balaneinq account that we adopted in U~'_.~ .. ~'il 
S5-12-108. We also review the reasonableness or acts of san 
Oie~o Gas & Electric Company (SOG&E) in connect~n with its 
contracts with several other utilities to;;pur

l 
ases of power 

transmitted over SWPL. 
OVerall, we conclude that most of SOG&E's purchased power 

costs were reasonable and that it obtaine many valuable provisions 
in its ne~otiations with other utilities! However, we tind that 
SDG&E acted imprudently in some of its rieqotiations with TUcson 
Electric Power company and i ts succe~,o'r under the contract, 
Alamito Company, and we disallow $s.~million of the cost of 
SOG&E's purChases from Alamito. Interest increases this 

I 
disallowance to $7.0 million as ot September 1, 1988. We find 
SDG&E's transactions with comisioniFederal de Electricidad (CFE) to
have been reasonable. We find seJeral instances of SDG&E's 
imprudence in its negotiation o;7a new power purchase contract with 
Public Service Company of New Mfxico, and we make two separate 
disallowances o'! $21,978-,000 and $20,000. 

I 
Finally, we deter.rnine that the SWPL balancing' account 

should .be. :terminated. 
~ 

xx. Xntroduction 
. 

T.he Southwest Powerlink is a single-circuit, SOO-kilovolt 
1 

transmission line constructed.· by SDG&E and extendin~ fromthe.·Palo. 
Verde SWitchyard. about 40 males west of Phoenix to the Mi<;uel 
SUbstation 10 miles soUtheds.t of San Dieqo. T.he line connects with 
local SystelllS in the Y\mI.a ~d. Imperial- Valleys, and two additional 

I, . 

I 
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"..", 

230 kilovolt transmission lines interconnect to the Mexican/ 
electric system operated by·CFE. SWPL went into, commercial ' 
operation on June 19, 1984, at a cost of $208. million. SOGtcE's 
initial schedulinq entitlement on the line was 700 lDe9'a~ts (MW), 

but ilnprovements increased its entitlement to nearly J.,{100 MW in 
early 1986. -/ . 

The seed for this decision was planted o~r three years 
ago, in D.84-12-065, when we directed SOG&E and tle Commission's 

I 
statf to address the status of SWPL and, more ~eeifieally, Wto 
determine whether there is reasonable use ~ei~g made of the SWPL.w 
0.84-12-065, which decided the reaSOnablene,t review phase of 
SDG&E's 1984 Electric Cost Adjustment Cl~ur (ECAC) case, found. the 
record in that proceeding inadequate to d,~er.mine the 
reasonableness of the operation of swpL;and deferred the 
determination of reasonableness to thejPresent application, the 
company's general rate ease for test ~ar 1986.. 

The decision in the generaVrate case, O.8S-12-10~, found 
that the price of SDG&E's purchases;bf capacity transmitted over 
SWPL was considerably biqher than SDG&E's current cost and the 
costs of its other sources of 9'en~ation. We were concerned about 
this development, because part od the purpose for SWPL was to' 
decrease the cost of providing eherqy to SDG&E's customers. We 
concluded: / 

WWe think that in ord~r to restrict ratepayer 
costs to what is a ~asonable cost of purchased 
power, to achieve i~~ertemporal equity -between . 

. ratepayers, and t~ive SDG&E the proper 
incentive to. manag the SWPL line and ensure 
that it is a cost- tfeetive resource, it is 
necessary te> inst ute the SWPL Balancing 
Account." (0.85-12-108, mimeo.. p .• 120c.) 

As o.riqinally corfstructed,. the balancing' account would 
allow SOG&E to recover in ates o.nly the avoided-eostequivalent of 
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power transmitted over SWPL. 1 Costs in excess of avoided cost .... 
would be recorded in the balancing account,- and the balance W.ould 
decrease when purchases were made at less than avoided co;~ The 
balances in the account would earn interest at the ECAc,..,rate.. A:n.y 

remaining balance in the account after five years would be presumed 
to be unreasonable, subject to a persuasive showing~y SDG&E that 
it had managed the line reasonably. ~_ 

SDG&E applied for rehearing of D.8S-1~108, and in D.86-
06-026 the Commission qranted rehearing limitei to the following 

questions: ~ 
W1. What would be the difference tween the 

cost of power purchased ove the SWPL and 
avoided cost, measured at ~capacity value 
of $7S/kw/yr and current short-run avoided 
cost for the period Janu~ 1, 1985 through 
December 31, 1988? i 

w2. Is the deferral of ca h flows, by limiting 
SDG&E's revenue recoyery for'SWPL enerqy 
to the 'value' of ~t enerqy, a 
sufficient incentr'v. to. encourage the 
company to. reduce ts purchased power 
costs? 

w3. What is the app~opriate standard by which 
to measure the value of SWPL power to 
ratepayers? WoUld pricing SDG&E's SWPL 
cash flow at C)6.rrent short run avoided 
cost discourage the utility from making 
long-term contractual commitments to. 
purchase SWPt Power? 

/ 
w4. What are SDG&E's enerqy and capacity needs 

in the 1986/ through 1996 time frame? 

ws.. What rOlek. SDG&E's resource plan should 
the SWPL play? Should· it continue to. , 

! 
I 

,/ 
! 

1 The concept of avpided cost originated in connection ,with a 
utility's purcha$es of electricity generated by independent 
pr~ucers.A~,?d cost refers to the cost that the utility 
avol.ds :by pur 51ng from independent producers,. rather than' 
generating an equivalent amount. of power i tsel! .. 
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provide largely firm eapacity? Should 
contracts for the purchases ~ !lexib e to 
enable the deliveries to ~eet SDG&Eys 
resource needs as determined bi-annually 
(ill) in the OIR-2 proceeding? / 

"6. Should the balance in the sWP~ccount 
accrue interest?" (D.86-06-~&, ~~eo. 

PI>- 12-13.) ~ 
The rate case decision, D.85-1 -108, also directed SOG&E 

and the commission's staff to address e reasonableness and the 
purported economic savinc;s ot SWPL to I 1984-86 in SDG&E's 198& ECAC 
reasonableness review. 0.86-06-026 which modifiea D.85-12-108, 

further directed SDG&E "in its ne ECAC reasonableness review to' 
present an affirmative showing 0 the reasonableness of the actions 
it has taken to minimize the co sIt of its purchases under 
contracts with Public Service cbmpany of New Mexico (PNM), TUcson 
Electric Power comp~ny (TEP),~and CFE. However, in 0.86-09-010, we 
granted SDG&E's m.ot~on to remove SWPL-related issues from the ECAC 
proceeding and to eonsolida~e all SWPL issues in the rehearing 
proceeding. / 

The issues were~er refined in an Assigned . 
Commissioner's rulinc; of fetober lS, 1986. The ruling determined 
that the prudence of SDG&E's enterinc; into the eFE, TEP, and 1979 

PNM contracts would not/be issues in the rehearing. 
Thus, as eventually defined, the issues in this 

proceeding fall into tJo general areas. First are the issues 
relating to the opera~ion of the balancing account and, in 

I 
particular, the questions posed by the Commission in the order 

I 
granting rehearing. reeond are the issues relating to the 
reasonableness of SOG&E's purchases and related- activities from 
May 1,. 1984, thrOUgh/APril. 30,.1986, and, in particular, ,the 
reasonableness ot. purchases under the contractS with PNK, 'rEP, 

and CFE during' tlds. period.;, 
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The reasonableness review will deteXDine what portion of ~ 
the money already expended ~y SOG&E should be allowed for eventu~ 
recovery from ratepayers. Resolution of the balancinq accoun 
issues will determine the timing of that recovery;. Lo9'ic s 
that we first resolve the reasonableness issues before 
the balancing account. 

Although many parties filed appearances in 
proceeding, active participation in this case was almost 
exclusively to the four parties who filed briefsjin this case: 
SDG&E, the Commission's Division of Ratepay~evocates (ORA) 
(formerly known as the PUblie Staff Oivision), Utility Consumers' 
Action Network CUeAN'), and the City of San iegc> (City). At 
hearings in San Diego on April 20, 198.7, ,t'atements,were presented. 
by representatives of the san Diego Enerr' Alliance, Hunter . 
Industries, and the Grey Panthers. These statements supported the 
SWPL balancing account as a way to en~urage SDG&E to lower its 
revenue requirement and its retail r~es. 

The broad issues in this ~se are conveniently discrete, 
and this decision will address and them separately. 

III. 

I . d Both SDG&E and DRA rat.i.seci the questl.on of what stan ara 
the Commission should apply in/its review ot the reasonableness ot 
the expenses that SDG&E has incurred under the contract. These 
parties had somewhat differe~ views of the proper standard. 
A. SIXj&E's Position / 

SOG&E asserts that the standard is "whether the 
particular manag-ement attasked the best reasonably achievable ;,. 
resul t based on facts and tondi tions )(nown or which should have / 

I ! 
been known at the tilzle the actions were undertaken," and the / 
co:mpany cites D.87-06-021/as authot'ity for its position. SOG&E 
goes on to quote more extensively from that decision:' 

- 6 -
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WThe term.'reasonable ~nd prudent' means that at 
a particular time any of the practices,· 
methods, and acts engaged in by a utility // 
follows the exercise of reasonable judgment in/ 
light of facts known or which should have been 
known at the time the decision was made.. Tfte 
act or decision is expected by the utilit~to 
accomplish the desired result at the lowest 
reasonable cost consistent with good ut~ity 
practices. Goo4 utility practicesrre ased 
upon cost effectiveness, reliability, safety, 
and expedition. 

wA 'reasonable and prudent' act is not limited 
t~ the optimum practice, method, or act to the 
exclusion of all others, but ra~er encompasses 
a spectrum of possi~le practice~, methods, or 
acts consistent with the util~' system need, 
the interest of the ratepayers and the 
requirements of governmental gencies of 
competent jurisdiction."" (0..187-06-021, maeo. 
pp. 19-20.) / 

SOG&E fears that ORA seeks 0 impose a standard requiring 
the best imaginable results and wil improperly rely on .after-the
tact knowledge of how events oc d, rather than considering the 
parties' reasonable expectations a the time the decisions were 
being made. 
B. DBA's Po~ition 

ORA emphasizes that SOG&E bears the ~urden ot proving by 
clear and convincing evidence ~t it reasonably and prudently 
administered each contract. I? reasonableness reviews, ORA. asserts. 
that the commission requires the utility to' make' a stlbstantial~' - ~ .. -
affirmative showing, and ""thiburden rests heavily upon a utility 
to- prove it is entitled to r e reliet and not upon the Commission, 
its staff or any interested arty ••• to prove the contra~ 
(D_83-0S-03&, mimeo. p. 2). I 

ORA seelDS to· concur with the de tin! tion of ""reasonable 
and prudent"" put torwardby! 500&E, })ut DRA adds that the utility 
must also· take. into acco1Jn~ the risks associated with the size and 
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complexity of the contract. ORA quotes from a decision on Paeifie 
Gas and Electric Company's Helms pumped. storage/project: 

W (WhenJ tasks are undertaken whieh i;( a~d of 
themselves. are ot such enormity as/to qreatly 
expose the utilities and potentiatly their 
ratepayers to s@stantial !inanc!al risks, 
utilities must exercise even g;eater care and 
managerial acumen than would ~ called for in 
ordinary circ:umstances. w (01'5-08-102, mimeo. 
p. 21.) I 
In response, SOG&E points tut that the Commission has 

applied this hiqher standard only ~ cases involving large capital 
additions costing more than a bil~on dollars. In the ease of 
SWPL, no capital costs are under/review, and the sums in dispute 
are considerably less than a billion dollars. SOG&E believes that 
this higher standard should nil apply in these circumstanees. 
c. Discussi2Jl 

First, we reiterate our recent statements elaborating on 
the meaning of "reasonable kd prudent," which were quoted 
previously. In the cireumJtanees of this ease, it is particularly 
important to emphasize thJt eo reasonable and prudent act is not , 
limited to· the optimum act, but ineludes a spectrum ot possible 
acts. As we have stated/even more recently, "Our legitimate 
eoneern as the agency ~arged, with oversight and economic 
requlation of the mOnO~~lY utilities is not merely with the 
outcomes of the utilit1es' deeisions; we are also· eoneerned with 

I 
the process employed., .to·arrive~at ,a--particular .clecision~~ ..... . 

• I 
(D.87-12-071, mimeo. p.32.) Thus, a decision may be found to be 
reasonable and prudenF it the utility shows that its decision 
making process was sound,. that its managers considered a range of 

, / 
possible options in light ot in~ormation that was or should have 

/ . 
been available to them, and that its managers deeidecl on a course 

/ 
of action that tell/within the Dounds of reasonableness., even it it 

I 

turns out not to· have led. to the best possil>le outeome;. As we have 
I .' . . .. 

previouslystatecl, the action selected,: should'loqically be 
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• expected, at the time the decision is made,. to accomplish the 
desired result at the lowest reasonable cost consister(t with good .. 
utility practices. ~ 

ORA has argued that a higher standard should apply in 
/ 

this ease because of the large amount of money/invol:V'ecl. We view 
the amount of money potentially affeeted by ~decision to be one of 
the circumstances that the utility's managefs should take into 
account in coming to their decision. ou~previous decisions should. 
not be read to establish two discrete ~~andards of review, a high 
standard tor large generating project~ and an ordinary standard for 

/ 
other decisions. Rather, we expect;that the utility's managers 
will consider that decisions invo,ving large amounts of money, high 
deqrees. of risk, and greater leve1s of uncertainty will require 
proportionately qreater care th~ routine decisions. 

'the decisions under)eView in this case are not as 
weighty or risky as a decision to invest billions of dollars in a 
new generating plant,. but nerither are they as routine' as deciding 

~ to purchase $l,Oooot ott~de supplies. ~he contract at issue 
foreseeably required SOG&:!'s commitment to· 'purchase hundreds of 

. . 1" I 

• 

lD:l.lll.ons of dol ars o. ~wer Mo., moreover, these purchases were 
expected to produce savIngs to justify the construction of a power 
line costing several hundred million dollars_ By any standard this 
is a major commitment! and to fall within the zone of 
reasonableness and prudence SDG&E's decision making should have 
reflected a level. otl.ear.e. and .thoroughness .. appropOa.te. :to .. this. 

I 

magnitude of expendf ture.-
AlthoughLthe standard of our revieW'" is relatively clear, 

applying this stan<lard to the issues in this. ease is extremely 
difficult. severh of the decisions being reviewed were made in 
the context of nJgotiations- for revisions of an existing contraet. 
~he terms of t:b.e/oriQinal agreements set the stage for and 
constrained the /:cope of those negotiations.. We have already 
determined tha'7 the prudence of·enterinq into: tlle.~ri9inal en,. 

I . 
I . 
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TEP, and 1979 PNM contracts is not an issue in this case, 
review is limited to the reasonableness of,SDG&E's neqo 
changes in the existing contracts. 

Even without the added complication of e constraint of 
the original contracts, evaluating the perform~e of a utility in 
negotiations is extremely difficult. One of ~he paramount problems 
is establishing a baseline against which the!utility's performance 
can be measured. In theory, the baseline/oUld be the result that . 
a reasonable and prudent negotiator wou~ achieve in the same 
circumstances. But even in simple ne~dtiations there are nearly an 
infinite number of proposals and eom:{inations of proposals that 
could :be eonsidered. and, as we havel'discussed.., a range of outcomes 
that are reasonable and prudent. ~suceesSf~l negotiations usually 
involve a sUbjective balancing at interests, a compromising of 
objectives, and much creativitY!in developing a solution that 
satisfies all parties. It is/a delicate p:~oeess and one that is 
very difficult to reconstru~t, even when ~lorough documentation of 
proposals, responses: and ~valuations is present. . 

Although d~fferent approaches may :be preferable in other 
I 

circumstances, for purpo~es of the review of amendments to existing 
contracts, as required. in this ease, we have found the following 
approach to :be useful. /we have first ex~ined the goals that the 
utility hoped to achieve in the negotiations and have evaluated 
whether that goal was~eaSOna:ble. We then compared the ~ctual 
outcome with t'b.egoay. '"Finally;' "We . eonsi'Clerea: 'whether'-~'-reasona:bl:e .. 
and prudont utility would have taken other steps t~ come closer to· 
achieving the utiliJy's goals. This approach is not always 
articulated in the ollowing discussion, but it provided. the 
background t~much of our analysis of this case. 

. . . . 
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• :IV _ :rlM: l'!!rcllases· IXOl!I Tl!csoD Electric Powgc ~ 
A.. Backqrol!nd. / 

• 

• 

The chronology for the TEP purchases is c~icated. but 
important. We will first attempt to set out the~quence ot events 
as si~ply as possible. ~ . 

~EP and. SOG&E signed. the original contraet on 
November 29, 1978. SOG&E aqreed to purcha;a1energy and capacity 
from TEP in five phases over ten years, ~ somewhat d.ifferent 
terms governing the deliveries for each~hase. Tbe contract set 
prices according to a cost-ot-service formula, which was intended 
to produce rates reflecting the actu~ fixed. and. variable costs of 
the plants prod.ucing the power. Thl contract is a *take or pay* 
agreement in the sense that SDG&E~ust pay a demand charge tor 
specified levels of capacity Whether or not energy is actually 
delivered, unless the failuretJ' deliver results only from TEP's 
willtul action. No. ceiling w~ placed on the resulting rates. The 
parties amended the contra.ct "several times before the period we are 
concerned with in this deci~on. . ' . 

The original contract gave TEP an option to sell up to 
. / 1 100 MW ot power from ~ts ~stem to SDG&E from Ju y 1985 through 

June 19$7, during what w~ then called. EXtended Phase 3. TEP' 
I 

exercised its option in~une 1983. 
Under the or~inal contract, Phase 4 was to. begin on the 

commercial·· operation date. of·· ,TEP's Springerville. unit .J.,.... a. .. coal~~" .. _,_~ 
fired generation Plani located. in Arizona, and. was to continue tor 
24 months or until rxiCe7lJber 31, 1988, whichever came earlier. 
During this phase" +ntraet demand, the amount of capacity reserved 
and paid for by SOG&E, was set at 230 MW from Springerville Unit 1. 

Phase 5 was to. 'beg+ the day after the end of Phase 4 and was ·to 
continue ~or 19 mOfths. Contract demana for Phase 5 would be 
between 2'00 and. SOf MW,. at -rEP's option, from Sprinqerv111e 1 and 
2, 'I'EP's system,. or a combination of these resources. In 198:1,. 'I'EP' ( '. '. 

\ 
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notified SOG&E that demand durinq Phase S would be between 350 and. 
soo MW .. 

Various. considerations led. the parties to beqin.,.···,/ 
neqotiating Amenament 3 in September 1983. Amenamen~~as 
executed. on January ~, 198-4, and mad.e several chanc;:e'S to. the 
parties' oblig'ations.. Extenclecl Phase 3' was elimiz?a'tecl, and Phase 3 
was replaced with a Revised. Phase 3, which woulA' continue until the 
commercial operation date of spring'erville ~t 1. Revised Phase 4· 

was to begin on the commercial operation ~e.~f Spring'erville Unit 
1 and. was to continue for 24 months. OU:vlnq this period, SDC&E 
would. purchase 230 MW from Sprinqervil Unit 1 and 100 MW (at a 
60% capacity factor) from TE~'s syste.. An ,agreement to set 
springerville Unit l's net dependab e capacity for purposes of the 
contract at 330 MW, rather than i actual net dependable 
capability of 360 MW, had the ef et of inc:reasin9 SOG&E's contract 
demand by an additional 21 ~ f om Sprinqerville Unit 1. Phase 5 
was extended five months to co er 24 months after the end of 
Revised Phase 4.. During thi phase, SOG&E would purchase 400 MW 
from TEP's system. SOG&E A 0 received rights to- 106 MW of 
transmission service from Juan to Palo Verde until May 1, 1985, 

and SOG&E was relieved ot obliqation to pay tor part of 170 MW 
of transmission during P se 5. 

The parties al 0 aqreed to mO<1ify the assignment clause 
of the contract to perm. t TE~ to assign the contract to a wholly 
owned subsid.iary -wi tho t '5DG&-E' s-eonsent .. -' . ·The· contract· had
previously permitted siqnment only with SDG&E's written approval. 
In June 198,4, TEP AssAqned. the contract to Al;-amito Company, which. 
was then 'l'EP's WhOllr owned. subsidiary.. The assiqnment took e~~ect 
November 1, 1984. ~ Deeember 1984, 'l'EP spun off Alamito,and it 
beca:me an inclepende t company. In la.te 1985, Aluito's :management 
conducted a leverag d buy-out of the company.. ., 

The ilnplliea.tions ot the spin-off ot: Alamito led to 
several revisions t~.the contract, which were incorporated in 
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l¢egotiations of these change,s began in March 198.$. 

• 

,'<,' 

Under these amendments, the parties stipulated that 
Alamito's capitalization ratio., for purposes of calculating the 

eost of service, would be 30% equity and 70% debt, and the retu:i:'n 
on equity was set at l5%. Alamitc aqree~ to give access t~e 
Springerville site to. the consultant who. was advising SOG(E on 
determining and verifying the plant's commercial opera en date. 
Alamite agreed to. increase the capacity factor for s stem sales 
frem 60% to 65%. If a change in the price of cea fer 
Springerville Unit 1 was proposed, Alamitc agrel" to. give SOG&E 

full access to information. If the price increase was not 
justified, Alamitc agreed to. take all ne;t:css legal action to. 
resist the price increase. 

The significance cf these bare acts will be illuminated 
by the discussion of the parties' posit~ns on the disputed issues. 
Generally speaking, ORA, supported by i1c:AN and City, believes that 
the original contract worked to the ~sadvantage of SDG&E's 
c:.ustomers during the period under c~ideration. Accordinq to, ORA, 
SDG&E was locked into. an ebligatioJto. pay for expensive capacity 
it did not need, when SWPL could ;(ave been more economically used 
to transmit cheap economy energy/that was plentiful in the 
Southwest. ORA criticizes SOGFf for not taking advantage of the 
negotiations leading to. the~ndments to reduce SOG&E's obliqation 
to pay for unneeded capacity. ". 

More speeifically, the parties challenging- SOG&E's 
actions believe that Amendmfnt 3 resulted in unnecessary increases 
in contract demand of 21 MW and 100 MW in Revised Phase 4 and of SO 

MW in Phase $. 'I'hese ~es also assert that Amendments 4 and S 

resulted in SOG&E's unr onable waiver cfits riqht to. object to 
certain assiqnments., whi had harmful effects. when TEP' spun-ott 
Alami to and assiqned to e contract to Alami to.. 
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SOG&E ~lieves that its actions were reasonable in all 
respects. 

Under the current version of the contract, Phase 4 ran 
from. June 1, 1985 to May 31, 1987, and involved sale of 251 MW of 
capacity and energy from. Springerville 1 and 100 MW of capacit and 
ener9Y from TEP's system. Phase 5 began June 1, 1~S7, an~ 
continues to May 31, 1989. Durin9 Phase 5-, SOG&E has the right t~ 
purchase up to 400 MWof capacity and energy frozmp,/ system. 
B. spG&E's Position 

SDG&E rejects the other parties' speci c criticisms of 
its actions during the ne90tiations, ancl it asslrts that its 
actions resultecl in substantial savinqs tor ~ep~yers. 

First, SDG&E ~lieves the DRA's griticism of the 
agreement to accept 100 MW of system. salestduring Revised Phase 4 

is misplaced. DRA's criticism is based~n the notion that SOG&E 
assumed a new obligation for addition~ capacity, according to' 
SOG&E. In fact, SOG&E asserts, the JJ()O MW in Revised Ph~se 4 was 
merely a continuation of an existin~ obligation to' purchase 100 MW 
during Extencled Phase 3,' which was! eliminated as part of Alnendment 
3. Viewecl in this way, the Obli~tion actually arose when the 
original contract was neqotiateJ in 1978, according to SOG&E, and 
SOG&E hacl no reasonable OPport~ity to reduce its purchases clurinq 
the negotiations of Amendmenl'~. ' 

Second, SOG&E aC20WledgeS that defining' net dependal:>le 
capacity tor springe~ill~ nit. 1 as 330 MW r rather than the actual 
net dependable capability f 360 MW, ha~ the etfect of increasing 
its obligation to pureha~£ capacity during Revised Phase 4 by 21 
MW. However r SOG&E believes that DRA iqnores the concomitant 
benetits that were tied/to SDG&E's acceptance of this increase. 
SDG&E argues that acceJs to cheaper ener9Y costs. from coal-tired 
plants should ~ inClufed in the calculation of the cost' ot th.:£.s. 2J. 

MW increase, tor a nel cost of $6 million,. rather than the 
$1$,68,1,000 in total' em.and charges that ORA uses. Against this 
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cost should be balanced $29 million in benefits, according t~ 
SDG&E. 

SDG&E believes that extending Phase S from 19 to 24 
~onths and reducing the amount of capacity it was required to 
purchase from a potential SOO MW to 400 MW saved about $14 
in production costs. Securing the transmission path from 
to Palo Verde tor 106 MW was worth another $12 million. 
addition, SOG&E gained transmission rights during Fha cost· 
it nothing but were worth about $3 million. 

When all of these benefits from the ne(::rOl~l.a· 

balanced against the s~ll cost of accepting a 
capacity obligation, SOG&E concludes that its 
negotiations were reasonable. 

during the 

Third, SDG&E rejects DRA's,posit that it could have 
negotiated its Phase 5 obligation down to MW trom the 400 MW it 
actually achieved. SOG&E points out the excess capacity in 
the Southwest, combined with the decl in TEP's retail load 
growth and TEP's commitment to build Springerville Unit 1 ~ade it 
extremely unlikely that ~ would a~ept any reduction ot the 

contract demand amount. The contr~ assured TEP a higher price 
than it could Obtain elsewhere fOx/its capacity, and TEP made clear 
that it intended to hold SDG&E tol its commitment. In addition, at 

l 
the time of the renegotiation, SDG&E's analyses showed that the 
price of the 400 MW was about ~2 million cheaper than purchases 
trom independent producers"·at llong-run ·avo.ided· (:os.t -prices ... " ..... -.' , ' . 

Fourth, SDG&E belie~es that its consent to the amendment 
of the assignment clause wa~7reaSOnable in light ot ~e intormation 
available to it at the tilDe lit aqreed to the amendment. Its· 
contemporaneous analyses unpovered no risk to SDG&E trom the change 
in the clause, and 'l'EP r~tedly assured SDG&E that. assigmnent to 

a wholly O'lrlned subsidiary ~ould not affect SDG&E costs: 1l1'1der the 
contract. FUrthermore, S 
protesting the change in 

E saw no basis at the tilne for 
e clause to. the Federal' Energy 
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/ .. , .... ' 
/" 

//.' 

Regulatory Commission (FERC), the :federal agency with the authority 
to review contracts tor sales between utilities. ~' 

Fifth, SDG&E believes that the 70/30 debt-equity ratio it 
/' 

accepted for Alamito was reasonable in light ot the ~ormation 
available at the time. SOG&E feared that Alamito ~ld manipulate 
its capital structure to the detriment ot SOG&E~ a year-by-year 
actual capital ratio. were used to calculate ~ cost of service. 
SDG&E also feared that Alamito's cost of deb could increase 
suddenly with lower bond ~atings. For the e reasons, SDG&E thought 
it beneficial to. tie down a fixed ratio, on 'reasonable 
projections. 
c. D~s Position 

ORA believes that SDG&E w imprudent for :failing to· take 
advantage of the negotiations and ~endments to. reduce the ill 

I 
effects of what was turning out to be an unfavorable contract. 

ORA arques that as e~y as 198-2, SOG&E's own analyses 
raised concerns about the high rices of capacity under Phases 4 

and 5 of the contract. At th same time, an article in FQXbes 
magazine discussed the cleveximaniPulations of TEP and quoted TEP 
management as saying that ~ contract with SDG&E was cheap for TEP 
and relatively expensive f~ SDG&E. Yet SDG&E waited a full year 

.' . i be:fore even attempt~g to- et T.EP to negot1ate' changes n the 
contract. 

When Alllendment 3 was negotiated, SOG&E agreed to 
provisiOns .tha.t-.-crea.ted.. ow: ..specifie...eosts.. Ol:...x:±sks.,.."waeeordinS_to-__ ~ . __ 
ORA. 

The first eo noted by ORA was the agreement t~ take an 
extra 21 MW during Ro1sed Phase 4, wben ORA believes SDG&E- should 
have been striving to ecrease its capacity obligations. The 
increase in the contr et -capacity resultecl-from 'SDGGcE's agreement 
to set the net depen,~le capa])ility of Sprinqerville Unit '1 at 330' 
MW. The demand eharq swere based on a ratio of 230 ~ to the net 
depenclable capabili ,of the plant... DRA asserts that SDG&E knew 
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that the actual net dependable capability of the unit was 360 MW, 
yet it allowed. the amendment to ~tate it as 3.30 MW. When the ratio 
was applied, this stipulation resulted in an increase ot ca~acity 
of 21 MW, with a correspond.ing increase in demand. charges// The 
demand charges for these extra, unneeded megawatts, according to
ORA, was $lS,681,000. ORA :believes that the agre~ment /0. set the 
net dependable capability at lower than its actual le el was 
imprudent, in light ef the tact that SOG&E did not eed, capacity 
during Revised Phase 4, and ORA urges the d.isallow. nce ef 
$15,6S1,000 in demand charges. 

Second, ORA believes the aqreement to establish contract 
demand at 400 MW fer Phase 5 was imprudent. e contract gave 'rEP 
the option of setting the contract demand be ween 200 and 500 MW, 
and TEP had earlier netified SOG&E that d d tor Phase 5 would be 
between 350 and· 500 MW'. ORA points out t SDG&E's ewn internal 
memos concluded that TEP was incapable 0 delivering much mere than 
350 MW, and ORA views SDG&E's agreement 0 accept a centract demand 
at SO MW ever the 3.50 MW minimum level as imprudent. ORA rej ects 
SDG&E's clatm that TEPthreatened to. urchase enough eapacity over 
the Inland Power Pool to en~le it tel sell SOG&E the 500 MW'maximum 
permitted under the contract. ORA r/oints that there is no. written 
recerd ef the making or receiving- cit this threat, and. that,.. in any 
event, SOG&E had already aqreed tol take' 400 MW befere the d.ate that 
the alleged threat was made. o~alSO criticizes SDG&E's 
aCq\liesc:ence~in~ TEP's request -to.- xtend.Pha·se~ s...from 19 ·to.,2'4,. .,,_ ,.,
menths. This extension provided no. benefits to. SOG&E and appears 
to. be for the convenience of 'rE~·. Yet, according' to., ORA, SDG&E 
received no. concessien ter grantL~g TEP this extension., ORA 

recommends disallowance of $24 348,000 of demand charges for the 
extra: 50 MW durinq Phase 5. 

'l'he third. extra cos that ORA finds is the agreement to 
take 100 MW durinq Revised Ph 4. Although ORA. recoqnizesthat 
this 100.MW probably oftsets e elimination o.!·lOO MWsch.eduled 
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tor Extended Phase 3,. DRA believes that SDG&:E was imprudent tor not 
even attempting- to neg-otiate a further reduction in its capacity 
obligation when it had. the opportunity. ORA recowncn/ds ~ 
disallowance of $60,104,000 tor this imprudence. 

Fourth, DRA believes that SDG&E was l.mpruoent to ag-ree to· 
m.odify the assic;nm.ent clause so. that SDG&E would rt have the right 
to object to an ass.igmnent to a wholly owned sul:)t.idiary of '1'EP. 

DRA points out that SDG&E railed to track the ~oceedinqs betore 
the Arizona corporations Commission which wo~d have provided 
information on TEP's intentions. ORAsa~s at the ability to 
withhold consent to any proposed. assiqnme is particularly 
important when the ~uyer, SOG&E, was obl g-ated to pay even if the 
seller fails to perform under a broad ~nge of circumstances. ORA 
believes that this was such a contract', and that SDG&E should have 
been particularly careful to safe9'Ua;~ its rights under the 
assignment clause. ORA tinds imprudence in SOG&E's agreement to· 
alter the clause after only minima.;( and short-sighted analysis • 

ORA feels that SDG&E was unreasonably passive in the 'lace 
of the spi.n-off of Alamito. E~~~CiallY after the amenc3.ment of the 
assignment clause, SDG&E effecttVelY allowed TEP- to sell the 
contract with SOG&E to an independent company without SOG&E's 
consent.. ORA believes that ttjiS behavior was ilnpruclent, but 
recommends no direet disallo?nce in Phase 3. Rather,. ORA thinks 
the eftects of the alteration of the assignment clause were felt 
during the. negotiations.. ot. ;jm.endJn.e.nts .. 4. .• and.S._ .. _ .. _ .. _. _ _' _ _ . 

. The spin-otf. of Af-ami to affected the level of the demand. 
charqes during Phase 4, according to ORA. ORA believes that 
significant cost rec1uctiorJ sh.ould have occurrer!durinq Phase· 4 .. 

ORA believes that SOG&E S~Uld have asked FERC to review the spin
otf and. that SDG&E hael considerable leverage at this tilne.· In 
DRA's opinion, Alamito- feAred FERC's review :because .FERC· might 

I 

reduce the cost of capital used in the calculation of the cost ot· 
service, nRC might take ~ jurisdictional interest in· Alamito-,: and 
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FERC's review could delay the manage~ent buy-out. ORA bel 
that SOG&E should have taken advantage of its leverage 
more favorable amendments. 

More specifically, ORA faults SOG&E for aq.~~~1Dlg 
70/30 debt-equity ratio without calculating the DeIl~its of a 
:r:loatinq ratio or II lower fixecl. ratio and wi tcrbargain 
for a lower and more favorable ratio. In actual debt-
equity ratio never exceeded 79/21 during r ......... ~"'" DRA recommends a , 

between the 70/30 disallowance of $11.1 million, the d~tfe 
ratio that SOG&E agreed to and. the 79/21 

applied if SOG&E had. obtained. Al~ito's ~reement to use a floating 

ratio. / 
D. ~ty's Eo§;ition 

The City of san Diego aqrees with ORA. that SDG&E's 
, prima:z:y concern during the negotiations. of A:mendments 3, 4,. and s.. 

shoulcl have been to reduce the con~aet demand obliqation as much 
as possible. city views SOG&E's claimed reduction of demand to 400 

MW during Phase 5 as a hollow vi~ory, since its stated goal was a 
reductio~ to around 330 MW. Ci~ concurs with ORA that it was 
ilnprudeXlt for SOG&E to aqree tof take 400 MW instead of the 350 MW 

minimum called for ~der the 0figinalcontract. City support~ 
ORA's recommended d..sallowance of $24,348,000, the cost of th.s 
extra 50 MW during Phase 5e1 
E. pcA!f's Position 

, 'O'CAN was> .struek .• b rthe-inexper:t-axldy pass.ive .. natU%'e....of._~d 
SDG&E's handling of its negotiations with 'rEP. In UCAN"s view, 
SDG&E was repeatecly outmankuvered by 'rEP, which resulted- in 
SDG&E's agreeing to accept {the extra 21 MW in Revised- Phase 4 and' 
400 Mw. rather than 350 MW in Phase 5-, even though its own analyses 
urg'ed: reductions in contra' demand' tor these phases;" , 

acceptance of mocli:fieatio to- the assiqnment clause_ It. accepted 
this ehange even though i s own vice president- had. characte'rized 
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TEl> as "a bunch of crooks." When SOG&E found out about the 
assignment of the contract to Alamito, it first delayed 
investigation and then was satisfied with TEP's oral 
It failed to protest the assignment to. FERC or to-use threat of 
a protest as leverage for further concessions dUrin~gotiations, 
according to UCAN. UCAN believes that disallowances are justified, 
and UCAN, particularly wants to alert the commissi-O'n to- the passive, 
inflex1))le, and unresourceful negotiation prac4es of SOG&E. 
F _ DisCllS;,(ion ' / 

We have already discussed at len~ the difficulty of 
applying our standard of review to the negttiations invo.lved in 
this case.. We also note that this alrea~ difficult taSk has been 
complicated by the ways in which the pafties have chosen to, present 
their cases. Because the prudence of/'ntering into. the 'l'El> 
contract is not an issue in this case, we are not evaluating 
whether'or not the outcomes of thet:arious negotiations were good 
deals.. Rather, our focus is on wllether or not a better outcome to
a particular negotiation was poss'ible in light of all the 

. d I c1rcumstances SDG&E face. ! 
So. far as the recor~reveals, there are many gaps in 

I .. SOG&E's account o.f the process of negot~at~ons. SOG&E has placed 
I ' 

great emphasis on the benef~ts it claims resulted from the 
negotiations. However, somk of these benefits are not directly 

I 

linked. to SIX;ScE's negotia7ing efforts.. ORA, on the other hand, has 
asse~ed that SOG&E cOulCYhave obtained far greater. concessions if 
it had negotiated more skillfully or persistently. 

J 
Our clifficul ty is that both of these approaches require 

speculation. ORA's approach requires us to speculate about what 
{ 

would have happened ifjSDG&E had negotiated in the manner 
recom:menclecl by DRA. ORA. has not of'f'erec:l ,its. reconstruction of the 
negotiations it says ~hould have occurred; rather it has urqed, 

I . 

various disallowanceS,that presume the complete success, of the 
approach it believes!SDG&EShOUlcl have followed. For- its part., 

I 
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SDC&E has ~orced us to speculate to separate the real concessions / 
that resulted from its negotiatinq efforts from the benefits ~ 
were unrelated to the negotiations and that would have OC~d 
regardless of the level of SDG&E's negotiating skills. ~ . 

A review of past events is difficult enough under the 
best of circumstances. The approaches of both ORA a ~ SOG&E make 
our task even more difficult. 
course of events that seems most probable to us sed on the record , 
presented in the hearings, even when our accou¢ may vary 
substantially from the versions presentedly e parties. ' 

1. Amendment;! 
A. l'hs 100 JSW 

ORA has suggested that SOG&E could have avoided the 100 
I' 

MW increase in the contract demand fi7r evised Phase 4. We believe 
that the evidence is strong that this apparent increase resulted 
from restructuring the contract and J as not an actual increase Qf 
SOG&E's obligations. SDG&E's responsibility to take 100 MW during 
the tormer Extended Phase 3, whic{ was eliminated, was transferred 
to the new Revised Phase 4. Thejtwo obligations are in all' 
respects identical. From the record before us, we 'are satisfied 
that SDG&E acted reasonably anJwas not imprudent in accepting this 
restructuring and that no reall increase in the contract demand 
occurred. In addition, DRA ~esented no evidence that an attempt 
to reduce this obligation w~-6.1d have met with any success. 

b. settincJ·, the con~ct_Demzmd __ ._._~ ... _ .... 
at 400 MW for PhASe S 

I 
This issue illus,trates the difficulties we confront when 

the parties stake out diametrically opposed positions, and no 
e.v:idence is presented to ~llu:minate. the vast middle ground between 
their Viewpoints. SDG&E /clailns that··it should receive a $14- . 

million credit for reducing the contract demand during: ,Phase,S trom 
. I 

the 500 MW maximum that applied in the earlier contract. ORA 
, l· 

I 
I 
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claims that SOG&E should be penalized for not obtaining further 
reductions, down to the 350 ·MW minimum that existed at the ,_l'm ...... 

the neqotiations 01: the 4lI1endment. From our review 01: the 
we concl,ude that setting the contra~ demand at 400 MW 

involved neither imprudence nor extraordinary 
Three items of evidence undermine SOG&E's 1m that only 

its superior negotiating abilities permitted it obtain a 
reduction in the contract demand for Phase S. t, SOG&E appears· 
to have aqreed to the 400 MW level very the negotiations 
and certainly before 'l'EP gave any indi~ that it intended to' 
exercise its option to set contract ~~~o~~~ at the 500 MW maximum. 
Second,. e!uring this period, SDG&E's 
TE~'s ability to deliver capacity 
the sworn testimony of TEP's 

itten analyses questioned 
the 400 MW level. Third,. 

in a proceeding before the 
Arizona corporation Commission the notion that TE~ would 
not have elected to deliver more 400 MW. In that proceeding, 
Einar Greve, TEP's president, ied about these negotiations: 

N[W)e renegotiated a where instead of 
soo megawatts, we 400 meqawatts in that 
phase.. But we extenAed the phase into ' 89 .. 
That was very fortunate because we wouldn't 
have 500 megawattslto give them. But sometimes 
you are lUCkya N£. 601, Item 10, pp. 53-54.) 

Thus, it is not apparent at setting contract demand at 400 MW 
representee! any concessio by TE~a 

On the other h1/d, little evidence supports ORA's 
position that SDG&E coul have obtained greater concessions through 
harder bargaining. Und r the earlier contract, TEP had the 
exclusive riqht to desij;nate contract demand ~or Phase 5 as high as, 
500 MW', and it was unlikely to relinquish this power without 
concessions from SOG&'£1- 'rEP had ever':{ incentive _to set_the " 
contract demand at asjhi9h a level as it could predictably delive~, 
and it had already c: "tted itsel~ to deliver at least'3-S0 MW. 

Even some o~ SDG&E"S preliminary analyses,. which are strongly 
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relied on to support DRA's position, estimated that wthere are /' 
insufficient reserves in the TEP system to provide capacity ~nd 
the upper-300 MW range,W a statement that suggests thaztp ould 
deliver up to about 400 MW. 

In addition, the immediate negotiating histo had 
demonstrated TEP's unwillingness to consider substantial reduction 
in the contract demand. In April 1983, SOG&E hadT-oposed to 
reduce contract demand to 230 MOW during Phase 4 a'ha to- 350 MW 

/ 
d.urinq Phase s. -rEP had flatly rejected that r:o~sal. . 

The impression that we are left wi~ from the evidence in 
the recora is that the discussions ~ong S~E's Tom Page and 
Ronala Watkins ana TEP's then-preSiaent~ chief executive 
officer, Theodore M. Welp, that resulted n the aqreement to- set 
capaeity at 400 MW reeognized both TEP' power to set contract 
demana at up to 500 MW and its dift~. ty in aelivering reliable 
capacity at higher than the 400 MW 1 el. In a realistic attempt 
to resolve this issue and other les significant issues so that 
negotiations could focus on more d~puted areas, they agreed to set 
the contract demand at 400 MW, wh4h is probably about the level 

I . 
'rEP would have chosen under its existing option. 

This conciusion is su lorted ~y incidental materials in 
the record and by common sense. CUriously, we find ourselves 
unable to embrace the position of any of the parties. SOG&E relied 
a great deal on repetition of its belief that it acted reasonably, 
~ut we _.touna se.vel:al Jlogical. oles ..in.its_a%g:u:ments. __ .F.or.~example,. _ .... _ 
SOG&E repeatedly concluded that it haa no leverage in its 
negotiations with TEP, althohgh the market for capacity in the 

I . 
Southwest at that time was a elassic example of a buyer's market, 
when buyers should have ~um leverage over the crowel" of sellers 

1 
/ .. eager to market the r products.: I! -SDG&E belJ.-evecl J.t lacked .. 

leveraCJe in a buyer's lDaX'~t, what will it clailn and how will it 
I respond when the .. market becomes a seller's market? SDG&E's 

repeated insistence that it had'oDO-leverage unclerscores ORA's. 

I 
e\ -2~-
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argument that SOG&E was locked into a contract that required it 
buy too much capacity at too hi9h a price; thus, TEP was unwily'1'l9 
to relinquish much of the good deal it ha~ struck. ~ 

We are also sympathetic to DRA's criticism that $OG&E 
failed even to attempt to negotiate reductions in the c~~aet 
demand beyond the 400 MW that -rEP seemed prepared to' ;qree to.. In 
light of the high price and level ot demand in the eXisting 
contract, SOG&E shoul4 have continued to otfer pr~~sals that would. 
have resulted in further reduetions, eVen if ~~ontinued to 
reject those proposals. For example, after 1'E;r:ej ected SDG&E's 
April 1983 proposal for rather larqe redueti~ in contract demand 
for both Phase 4 and Phase 5, SOG&E seemed to believe that no· 
further attempts to reduce contract deman~would bear fruit. It 
failed even to present other proposals w~ reductions in demand as 

" an element until its officers agreed with TEP's to set the demand 
for Phase S at 400 MW. We cannot helo/but. be disturbed when the 
representatives of large and essenti~l pUblie utilities appear to 
shoW' less creativity and persistenee" in their negotiations than 
negotiators of far less important trransactions, such as contracts 

I 
~r the transfer of real estate or for the services of prOfessional 
athletes. . / 

While we have just stated our sympathy with some o·f the 
arquments of ORA. and OCAN, we ire disappointed that these parties 
have failed to follow thrOUgh/on their recommendations. DRA's 
position seems. to. be that since SDG&E was not persist~nt and 
aqqressive in seeking furth~r reductions in capaeity, we shOUld 
assume that it could have Jchieved reductions down to- the 350 MW 
minimum and that all costs! in excess of those needed to pay for 350 

MW· should De disallowed. / We believe that we cannot make such a 
disallowance without some indication of what sort ot suceess. a· . 
utility who had neqotiat'ed more creatively would have achieved.. It 

such a utility. woul4 hl:Ive succeeded only in reduc!nq. the eontract 
demand t~ 39S HW, it jPuld not be appropriate to disallow all . 

I 
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. 
amounts above those needed to pay for 350 MW. But DRA and UCAN 
have presented no evidence on this point.. Tbey are .like a 
plaintiff in a personal injury action who bas proved liabil but 
has presented no evidence on damages. Although. the qenera:{ burden 
of proof remains on the applicant, we believe that oRA.,sland UCAN's 
approach requires them t~ bear some responsibility to~stabliSbinq 
some baseline measure of the results of the prudznt ehavior they 
advocate. 

In this context, we have concluded tba the outcome ot 
this portion of Amendment 3, Which appears . to ha{..e resulted from 
the discussion among the officers of the two otmpanies~ is at about 
the level that could have been achieved by a~rudent utility under 
the circumstances. !he evidence suggests that 'rEP was prepared to 

I 
exercise its option to set the contract d~and at about 400 MW, as 
demenstrated by both SDG&E's eontemporane6us analysis and Greve's 

/ 

later testilnony. The evidence further shows. that, although SDG&E 
did not persistently and creatively pre'sent further proposals to. 

I 
reduce the contract demand to.· 'rEP", it ras unlikely that further 
reductions could have been obtained without additional valuable 
concessions by SDG&E. Therefore, wei will allow SOG&E to recover 
its expenditures connected with thi~ issue. 

c. The Five=l!onth Ext@sion! of Phas~ ~ , 
DRA has criticized SDG&E tor aqreeing to· an extension of , , . . 

Phase 5 from 19 months to 24 months dur4nq a per40d when SDG&E's 
. forecast. showed-no.. need- tor_adalt.ionaJ.._ capac.i.ty __ DRA-.. ei.tes. An-__ ._ .. '.'~ 
analysis in which one of SDG&E'? neqotiators pointed out that it 
made no sense to aqree to an extension that ended SDG&E's purchases 
from 'l'EP in May 1989, just at jtn.e start of the SUJDmer peak period. 

From our review of ?=he record, we eonclucle that the 
extension' was closely tied -td- the" reduction' in e contraet-capae:i ty .. - .. 

In eombination,. the reductio';' of contract demand and the extension 
of the term of Phase S. paraJielled earlier proposals by SDG&E.a It 

is a loqieallinJcaqe that ai.1ow$ one party' to secure demand 
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reductions while lessening the effect on the selling party's 
overall revenues. / 

In addition, SDG&E's contemporaneous analyses showed. that 
~ 24-month Phase S with a demand of 400 MW was ~re beneficial than 
a 19-month Phase S at 500 MW', as called for beiore the alIlendlnent. 

I . 
We also believe that it was reasonable, in lIight of projections of . . / eapacl.ty l.n the SOuthwest, for SOG&E to f~r that 'rEP would 
purchase capacity' :!rom other utilities, af prices less than the 

price they would receive from SDG&E, to/make up for any 1n~i1ity 
of its system to supply the maximum 510 MW that its existing option 
a;lowed. / 

We conclude that no di;?:l owance should result trom the 
extension of Phase 5. . 

We should note, howeve , that a cloud is cast over this 
conclusion by SDG&E's argument that its contemporaneous analysis 
calculated that the five-month fxtension of Phase S. would provide 
enerqy a.~d capacity for $11 mialion less than SOG&E~s lonq-te~ 
avoided cost, which was base~on on-system oil and gas generation 
and economy energy purchasesj from the NorthWest and Southwest. 
SDG&E cites testimony to the effect that reserve margins in the 

I 

Southwest were expected to/be between 37% and 90% in 1988 and 1989. 
With expected reserve mar9fns of that magnitude, SOG&E could. 
reasonably rely on economy energy' and short-term purchases during 
the five months of the ~enSion, since substa.ntial energy would 
appear to.be avail.a))le .. even .. dw:i.n<;.-peak...how:s......" .And..s.ince_the.-~_ ~'_"'_ 

.' I extension did not cover fOG&E'S summer peak in any event, SDG&E's 
ability to meet its hiqhest demand would ~e unaffected ~y this 

• I 

strategy- As SDG&E sta;ted in its Openinq Briet (at 99,), 'Had a 
capacity d.eticiency occurred on TUcson's system durinq Phase 5, , it 
would have been ~or sh~rt periods wh'ich-cou.:ld-easily- have-'l:>een~ made 

I 
up-, by purchases, from ~ther utili ties..1/It The same, log:1c would apply 
t~ SOG&E's system d inq thisperiod~ 
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Thus, SDG&E's oriqinal calculation and cont1.nuinq claim 
of an $11 million benefit trom the extension contra~cts its 
primary arqul1\ent for acceptinq the extension. Thl£ contradiction 
does nothinq to- assuaqe our existing doubts libOU,{ the quality and 
soundness of SDG&E's thinldnq and analyses in Jts neqotiations 

i 
c1.urinq this period. I 

d. %he Additional 21 KW in PhASe 4 ,.-
SDG&E concedes that it acceptecllthe redefinition of the 

.,1 

net reliable ~pability ~t Sprinqervill~/unit 1, and that it did so-
despite the tact that it did not need a~ditional capacity and 
despite the cost that the redefinition would place on SOG&E. SDG&E 
states that it accepted the redetini~ion as part of a packaqe of 

f 

alterations, most of whic:h were ):)eneticial, which resulted in a net 
t 

savinqs ot $23 million, accordinq to SOG&E's calculations. 
i 

In exchange tor accept~q the reaetinition, SDG&E claims 
that it received access to coal energy that-wa~ muc:h less expensive 
than the likely alternative ot 011- and gas-tired qeneration and 
economy energy purchases. Takinq into account the lower cost ot 
coal energy reduced the net cost of the additional Zl MW to $6 
million. It also received the,' other benefits of Amendment 3: the 
extension ot Phase 5 and the reduction of the contract demand to 
400 MW, the securing ot additional transmission rights tor 106 MW, 
and the removal ot a contin9~nt obliqation to reimburse TEP for l70 
MW of firm transmission charges paid to- other utilities durinq 
Phase S .. _ J _ _ • 

We can accept SOC&E's point that the 21 MW was a 
concession that was part of; the total Amendment 3- packaqe, but we 
do not accept the assumptions underlyinq the calculation it has 
offered to support this. portion of the bargain. Nevertheless,. the 
record demonstrates 'that· SDG&E perlormed-contemporaneous -analyses
of' the value o:f the various.proposals that were involved. in the 
ne<]otiation of· Amendment 3-. :; Those analyses show that SOG&E 
believed that there were sUbstantial' benefits to be gained from the 
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package of chanses in Amendment 3, and that the overall bene'!it of 
these changes outweighed the cost of accepting an additi~l 21 'MW 
by a. substantial margin. Just the transm.ission aqreemznts, tc> 
choose one of the less controversial examples, were ~lculated to 
be worth about $lS million, or about twice the net/cost of the 
additional 21 MW. Onder these circumstances, we ebnclude that " . SDG&E made an informed and reasonable decision to accept the burden 
and cost of the additional 21 MW to· gain the b~etitsthat . 
accompanied this proposal. Nc> disallowance l' appropriate tor this 

decision. " 
" e. The Amendment 0' the Assignment ClAUS§ 

The evidence on this element ot/Amendment 3 is quite 
II 

damning to SOG&E. Not only did SDG&E f~l to appreciate the 
significance of its agreement to alter)tne assignment clause at the 
time of the negotiations, but it appea'rs, so· far as the record 
reflects, that SDG&E even today doesl'not appreciate precisely what 
it did when it acceded to TEP's request to" change the clause • 

TEP requested changes to~e assignment clause, which 
originally provided that neither party could assiqn the contract 
without the written consent of ~ other party to the contract. 
The clause also contained the usfal provision that such consent 
could not be unreasonably withheld. The change that TEP requested 
would have eliminatecl the requirement of consent for assiqnments to 

I 
wholly owned subsidiaries of the parties. 

. I 
.. . The stated· reason -for .. 'l'EP~s..request-was..-tba.t... the....ehange._. __ .. _. 

was needed for financing purpbses. SOG&E's testimony was very 
unclear about its understanding of the reasons for the change, and 
SOG&E appears not tc> have aJtempted t~ determine more specifically 

I 
why the chanqes were being' requestecl. SOOttE's. contemporaneous 
analysis focused on the implications of an ass1gmient""to'"'a-' whol;lr - . 
owned. sUbsid.iary, and·conc1uclec1 that suchan assiqmD.entwould not 
affect SOG&E .. ' 

" . - Z8 -
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From the start, SOG&E apparently did not co~rehend what 
was being requested of it,. and its analysis thus focGsed on the 
wrong questions. SOG&E's analysis conSidered~e effects it could 
foresee from a generic assignment to a TEP subs ~iary. When 
compared to the wo.rding of the existing contr ct, SOG&E was. in 
essence ~eing asked to waive its right to i~estigate specific 
assiqnments in circumstances SDG&E mi9ht ,~ be able to, foresee, to 
waive its ri9ht to assure itself that th9Se assignments were 
reasonable,. and, more importantly, to wiive its right to object to 
unreasonable assignments to. sUbsidiar~s of TEP. The analysis 
should have foCused on the imPlicatiohs of the waiver and the 
reasons TEP requested it. We belieJe that the right not to consent 
to unreasonable assignments to TE'i/s subsidiaries was a valuable 
right that SDG&E should not have ;relinquished without corresponding 
concessions from TE? / 

It is ironic that SOG&E apparently unknowingly gave up a 
valuable ri9ht (and one that p~rhaps had even greater value to TE? 

( 

than to Sro&E) during a peri~ during wh:i.ch it still insists. it had 
# • 

no. bargaining leverage. On one ~ssue where SOG&E clearly had 
I ' 

leverage, it waived its right without obtaining any concessions 
from TEP. I 

SDG&E apparently/ agreed to this change as an 
I 

accommodation to. TEP. It/is unexplained why such an accommodation 
~ 

should have been granted/gratiS to a company which had apparently 
taken a -rather- hard~·linet'-inthe .. negotiations,.. . ..at-leas.t.with....re.c;a:cd._ ~---
to SDG&E's desires to reduce contract demand. 

Thus, SDG&E w~ived a valuable right without obtainin9 
i 

counterbalancing concessions from TEP. Moreover, SDG&E appears. to· 
have failed even to. ap~r~ciate the nature of its waiver. Onder 

I 

these circumstances, we conclude that SOG&E acted imprudently in
I 

agreeing to the chanqes in the assiqnment clause. We will discuss 
f 

the consequences. of is imprudence in a later section of this 
decision • 
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• 2. The Assignment and Spin-off o( Alqito 

• 

The first consequence ot the revision of e assignment 
clause of the contract came ~hortlY after the negotiations tor 
Amendment 3. In late 1983, "rEP received the Ar" ona Corporation 
Commission's permission to transfer tw~ of its coal-tired 
qenerAting units, including Springerville Un' 
subsidiAry, Alamito. On June 1, 1984, 'rEP rAnsferred 
Springerville unit 1 and its 50t share in n Juan Unit 3 to 
Alamito. At the smne ti:me, 'rEP assigned its contract with SDG&E to
Alamito. Because at that time Alamito as still A wholly, owned 
s~sidiary of TEP, and because ot the hang'e in the assiqnment 
clause aqreed to five months earlier TEP did not need to obtain 
SDG&E's consent to the assign:ment. FERC later found that the 
contract had been assiqned *to enA le Alamito to finance some $387 
million and so that the propose~Pin-off ot Alamito would not ~e 
taxa.l:>le to Tucson's shareholders * (See Ex. 600, p. II-12.) 

on June 8, 'rEP's then executive vice president Greve 
infonned SOO&E of the assiqnmeft. On July 6, ':rEP filed tor FERC's 
approval ot the assignment an requested an effective date tor the 
assignment ot November 1, 19 
filing until the notice of 

SOG&E did not become aware of this 
e filing appeared in the Federal 

Register of July 23, 1984. The notice stated that petitions to 
intervene or protest shoul be filed by July 27, 1984. 

SDG&E appears t -have done little between June 8 and the 
appearance ot the notice n July 23 to investigate the assignment'S 
effect on SDG&E. The no ice in the Federal Register Apparently 
spurred SDG&E to investi implications ot the Assiqnment, 
but SDG&E did not file protest or a petition to intervene ~ the 
FERC proceedinq. 

record reveals, SOG&E's investiqation led: 
to- a series of questio about the assi9Jllllent. SOG&E 'b:ll:lled to TEl> 

tor answers to those estions. A telephone call in late July 
resulted in a reassura ce that the assiqnment would notatfect 
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SDC&E, but little detailed in~ormation was conveyed. 
apparent contact with TEP w~ on August 3l.. Th.is was a 
call to arrange a meeting to. answer the specific qu.'a:101.J.IOl'l1.:i> 

SDG&E had developed. During this call,. 'l'EP again r"",OI.""" .. LU::C ... c:1 

that the assignment would not affect SDG&E, and Cli"l'",AT 

information was exchanged. SOG&E posed. some of i 
'l$P in a letter of September 27,. and the meeting 

questions to. 
th 'l'EP took 

place on october 5. In the meantime, however, had approved 
the assiqmnent on october 1, with an effective! date of November 1. 

'rEP addressed the questions raised in SOG&E's! September 27 letter 
a~ the meeting o~ octo:ber 5., and apparentlY;§.OG&E was ~tisfied 
Wl.th the responses.. I 

~be assignment took etfect on November 1, 1984. In 

December 1984, '!'EP's Board ot Directors 'greed. to spin-otf Ala:mito. 
as an independent company. I 

We have two serious reservations about SOG&E·'s actions 
durinq this sequence ot events.. ! 

First, many ot the questio~ raised durinq SDG&E's 
consideration ot the effects ot the ~ssignment underscore the 
significance of the loss that SDG&E/had suttered when it agreed to 
alter the assignment clause.. Withih a few months of that . 
a~eement, SDG&E was raising the tfpes o.f questions that it should 
have considered :betore it waived its right to object to 

I 
unreasonable aSSignments to. Subsidiaries.. For example, the memo, of 

~ 

August -lS-raises -several~concernS . .about .the-capital.....stl::Uetw:e.~oL ___ _ 
( 

Alalnito and closes with the question, ""Are we absolutely sure that 
TUcson doesn't have to get our Jermission to, do the assignment?"" 

I (Ex. 601, Item l3.) It SDG&E concluded at the time of the chanqe 
in the assignment clause that s~ch an assignment would not aftect 

1 
it,. by the 'time it confronted-a:n "actual assignment -several-months 
later, it had developed a lOnq/list of the assiqnment~s possible 
effect.s on its costs under the contract. (See Ex .. 601, Items 13 
and 14; Ex .. 617.) 
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secona, we agree with DRA that SDG&E was remarkably,; 
relaxed in pursuinq information on the effects ot the assi ent. 
After it was first informed of the assignment, it did not Inq tor 
nearly seven weeks when PERC's notice came to its atten on. Even 
then, it failea to protest or intervene in the PERC p~eedinq, 
a~though it apparently hopea somehow to obtain info~tion from 

th .. I wi EERC (Ex. 601, Item l3). By e tlme lot actually met th 'rEP, 

FERC had already approved the assignment, and SDG~ had lost much 
of the power it had to object to any unfavora:Lb. aspects to· the 
assignment that it may have uncovered. 

. SOG&E also relied heavily on the re surances and 
information it received from TE~ in its eval~tion of the 
assignment, although by this time SOG&E hat~Ple reason to be 

suspicious of the accuracy or completeness of TEP's responses. 
Because ot this overreliance on 'rEP for i s information, SOG&E 

failed even to suspect the possibility ttlat the assignment was a 
preliminary maneuver to the eventual spi4t-o.tt ot Alamito. 

The spin-off shortly after th~ effective date of the 
l' 

assignment had immediate consequences ~or SOG&E. Because Alamito's 
capitalization relied heavily on debt/ SDG&E would be paying more 
than Alamito's true cost of service unaer the capitalization 
fOrlnula in the contract, which assum~d. a hiqher proportion of more 
costly equity financing. SDG&E rec~qnized the implications of the 
spin-off, and. on January 23, 1985, /:me o·f its vice presidents 
authorized. _~an _in:v.:estiga..tj,on of .. this. ma.tt.er. . .tor. _the pw:pose. of .. * . 

preparing to initiate litigation of any other legal proceedings 
arising out of this transfer of c~ntrol.' He also recognized that , 
the 'transfer lDay place contract performance to SOG«E" in· jeopardy' , 
and stated the need for the company promptly to· evaluate whether 
the transfer amounted to a breacl:i of the contract (EX. 601., 

i Item l~). I 
'Under the terms of FERC's. 1979.order approvin9' the 

original contract,. Alamito had tb file a justification of its. rates 

I , 
i 
I 
I. 
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for Phase 4 and the costs supporting those rates by April 
Because FERC was unlikely t~ approve rates based on TEP's 
than Alami to's , capital' structure, SDG&E and Alami to be 
negotiating for amendments to the contract. 

3. Amendments 4 ADd S-

The issues raised by Amendments 4 and $ 

related and will be addressed toqether. / 
a. A,loi;to's capital strw;ture 

The primary element of Amendment 4 was a revision of 
Alamito's assu:med capital structure for purpotes ot calculating the 

, . "''10.' d cost of serv1ce that tormed the baS1S for ~e emand charge to 
I . 

SDG&E. Atter the spin-ott, Alamito't;. capitalization was weighted 
heavily toward debt, and payments based onlTEP'S more balanced 

• I. capital structure would effeet1vely overpay Alam1to. The 
negotiations resulted in an aqreement tolset the capital 'structure, 
tor pu:r;poses ot the contract, at 70t d~t and 30% common equity. 

. ORA believes that this ratio/was unnecessarily high, and 
that SDG&E's failure to achieve reductions in the level o~ contract 

t 

demand and. in the equity portion of the capitalization directly 
I 

resulted:. from SDG&E's waiver of its f..iqhts under the assignment 
clause. Accordinq to DRA's line of . argument, because SDG&E 
unreasonably gave up its riqllt to lhvestiqate the assiqn:ment of the 

I 

contract to Alamito before the assignment occurred,. the assignment 
I 

went throuqh qu.ic:kly, easily, and rithout SDG&E's influence. Once 
the. assignment was approve~, the stage was set for the spin-off. 
EVen in the neqotiations following the spin-off, S~E's attitude 

I 
was that it had no leveraqe to et'fect changes in the contract. 

I 

SOG&E passively accepted Alamitois representations'about its future 
capitaJ.ization, ORA asserts, even thouqh its capital structure at 
the time was 20% equity and 80% debt. It SDG&!: had barqained more 
effectively and if it had reta~d the leveraqe provided by the 
oriqinal assignment clause, ORAiarques, it could have obtained 
9'X"eater concessions on contract daancl andcapi tal structure. Even 
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~ during the negotiations, SDG&E apparently failed;t0 recognize that 
it had leverage arising from- Alamito-'s strong d.esire to', avoid. 
FERC's review of the contract. DRA recommends/a disallowance, and. 
est~ates that this disallowance may be meas~ed by the difference 

. 1 I - th between the aqreed 70/30 eap:Lta strueture and. the 21[79 ratl.o· at 
was the highest proportion of equity that/~etuallY occurred d.uring 
Phase 4. This amounts to $11.1 million. 

SDG&E argues that it acted prudently in fixing the 
f 

capital structure. Compared to the exiSting contract, SDG&E , 
benefited qreatly from the revised ca~tal ratios. Moreover, it 
was wise at the tfme to fix the ratio, since any increase in equity 
above the aqreed levels or any down9?='ading of Alamito's debt WOuld 

, have increased SDG&E's demand cha:rg~s under the contract. 
FUrthermore, FERC had indicated ~t it would not approve a 

I-

contract with prices that floated/to reflect actual capitalization. 
AS we have indicated, we aqrec with ORA that SOG&E aeted 

I 
tmprudently in waiving its rights under the assignment clause 

~ without obtaining concessions !~~m TEP. We are also- persuaded that 
this waiver eventually intluenc~d negotiations tor Amendment 4. 

• 

I 

There is little doubt that SDG&~ would have been in a much stronger 
I 

position if it had retained its right to consent to proposed 
assignments, a right which it,~ould have parlayed into· more 
complete disclosures by 'rEP. iwe hope that SOG&E would not have 

! 
consented to the proposed assfgnment to Alamito without a 
thoughttul consideration- -of the. consequences •. - We. are . con.vinced... _ .. ~ __ . 

I 

that somewhere alonq the line, most likely during the negotiations 
tor A:menc:l:ment 4, retaining 4e right to withhold its consent to· 
unreasonable assignments to subsidiaries would' . have resulted' in 

I 

direct benefits to- SOG&E, be'nefits that were lost because of the 
waiver. 

For example, retaining the right to wi thholcl its consent 
to unreasonable assignments/WOuld have qiven SDG&E additional 
leverage in obtaining information about the reasons tor the 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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assignment ot the contract trom '.rEP to Alami to. 
tact that Alamito's managem~nt began considering 
as Spring 1984 (Ex. 641~ see Tr. 69:7929), more 
intormation might have red SDG&E to consider 
leveraged buy-out tor its contract with TEP. 
testified on what the company's negotiators 
such' information: 

omplete 
implica.tions ot a 

done with 

*Q: IJ1: you had known about the undisclosed 
plans or consideration ot a leveraged 
~uyout, would you have neqotiated tor an 
actual capital structur~~s opposed to the 
70-30 structure that yo? ~id agree to'? 

HA: ..: I would have negotiated something 
that would have given ps the full benefits 
ot the--of their expected plans. If they 
expected a leveragedpuyout, they would 
have a 99 percent debt-l'percent equity, 
then we would have w~rked something that 
would have retlected those ·costs to Alamito 
and reduced costs to SDG&:e. Whether it 
would have been actual capitalization or 
not I can't say t~ay •••• 

HQ: Well, would it b~/fair to say if you had 
known about thei~ undiselosecl leveraged 
buyou~ that you ¥ould ha~e either 
negotlated an a~ual capltal structure or 
hypothetical capital structure that had a 
higher percentage of dept to equity? 

*A: It could have b~en something like that. I 
think the main £point was that the costs 
woulcl have.bee~.lower~i!~we had.known.that... 
a leveraged buyout was planned. The costs 
we would have' eventually settled on for the 
demand charge ~ould have been lower than 
what they are pow.'" ('I'r. 62:7063-7064.) 

I 
Although SDG&E has arqued that the leverage buy-out or a 

utility was unprecedented a4d therefore completely ~oreseeable, . 
we note that the bond counsel who mentioned the- possibility of a 

I . 
leveraged ~uy-out to Alamito's management als~ advised SOG&E during 

. I . . 

the same period·('I'r. 69:7949, 7951).. This suggests that 'SDG&E was 
I 
I 

1 
\ 
\ 
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capable of antieipatinq the possibility of a leveraged ~u~out i~ 
±t had retained a reason !o~ conducting a thorough inve~igation of 
the ilnplieations of the assi~ent.. But since it hacy{aived its 
right to object to assiqnments, it had n~ reason to/pursue the 
implications of acts that it was powerless to inflnence. 

ORA has attempted to- quantify the resdts of SDG&E's 
ilnprudence by comparing the aqreed and actual ~pital ratios. 
While ORA suggests that further reductions in/demand levels for 
Phase 4 could have been obtaine~, it has no~ attempted to quantify 
that reduction, and it had focused entiie I on the capital ratios. 
While we aqree that some benefits could ve been obtained, we 
dislike ORA's comparison to actual, his orical equity levels. This 
approach relies on hindsight, iqnOre~e leqitimate benefits of 
having fixed capital ratios, and over ooks FERC's indication that 
it would not approve a floating cap~ al ratio. 

Nevertheless, we believe jf:.bat ORA's estimate bears some 
relation to SOG&E's foregone bene~ts. We aqree w1th ORA that it 
would have been possibl~ for SDG&r to use the leverage it had in 
the original assignment clause t~ negotiate a higher debt/equity 
ratio than it di~, or A comparaJle concession. We have already 
stated our disagreement with D~'S calculation. From the sparse 
info~ation available in the ~cord, our sense is that SOG&E could 
have negotiated a ratio of 15/25 or roughly equivalent concessions 
if it had retained its right/to withhold consent to.unreasonable 
assignments. This ratio is falf ot the difference between 
Alalll.ito's actual capitalization at the time of Amendment 4 (80/2'0) 
and the aqreecl ratio (10/3d) .. 

Using the met:bod/ shown .in Ex.. 523, we calculate, the 

clift'erence :between the agoreed 10/30 rat.io anel our assumed 1S/ZS. 
ratio to be $S .. 9 milli:i Appropriate interest at the ECAC rate 
should also accrue on s amount. As shown in Appenc:!:ix B, the 
,I . 

total alll.ounts to about. rJ.O m.illion as o:f september 1, .1988.. We 
will therefore disallow recovery of thif> AXIlount.. 'rhi:s :figure is - ' 
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roughly halt of ORA's recommendation; thus, it recognize 
the benefits of the fixed capital ratio that ORA. ignor 
comports with our general sense of the 
right to consent to the assignment. 

b. other Agreements 
SOG&E points out that it received oth benefits from 

Amendment 4. Specifically, it obtained the rift to- have its 
commercial operation date consultant presentjlt the Springerville 
'C'nit 1 construction site, and the capacity ~ctor of sprinqerville 
unit 1 was increased from 60% to 65% for p~oses of SOG&E's 
?ntitlement to energy associated with tbtcapaCitY it had 
purchased. 

Although we aqree that these tems provide some benefits 
to SDG&E, we do not think that the beXffitS outweigh the 
capitalization element of Amendment ~ SOG&E had encountered no 
diffieulties with access to the Springerville site up to that time, 
so the added benefit of baving its cionsultant present at the site 
is small. The increase in eapaeit/ factor would be beneficial only 
if SOG&E actually needed the addeJ ener9Y made available to it by 
the increase. SDG&E did. not expeft to need. the energy-, so this 
portion of the ame.nc1lnent operated. like an insurance policy against 
unexpected events. Again, we co'nclude that the benefit is real, 
but small., I 

Although we acknowledge that these small benefits were 
.. obtained, we . .are notpe%:SUadeJ Jto lAO~y.. _the. ~disal:lo.w.anc.e. .w:e. .hav.e. .• ".-. , 

adopted in connection with th~ capital structure. 
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v _ 'rhe ':J:anSactions with Coaision 
Federal de Eleetrieidad CClEL 

A. Background 

On November 12, 1980, SDG&E entered into a co 
the purchase of capacity and energy from CFE.. The con;::ract' s term 
was 10 years, starting on the commercial operation d~e of the last 
of three qeotherlllal units CFE would construct at ce.6:a Prieto-, and 
the contract demand was set at l50 MW. After a trlemendous 
devaluation of the Mexican peso, the contract wr amended. 
According to both SDG&E and ORA, this amendmen)1 :esulted ~n savings 
to SDG&E of $550 million as compared to the 0lig1nal contract .. 

Purchases under the contract bega~on February 1, 1986, 

and through April 30" 1986, the end of the ~eriod under review in 
this case, CFE supplied power to SOG&E with an availability of more 

than 99%.. ! 
In a related development, :fro 1984 through 1986, en was 

unable to, pay its vendors, including SDG&E, in dollars for 
purchases of eqUipment and energy.. Fdr its sales to CFE, SDG&E 
created a dollar banking arrangement} 'Onder this arrangement,. the , . 
amount CFE owed SOG&E was recorded Un an interest-bearing account,. 
and cn was given the option of rep~Yinq its debt in either dollars 
or ener9Y- As a further precautio~, SDG&E obtained an insurance 
policy to guarantee repayment, and! CFE paid the premium.. Energy 
repayments trom November 1984 tbr&ugh April 1985 were credited on 

• I the basl.s ot SDG&E's hourly decr~.ental cost, and repayment~ t,rom " 
May 1986 through January 1986 were based on 90% ot SDG&E's hourly 
decremental cost. I 

Although t>RA., applI.rentD.y joined by City, found· SDG&E's 
dealings with <:FE during the r~iew period to De reasonable,. t1CAN 
raised several issues about these transactions. 
B. UCN!'s EgsitioD I 

t1CAN raises three concerns about the energy-tor-enerqy 
I . 

transactions. First, tlCAN WOnc\\"" whether the Commission was, 
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/' 
notifiea of these transactions. Second, UCAN notes t purchases 
from the Western Area Power .Acl:ministration (WAPA) are at 8$% of 
decremental cost and UCAN questions why CFE rec loved more favorab,le 
terms. Third, tTCAN asserts that SOO&E was una£le to' verify that 
the repayment insurance existed before 1986. 

UCAN is also concerned about pro edures tor purchasing 
economy enerqy. A sin~le transaction s duler is responsible tor 
arranging for purchases from and sales 0 up to, 3S other utilities 

/ 
during a 40-minute period each hourt~hiS scheduler m, ust work l2-
hour shifts. UCAN questions whether ese working conditions give 
the scheduler a reasonable opportun'ty to purchase the cheapest 
energy available. Moreover, UCAN a'sserts that the scheduler's 
supervisors have no way of dete~ning whether the scheduler has 
bought the cheapest possil:>le energy.. Finally, 'C'CAN argues that the 

. I 

present system may prevent SDG&E from purchasing low-cost economy 
, I 

energy that has to be transmitted through the territories Of other 

utilities. i 
~ SPG&E's Position 

SOG&E responcls to UCAN's query about Whether the 
commission was aware of the exchanges with CFE by pointing out that 
this proceeaing is the app~opriate time for the commission to 

I 
review these exchanges, and S~E asserts that the Commission's 
auditors have in tact reJiewed these transaetions in eonnection 
with this ease. I ' 

As tor the. comparison. ,w.ith..purchase5.,.fro:m....WAPA, .. SOG&E. 

believes that UCAN ha~misunderstood the use of decremental cost in 
the eFE transactions. In this context, *decremental cost* means 
*the lowest estimated expense it would otherwise have incurred had 
it generated ~ purchased the energy from other sources.... Thus, 

I ' 
according- to SDG&E, energy returned. unaer' the 'dollar ~anking· " 
arrangement gave sixJz, energy as cheap as or cheaper tba.n MlY othe= 
available economy en~rCJYr- includinqWAPA energy. 

, I, . 
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SOG&E also asserts that the record contains clear 
testimony that the insurance. was in effect before 1986 an that all 
economy enerqy transactions are well-doeu:mented. / 

In response to UCAN's assertions about e~e purchasing 
procedures, SDG&E notes that its schedulers are as sted ~y 
automatic phone systems available for contacting/ ther utilities 
and ~y a transaction evaluation computer proqram. Moreover, SDG&E 
argues that voluminous records are maintained~f all of SDG&E's 
hourly transactions. / . 

As for the problem of purchasing ~ner9Ythat must be 
transported through the territories of o~er utilities, SDG&E 
points out that SWPL is in part deSiqne~to avoid just such 
problems by giving SOG&E direct acce7s~ the enerqy available from 
several Southwestern utilities. 
D. Discussion 

Although UCAN has raised many concerns about the 
transactions with CFE, it has not okmonstrated that SDG&E has acted 
in anything other than a reasonabl~ and prudent fashion. It is 
aeknowledged that ~endments havelsaved SDG&E and its ratepayers 
over half a billion dollars compared to the original contract. 
SDG&E has demonstrated to our ~isfaction that its definition of 
decremental cost tor repayment ft. the dollar banking account 
balance ensured that ener9Y repayments were the cheapest source ot 

. I 

enerqy at the time of the rep~ent. UCAN has also tailed to 
I • . demonstrate .that~SDG&E's_praer:l.ces_for ~ seeurl.D9_econo:my . energy .,we~e., 

unreasonable or resulted in ~ny lost opportunities for purchasing 
the cheapest possible energy I 

We conclude that ~&E'S purchases from·· en during. the 
period we are concerned wi tb. in this case were reason~le and 
prudent. 
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v.t. '!'he 1979 Contract With PNK 

SDG&E agreed to- purchase up to 236 MW of capacity and 
associated enerqy from PNM in a contract signed on OCtober 30, 
~~79. The purchases commenced on the commercial operation date 
the San Juan Unit 4 plant and terminated on April 30, 1988. 

Althouqh ORA. criticized the level of the demand 
Ullder this contract, it :believes that SDG&E was very fortuna that, 
Units 1 and 2 of the Palo Verde nuclear power plant were d~yed. 
Provisions in the contract tied the level ot SOG&E's cap~ity 
obliqation to the completion date of those units, and O~ 
calculates that the delays saved SDC&E over $143 ~ill~n in eharqes 

I' 
tor unneeded capacity. Apparently because of the r,duced. capacity 
obliqation under the contract, DRA finds SDG&E's a~inistration ot 
the contract durinq the record period to be reasonaPle. 

We conclude that the evidence in thiSJ~roceedinq supports 
a findinq that SDG&E's administration of this contract durinq the 

• record period was reasonaPle. 
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VXI. %)le 1985 contract With PNK 

A. Background 
In 1984, SDG&E :began taking steps to respond to- the 

expiration of three purenased power contracts amounting to ov 
MW, or about 20% of SDG&E's total capacity, before the 198 summer 
peak. These expiring contracts included all o·f SOG&E's pacity 
from coal and hydroelectric plants. 

In 1984, SDG&E commissioned Charles River sociates to 
perform a study of the bulk power market. This ma)? et study found 
it useful to divide the bulk power market into one group of 
e~isting resources able to supply power by 19S9;'nd another group
of resources planned to :be completed in the 19$0&, which were 
subject to uncertain prices and completion d«fes. The mar~et stUQY 
concluded that purchases from existing baseioad resources were 
likely to be cheaper than purchases from tiseload resources planned 

for the 1990s. 1: 
~ong the near-term resources identified by the market 

study was a power purchase from,PNM. ost ot the power woulQ eome 
fro~ coal plants, fulfilling SOG&E's ;'(oal of diversifying the fuel 
sources of the plants that generate electricity tor use in its 
system, and PNM's estimated price w's among the lowest identified 

I ' 
in the market stUdy. The primary obstacle seen in the study was 
the need for arranginq transmissz"ol trom PNM's system to SWPL's 
terminus at Palo Verde •• ", .- - ." 

The contract was siqne I by .SOG&E on November 4 and by PNM 
on November 5-, 1985. SOG&E agreed to purchase 100 MW of capacity 
and associated energy from May i, 1988-, through April 30, 2001. 

Because the contract iwas signed during the period of the 
re~so~leness review, it is appropriate in this proceeding" to, .. , 

I 

consider the reasonableness anc1 prudence of SDG&E's decision to
t 

enter into the contract· with PNM. 

~ 
'\ 
'1\ 

~ 

- ~2 -
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The challenges to the reasonableness of the contract 
fall into four general area~. First, did SOG&E rea y need the 
additional capacity represented by the contract?' 
PNM agreement a reasonable choice for meeting need for 
additional capacity? Third, are the terms of e contract 
reasonable? And fourth, has SOG&E acted re onably in 
administering the contraet? 

SOG&E's answer to all these questions is yes. ORA, 
I 

City, and UCAN question the logic of SOG&E's conclusion that it 
needed additional capacity and believ~ that other, cheaper 
alternatives were available for meet;{nq the system's needs. OCAN, 
in particular, believes that SOG&E;&nreaSOnablY failed to, consider 
the availability of conservation ~d load management to reduce 
demand and eliminate the need foxithe contract. ORA also 

I 
challenges the reasonableness of several of the terms of the 

I 
contract and concludes that SDG&E has missed several opportunities 

I 
to cancel or reneqotiate a contract that now appears t~ be more 
expensive than many other options. . 

.. We will smnmarize/eaeh party's answer to these four 
qaest10ns. / 
B. l'b$ Need tor Additional capacity 

1.. S'DGiE's Position / 
In 1984, facing' the expiration by 198-9 of over 600 MW of 

existing purchased capao1ty, SOG&E commissioned the market study. 
As a follow-upt~ the ~rket study in 1985, SOG&E decided to' revise 
its resource plan to d~ermine more precisely how much capacity it , 
needed to have available in the future. This revision took place 
under the direction o~ its Resource and Operating committee (ROC) 

and will be referred t.o as the ROC plan. SOG&E was also guided by 
I 

a strat~ that c:a.l.led -for .l..imiting .. long -led-.time .commi bents t~ 
approxiluately sot of ~xpected need. When this strategy was applied 
to the 600 MW of the Firing contraets, SOG&E concluded that it 
should attempt to secure about 300 MW o~ long lead-time 
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~ commitments. Long-lead time commitments were defined 
that would not deliver power for four or more years. 
set a goal of developinq a diversitied resource mix. 

• 

:.,. 

~be ROC plan, as adopted in June 1985, se out torecasts 
o.~ SOG&E's loads and resources from 1985 through 004. According 
to the ROC plan, even with the PNM purchase, SOO£E would still :be 
3:9' MW short of its 20% target reserve margin ~ 1988.. SDG&E could 
have met its projeeted 1988 need without the~NM purchase by 

restartinq its Encina 1 or SOuth Bay 3 plan,ts, :but SDG&E preferred 
I . 

to keep these plants in reserve to meet jrt-term needs and 
unexpected shortages. 

The demand forecast of the R~e plan was essentially the 
same one SDG&E had submitted to the ~ifornia Energy Commission as 
part of the Energy Commission's sixth/common Forecastinq 
MethodolO<J:{ (CFM-6) proceeding_ ~hel single major change was that 

f 
SDG&E had revised its proposed CFMjP demand forecast to refleet 
more recent estimates ot self-qenefation. SDG&E did not rely on 
the Energy Commission's adopted d~d forecasts in its 1985 
Electricity Report (l985 ER), whiCh was issued on April 29, 1985, 

I. • 
because SDG&E believed that the forecasts were outdated, a belief 
that was supported by the fact that SOG&E's actual peak in :both 
1984 and 1985 substantially exdeeded the 1985 ER's forecasted peak 
load for those years. SDG&E c/>nsidered the 1985 ER forecast, but 
it did not rely exclusively 0 . that forecast, :because it appeared 
to be about l.00 ·MW ,too loW. at .its-s.tartinq.point-~ .SDG&E .. believes-----.-_ 
that it was reasonable under ose circumstances t~ use the ROC . 
plan, which was based on its submission to the CFM-6.proceedinq and 
was adjusted for more recen information on the extent of self-

generation. I 
2. ijRA'S Ppsitign' 

ORA :believes that the d.emand forecast in SOG&E' s ROC plan 
was flawecl ill, manyrespec:tf., and as. a resultSDG&E contracted.· to 
purchaseeapacity it did ot need. 
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First, ORA notes that the neea tor 3 
capacity in 1988 shown in the ROC plan iqno~s the plan's 
assumption that 598 MW ot existing generat!nq plants woula be put 
in reserve shutaown status. It these e~tinq plants are taken 
into account, DRA argues, SDG&E's O\lm plan showed that it had 
substantial excess capacity through ~ least 1988. ORA supports 
i~ argument by referring to twf:of DG&E's internal memos, which 
qa.estioned the need. ~or additional capacity in 1988 (Ex:>. 655 & 
658, Item 2). . 

Second, DRA compares e ROC load and resource forecast 
with the forecast submitted ~n ate 1984 as part of SDG&E's General 
Rate case (GRC) for test year 1986 and suspects that the ROC plan 
manipulated its ~oreeast t~ it the PNM contract. The GRC resource 
plan showed the Encina 1 plaht returninq to service in 1988; in the 

. I 
ROC plan the return is delayed until 1939. In the GRC plan, two 
Silver Gate units are retuf.ned to service in 1990 and 1995; the ROC , 
plan does not include thefr return. DRA notes that with· Encina 1, 
South Bay 3, and the Silver Gate plants in the resource plan, SOG&E 
would need only 82 MW 01 capacity in 1939·, and under its strategy 

• 
ot limiting' long' lead-~e commitlllents to half ot projected neecll' 
SDG&E would need to secure only 40 MW of capacity in 1989. ORA 

I 

also notes that, compa~ed to the GRC resource plan, the ROC plan , 
projects higher demand levels and about 40% less conservation and 
load management. I 

Third, oRA! argues that if SOG&E had used the otficial , 
State demand forecast adopted by the Energy Commission in the 1935 

ER and had inC1Ude~'the eXisting' capacity represented by the shut 
plants that it intended to return to s~rvice, i~ would have 

I 

realized that it d~d· not need additional capacity until 1994. 
FOurth,/DRA. responds to SDG&E'S belief that the 1985 ER 

forecast was out of date, as demonstrated by the tact that actual 
peak demand exceJied the 1985 ER's. forecast ~or both 1984 and 1985, 
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• l>.y noting- that the ROC plan's :t:orec:ast of peak clemancl in 
exceeded actual peak demand "by 89 MW .. 

From these points ORA concludes that SDG&E was 
unreasonable t~ rely solely on the ROC forecast t~ det~ine the 
need for additional capacity, a need which was eventu«ily filled by 
the PNM contract.. ! 

3. VCAN's Position . 
OCAN asserts that SDG&E knew in 1985 that it would not . . 

need additional power in 1988 and ~at existing ~its could meet 
projected demand for 198:8. The evidence in thiS case,. according to 
OCAN, suggests that SDG&E agreed to- take capao!ty earlier than it 
needed it as a concession to PNM. OCAN beli~es that such a 
concession was not necessary in the buYerts rket that existed at 
that time. 

4. SPG&E's' Response 
SDG&E asserts that it was prudynt in relying on the 

demand forecast of the ROC plan. In S~E"s opinion, the d.emand. 4IIt forecast of the 1935 ER, although it had been recently adopted,. was 
• I. the result of a long proc:eedl.ng and was unavol.dably out of date. 

The ROC plan was based on SDG&E's filing in CFM-6, which was 
I • Soo&1:'s most recent :forecast.. SOC&E rsserts that lot was reasonable 

and prudent for it to use the most recent information available 
when it had to decide whether to codtract for the purchase of 
additional capacity.. / 

• J J: i . -- SDG&E also 'argues that' lot-acted -prudent -:or" n-p'J:aC':tn~'-- ------
Eneina 1 and South Bay 3 in reservfo shutdown until 1989. Its 
strategy was to try to, obtain cos~-effective coal capacity and to 
reserve Encina 1 and SOuth Bay 3 las short lead-time options.. Its 
strategy of limiting long lead-time commitments to about sot of the 
expected need for capacity required it to maintain some short lead-
tillle flexibility.. l . , 

FUrthermore, SOG&E th1nks it wasprudentt~leave the 
Silver Gate plants mOtbballed_1 In keeping with its goal of fuel 

! 
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diversification, SDG&E believed that it should not r tart Silver 
Gate until it had exhausted·all competitive optio that did not 
rely on oil or gas. 

Finally, SDG&E disputes DRA's suqqes ion that it doctored 
its ROC plan to fit the PNM contract .. 
e.. The Selection or the PNK Contract 

to Fill the Expected N§.ed 

1. 

been more beneficial if it had bequn n 1989, rather than in 1988. 
Even the economic analysis SDG&E pe ormed in September 1985 showed 
that the contract would be more exprsive than avoided cost in 198-S 
and 1989 in the eXpected case.. T~ timing ot the start of the 
contract drew comments trom thelrties. 

a. SDG.iI's Position 
For SDG&E, the timinq issue arose out ot some of the 

findings and recommendations ot the 1984 market study. The market 
, I 
study (Ex. 530) surveyed the ~rket for several forms of power in 
the Western united States, cahada, and Mexico from the mid-19S0s 
through the turn ot the cent4rY. For the capacity market, the 

'i' . study found that SOG&E's opportun tl.es fell l.ntotwo' qroups. 
One qroup consisted of purchases from existing or nearly 

J. i completed resources. The capacl.ty from th s group was expected to 
be availal:>le by 1989. BeJ..use ot these resources existed or were , 
nearly completed,. the· timing and· .price. of ~these. .options._'W:el:e.-lIlore.._ --_ .. _. ' 

- I 
certain, and compared with the second group', the. prices were 
noticeably lower. I 

i 
The second qriup consisted of opportunities, primarily 

co-ownership opportunit:i!es, ~or obtaining eapacity from planned 
( 

resources. '!'hese resources were expected to come on '·line -in ·the 
• i :mJ.d.-to-late 19905. However, the market study found that the start

I . 
up of these plants could. be delayed by. various. circumstances.. Few 
opportunities existed :drom 1990 throuC;h 1993. In addition,. the 

I , , 
I 
i 
I 
I 
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~ prices in the second qroup were 
higher than the pre-1990 qroup. 

projeeted to 

• 

According to SDG&E, the market also indicated that 
SOG&E faced some competition for the least expensive opportunities 
and urged SDG&E to begin preliminary negot~tions for the most 
desirable options. Among the best ehoicesfidentified by the market 
study was the PNM contraet_!, 

Thus, SDG&E was aware that ijl~i9ht have to accept an 
earlier than desired start for its capacity purchase in order to . I 
secure long-term low prices. Theref?,e, SOG&E urges the Commission 
to consider the overall cost-effe

1
' :veness of the, contract over its 

full 13-year term, and not just the economics of the first two 
years. 

In addition, SOG&E responds to some of the other parties' 
I 

criticisms by noting that it attempted to negotiate for a delay in 
the commencement elate until J.98';' However, PNM rebuffed. this 

! 
attempt. SOG&E was aware that fNM needed revenues in 1988 because 
it had agreed with New Mexico regulators to remove part of its 

I 

excess capacity from its rate/base. The details of this capacity 
inventory arrangement gave PNM a strong incentive to make sales 

I 
from its exeesseapaeity. (See Tr. 74:8408-8410.) 

b. I2BA' S Position / 
To a large extent} ORA's approaeh to the timing issue is 

to accept SOG&E's challenge/to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of 
the contract 'over its·· entireterm-.-· . However,·· . ORA-bel·ieves-that- - .-..... ~ ..... 

i 
SDG&E incorrectly counted as a benefit the availability of capacity 

I 

that it did not need. As :was previously discussed, ORA. turther 
believes that the period dUring which SOG&E will pay for unneeded 

.. 
capacity will extend considerably beyond June 1989'. This portion 

" ot ORA.' s treatment of this issue will be discussed in eoxmee'tion' 
with the economie analysis of the contract ina subseqaentseetion 
of the deeision. ! 
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In addition, DRA faults SDG&E for not bar~ining more 
persistently for a later start date tor the contract. In DRA's 
opinion, merely asking one time for a later comm~cement and 
accepting without further discussion or protes~the other party's 
refusal, as ORA believes SDG&E did, are not the negotiating -
practices of a prudent utility. ORA. believe'that SOG&E should 
have pressed its leverage as a buyer in a ~'yer's market and its 
knowledge of the financial squeeze that ~'s capacity inventory 
arrangement had put it in to obtain a val~able and logical 
concession on the start of the contract I 

DRA also finds no evidence ~at SDG&E had calculated the 
price it would pay for agreeing to acdept unneeded capacity when it 
was negotiating with PNM. ORA belie;fes that at a minimum, a 
prudent utility would be aware of the cost of any concessions it 
made'during the course of negotiations. DRA finds that SDG&E was 
unreasonable for negotiating withdut even a rough estimate of the 
cost of the unneeded capacity. / 

c. City's Position 

City argues that SDG~ was imprudent to agree to- pay for 
capacity when it knew it would not need the capacity. City 
therefore recommends that all demand charges that SDG&E will pay 
for capacity between May 1, l.98.a and June 1,. 198'9,. should not be 

I 
allowed for recovery from ratepayers. 

d. 'OCAH's Position / 
On this issue, o~.largelY echoes ORA's point that i~ 

was unnecessary, in a buyer's market,. for SDG&E to accede to PNM's 
• • I 1ns1stence on an early commencement of the contract. 

2. The ECODOJDic Analtsis of the Contract 
. i I a. SIXiiE's PoSl.t on . 

SDG&E states -that- it performed. a- comprehensive cost
I 

effectiveness analysisot the Pm! contract_ This analysis took /. . 

place in August and september,. 19850, and the results were presented 
I 

) 
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to management in October 1985. For convenience, lysis will 
be referred to as the September analysis. 

The september analysis compared the expe cost or the 
P.NM contract with the forecasted costs for purchas s from 
~litying facilities (QFs), cogenerators and sm 1 independent 
power prOducers qualifying for certain benefi.t.s der the federal 
PUblic Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PORPA). Under 
PORPA, QFs are to be paid prices equivalent t the utility's 
~voided cost, or the costs that the utility 'voids by purchasing 
power from the QF rather than generating~n equivalent amountot 
power itself. The analysis used the capac ty prices authorized for 
QFs selling firm capacity for a term of 1 years beginning in 1988 

under Standard Offer Number 2 (S02). Beeause the contract 
guaranteed a 95% capacity factor, and bJcause QFs with high 
capacity factors could earn bonuses un~r S02, these bonus payments 
were imputed to the PNM con1;:ract. TtanalYSiS also. used a range 
of forecasts of oil and gas prices to test the sensitivity of the 
results to changes in fuel prices. 

The analysis concluded th~ the PNM would be cheaper than 
avoided cost by a]:)out $7.5- million when the expected costs of oil 
and gas were used in the comparison{. The PNM contract would be 
cheaper than avoided cost in every/year of the contract term except 
1988 and 1989. When the comparisof used a high forecast of oil and 
gas price forecast, the PNM saved/~s8 million compared. to avoided 
cost, but . when_ a low. . .tor.ecast..o.t_.pil..ancL~s-Pr.ices .. ~as_used,....the.~ .. 
contract was $51 million more e~nsive than avoided cost. When 
the probabilities of various everts occurring were taXen into 
account, the expected savings frpm the PNM contract was $5· million. 
The analysis eonelud.ed. that the~e was a 65% probability that the 
contract wouldbecheaper·than ~voided· cost • 

. I 
Because. the level of paci ty values had been 

eontroversial in the years pre edinq the contract signing, the 
analysis used the capacity. pri es tor S02 SOG&E proposed· in its 
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1986 ganaral rate ease. The capacity prices were adjus d to 
reflect the probability of n~ed based on its annual ,1 
probability. The Commission had approved this gene 1 approach, 
according to SOG&E, although the specific prices &E used in its 
analysis had not received the Commission's appr al. 

SOG&E believes that the capacity pr es it used in its 
analysis were conservative. The actual cap ity prices for 502 

that the Commission later approved in the C decision were 
slightly higher than the prices used in e analysis. In addition, 
the analysis used Schedule G-61 gas rat s, ra~er than the Schedule 
G-5 rates that were applied at that t~e. The result was that the 
avoided cost used in the analysis wa~about 7 mills per kilowatt
hour lower than if G-S gas rates hal been used. 

b. 12M's po~ition /. 
, ORA faults SOG&E's economic analysis on several grounds. 

First, DRA argues thatlSOG&E did not use any economic 
analysis to guiae it in its ne~tiations with PNM. SOG&E performed 
three preliminary analyses th~t considered only hypothetical 
purchases under terms not di~ctlY related to the actual terms of 
the PNM purchase. The fourtl analysiS, the September analysis, was 
the only analysis that conSfdered the actual terms of the contract, 
and it was pedormed only after the terms of the contract had been 
agreed on. ThUS, the onl/ concrete analysis did not guide the 
negotiations to allow S~E to obtain the maximum economie benefit 
from the contract ~ it cJr.e at a tilne when its only function could 
be to aid in the decisi6n whether to accept or reject the proposed 
contract. / ' 

Second, DRA/argues that the results of the september 
analysis were far trom compellinq. The analysis projected a 

/ 

savings of only $5 million over avoided cost,_ o:t:..less than...2% .of.-. ... 
I 

the total costs of the contract. DRA points out, that the margin of 
error in PROMOD, th. computerized production sfmulation model that 
SDG&E used in its lysis, is. plus or minus 1% and· that SOG&E's 
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projected benefits are within the margin of error of the PROMOO 
moclel. 'rhus, ORA argues that SOG&E could not :bejertainthat its 
analysis showed ~ benefit from the PNK cont:~t. The analysis 
showed that the contract's costs exceeded aV~ded cost in the first 
two years of its te:m, and there was a 35% pt'obab-ility that the 

contract would exceed avoided cost over ~, entire life of the 
contract. In ORA's view, no prudent util~ty would agree to' such. a 
marginally cost-effeetive contract. ~ 

Thirc:l, DRA believes that the" assumptions of the analysis 
were flawed. ORA asserts that the an'alysis used too high of a 

If 
capacity value for the years when no capacity will be needed. DRA 
presented two ways of adjusting ca~acity prices to- reflect the 
lower value of additional capacitf when a utility has adequate 

I . ~ reserve -margUlS. ~' . 
ORA's first method for adjusting capacity value is to' set 

I the capac~ty value at $0 whenjho additional capacity is needed to· -
meet target reserve margins. / According to ORA, if the value of 
capacity is set at $0 through May 1989, when a 400 MW purchase from 

t 

TEP expires, the contract would cost $$.6 million more than avoided 
cost.. It a $0 capacity vaiue is assi9Iled until 1993, when ORA's 

t 

sU9gested resource plan indicated that capacity would first :be 
I' 

needed, the contract would cost $44 million more than avo,ided cost. 
t 

DRA's second method is to apply an Energy Reliability 
I' 

Index (ERI), which calculates a shortage value for additional 
capacity __ .. When the . .ERI.!.me:thod. is. applied ,to. :the. addition o,! the ' 

( 

100 MW of the PNM cont;act to DRA's modified resource plan, the 
result is that the cost of the PNM contract is expected to exceed" 

" avoided cost by $20.1 ~llion. 
I 

ThUS,. ORA. ~lieves that it the value of the. contract's. 
.. 

capacity had );)een acc:w:ately set, either9 SOG&E's,or· ORA's analysis 
would have shownthat

i 
the contract would be more costly than 

avoided cost •. 

i 
I' 

I 
: 
~ 

I 

( 

\ 
I 
j 
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Fourth, ORA questions whether use of a capacity value 
based on soz in SOG&E's ana~ysis made sense in li~t of the many 
differences between the obligations contained i~02 and those of 
the PNM contract. 'Onder S02, the producer is ~id only for energy 
actually delivered; under the PNM contract, SDG&E is obligated 
under certain circumstances to pay even whe~deliveries are 
curtailed. Under 502, energy prices floatfto reflect changes in 
the price of the marginal fuel, usually g's or oil; the energy , 
price tor the PNM deliveries is fixed. ,he base capacity price 
under S02 is $120 per kilowatt per year· the payment under the PNM. 
contract is $Z80 per kilowatt per yea~ S02 prices are based on 
the value to SDG&E; the contract's prfcinq scheme foeuses on PNH's 
cost. S02 allows SOG&E to curtail rs at certain times; the PNM 
contract is a take-or-pay aqreemen'1 It a QF is unable to live up 
to its agreement to provide a spec1fied level of capacity, SOG&E is 

I 
entitled to collect any overpayme7ts it has made tor capacity~ the 
PNM agreement allows ne> such receNe.ry .. 

• J • • ORA summar~zes the sup~ort for 1ts conclus~on that a 
prudent utility would not have agreed to the PNM contract as 
follows: I 

HSDG&E knew that it d£d not need to make any new 
purchases in 1988 ana that it needed very 
littler it any, new/capacity into the 1990's. 
SOG&E entered into~ contract to buy unneeded 
capacity in these early years at prices above 
avoided costs in those years, with the hope 
that, over .the.long . .run,._the_.cont:caet_.would_be __ ... _._ 
cost-effective. I 

HBut SOG&E's est~ates of savings from this 
contract were rapidly shrinking, from an 
estimated $100 ~llion savings in May 1985 to a 
paltry ~S milli~n.savings in September 1985. 
The est~ted sav~gs represented less than 2% 
of the total p%jbduction costs over the life o~ 
the contract .. lIn tact, the marqin of error of 
PROMOD was greater than the estimated savings. 
Moreover, if SpG&E had properly accounted tor 
the cost·or power it did not need in even one 
year, . 19a.a,..i:' would have found the aqreement·. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
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c. 

not to be cost-effective in the 
(Opening Brie!, pp. 112-113.) 

3lCAN's P9sitiQn 
UCAN arques that it was unreasonable 

into a lonq-term commitment in the circumstanc s that existed in 
1985, particularly when SOG&E's own economic~alYSiS showed that 
the contract was only marqinally cost-effeet1.ve. 

do. S'QG&E's Reply 

SDG&E believes that it has corr. ctly valued the capacity 
of the PNM purchases ~y using its. propo d 502 capaei ty prices from. 
its 1986 GRC filing. SOG&E notes that ese proposed prices, which 
were used in its economic analysis ofjthe PNM contract, were lower 
than the adopted 502 capacity pricexn bOth. its 1984 and 1986 

qeneral rate eases. 
Accordin~ to SOG&E, DRA's suggestion that capacity should 

be valued at $0 tor some years is 'contrary to, the Commission's 
position that capacity always has/some value. In tact, during' the 
rate case portion ot this proceeding, DRA had proposed to, value 

I 

capacity at $0 when reserve marq).ns were adeq\l.ate.. the Commission 
rejected this proposal because it was contrary to several earlier 
decisions. (D. 85-12-108, mimeo/. p~. 84-86.) 

In addition, SDG&E atques that the ERI method DRA uses 
for adjusting capacity prices rew out of the suspension ot 
Standard Offer 4 (504), and ~e Commission never adopted this 
method:; ~ ~The method~DRk -reeommends:""Wa:s-used: ~to~1Uake-' ettl:cul-a:ti-ons
tor adjusting capacity for pdcific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) 

I 

and Southern california Edison Company (Edison) to guide the 
Commission in deciding wheth~r to- continue its partial suspension 

I 

of S~4, but no- such calcula:rons were applied to- SDG&E"s 
circumstances. Moreover, thie interim decision that proposed the 
adjusted capacity prices U31d the 198.4 GRC 502 prices for SDG&E, 
and these prices. were hiCJh than those used in ,SDG&E' s. economic 

. . , '. . 

analysis of' the PNK contra • Finally, _ commission suspended 504', 
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so the modified prices were never put into effect. 
suqqest that SOG&E should have used a method. tha was never applied. 
to it and never endorsed by the Commission is~eaSOnable, in 
SDG&E's view. / 

. In fact,. SDG&E continues, in~ th86 GRC decision the 
Commission endorsed a method very similar c> the probability Of 
need factor method that SDG&E used. te> ad st the capacity prices in 
its economic analysis. SDG&E argues that it is unreasonable to, 

I expect SDG&E to choose a method propo$ed by DRA :but never accepted 
by the Commission over been approved by the 
Commission. 

3. , 
<l. SDG&I'sJ»osition / 

SDG&E arques that thejContract carried many other 
benefits beyond its economic v~ue. 

(1) luel Diversi~/ 
One of the fo~ost benefits of the contract, in 

SDG&E's view, is that it f~ered SDG&E's efforts to, diversify its 
resource base. SDG&E's heafr reliance on generation plants fueled 
by oil and qas had combined with the oil price increases of the 
1970s to drive up SOG&E's ates to among' the hiqhest in the nation. 
SDG&E has since then atte pted to diversify its resource base to 
avoid overreliance on an single fuel source or technology. It now 
owns part of Units 2 & of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating 
Station, ~and 'it-has con acted· to purchase'power· ,trom .. system.s·.with .... _._. 
hydroelectric and coal fired resources. 

In add' ion, SOG&E had been instructed by the 
ca.lifornia Enerqy Co 'ssion to decrease its reliance on plants' 
using oil and gas. 

Part f the apetus behind SDG&E's 'contraeting for 
the market study in 1984 was the realization that all of its 
purchases from hydr lectric and coal plants were goinq to expire 
~y 1989. It need to· replace these purchases with some other 
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/ 
resources, and it strongly desired to replace them with es 
that would continue its efforts toward diversification. 

To sUlllXQarize, SDG&E believes the PNM cont 
offered the additional benefit of diversification. O' ersification 
in turn offered the benefits of softening the disru ions that 
could affect a single fuel or technology and 
effects of such disruptions. 

(2) 

of the available options. 
other resources that were options to the 

contract was the ~est 
onsideration of six 

First, unlike PG&E and E son, SOG&E did not receive 
an overwhelndng response to its standa a offers to QFs. 
Accordingly, QFs were not expected to reduce demand or increase 
supply enough to displace the need t. r additional resources. The 
ROC plan's demand forecast include the most recent forecasts of 
delUand-reducing c0generation, an~t that point On,lY three QFs had 
entered into contracts to delive firm capacity to SOG&E. 

Second, the poss' ility of developing a coal plant, 
pro~ably in conj~ction with ~ther utility, was explored but 
rejected because of several P:rblems. Building a plant in 
California would likely face f~vironmental opposition, and 
estimating fuel costs was complicated by the uncertainty of rail 
transportation rates. Building near the mine avoided some of these 
pro~l~,. but fOl: SOG&.E"itwfdded ..another Jpr.oblem .because. .o.t...its ___ ._, .. 
lack of a transmission line to the proposed sites for western coal 
plants. Ownership carried additional responsibilities and risks. 
that were not present in e PNK contract, according t~ SDG&E~ 

Third, al ough ORA suggested that SOG&E could have 
purchased capacity on fa orable ter.ms~rom Edi~n or 'PG&E, neither 
of those companies had tered the sellers' market. In SOG&E's 
view, ORA seems 'to rely on reports indicating that both. utilities 
bad excess capacity int 19905.. However, those capacity 
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fiqures resulted largely trom the wGold Rushw ot QFs siqning 
standard offers in anticipat'ion of the suspension ot $02 and 
and neither utility felt confident enough about this paper 
to commit to sell to others. 

Fourth, although UCAN suggested that S 
have met its need tor additional capacity through i 
conservation and load management, SDG&E asserts 
reductions from mandated and cost-effective con load 
management programs were already included in t e ROC plan's demand . 
forecast. The forecasts were based on SOG&E/s proposals in the 
1986 GRC, and in fact the Commission autho zed $4 million less 
than SDG&E requested for conservation and load management. 
Furthermore, the test of cost-effective ss for the proqraJns 
proposed by SDG&E was based on the muc higher projections of long
term fuel prices that existed when S &E filed its GRC application 
in December 1984, rather than on eo 
1985, when it needed to make its d 
SOG&E also views UCAN's and DRA's 
relitigate the conservation and 
case phase of this proceeding_ 

arable forecasts in October 
ision on the PNM contract • 

ositions as attempts to 
aspects of the rate 

Fi~th, SOG&E be ieves that ORA's suggestion that it 
should have relied on its mo lled plants and on purchases of 
economy energy for its expect d capacity requirements would have 
been a foolish strategy. Si ce the mothballed plants burned oil 
and gas,' DRA' s suggestion· w ld· have been ·a· bad goal .. fex:. a.ll· . the ... 
reasons that fuel diversity is a good goal, as discussed 
previously. In addition, e availability of economy energy in the 
1990s was projected to be r~arily during off-peak periods and not 
~ energy would be need Also, without the PNK contract,. 
SDG&E would. not have a tr 'ssion path to the Four Corners area, 

st's economy energy would· originate. 
E investigated but·. rejected' possible 

purchases from· Modesto- ta Clara-Redd.ing (MSR) and' El Paso:· 
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Electric Company eEl paso). MSR was a short-term offer which.could . / 
fairly be compared to the PNM offer only it the cost of pu~chasing 
a follow-up resource was considered. When this compari~o( was 
made, PNM emerged as the cheaper long-term resource i~SDG&E'S 
analysis. Further=ore, MSR did not have a firm trag{mission path 
to Palo Verde, the terminus of SWPL. As tor El P~o, it had not 
made a firm offer, and it also did not have a f~ transmission 
path to Palo Verde. In addition, its system /lied heavily on 
plants fueled by oil and gas, so a purchase Paso would not 
further SOG&E's 90al of increased fuel div 

(3) Price stability 

A third benefit of the P contract in SOG&E's eyes 
was the stability of its price. The d and rate was fixed for the 
first four years of the contract, and could then increase only with 
increases in an index that was not in oil and 
qas prices. In addition, could occur no more otten than 
once a year • 

(4) 

~he PNM contraet rried with it two valuable 
transmission rights, according 0 SDG&E. 

First, SOC&E ob ained an opportunity to purchase, at 
cost-based rates and when ava'lable, up to 100 MW of backup, 
transmission between Palo ve~e and PNM's system. Accordinq to 
SDG&E, this opportunity qaVrit access to the Four corners region, 
a maj or source oteconomy.. ergy in the Southwest. 

(5) BeliMility , 
SOG&:E point$ out that the PNM contract is a purchase 

from the PNM system. and is/ not linked to the operation (or outage) 
of a single unit.' In ad<1dtion, the contract quarantees a 95% 

capacity factor, an extr

4
elY high level o~ reliability. 

(6) Price 
SDG&E as rts that the price of the PNM' contract was. 

the best price obtainable under the· circumstances andattbe time 
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the contract was negotiated. The contract price is 19% 1 
a comparable offer from PNM.only 14 months earlier. Ac 
both PNM's representations and SOG&E's own analysis, . was less 
than 80% of the projeeted cost of PNM's wholesale rvice during 
the term of the agreement. e capacity 
inventory arrangement, SOG&E's negotiator conel ded that this. was 
the lowest price that PNM could offer. That onclus1on was 
confirmed during negotiations ~y PNM's reje~ions. of various offers, 
~y SDG&E that had the effeet ot reducing tlfe price. 

(7) De start Date Was rim - / 
A final ~nefit of the p~ contract was that the 

commencement of purchases under the co tract was firmly set. Other 
options contained uncertainties that de it unelear that the 
resource would be ready when SDG&E 

b. PRA's Positism 
ORA disputes some of th benefits listed by SDG&E and 

emphasizes that the contract als carried many risks • 
(1) 

DRA's points on e adequacy of the demand forecast 
seem to argue that SDG&E co . ted to the PNM: contraet earl:f.er than 
it had to. This early commit ent required SDG&Eto forego later 
and presumably better info tion on its system demand, fuel 
prices, and other purchase pportunities. As things turned out, of 
course, a delay of a few mo ths would have considerably revised the 
fuel price forecasts, sinc shortly after the contract ,was signed 
oil mar~ets took a plunge /to much lower price levels that continue 
to this day. The commitm nt to a long-term. take-or-pay contract,. 
DRA argues, carried the isle that such changes in the :fUndamental 
elements ot the contract could occur. 

(2) 

no provisions 
the event that,'circumst 

lar vein, DRA notes. that the cont::act had 
g its terms~ or terminating the contract in 

sul:>stantially :from. those'. 
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contemplated in the agreement. From the moment SOO&E 

contract, it was committed to purchase capacity until , with 
one exception that will be addressed later. If the contract turned 
out to be a ~ad one, as ORA believes it has, SOG&E uld be stuck 
with a considerable expense until the next centu 

(3) 

One of the contract's provisions'sin~led out for 
I' 

special criticism by ORA is the application Qf the index to· the 
demand charge. Even if the index decreases;ithe contract provides 
that the demand charge will not decrease: ;if the index decreases so 
that a decrease in the demand charge wou~ otherwise be called for, 
the demand charge remains at a fixed leV~l until the index has 
increased enough to.jus~ifY ~other i,trease in the deman~ :harge. 
Thus, the contract ~s b~ased ~n faVor; ~f PNM, in ORA's op·~nl.on. 

SOO&E bears much of the risk of infl,Ation o·f the index, ~ut PNM 

bears none of the risk of a decliD,t If in fact such a decline 
occurs, the contract would in eff~t become even more costly. In 
ORA's view, S~E needlessly accited an asymmetrical risk when it 
agreed to this provision. 

(4) SDGU BUst Pay ttie Demand Cb.arqes 
VllSler A Wide RaxSe 2( <:j.rmnn§tMees 

I 
ORA criticizesjthe provision that requires SDG&~ to 

continue to pay demand charg

h 
even if delivery of contract energy 

is curtailed or interrupted. If deliveries are curtailed or 
interrupted by more than ·5% in, any month., then. the. ,demand. .ehal:~e .is._. _ .. 
reduced by half of the perc nbge of aclcli tional curtailment or 
interruptions. Although S &E compliments itself for ne~otiating a 
provision that encourages e seller to perform, ORA note$ that 
this. provision could have the effect of requiring SOG&E to pay 55% 

of the demand charge ev when no energy is delivered •. -(See 
Tr - 75: S535-8538.) . DRA. believes. that there· was no reason ~or S~E 
to. ag'ree to such a prov'sion in light of PNH's stronqdesire to" 
make a sale. 
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(5) The Risk or Fuel Price ESCAlation 

ORA notes ~t the price of fuel is tied 0 the fuel 
mix of PNM's system. Thus, if the fuel mix of PNM'S 
due to problems at Palo Verde, San Juan, or Four Co 
costs under the contract would increase. A sale 0 PNM's interest 
in Palo Verde would trigger a provision in the c tract that allows 
the parties to negotiate a satisfactory revisio. DRA is concerned 
that the contract is silent as to what happe 
unable to agree on a revision. 

(6) , 
As mentioned previously, S~&E'S economic analysis 

of the contract conclUded that there was! 35% chance that the 
costs under the contract would exceed aVfided cost over the term of 
the contract. ORA. teels that this was oc> great of a risk to take 
for this contract, especially in light of DRA's criticisms o,f the 
details of SOG&E's analysis. 

c. :qcAN's Position 
UCAN's primary contributi to the weighing of the costs 

and benefits of the contract is its/asserticm that SOG&E failed 
adequately to consider conservati7 and loacl management as an 
alternative to the contract. 

UCAN believes that SOG& has failed to meet its burden of 
proof and has made no showing thJe. the PNM contract was cheaper 
than conservation and load, managbnent. According to- UCAN, SDG&E 
never attempted to analyze the ~mand-reducing potential for , I " 
conservation and load management past 1988. Moreover, SOG&E's 
forecast illogically showed ~inal cost decreasing while average 
cost increased; this anomaly created a bias against conservation. 
SDG&E's analysis also made anfm!air comparison between 
conservation and: the PNM conqact. The strict nonparticipant. test 
was applied to conservation programs, while the looser societal 
test was the "measure of the crontract' s benefits.' UCAN', agrees with 
the Commission, which fOund.( .the 19a6 GRCclecision that SDG&E hact 
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placed t~mueh reliance on the nonparticipant test an which 
criticized SDG&E for its lack of success in its conservation 

programs. / . 
UCAN cites several reasons in supportjCf its contention 

that conservation and loaa management could bAle displaced the need 
for the PNM contract. It points out that in/the 1986 GRC decision 
the Commission ordered SDG&E to conduct co~ervation programs that 
SDG&E had not requested, a fact that u~says indicates the 
SDG&E's conservation programs were not ~complete as SOG&E claims. 
FUrther, UCAN states that SDG&E's tore;fast of conservation did not 
anticipate improvelI1ents in the teehn~09Y of conservation anel load 
managelnent. In addition, UCAN's witness gave several examples of 
programs that were cost-effective ~ 1985 and will be cost
effective in 1988 that were not~. sued:by SDG&E. 'creAN believes 
that if SOG&E had done a fair as essment of the true potential for 
conservation and load :maDagemen , it would have reco9%lized that the 
PNM contract was not needed. I 

UCAN recommends that/the Commission not allow recovery 
I from ratepayers of the differrnce between the cost of the PNM 

contract and the cost of conservation and load management programs. 
UCAN's witness identified mJny programs with estimated costs of 
conserved. energy of betweerJ one and five cents. For Simplicity, 
UCAN' recommends that the C mmission disallOW recov'ery of the two· 
cent per kilowatt-hour di erence between conservation programs 
costing .. five. cents .. per.ki owat~-hour. and.. the .. expected ,seven cents. 
per kilowatt-hour cost 0 the PNM contract. OVer the term of the 
contract, UCAN esttmates that this difference will amount to $21& 
million. 

UCAN also ques ions SDG&E's contention that fuel 
diversity justified the ontraet. 'CON notes the . lack ot' testimony 
on how SDG&E placed a v ue on eli versi ty • SDG&E has used the 
concept of diversity to· ustify uneconomical contracts" 
impeae the flexible use of SWPL, in UCAN"s op·inion.· 

. \. . .. 
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tTCAN' joins other parties in criticizing SDG&E fo 
agreeing to an escalation clause that allows rates to 9 up but 
never to decline. / 

d. city's Position 
city has concerns similar to those rais~ by ORA.. In 

particular, City believes that SDG&E committed ilself to the 
contract earlier than necessary. City also f~S unreasonable the 
provision that requires SDG&E to continue tojpay a disproportionate, 
share of the full demand charge when deliveries are curtailed or 
interrupted to less than the 95% level ot!vailability. City 
further argues that SDG&E sbould have been more cautious in 
entering into such a marginally cost-ef~ctive l~ng-term contract 
after its SWPL purchases bad received ~rong criticism during the 
GRC hearinqs. Finally, City believes/that SDG&E was unreasonable 
to agree to an index tor the demand charge that goes up but never 
goes down. I 
D. Discussion Of the Terms or the Icontract 

Tbe primary question fo~ our resolution is wbether the 
decision to enter into the PNM cohtract was reasonable and prudent, 
m light of the intormation that/ SDG&E's decision makers knew or 
sbould bave known at the time they made the decision. Our current 
knowledge of the course of fue~ prices and the resulting 
expectation that the contract fill cost more than avoided cost 
should not have any })earing on our assessment 0': the decision 
makers' actions .at the time~ __ ~e .decision was lnade. 

The contract was a-Jproved by SDG&E's Board of Directors 
I 

on November 1, 1985 and was $iqned bY'SOG&E on November 4, 1985. 
Tbus, the only information ~ may properly consider in assessing 
the prudence of SDG&E's deciSion is the ,information that was 
available to SDG&E before N~Vember 1985 -and" that was accepted in 
evidence during this proceeding_ 

In re.vie.wing thi~ information, we are persuaded that 
SDG&E was imprudent in entJrinq into the P.NM contract wben it did~ 

. 'I 
, . 
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.. 
and that its failure to consider, give p~oper weight t~, and 
quickly respond to several available facts will result in 
unreasonable costs for SOG&E and its ratepayers. 

1. The lfeed tor Additional calNcity 

a. SDG&E OVerestimateclits Need 
tor Additional capacity 

S'OG&E initially began the search for new reso 
led to the PNM contract because it believed in 19S4 th 
600 MW of new resources by 19S9 to replace between 60 
of expiring contracts. Onder its new strategy towar acquiring 
resources, it hoped to secure roughly 300 MW ot it 
through long lead-time commitments, or those comm' ments that had 
to be made tour years before the delivery of pow r. 

SOC&E's strategy ~t limiting its comm'tment to long lead
time resources to half of its expected need w~ a reasonable 
approach in the period we are considering. ~s approach 
recognized that demand growth patterns were hanging, that gOOd 
opportunities to obtain capacity might aris in the future, that 
since 19S1 oil prices had first declined d then stabilized, and 
that flexibility was appropriate under th circumstances. 

However, this strategy emphasi dthe importance of an 
accurate demand forecast and an accura~testimate of expected need 
for additional resources. The strategy was only as good as the 
estimate of expected need that it was plied to.. SDG&E"s strategy 
made it"particularly, .l.mportant. to. asse~.the . .need_ for .. additional. _ ~ .. ~_~ 
resources and to scrutinize the unde~ing demand forecast , 
carefully and thoughtfully. Tc> the e ent that the esti:oate of 
need for additional resources was to high or too low, application 
ot the strategy to such an inaccuratf estimate would lead SOG&E 
either to purchase unneeded resourcer or to fail to secure' enough 
new resources to. meet customers' d ds. . 

Even when the tact· that 5 veral ot SOG&E's large 
contracts would expire in 1988-89 i taken into·ac:c:ount-"SOG&E 
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seems to. have o.veresti=ated its need fo.r replacement capacity. 
Acco.rding to. the GRC reseurc;:e plan ef Nevel%ll:ler 8, 1984, SDG&E 
expected to. have eneugh capacity to. sell 100 MW to. Arizena 
Service Cempany in 1985 and to take the Encina 1 and:?:eu Bay 3 

plants, tetalling 298 MW, eut o.f service in 1986. Rat er than a 
Deed. ter 600 MW in 1989, the GRC reseurce plan (E;)C. / ) shews 
additienal purchases of enly 215 MW frem 1988 thr~ugh 1990. 

Thus the need tor capacity shewn by SDQ;E's reseurce plan 
e,t Nevelllber 1984 was censiderably less than th/600 MW that SDG&E 
believed it needed to. secure when it ~egan i tj search tor new 
reseurces earlier that year. This dramatic;ehanqe in an assumptien 
underlying SDG&E's reseurce acquisitien~.itrate9'Y did net seem to. 
affect its pursuit o.t a centract with P~7. 

b. 'lhe Contract's Important Terms Were 
EstMlished Betore SDG&E Analfyzed Th~ 

SDG&E began the negotiation!. leading to. the PNM centract 
in the fall of 1984 by requesting P~ to. develop, principles for a 
sale to. SDG&E. PNM responded in a feeting in No.vember 198:4 with a 
preposal for a contract tor sales;ot 100 to. 200 MW tor eigh~ years 
be<;inning in 1988,. PNK also. pro.~sed a 100 MW co.ntingent sale with 
an additienal 100 MW to. be sha~ to. fit SDG&E's load patterns_ 
SOG&E told PNM that it ceuld ne~ make a final cemmitment until 
July 1, 1988, one ~onth atterre expected cempletien o.f the ROC 
plan. , 

PNM tollowed up this meeting with a dratt letter et 
understanding of Nevember zi 1984 (see Ex. 531, Ite~ 2). What is-
no.tewerthy about the draft~~etter ef understanding is that it 
prepesed many ef the terms/that were eventually incerporated into. 
the tinal PNM centract. F,or exall1ple, the draft stated that the 
contract was to. begin en· y 1, 1988. Centract.demand _was._se.t. at ... 
100 MW with an option fer an additional 100 MW. The price tor 
capacity was set at $23. 

the first four years. 
per ltilo.watt-mentl:l., with: n~ increase in 
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. SOG&E responded with a revised letter o~ understandi~ 
'I'he revised letter did not commit SDG&E to a purchase of" ene / and 
capacity ~ut stated that the parties were working toward a 
~qreement. 

Nevertheless, many of the terms of the draft 
understanding soon ~eame assUlned points of agreemen for the 
eventual contract, and further negotiations focuse~n other 
topics. For example, SDG&E states that after it ~ceived the draft. 
letter of understanding , it compared the contracj demand price with 
P:NH's costs and concluded that the price was. reason~le. (Ex. 529, 
pp.. IV-7 - IV-8.) There were no further ntgo iations on the price 
term. 

Negotiations on the contract's 0 er terms continued, but 
~eanwhile a final letter of understanding;!was executed on 

of 

January 15, 1985. (Ex.531,. Item 3). AlthOugh the l~nguaCJe of the 
final letter of understanding was inten£ionallY broad, it repeated 

I 
the parties' apparent assumption that/the purchases would begin in 
1988. The letter mentioned that the /parties were discussing 
purchases during 1988-2003 and were~eqotiating a contingent 
capacity purchase of between 100 and 200 HW tor about 15 years 
beginning in the late 1980s. More/specificallY, the letter 
referred to a post-1987 power tr~saction. The letter also stated 

I 
tha't agreement was expected by J;uly 1. 

What is striking abo~ these early negotiations is how 
many ot, the important.. te.rms_'JI1~e... assent),,) ly_..se.t...at. an earlY.date,. 
with little or no analysis bY~OG&E and little consideration of 
SOG&E's requirements. So far/as SOG&E's testimony reveals, the 
only analysis of the proposeJ capacity charge was a comparison with 
P:NH's estimated costs. SOG&fo apparently did not compare these 
proposed charges' with· other !oPtiOns or with the value ·that· this 
capacity represented for SDG&E. . 

Moreover, as. SDGfE employees pOinted out. on Dec~er 12,. 
1984, anclin May. 1985 (Ex. 65S;: Ex. 658,. .Items ·2. & 3),. SDG&E's 
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resource plans at this time showed that SDG&E di not need 100 MW 
of capacity in 1988 and perhaps not in 1989. ~e resource plan 
filed with its GRC application was devel~oed /n November 8, 1984 
(Ex. 45) and showed an expected reserve ma in of 22.2% in 1988 
withQy.t the PNM purchase. (SOG&E's targe reserve marqin at this 
time was 20%.) The slot the PNM purchase eventually assumed in the 
resource plan, an "undetermined resourle" of 100 MW, did not emerge 
in the GRC plan until 1989. Moreoved this purchase could be 

deferred until 1990 if necessary*y accelerating by one year the 
planned return of two of the Silve Gate units. 

Despite these concerns, SDG&E proceeded to negotiate many 
other terms of the proposed agreement without altering its . 
negotiating posture to reflectfese important questions of need 
and value. 

So far as the record reveals, SOG&E never attempted to, 
negotiate a lower demand chatge; PNM's initial proposal in the 
draft letter o~ und.erSt1J:n.d.i?9 became the demand Charge term o~ the 
final agreement. 1'be ques,?on of delaying the start of the 
contract until 1989, when the GRC resource plan first showed a need 
for additional capacity, 1as not raised in the negotiations with 
PNM until a meeting on May 21, 1985, over six months after 
negotiations began and atter the contract had already been througn 
several drafts. Not s~risinglY, PNM rejected this late proposal, 

I . 

and St>G&E thereafter dro;Pped its request. A proposal to reduce the 
contract. demand .to 50, , .stUl.mo:z:e ,.'than_the .J:esource_plan_showed_~.. " 
was needed in 1988, was not made until April 25, 1985. ~ 

rejected this proposal, and SOG&E did not pursue a demand reduction 
again. 

Thus, as late as May 1985, SDG&E was negotiatinq the 
details of a contract ,(,bose essential termsPNM had estaJ:)lished at 

I 
the outset, tor a purcbase of capacity SDG&E could not show it 

\ 
needed, at a price it fould not demonstrate was. in.l.ine with the 
value to SDG&E. Al.thouqh SDG&Ehas asserted that the PNK contract' 
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was justified by the ROC plan, many of the crucial points of the 
agreement were essentially established well befO:e the ROC plan was 

approved. I 
c. The ROC Plan Did Not Show a Neeci 

Ew Additional capacity in 198L 

As we have just mentioned, the GRe plan of November 8, 

1984, did not show a n~ed for additiona;!capacity in 1988, when 
deliveries under the PNM contract wer,!proposed to' beqin. SOG&E 
asserts, however, that its revised resource plan, the ROC plan, 

t 
justified the commencement of the PNK purchase in 1988. 

When the ROC plan was re~ased and adopted in late June r 

it' showed a need for an undetermiJed capacity purchase of 100 MW in 
1988. But SOG&E's argument that~the ROC plan justified the PNM 
eontract is misleading. The need ~or the purchase in 1988 was 
accomplished :by a juggling of r'esources and not by just an increase , 
in demand. For example, the chief way that a need for purchased . 

• t 

power was created ~n the ROC/Plan was to delay the return of 100 MW 
from the Encina 1 plant. T~e GRC resource plan had shown a 100 MW 
undetermined purchase in 1989 and the return of Encina l's 100 MW 
1988. The ROC plan accelet~ted the undetermined purehase to 1988 
and kept Encina l's 100 MW/ out of service an additional year until 
1989. I 

There is little! question that the real effect of the ROC 
plan was to accommodate, fnot to justify, the :beginning of the PNM 
pureh~se. in 1988.. This.. Fclear. from.. .'Xable. . .I.-J.....o1!. ... 'tlle • .ROC-plan._," ___ ..... -.-

(Ex. 529, p. I-13), which id.entifies the 100 MW PNK purchase as the ( 
i 

only resource planned. to :be added in 1988. The developers of the. 
I 

ROC plan assumed that the PNM purchase would :begin in 1988, 
I 

included that purc:basejin the plan, and adjusted the return of 
Encina 1 accordingly. , Moreover, the ROc- plan completely- re:moves-- -
the silver Gate Plantsl from the resource plan, although just seven 
:months earlier the GRC plan showed 198. MW -from the S11 ver Gate 
plants returning in 1~90 and another 102 MWreturningin 1995-. 

~ 

I 
1 
1 
\ 
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d. SDG&E Failed to Give Adequate Consid~ . on 
to the Et'tect ot oil and Gas Price V~ation 
on the ~gt's Benefits , 

In the ea.rly sta.ges of the neqoti~ons with PNM, SDG&E' s 
analyses showed that the transmission arra~ements~ which were then 
uncertain, could have a dramatic effect Of the range of expected 
benefits under the contract. SOG&E acc~dingly made a special 
e·ftort to have PNM solidify the transm' ssion path to- Palo- Verde,. 
the terminus of SWPL. These efforts ere successful. 

By May 16, 19$5, however, analysis revealed that 
uncertainty in the forecasts of th prices of oil and gas had 
become the variable that had the ~reatest effect on whether the 
contract was beneficial. AlthOU?h this analysis did not use the 
specific terms ot the PN'K contraet, it purported to test the 
sensitivity of the contract's ~efits to· oil ~d gas prices. One 
result of this sensitivity teJting showed that when it was assumed 
that oil and g-as prices would not increase from lo9$S levels over ' 

I 

the term of the contract, thIe PNM contract and all other purchase 
options were expected to coftmore than oil and gas generation. In 
other words, it oil and qas prices continued to stay level, SDG&E 
would be economically bet~er off relying on generation tueled by 

"1 d. . I 0:1. an g-as than purc:haSl..ng- under the contract .. 
SDG&E's reaetiJn to this possibility was extremely muted. 

The possibility that oi~ and gas prices would stay level or 
decrease was. assigned. 1J./~ pro»ability~ the probability that fuel 
prices would increase ?s set at ~S%. The chance that fuel costs 
would not increase *was considered very unlikelyN (E~. 529, /' 
p. V-6). . I / 

SOG&E has n~t explained why it considered flat fuel! 
prices to be so unIik~y. At that tiJDe, oil prices had not 

I 

increased tor nearlY:t' iva years, not since Janua:ry 1981. 'l'he 
Organization of ::etr lewn. Exporting" ~ountries (OPEC) bact not. been 
very sueoess~Ul 1n I orc~ produ~on qQotas,that were key to 

/ 
J 
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.... intaininc;r artificially hic;rh prices. SOllIe experts were ~. 
higher prices, including a forecasting service relied o~y SOG&E. 
However, many other experts, includin9' some services tb'at SOG&E 
subscribed t~, were predicting a collopse ot OPEC a 
of :market-determined prices at a :much lower level 

an emergence 
existed 

under OPEC's dominance. For example, ORA intro ce~ int~ evidence 
three articles that appeared either in the pop~ar press or in one 
ot SOG&E's torecastin9' service subscriptio~j.?n the year preceding 
the signing of the contract. (Ex. 648, 649;f 650.) The articles 
suggested that :most experts expected oillices to decline, to 
prices as low as $lO per barrel. 

The conclusion of the May anal~sis that oil and gas 
prices would increase contradicted SDG~ management's judg:ment of 
of just a few months earlier. In JanJary 1985, SDG&E's managers 
with expertise in enerqy demand were~nimous in their views that 
-gas prices will move down for threefto five years.w A majority of 

. I 
these managers also be11eved that (OPEC has lost its dominant 
control over the market and that ~r the next few years there will 
be a leveling or decrease in oil prices. w (Ex. 664, p. 3.) SDG&E 
has not explained what happened in the intervening four months t~ 
change its managers' forecast oi fuel prices so completely. 

SDG&E has thus failed/to- explain why it gave so little 
consideration to the possibili~y that oil prices would decline or 

. I 
rema~n flat, at least for the early years of the contract. Because 
SOG&E knew_by May ~98~ that ~e PNM contract did not make economic 
sense if fuel prices continued to ~ stable,. there was ample time 
to reconsider or reexamine ~ fuel forecasts Defore committinq to 
the contract. As far as the Ire cord reveals, SOG&E did not 
reevaluate its fuel forecasts until around early November 1985, 

I .about the time the contract was siqned, and clearly too late. to· 
I . . 

influence the contract's ter.Ils. (Tr. 72:8162 .. ) SDG&E's failure to , 
pursue this weak link in its support for the PNM eontract lectit to 
overlook some of the options it still had. At aminimWll, .. tbe 

! 
\ 
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results ot a reconsideration ot the ettect ot tuel prices on th 
desir~111ity ot the PNK contract would have given SDG&E val~e 
ammunition in its efforts to negotiate a better deal with~. It 
was unreasonable for SDG&E's decision makers to give so ~tle 
weight to the etfect of fuel price forecasts on the co~-
eftectiveness ot ·the PNM contract. 

e_ SDG&E's Economic Analyses Did 
Hot SUpport the contract 
SDG&E conducted four economic analyse of the PNM 

contract, with results presented on January~, April 5-, May 16, and 
in september and October 19S5-. (Ex. 529, pp IV-7 - IV-S, Tr. 
74:8412-8414; Ex. 532, Items 1, 2, & 3.) F several reasons, we 
find the results ot these analyses to be mtfcn less persuasive than 
they apparently were for SDG&E's deeiaion!makers. 

The first analysis was merelYt' comparison ot the demand 
charge ot PNM's ofter, as reflected injthe draft letter of 
understanding of November 29, 1984, w~ PNM's costs. The analysis 
concluded that the price was not out ff line with PNM's costs. As 

we have already discussed, this analfsis did not compare PNM's 
I • 

proposed demand charges with SDG&E'f other options or with the 
value of the capacity to SDG&E. The purpose of this analysis was 
only to see if the demand charge Jas excessive in relation to PNM's 
costs. / 

The second and third analyses assumed difterent terms 
from those' that- were~ actua.lly.· ~-ing~ . .eonside.red .. tor ... the...,contraet-.a _____ ~. - ., 
Some of these differences, sucJ as the assumption that the contract 

t 
demand would be 50 MW (rather ~ the actual contract demand of 
~oo MW), were insignificant arid were justified to allow 
comparability with other opti~ns. . 

But unlike the' SiZ~ asswnption, other simplifying' .. '/// 
assumptions could and probably did influence the results of the' 
analyses. For example, both f of these analyses assumed that /the 
term of the contract would. be 20 years and. that the contracts-.would , . . 

f 
f 
I 
l' 

\ 
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begin in 1989. As we have discussed, at the time of thes analyses 
SOG&:E expected that the Pm! .contract and payment of th contract ~s 
delDand charges would ])eqin in 1988, even thouqh. SOG&: 
x:esource plan, the GRC plan, showed that SOG&:E wou Cl not need 
add.itional capacity until at le~st 198.9'. In te 
analyses, 1988 would therefore probably have a 
Because the contract was structured. to reflect. the costs of a 
~aseload plant and because the demand char~e'was proposed t~ be 
fixed for the first four years of the eon;:act, the contract was 
expected to :Oe particularly beneficial in its later years. But 
since benefits were expected to accrue;tr~rilYin the later 
years, the analyses were further distorted by the asswnption of a 
20-year term, as opposed to the 13- tb l5-year term that was the 
focus of the negotiations. The anal~ses essentially eliminated a 
year that was expected to provide ~w or no benefits and extended 
the PNM contract into years when b'enefits were very li~ely to' 
accrue. Thus, the analyses were /almost certain to come up with 
results that overstated the act~l benefits of the PNM contract. 

I 
The analysis undertaken in August 'and September, which we 

will refer to as the september/analYSiS, was the first to use the 
actual terms ot the PNM agreement. This analysis used a production , 
cost model, PROMOD, t~ simulate the effect of the various purchase 
options on the entire SDG&E ~stem. The approach of the analysis 

,,:,1 • • was to compare purchases unlo4~r the Pm! contract, USl.Ilq cll.fferent 
sets of assumptions, With.SDC&:E's avoided cost, as defined for soz. 

. I 
The analYS1s also incorporated the risk ~nalyses used in the 
earlier stu~ies. I 

The September analysis found that when high oil and qas 
p'rices were assumed to be jus. effect over the term of the contract, 
the' PN.K contract's net ~efit.was. about $aS -million., .When low-oil 
and qas prices. were ASSw.ned, however, eosts under the PNK contract' 
exceeded avoided costs b more than $51, million. In the, expected 
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.... forecast of oil and qas prices, purchases under the contr ct were 
projected to save about $5 million compared to avoided ost. 

DRA argues that the analysis should have va ed capacity 
~t $0, rather than 502's avoided capacity cost, for e years when 
no capacity was needed to meet tarqet reserve mar ns. ORA also· 
asserts that SDG&E should have used the ERI to a 'ust eapacity 
v&lues in its analysis. 

We do not aqree with ORA's argument 
unreasonable to use the capacity values it d'd in the september 

, analysis. As SOG&E pointed out, at that ti e the Commission haa. 
. not specifically approved use ot a $0 capa ity value nor the ElU 
method staff presented. at the capacity values 
it used in its analysis had been adjust to reflect its 
probability of need, and to this exten the eoncerns of DRA were 
considered. 

ORA's concern seems to be grounded in a mismatch between 
the lack of a need for capacity in ~e early years of the contract, 

• whieh ORA argues should be reflected in a capacity value of zero, 
I . 

~d the higher level of need for c~acity that corresponds to the 
sizeable eapacity payments SDG&E h~s used in its analysis. 
However, S02 provides for a level~zed capacity payment to QFs who 
are willing to commit to s~pply c~pacity to the utility'S system 
over a set period of years. In J specific year,. those levelized 
payments may exceed the shortaqe/value of the supplied capacity for 

. that year,.· just· as the comparablf·amounts·.that~.the. .utiJ..:Lty-colleets. ...... . 
from ratepayers for its qeneratfnq plants (annual depreciation plus 
a, return on the undepreciated capital costs) may exceed the one-
year shortage value tor a spec~~ic year. 

In aa.dition, if QFs tiad accepted SOG&E's 502 at that ttme . 
(,502 was not suspended until H~ch 198-6) and' had: committed. to 

I 
supply 100 MW of capacity for 13 years beginninC] in.lo9'8-S, they 

would b.a.ve received levelized rpllCity paY"' .. ntsfor 1988 and.' 1989 

-,' I 
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that are higher than the capacity prices used 
the PNM contract. 

Also, we note that in December 1985 SOG&E"s GRC, we 
concluaea that, basea on the record in that c se, 'the value of 
additional OF capacity will be based on the ull cost of a CT' 

(combustion turbine),' unmodified t~ refl the utility's varying 
need for additional capacity. (D.8.5-12- 08, mimeo. p. 88.) (The 

cost of a co~ustion turDine provided t e basis for avoided 
capacity costs auring this period.) us, SDG&E actually made more 

I 
of an ad.justment in its analysis of t::b.e PNM contract than we were 
willing to make at roughly the same/time. We cannot aqree with ORA. 

that SOG&E was unreasonable to qo Iven further in adjusting' avoided 
capacity costs. ;I 

As we understand theiPte~er analysis, it was intenaed 
to test whether the Pm! contra was expected to be· cheaper than 
the utility'S expected. avoiaea cost. And. the analysis was adequate 
to provide an answer to this narrow question. 

We aqree with DRA, /however, that the results of SOG&E's 
analysis should not have'au~omaticallY determined SDG&E's decision 

I . 

whether or not to sign the NM contract. The slim margin of cost-
effectiveness that resulte in the expected case should have 
alerted management that a closer scrutiny of the assumptions of the 
analysis was needed befo a decision on the contract could be mad.e 
with confidence. 

ORA. has sugqe ted
J 
~at a e,limination of the capacity. 

value attributed to th contract for just a one-year period was 
sufficient to reverse e analysis's conelusion that purchases 
under the contract wo d probably be cheaper than expected avoiaeCl.. 
costs- Al thou9h we hfAve not found fault with the capac,i ty values 
used: in the analysisj.ORA.."S. example il,lus..trates.just/llow -., -

. f " 

inconclusive the 1Y"l." was. ,/ ' 

/. 
/ 

I, 

\ 
\ 
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~ ~e inconclusive result of the economic anal~is. which 
showed only a $5 million expeeted benefit over the te6n of the 
contract, leads to two points.· I 

First, the narrow margin of benefit sho ld have induced 
SOG&E's management to examine the details of th analysis. 
Although we have not faulted the way in which e analysis valued 
capacity, an alert decision maker would have een wise to 
scrutinize this element of the analysis, s ce only a small change 
in the valuation of capacity was capable ~ reversing the 
conclusion of the analysis. ;I 

The September analysis hiqhl~hted the importance of the 
forecasts of oil and gas prices to the/economics of the PNM -- / ~ contract. The contract's ~rges we~ based on PNM's costs, wh~ch 
reflected the PNM system's emphasis ~n coal plants. Baseload coal 
plants have high capacity costs and low energy costs compared to, 

I 

plants fired by oil and gas, and the contract called for a 
relatively high demand charge ana/a low energy rate. As might be 

• expected, the September analYStiShowed that the contract's elemanel 
charges always exceeded avoided capacity costs of SDG&E's oil- and 

. qas-based system. Any savings resul tinq from the contract occurred 
only because the contract ha~ower energy costs than plants using 
oil and gas anel only when the price of oil and gas was high enough 
to create enough of an advan ge for the contract's energy costs to 
outweigh its higher :apacity!costs. The september. analysis showed 

.. that, as.a. J:ouqh_ estlJllAte ,._only: _when_:the _cos:t ,_oL oJal_approac:heel .. $.:3_ 0" 
per barrel in nominal dOllys and the' cost of gas approached $5- per 
MMBTO did the contract ~rn to become cheaper than generation from 
oil and gas plants. (SDGGf now estimates that the contract would 
become cost-effective whe the price oil reaches $25 per barrel and 
the price of gas -reaches $4-.-20 per million B'I"O err. 73: 8347) .} -At
prices lower than this 1 vel, the contract was not cheaper than 

avoieleel cost. Furtherm re, there was considerable:specu:lation that 
oil prices COUld. fall· ( ...... tically , as shown by the articles·from 
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1984 and 1985 that were introduced in evidence. 
prices foreseen at this time was considerably or er than the 
range considered in the september economie an::l /i5. 

A prudent manaqer weuld have questi ed the ~asis ter the 
eil and qas price ~oreeasts, would have een dered the e~tect ef 
larger variations in oil prices than theS~Sed in the analys~s, 
and would have cleselyexamined the seunabess otthe $5 million 
projected net benefit. Because the e~cted ~ene~it was S~ small, 
even a sli9ht change in seme o~ the ~ortant variables would ~e 

. • tb,' i suft~c~ent to convert the result ot e analys s from a net ~enetit 
to a net cost. L 

~he record in this case oes not reveal whether SDG&E's 
manaqement scrutinized the SePtemier analysis to this degree in 
deCiding to execute the contract/ So tar as the reco~d reveals, 
the result ot the ecenomic analysis was accepted at face value, 
with no turther questioninq or/conSideration ot the assumptions 
that went into the analysis. fIt this was in ~aet what happened, 
the decision to proceed with the contract was extremely 
questionable. L 

Our second point fgnores these troUblesome questions and 
assumes that the $5 million( expected ~enefit was a solid estimate 

r 
that resulted from the besf analysis possible under the 
circumstances. Even it SDG&E's management asked all the proper 
questions about the Anal~iS and the decision to enter into the 
aqreement with·· PNM was- ·,tully· "in-tormed., -. it --does .not· .. seem.. t<>-us..·tha.t.~ 

I 
a $5 million bene~it, a~roximatelY 1.5% of the total cost of the 
contract, is· a SU~fiC:i~t benefit on its 'face to' j,ustity entering' 
into such a long-te~ agreement. The loss of tlexibility that is 
inherent in any lonq-tebm agreement in itself is asu'fficient 
reason to have outweig~ed the result of the economic analysis. 

'rhus., we cannot conclude that enterinq into the contract 
was a. prudent decision' merely from the economic analysis. Indeed, 

. [.. , 
SOG&E seems to- aqree with this conclusion when it . argues in its I . 

i 

i 

\ 

I 
\ 
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• reply brief that even when the economic projec:tions for the / 
contract turned sour, it wo~ld not automatically have terminated 

• 

the contract if an opportunity for tenination arose .. 
The trend of the results ot SOG&E's economic' alyses 

should have als~ disturbed its decision makers. The ay 16 
analysis projected that the PNM contract would cos 
million less than av~ided cost over its assumed 2 -year term. By 
the tilne of the September analysis, however,. th expected savings 
(this time based on the actual tetl1lS of the c tract). had fallen to. 
just $5· million. 

At this point, we believe a prud t manaqer should have 
questioned whether the risks of the PNM c ntract continued to· be 
outweighed by this $5 million savings ani other less quantitiable 
benefits. SDG&E's own economic analYS~ had concluded that the 
quantifiable economic benefits from ~ contract were negligible. 
~is is the time when a thorough reeiamination of the risks and 
benefits ot the contract should havloccurred. Up to this point, 
SOG&E's emphasis seems to have bee' on the benefits ot the 
contract, but the May analysis's iinding that the contraet's 

.. ' 

expected benefits disappeared uniess fuel prices increased and the 
ambiguous results of the septemkler analysis should have alerted 
SOG&E to the very real possibillty that the contract could have 
substantial costs. In our vieJ, after the September analysis 
SDG&E's manaqers should have b~en questioning whether a long-term 
commi bent .. to. .a,...contraet-t'1uJ.i.carrl ed . ...s.ubs.tant.ial-.ecollomic...:islcs...-___ . _~ _., 
was appropriate at that time. The reeord does not show that the 

I 
September analysis led. to 1 reconsideration of the risks ot the 
contract. 

Another fact makes this failure to. reconsider the 
contract even lDore strikin~ .--. As' ORA ha-s pointed 'out-,' the 'expected' 
savings of abOut· $S millio amount to about 1.5%otthe total costs 
ot the contract over its t But even under the best ot 

. . . . i . 

cirCUll1stances, PROMOD has a margin ~! error. or plus or· minus. It to 

• I 
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1.5% ('1'r. 73:8357; Ex. 115, p •. 38). Thus, at this p nt SDG&E had 
no real assurance trom its analysis that ~ sUbst 
advantage would result trom the PNM contract. 

The september analysis also revealed nother fact that 
should have entered into SDG&E's thinking abo t the contract. In 
all of the cases used in the analysis--incl ing low, medium, and 
high projections of oil and gas prices--th PNM contract was more 
expensive than avoided cost tor 1988. Marginal generation trom 
SDG&E's units fueled by oil and gas or ~rchases from QFs at 
avoided cost prices would be eheaper ~an purchases from PNM in 
1988, even if oil and qas prices incr/ased considerably trom 1985-
levels. / 

Thus, not only did SDG&E'f resource plans show that it 
did not need the PNKpurcbase in llSS' but its analysis showed that 
it would be more expensive in 1988 to purchase power under the 
contract than to generate an equivalent amount of power trom its 
existing plants. / 

For all of these rea~ns, we conclude that neither the 
GRC plan nor the ROC plan nor SOG&E's economic analyses justified , 
the purchase of 100 MW from PNM beqinning in 1988. 

t. other considerationb Did Not 
outweigh the contraCt' s ,Bisks 

I 
Althouqh neither SPG&E's resource plans nor its economic 

analyses justified enterinq !into the eontract when SOG&E did, other 
considerations eould have led a rational decision maker to execute 
the contract despite this l~Ck ot apparent justification. For 
example, the purchase could have made sense it it displaced more 
expensive sources ot power) it the total benetits over the- term. ot , . 
the contract clearly outweighed the contract's costs in its early· 
years, it it met a new probected, increase in peak demand .. t'or 1988 .. 
that SDG&E had no cheaper ~ay of meetinq, or if' the contract's 
other benefits outweiqheci ~ts risks'; The parties acldres~d. some of 

. r 
these considerations. I ,,' . '.' 

l 
\ - 7~-
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(l.) Increased Demand 
The issue of increased demand arises 

plan forecasted a considerable increase in peak dema 
The ROC plan forecasted a peak demand of 2,609 MW':jComparable 
figures for the GRC resource plan of November 19~' and for the 1985 
ER released in April 1985 were 2,524 MW and 2,4~ MW, respectively. 

The ROC plan's proj ected increa/e of as. MW and 1$3 
MW over the respective forecasts of 1988 pea demand of the GRC 
plan and the 19a5 ER could provide a justif· ation for ~eginning 
the PNM purchases in 1988. SOG&E arques t it was reasonable to-
rely on the ROC demand forecast rather th the Energy Commission's 
1985 ER forecast beeause the 1985 ER for/cast was the culmination 

d i
i, . 

of a long process, an more recent nf7!:at~on showed ~ts demand 
projections to be low. We agree that, in light of the importance 
of the demand forecast to SDG&E's new strategy, it was reasonable 
to consider the most up-to-date information available. It does not 

. I 
follow, however, that SDG&E's re11ance on the ROC forecast was 
completely reasonable. / ' 

Even if SDG&E considered the 1985 ER forecast to. ~e 
outdated, it should not have enti~ely disregarded the forecast. 
The Energy Commission'S forecast/still was the official state 
forecast of expected demand for fOG&E. 'By law, if SOG&E had 
proposed. to :build. a 100 MW generating plant in california rather 

I 

than to purchase 100 MW from PNM, it would have had to demonstrate 
I 

that the 100 MW was needed to :meet the expected demand for 1988 as 
projected by the Energy commiJsion's forecast. (see Public 
Resources Code Sections 25305r25308, 25502, 2552~(f), 25524(a).) 
The proees~ 1eaclinq to. the ER weiqM the opinions and expectations. 

of a variety of experts, and/SDG&E should have carefully considered 
the results of that process, even if it eventually decided to. rely 
on its own forecast. I 

In support of its choice of the ROC, forecast over 
, ' , 

the 1985 ER forecast,: SOG&E points out that the' actual peak demands 
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for 1984 and 1985 were hiqher than the 1985 forecast tor those 
years ~y 89 MW and 100 MW, ~fter ad;ustment~or weather variations 
(Tr. 79:9133-9134). However, at the time the ROC forecast was 
adopted 1n June 198$, the peak tor 198~.:l{hiCh accord.ing to the 
record was reached in the summer (Tr. 7/:9134), was unlikely t~ 
have yet occurred. Thus, the d.iscrep~ey between actual and 
forecasted. peak d.emand. for 1985 could/not have entered int~ SOG&E's 
initial reasons for choosing the Rod forecast over the 1985 ER 
forecast, since SDG&E almost certai~~Y adopted and relied on the 
ROC forecast before information o~ 1985 peak demand was avail~le. 

By the time the contract was siqned in November, 
however, 1985 peak demand fi9Ur~ were available. Wehave 
previously concluded that SDG&~S choice of a more recent forecast 
over the 1985 ER forecast in d~ter.mininq its resource needs was not 
in itself an imprudent aet. zI.s SOG&E has pointed out, the 1985-

. , 
peak demand figures, when they became available, showed that the 

f 
1985- ER forecast for 1985 was 100 MW too low. However, the 1985-

f 
peak demand figures should ~ave also raised some concerns about the 
accurac:".l' of the ROC forecast.. To about the same extent that the 
J;9S5 ER forecast underestdated. :1.985 pe~ dell\.and (100 MW), the ROC , 
forecast overestimated 1985 peak demand (89 MW). If SDG&E thought 
the 1985 ER demand forecas~ was too low, then it should have 

( " " suspected the ROC forecast of belong too· hiqh.. If the ROC 
forecast's overestimation/continued at the same level and the 

I 
demand forecasts ·of the ~Oc. plan .. were .. lowered~by-a....eonstant-89._MW_._._._~ 

• I 

each year, even the ROC ~lan would show no need for new resources 
±n 1988. If the overestimation was the be9'inning of a trend, so 

i 
r • 

that the marg n of error! loncreased from year to. year, the'need for 
I 

additional resources miqht be put off even further. 
A furtherl cause for questioning"the ROC"foreeast-and 

its assumptions should. have :been the wide discrepancy ~tween the 

1985 ER forecast and the\ROC forecast tor ~ater years. The 
difference between the two forecasts for 1988 was lS~ MW, but ~y \ .. . ' . " ' 
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/ 
, .1:996 the difference qrew to. 47& MW. The larqe qap betwe,en these 

two, forecasts should have It:d SDG&E to review thOuqhttu1:ly the 
reasons tor this ditterence. ~ 
, By the end et the swnmer, SDG&E shou d. have been 
reconsidering the accuracy ef the ROC ferecast an should bave been 
at least questieninq its reliance on that tereca$lt. When the ROC 

demand torecast preved to. be too high fer 1985.,.$DG&E should have 
reconsidered the assumptiens underlyinq its to~cast and reexamined. 
the desirability ot the proposed purchase tro' Pm!. We tind no' ' 
evidence in the record that it did SC>. / 

Thus, by the time that SOG&E/si<;ned. the PN'K 

contract, it should bave been aware that ~ere was a very high 
probability that it did,not need any ad.ditfional capacity tor at , ' 

least the first year et the contract. But since the contract 
required the payment ot demand charqes e..~en it SDG&E did not take 
energy, SDG&E knew it would be paying tJr unneeded capacity ter at 
least one year. It did so in hopes thlt later benefits from the 

• 
contract would outweigh these early d~and charge payments. 

(2) Xhe Timing o{ the Need! for capacity 
\ 

The urqency that SOG&E seemed to teel to conclude 
" the PNM agreement betere' the end ot /:.985- was grounded in the ROC 

demand forecast and the findings otjthe market study on the 
availability ot options after 19a9.j As we have discussed, however, 

~ 

the ROC plan did not show a real need fer additional resources 
.' until 1989 at the earliest. In addition, some ot the conclusiens I . 

of the market study had not been emphasized. 
In formulating itsjstrateqy, SDG&E had relied 

heavily on the market study's division ot baseload'resources into 
I 

existing resources that ceuld supply power ~e:eore 1990 and planned. 
" 

resources that could supply powe, after 1990. The market study 
concluded that opportunities foribaseload purchases ~fore 1990 
were expected to, ~ cheaper and more predictable in price and. start , 
of operations than the cheices in, the 19905 (EX. 530,;' pp.. 1-2, 

\ 
\.~ 
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1-7). Because of the potential for delay in planne resources ~nd 
because of a current and expeeted capacity surplus/in the West~ the 
market study concluded that the availability of~seload resources 
after, 1990 was speculative and prices were un,ertain. Because of 
the uncertainties identified by the market stUdy,SDG&E set a goal 

I 
in 1984 to try to secure additional baselo~ power before 1990 trom 
existing resources. PUrsuit ot this goal~eemed to make SDG&E 
particularly eaqer to secure the power ~presented by the Pm! 
contr~et. / ' 

However, although the;market study was cautious and 
conservative about its projections of the availability ot baseload 
resources in the 19905, it noted ~t this caution arose to- some 
extent because of a lack of information. The market study pointed 
out, for example, that *the iden;iified alternatives (for baseload 
power in the 1990sJ do not inclfde all the opportunities that will 
arise or, more importantly, :~&E may be able to. develop* (Ex. S~O, 
p.1-7). The study also con~Uded that Wit is clear that SOG&E 
initiative is likely to be needed to convert the more attractive 
indications of interest intf tangible opportuni ties* (·Ex. 5~0, 
p. 1-10). Similarly the Srudy stated that *the nature of the 
alternatives identified, and the responses we received in utility 
interviews, underscore de importance of beinq open to. new 
opportunities not now identified and the value of initiative in 
attempting to generate few opportunities* (Ex. 530, p. 2-20). 

Although the study n0'7ed that tew opport\ll.1ities for baseload 
purchases in 1990-1991 existed at the time of the study, it 
emphasized that the key to the availability ot resources d.uring 
this period was Whether demand grew faster or more slowly ~ 
projected at that ~e (Ex. 530, p. 2-3~). 

Thus, the market study was not as 9loomy about 
• • I 

opportunl.tl.es. beyerd 1990 ,asSDG&E seemed to reqard it. Th.e fact 
that SDG&E's own need: for capacity before 1990 had com.e under 

I ' 

question should have led SDG&E tG reconsider whether ea:ly 
I , 
i , 
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• commitment t~ A lonq-tel:la contrAct WAS still its onl'i'PractiCAl 
option. The market study acknowledged that other o)ttion5 would 
open up in response to SDG&E's initiative and o~~ events. 

(3) The Al~rnatiyes to the PlM con~ 
Another possible justiticatio~or signing the PNK 

contract, despite the ambiguous results of the September economic 
analysis, would be if the PNM purchases aUowed SOG&E to displace 
more expensive resources, either immedia~lY or when it needed 
additional capacity. SDG&E's other options should. also have been 
considered when SDG&E's decision make~ deliberated on whether or 
not to 5i9"%\ the contract. Sbort-terzr! options would become 

I 
important if SDG&E decided to post~one purchases from PNM. In 
addition, if SOG&E decided to reject the terms of PNM's offer, 
long-term options would. eventual~ be required t~ meet growing need 
when reserve margin tell below ~get levels. The parties focused 
on several such options. if 

At the outset ci! this discussion,. we note that 
~ before SOC&E ~eqan to searChJLn earnest for the capacity it 

believed it needed, it comm~sioned the market study to· survey the 
opportunities that could arIse through the end of the century. We 
believe that SOG&E's commissioning of the market study before it 

I 
made any decisions about tuture capacity ehoices was not only 

J 
reasonable but commendab~. While it may not always be necessary 
to hire an outside consultant to perform this analysis, we think 
that a utility. .is .w.ise ~~o .su:rv.ey ~its ..lonq~ and.sbort~term ............. . 
opportunities ana to consider the risks ana benefits of the most , 
likely choices before it decides on a major resource acquisition. 

J . 
Assuming that the market study was thorougn, competent,. and not 

,I 

tmduly expensive, we tJ;Unk that SDG&E's decision to. make this 
overview of power markets through. the encl ot the century was 
reasonable. / 

oua1itying lo£ilitie5 We agree with SDG&E's general 
position that QFs did not· otter a reasonaPle chance ot.provid1ng 
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the needed capacity that the ROC plan's demand forecast .~~t:..n"' •• 

SDG&E's hiqh retail rates~de it more likely that 1n~~el~~iQe:nt 
generation would be used to offset retail purchases 
:ca.ther than to produce power to be. sold to the 
resource plan atte:mpted to forecast this Clemand-""'.I;::'oI,II ...... .I.u<,j 

c09'eneration. 
A related consideration is that~~Q~ 

rates make selt-qeneration economically ve for many 
smaller industrial and commercial eustomers,;and developments in 
cogeneration technology are making smaller ~lt-qeneration units 

I 

increasingly more feasible. The record is/unclear on whether 
SDG&E's projections of de:mand-reducinq c~eneration included a 
consideration of these technological d~~opments. 

Purchases trom Edison o~&E We agree with SDG&E 
that the existence of large proj ected /reserve margins for PG&E and 
Edison resulted to a qreat deqree fro~ a rush to sign standard 
ofters before the suspensions of soi and S04. Because of the 

nature of these capacity additions I Edison and PG&E did not attempt 
to sell their expected surpluses ~ing the period when SDG&E was 
shopping' for aac:1itional resourceJ. Instead, the evidence is that 
Edison itself was inquiring abO~ purchases. We conclude that the 
PNM contract was preferable to ~otential purchases from either 
Edison or PG&E at this time. / 

ConseryatiQD ~. tind it difficult to fault SDG&E 
for not relying on conservation and load management to reduce 
enough demand to. displace thJ need tor the PNM contract. During 

I 
this periocl, we had announced our intention to "stay the course"" 
tor conservation expenaiturJs in a general rate case of another 
atility. This policy was a/reaction to declining o.il and gas 
prices that rendered many conservatioh programs uneconomic •. 
Staying the course meant ~t we would continue to allow sutficient 
funds to keep essential. conservation proqrams g'oinq, -but that we 
were reluctant to increas expenditures for conservation. . In this 
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• resuJ.atory climate, to rely on conservation to displace 

• 

contract, SOG&:E would either have had to flout our directio s to 
make a special and persuasive showinq of the sounaness 0 

strategy_ We cannot approve of the first course of a 
j;udqing t'rom the results in the GRe, where we trimlne 
requested conservation expenditures by nearly one- arter, we doubt 
that the second course of action would have succ ded. 

This does not mean that SOG&E sh ld have neglected . 
the potential of targeted conservation proqr~ tor reducing peak 
demand. In the GRC d.ecision, for example, wi eventually found that 
commercial demand. reduction, thermal ener~/ storage, and other 
programs were particularly cost-effective] Since much ot the 
justification tor the PNM contract was tclprovide capacity to meet 
increasinq peak demand, efforts to redude peak demand Would have 
been partieularly effective. / . 

Coal Plants SOG&:E cla~ed that it investigated 
several possible arranqelnents for pdchases from or ownership, in 
coal plants. We agree that most o!~e poss~ilities Were not 
desirable because the price was to~hi9h or because transmission 
~angements were unclear or expensive, amonq other reasons. 
However, the market study identified at least some arrangements 

I 
that were not only possible but ~ least as beneficial as PNM. The 
record does not explain why thes~ plants were rejected from further 
cOn$ideration. ! 

SOG&E notes that··there were adcUtional. 
responsibilities associated with ownership of a coal plant. We 
agree, but SOG&E should also h~ve considered the benefits of 

j 

ownerShip, ineludinq the substantial benefit of reeeivinq very 
cheap power in the later year~ of the plant's useful life, when the 
capital costs have larqely been depreciated. 

xn a stmilar I SOG&E criticizes ORk's suggestion 
that constructinq or buyinq . of a· coal plant may be cheaper 
than purchasing under the SDG&E says that the seven 
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cent per kilowatt-hour figure ORA used in its comparison was 
expressed in 1984 dollars, ~ather than real collars, and when 
comparison was made in equivalent terms, PNM was cheaper. 
fair and accurate comparison, however, SOG&E should have 
taetored in the cost of replacing the PNM contract when 
s"inee ownership' of a coal plant would provide energy .... w, ....... , 

p'lant's useful lite of about 40 years. 
While we aqree with SDG&E that lnany 

options were not worth. pursuing, several appear 
competitive with the PNM contract. In' addi ..... "', ..... , it is unclear if 
SOG&E's cost comparisons fairly reflected the bene!it$ of 
ownership of a coal plant. 

~RA's Proposal ORA has that SOG&E's 
mothballed plants gave it a practical sho~term alternative to the 
PNM purchase. Under ORA's proposal, SOG&P{WOUld meet any initial 
capacity needs by returning existing bUyi~le plants to service. 
In particular, Enc:ina 1, the Silver Gate plants, and South Bay 3-

were available. Although SOG&E had e,tlier declared its desire to, 
keep these plants in reserve to, meet ~expected short-term 
variations in demand, these plants p~ovided SDG&E with a cushion 
and gave SOG&E the luxury o! additidnal time in making its decision 
on the PNM contract. Even it delal-ling meant the withdrawal of , 
PNM's offer, the worst possible o~tcome of a delay, use of the 
mothballed plants would give SDG&E time to, pursue other resources'. 

• I ,/ 
Even :Lt the ROC plan's demand !0'fcast proved to be accurate, SDG&E 
would" not need any more capacitY!'lJntil 1989. FUrthermore, the 
continued availal:>ility of eeonom~ enerqy projected by the ·.m.arket 
study meant that SDG&E WOUld no~ have to· operate these plants. as 

f ' 
baseload units: they could })e used to follow load so that the 
system could take advantage of icheaper economy enel:9Y-.. : .. , ". 

'thus, SDG&E COuld delay committing to purchase 
additional firm capacity, and I ain the benefit of the knlowJLedlaG' 

, . 
later cireumstances.. Rather relying on the 1984 market 
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study's assess~ent of the ~rket, SOG&E could re~ ew~e state of 
this complex and evolving ~rket from a point ~ref to the time it 
actually needed capacity. And if demand~id o~ow at the rate 
projected in the ROC study, SDG&E would hav~e~ n more time t~ 
restudy the timing of its need for ~ore c ac ty and the 
availability ot the needed resources. ~ s time, negotiations 
of purchases from Portland General Elec/ric! (PGE) and Pacitic Power 
and Light company (PP&L) had not yet ac~d the stage of a final 
decision; those negotiations could c ti e and if fuel markets 
turned upward or if demand grew at er than expected rate, 
these companies could help meet a more ertain need for additional 

capacity. i: 
In addition, SDG& would have a better assessment Qf 

the effect of its newer conserv tion and load management programs, 
I ' 

and it would have the possibil~y of tailoring those'programs 
better to fit its needs, for e~Ple, by targeting peak shaving and 
load shifting to delay the onset of additional capacity 
requirements.. 'I 

The existing plants were also a chea~ source of 
capacity with no uncertainties about transmission paths, start 
dates, or unconventional t~ologies that were associated with 
other proposed plants. If/additional capacity was needed in the 
near term, the MSR offer, ~ong others, could be accepted to meet 
those needs. And other o~portunities could arise, especially in 

. . Ii· i l1ght of, the wl.deSpread.:~cess.capactY·:l.n~the-;.southwest;..--as" 'tme 
went on. f 

Thus, one tot the prime virtues of DRA's proposal is 
that it would buy time for SOG&E.. DRA has made a strong • case that 
SOG&E could have postpon~ its decision on acquiring additional 
baseload capacity for at/least-a year. ~Moreover,·.we/~nelude-·that 
such a delay in its commitment would have been a prudent course of 
action at this time. I . /. . . 

. I 

\ 
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9'. other Benefits' and Risks 
(1) . Diyersity 

Diversity of fuel sources and tec ologies is' 
unquestionably a qood. policy to follow, all other thinqs :being
equal. But since other things are rarely equal we believe that 
the goal of diversity must be carefully cons~ered in a specific 
situation. L 

The unstated assumption in discussion of 
diversity in this ease is that diversity Is a way of quarding 
against unexpected shortages or cost inc/eases associated with a 
particular fuel or technology. All curlent sources of electricity 
are susceptible to either occasional tlterruptions or to- increases 
in the price of an ilnportant input. ~ the 1970s SDG&E learned 
hard lessons about the risks of exce~ive reliance on a single fuel 
source. . J 

The two risks that d~versity is designed to guard 
against--interruptions or price indkeases--are of a somewhat 

I 
different nature, although they sometimes overlap-. Interruptions--
created, for example,. :by an exten~d drou9'ht in the case of , 
hydroelectric power or by a technical flaw in a particular type of 
nuclear plant--bring a threat of fnterruption of supply to 
customers, with all the attendant hardships. For example, SDG&E 

has shied away from purchases ti~d to the operation of the Palo
Verde nuclear plants, :because th~ plants are of a similar design to 
th 

. r.. . e . two· San·· Onofre· .plants.,-wh,l.cll .. ..a::e •. partJ..y., .owned.. .):).y ... SOG&E... .. ~...I.£ • .a. ........ _ .. _. _. 
i .' . problem arose w th that desl.qn that requl.red the· plants to shut 

~ 

down, ov~rrelianee on that particular design could result in supply 
I 

interruptions. : 
Price increases, { on the other hand, do· not 

necessarily result in interruptions; electricity is' available to 
customers, :but at a hiqher ~ expected price.. Although the 
hardships are considerable in such circumstances ~ they are less . \ . severe than when electricity l.S unaval.lal:>le at any price. 
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As a practical matter, the likelih of an extended 
interruption to a sinqle utility is. extremely sli Even if that 
utility experiences a shortage, it can probably urchase 
electricity from other utilities, although th price of the 
purchase may be high. 

In the ease o1! the PNM cont 
diversity mitiqated was primarily the ris of price increases, in 
our op~n~on. Althouqh SDG&E's reliance n oil and gas was still . 
very hiqh, it seem.eel unlikely in 1985 iat an oil e~arqo, like the 
embargo of the early 1970S, would act~lly threatenSDG&E's ability 
to obtain fuel for its fossil fuel p1'nts. The change in the world 
market, the changes in the United States' regulation of oil, and in 
particular the changes in the requ~tion of domestic natural gas 
made it unlikely that SDG&E would fUffer a fuel shortage.. Even if 
such a shortage occurred, moreovef' the abundance of capacity in 
the Southwest increased the probability that SOG&E would still be 
able to· purchase power to- meet i~s needs. 

I 
-Thus, the prima~ value of diversification at this 

time was to guard against the risk of increases in oil and gas 
prices. This conclusion is su'pported by SDG&E's economic analysis, 
which compared the cost of tbk PNM contract with projected avoided 
cost, which at that time watbased on the capacity costs of a 
combustion turbine and on p ojected oil and qas prices. 

The economic analysis gives us an estimate of the 
potent~a-l-benefits- -of- di"Verri~ieation.-··-In~·SOG&E'S h1gh--oll--and- gas~'- . 
price'· scenario, the PNM eo?traet is expected to provide a 
cumulative present value o~ $88 million compared to avoided cost. 
ThUS, if SDG&E's assumptidns accurately reflect the upper range of , 
reasonably likely fuel prices,. the PNM contract may be seen as / , 
insurance against a potential -$88 mil1ion .. 10s5· ·i:f. .. SDG&E ·was. ··forced . 

\ . . 

to rely on combustion turbines fueled by oil or gas to,produce 
I . , 

electricity instead of relying" on thePNM purchase., Of course, to 
. I ' 

the extent that SI)G&E coulel generate or purchase. enerqymore' 
I ' 

\ 
\ 
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cheaply than the estimatea avoided cost, the $S8' million figure 
would decline.. ___ ./" 

The other side of the coin is th~t the ~eontract 
locked SOG&E into making substantial demand paYlDents tor l3 years .. 
If oil and gas prices decline, the contract could easily exceed the 
costs of generating electricity by using oil and ga~ Even the 
relatively small decline in prices descriQed in . low oil and gas 
priee case of SOG&E's eeonomic analysis would re ult in payments 
exceeding avoided cost by over $5l million. 
increase this cost. 

On balance, we conclude that 
in recognizing that the fuel diversity repr 
contract provided SOG&E's system with insu ance aqainst dramatic 
rate increases prompted by high oil and 9 s prices. At the time, 
between one-half and two-thirds of SDG&E~s generating resources 
were fueled by oil or gas. If oil and as prices increased, the 
system's fuel costs would increase pro rtionately, and purchases 
with prices that were not based on oil and gas, such as the Pm! 
purehases, would moderate the priee r'se's effect on rates.. On the 
other hand, if oil and gas prices de eased, the effect on rates of 
the somewhat higher priced PNM purch ses would be overwhelmed QY 
the larger price deceases for elect icity produced by the oil and 
gas units. Thus, the strategy seem d to be designed to minimize 
the effeet on rates of variations *- the price of oil and gas .. 

However,.. -the' ~ue -,of; -th.;i;s -±nsurance~depended -on -the - -- - - ... 
forecast for the course of oil and/gas prices. As we have 
discussed, SDG&E erred in not 9ivi'g enough weight to the 
possiblity that fuel priees would emain stable or decrease .. In 
addition, for purposes of estimat nq a value for this diversity, 
the range selected tor the ·eeono . c analysis 'ot·the, PNM contract.-· -
was too narrow: actual ;wnped the bounds' of the 
analysis • 
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Althouqh it may be a'distinction with no p~ 
meaning, we should point out that the PNM contract in itie1! did 
not d.iversity SOG&E's resource base. The contract was/not tied to 
any particular resource, tech%loloqy, or tuel. Pm! w. s tree under 
the contract to provide the necessary capacity and energy from an 

of the contract resultea trom several elements, hietly PNM's 
obligation to provide a high eapac,ity factor,. d the way' in which 
the structure of payments mimicked the costs t a coal plant: 
demand charges were high, energy charges wer, low and not closely 
linked to changes in oil and gas prices. I SOG&E had obtained 
similar terms trom a system reliant on oil and gas, the 
diversifying effect would have been ident cal. 

(2) other Beneti~s 
We tind the 'other beneti s SDG&E claims tor the 

contract to be relatively insiqnitican • 
SOG&E cites the stabil~y of the demand charge as a 

benefit. However, the level of the d~mand charge is fairly hi9h~ 
composing rougbly two-third.s of the Jotal expected cost of the 

contract in the base case of SDG&E', September economic analysis. 
since these demand charges mimic capacity costs, which are sunk 

costs that are annualized to develOp yearly cost equ.ivalents, we 
would expect them to be relatively {stal:>le. In addition, as the 
other parties have pointed out, the charge rises and never falls, 

I 
even if the indicestbat-make- -up -tpe- escalator" should decline. -" ... , -
Furthermore, the contract require$ SOG&E to continue to. pay the 
demand charge proportionately whe~ the availability of power under 
the contract ~a11s below 95%. This may be an improvement on some 
contracts, but in the extreme eas~ it still may obligate SOG&E to-
pay consic:lerablesums.~r, nothin9'~'" , ., ., , 

The other Denetit pointed out by SDG&E, the ri9'hts 
to 100 MW ot non:firm transmissio~ to the Four Corners: area,. may 
turn out to be more valuable. However, the use of, the rights is 

~., , . 

l 
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dependent on several continsencies: PNM must not eed the line, 
SDG&E must need economy ene~qy at the t~e that e line is not 
otherwise in use, and, since the rights are fr~ Four Corners to 
Palo Verde, there must be capacity availablejOn SWPL. We suspect 
that SOG&E could have readily quantified the'value of these rights 
if that value was substantial.. As the rec::6rd stands, however, we 
have no information that quantifies the ~lue of these rights or 
that tells us how likely it is that SOGiE will able to take 
advantage of this benefit. I 

(3) fhe Risks And BenetitJot DelAY 
I We have alreacly dis~sed how several elements of 

the decision on the PNM contract wefe greatly affected· by changing , 
circumstances. We have concluded~at SOG&E should not have signed 
the PNH contract when it did wi~ut further analysis, that it 
should not have purchased capacifY it did not need without . 
countervailing benefits, and thft it had the ability to meet its 
customers' requirements even it'1t delayed the PNM contract for at 

l Id .. least a year. We have a so canclu ed that the mar~1nal benef1ts I ~. 

shown by SDG&E's analysis of fhe PNM contract did not outweigh the 
loss of flexibility and other risks attaChed to the contract. 

A full consi~ration of the effects of delay, 
I 

however, should also address whether the value of the additional 
time outweighed the risks of postponing taking action to meet 
expected capaeity needs. The market study had coneluded that , 
baseload.·purchases ·before·1990,·were-cheaper and-more-readily ,_ .. _ .. - '" 
available than purchases i.ln the 1990s, and the study found that no 
baseload purchases were then known to be available from 1990-l99~. 

j 

In part, the risk that SOG&E perceived, based on the market study, 
r 

was that its need. for ca~city would arrive at a time When no 
capaeity would be .availal,b,e .or .at',a time .. whe:c.~only-..m.ucb. more ______ _ 
expensive capacity was a~ailable. But siqninq the PNK contract 
carried the risk that later development5would substantial1yatteet 
the desirability of the bontraet. Later ,informationwQuld be of 
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value to SDG&E only it it led to an option that was ch per than 
the PNM contract over the t~rm ot the contract. I 

A rational decision maker might jud~ that a delay 
would ~e valuable if postponing a decision would «tlow unsettled , 
and uncertain circumstances to resolve themselvr. There is little 
value in delaying a decision from a time ot uncertainty tOo a later 
time of equal uncertainty; the value ot delay~erives from the 
ability to make. a better decision because OfJbetter information. 
Viewed from the perspective of late 1985, wfat uncertainties or 
instabilities atfecting the decision to a1cept PNM's offer were 
likely to clarity themselves over the ne~ few years? 

Demand growth patterns had been somewhat 
. h \0. •• 1 th unpred).etable, as s own ""y the Varl.atl.ons among e Energy 

Commission's projections in the 1935 ~, actual peak demand tor 
1984 and 1985, and SOC&E's projectionJ in 1985. The prilnary 
influences were chAnges in the econom~ and the influence of 
conservation and load management. Ii seems likely' that a delay 
would yield better estimates ot peaJ demand tor 1989, tor example, . . 

but it is not clear that SDG&E's ab.ility to forecast demand four or 
~ 

five years into the futw:e would improve significantly. Mid- to. 
long-term demand projeetions WOUld/prObablY remain about as 
uncertain as they were in 1985. I 

Oil prices had been relatively stable, although the , 
underlying support for this stability, the operation of a shaky 

j 

cartel, -was- unstal:>le.- . .Even with {the .. historical·success.:of.tbe-.. -.... 
cartel, oil prices had declined ~rom $3$.50 a barrel in March 1981 

to $27 per barrel in 1985 (Ex. 647). A delay in the decision may , 
have resulted in better information about whether the cartel was 
goin9 to collapse or regroup. w~ have earlier discussed the wide 
range ot. the experts'9P.inions __ ~ut .future .oil prices. SOG&E knew 
that . this wa.s an important varia))le in evalua.ting-the benefits of 

. i . . 
the PNM contract. It hadlalown since April 1985.that level oil 

. I . . . . 

prices would :make the. purchases f!X'om PNM economically. unClesir@le. 
\~ I , 
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The September analysis showed that under the low ran,e of SDG&E's 
predicted oil and qas prices, the PNM contract would cost $51 
million :more than avoided c~st.. Any clariticati0o/0f the expected 
course of oil prices would have been extremely.vaauable to SOG&E. 

There was some uncertainty conce~q the 
availability ot goeneratinq resources in the future, but it was 
unclear at that time that many of these uncere'ainties would. be 
resolved. in the next tew years.. Many utilit;£es were postponinq 
decisions on constructinq new resources be1ause of the same 
uncertainties SDG&E faced--uncertainties about demand growth, the 
economy, and oil prices. On the other ha{d~ the market study had 
concluded that SOG&E's initiative could ~ouse some of these other 

I 
utilities into action and could create ~portunities tor 
acquisition of baseload capacity that were not foreseen by the 
market report.. / ' 

After weighinq all of these concerns, we cannot 
agree with the parties" recommendatii's that would 
disproportionately penalize SOG&E tor favoring long-term 
considerations, over short-term consi erations. SOG&E was 
attempting to secure capacity to get/beYOnd a period when it 
appeared that little capacity would ~e available for purchase. The 
strategy proposed :by ORA. is a loqic~l and attractive alternative 
that should have been seriously conJidered by SDG&E, but it is a 
strategy that involves a procurement of a series ot short-term 
resources . until· the early to m.id-19?OS when,.even."ac.eord.inq ... to., ... ,', 
ORA's current projections, some add.1tional capacity would :be 

I 
needed. SDG&E's strategy was to atrempt to secure a lonq-term 
resource that would extend beyond the uncertainties of the mid, 
1990s. Although we have concluded that a delay in committing to a . \ 
lonq-term·contraet was appropriate at the.tilne.we, are concerned. 

\ __ 01 • 

with, we do not conclude that a lonc;,:"term cOAlWYotlnent was. :unprudent 
at all tilnes. \ 
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The advantage of a short-term str egy is the 
flexibility to respond to changing conditions. he advantage of a 
long-term strategy is certainty and security ring a time o.f 
uncertainty. We are reluctant to. criticize our utilities for 
taking a long view: indeed, we believe tna]lqreater problems are 
created by short-sightedness. But long-term decisions must be made 

/ 

with an appreciation of the lack o.f flexi~ility to respond to 
changing conditions that accompany sUCh;bommitments. tong-term 
commitments are desirable when good opportunities arise. The 
utilities' responsil>ility is to ensur' that the commitment is 
sufficiently valUable to. outweigh thd lack of flexibility that the 

commitment entails. / 
2. ~ncl.usion , 

By the end. of October 1985, when neqotiations with PNM 
had reached the point of a final decision, SDG&E knew or should , 
have known the tollowinq facts.. It knew that the ROC demand 
forecast had proven to. be too high by 89 MW for 1985. It knew that 
it would not need additional capacity until 1989 at the earliest. , 
It knew that purchases under th~ PNM contract would begin in May 

I 

1988 and that therefore SOG&E w9uld be paying demand charges tor , 
unneeded capacity for at least a year. It knew that the contract's 
costs would exceed avoided cost/ tor at least one year and probably 
two years. It knew that declining or even stable eil prices would 

. t. i make the contract uneconom~e tor ~ts ent re 13-year term. It knew 
I 

that the, expected economiebenet.its. .. o.f :the. ..P.NM.:'co:o.trac.t.~o:v.ex:._,_ ... &,. .... '- -

~ .. t .. avoided cost were neqligible at best, and ~t should have known that 
•• I 1ts analys1s could not demonstiate that ~ economic ~enetit could 
reasonably De expected· from the contract. It knew that there was 

1 
at least a 35% chance, under St>G&E's own analysis,. that the PNM 

\ 

contract would cost more' than ·the . avoidec!eost -prices 'the' " - ~ -. 
< 

commission bad authorized tor S02. It knew it bad over SOO MW o~ 

mothballed plants that could be ~ut int~ operation, it necessary, 
\ ,. ' 

to meet the needs ot SOG&E's customers. It knew that the market 

\ 
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study had concluded that larqe amounts ot economy enerqy wo d be 
available int~ the 1990s an~ that SDG&E's initiative eould!6pen up, 
resource possibilities not uncovered DY the market stud~ 

Onder these circumstances, we believe that ajPrudent 
manager would have sought to reassess the PNM contra and the 
assumptions that had led SOG&E t~ the brink ot sign q -the 
contract. SOG&E had no compelling need, other tha pressure trom 
PNM, t~ enter int~ the contract at this time in qht ot all the 
uncertainties that had developed. either would have 
avoided 'an expensive lonq-term commitment or i would have obtained 
additional concessions from PNM. &E would have lost 
the opportunity represented by the PNM contr ct and would have been 
forced to rely on the mothballed plant~ and economy energy While it 
pursued other possibilities. But we are 1 ft with the impression 
that SOG&E was swayed too' much by the preyious neqot1ations and by 
its earlier, rough analyses and not enou9b by the changing 
circumstances that related directly to tine desirability of the 

contract. / 
Thus, we have found SDG&E tol be imprudent in several 

related respect~. SDG&E commenced:; notiations for a purchase ot 
capacity beginning in a year when it ew it did not need 
additional capacity. As we have se , this commencement date was 
eventually incorporated into the a~eement. SOG&E proceeded with 
the negotiations of ilnportant termd ot the contract without the 
benefit of an analysis- o~ those te:l:m.s·. ·,·It--failed,to,qive··adequate
consideration to the possibility ~t oil and gas priee~ would not 
increase as much as expected or ~at the variation in fuel prices 
would be wider than predicted. 5 &E signed ,the contract when its 
economic analysis showed that th benefits were,marqinal at best, 
under eir~tances that stronql ,sugqestedthat even, that analysis 
was optimistic. 
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3. ~isall9WADce 

The parties who argue that SOG&E was rudent suggest 
various penalties. DRA recommends· that SDG&E s ould not be allowed 
to recover the cost of the demand charges forjCapacity that it 
should have 'known in 1985 that it would not ~ed_ According to 
DRA, SDG&E shoula have known in 1985- that 11. would not need 
additional capacity until 1994, and ORA c~eulates a corresponding 
disallowance to be $174,001,000. ~ 

City recommends disallowance of all demand charges SDG&E 
will incur under the contract from May /1, 1988, the start of the 
contract, until June 1, 1989. In addition, City recommends 
disallowance of all costs exceeding ~oided costs from June 1, 
1989, through April 30, 2001. I 

UCAN bases its recommend~ion on its contention that , 
conservation and load management ~oUld have supplied the equivalent 
of the 100 MW SDG&E purchased from PNM. It suggests that the 
difference between available con~rvation improvements and the 
costs of the PNM contract will aiount to nearly $217 million ove~ 

I 
the lite of the contract. Its ~ecommendation, however, seems to be 

f 

~at the commission should disallOW, on an annual basis, the 
. I 

difference between the costs ot reasonable conservation and load 
/ 

management programs and the co~t of the PNK eontraet_ 
Our consideration o~an appropriate disallowance for 

SOG&E's imprudent actions in ;elation to the PNM contract is 
~ 

tempered' by 'our recognition: of: the ,bene!! ts ,: of ~ the contraet _ and .. the. . . 
I 

many prudent actions and decisions SOG&E took in its negotiation , 
and evaluation of this contraft, as we have already discussed_ 

Our criticiSlD. of SoG&E's actions with regard to· the PNM 
contract is directed to its f~ilure t~ cOn£ider and analyze 

• I. 
carefully several of -the :unportant terms. of the contract and· its 
failure to react appropriatelt ~o changing cireumstancesand 
information tha.t affected key)erms of the contract.and that had 
the potential t<> co",pletely :rev\rse the econOlllic <:Iesi:ral>ility. <>f 
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the contract. Although these failures were significant and will 
result in SDG&E incurrinq unreasonable costs, we ~~e also, 
recognized the many benefi~ of the contract an7d fhe many lau~able 
acts of SDG&E's negotiators and management. 

Under these circumstances, we ~e2iev that disallowance 
of all of the contract's demand charges from y 1, 1988 through 
April 30, 1989, would be justified. We hav previously conclUded 
that SOG&E should have delayed its decisio for about one year, 

I 
that its own resource plans could not dem~trate a need tor 
capacity in 1988, and that the September ;economic analysis showed 
the contract to have. a net cost in both ~988 and 1989. A delay o,f 
one year would have placed the purchase/in line with SDG&E's 
resource plans and would have qreatly ~proved the economic 

/I 

benefits of the contract. The additi~al year would have qiven 
SDG&E the benefit of another year's information betore the contract 
was signed, and this delay would' hav~benetited SDG&E greatly. 

i 
We will temper this disallowance somewhat, however. In 

. .. 'd i our calculat10ns o. aV01 ed cost for payment to- QFs, we have 
I 

consistently recognized that capacity always has some value, even 
it that value is merely insurance a~ainst an outage that is'very 
unlikely to oecur. In recognition/of the fact that the PNM 

) 
contract will be supplying capacity to SOG&E's system starting in 
1988, we believe that SOG&E should! receive credit for the value of 

I 
that capacity, as measured by comparable payments. to QFs under S02, 
tor the _one year that .it .. will not /reeover the full costs of its 
demand charges under the contract. 

We calculate the alIlountr of the demand charges under the 
PNM contract from Hay 1, 1.988, through April 30, 1989, to be 

I 

$28,924,.000. Under SDG&E's curre~tlY authorized capacity payments 
und.er $02, a one-year contract for 100 MW beginning in 1988 would 
be paid $6~ per kilowatt per year~ (See SDG&E's. tilinq o~ 
April 22" 1988-': in:compliance wi~ 0.87-12-056 andD .. 88-()3-079, 
Ex. c-i and C~2.) For one year, thi"s amounts'to. $6-.. S million. In 

\ 
\ ' 

\ 
\ 
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addition, a QF who supplied power during specified pe~~iod~ at 
the 95% capacity factor called for in the PNH contract ould 
qualify for l:>onus capacity payments. Addition ot th bonus woula 
increase the capacity credit to over $6.9 mill!:on, :'s shown in 
Appendix c. 

ThUS, the amount of our disallowance' s $21~134,OOO. 
This amount woula ordinarily be recoverea tbro qh the operation of 

,I • 
the ECAC account. SDG&E shall reduce the amount ~t records tor the 

1 
demand charges incurred unaer the PNM contract trom May 1, 1988, 

through April 30, 1989, in its ECAC aecouht by this amount, with 
appropriate interests adjustments for D6th the payments and credits 
trom May 1, 1988 to the etfective dater of this decision. 

.. . tb +--J... E. The !dalD l.s tn,t1on ot ~ CODw..oo-, 
Apart trom the question Whether SOG&E should have entered. 

into the contract with PNM, two l,s'sues emerged concernin9' SOG&E's 

administration of the contract d~ing the record period. The first 
question is whether SDG&E shouici have acted on an apparent 
opportunity to terminate the 'greement. The second issue has to do 
with SOG&E's reaction to a 1}00sSibility that PNK has not met its 
obligations under the cont~ct. 

1. %he Aareeamrt; to EXtend th, De,Ml:l:oe 
SDG&E signed th"e PNM contract on November 4, 198$. In 

the months that fOllowe~ OPEC lost its coherence ana oil prices 
fell preeipitously froJ$27.60 per barrel in November 1985 to, 

I 
$12.65 per barrel in April 1986. As a result of this deeline, 
SDG&E revised its toteeast of fuel prices and compared its revised 
forecast of aVOided/costs to the contract's costs. Tbe results 
were summarized inL~, memoranawn ot April 8:, 1986, ana-, as· might be 

expected, the analysis showed that the contract; waS:>' no longer cost-
oil effective over Ita te%lll, that the' contract had an expected present-

value cost ot ~3.7 million, and that ~d.er revise4, fuel priee 
forecasts, no ;>enefits would result trom the' contract' until 1998. 

(E:><. 7~ 17.) 
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addition, a QF who supplied power durinq specified peak per. Ods at 
the 95% capacity factor call-ed "ror in the PNH contract wo d 
quality tor bonus eapacity payments. Addition, o"r the b 
.tncrease the capacity credit to $6-.9 million., as sho 
Appendix C. 

Thus, the amount of our disallowance is $ 
This amount would ordinarily be recovered throuqh 
the ECAC account. SDG&E shall reduce the amount 
demand charges incurred under the PNM contract 

e operation of 
records for the ' 

throuqh April 30, 1989, in its ECAC account:by is amount, with 
appropriate interests adjustments for :both th payments and credits 
from May 1, 1988 to the effective date of th's decision. 
E. The A(lminigration of the Contt:Act 

Apart from the question whether entered 
into the contract with PNM, two issues eme ged concerning SDG&E's 
administration of the contract during the record period. The first 
~estion is whether SOG&E should have a 
opportunity to terminate the aqreement. 
with SDG&E's reaction to a possibility 
obligations under the contract. 

1. 

d on an apparent I The second issue has to, do, 
at PNM has not met its 

SDG&E signed the PNM contra ,on November 4, 1985. In 
the months that followed, OPEC lost it~ coherence and oil prices 
"rell precipitously "rrom $27.60 per barlrel in November 1985 to, 
$l2'.6S per barrel in. April, l,986., As,l,result"of ... thisJdecline.,..-__ : .. -. , 
SDG&E revised its forecast of fuel prices and compared its revised 
forecast of avoided costs to the contfact's costs. The results 
were summarized in a memorandum of APfil 8" 1986, and, as might be 
expected, the analysis showed that ~ contract was no longer cost
et"reetive over its ter.m, 'that the corttraet had an expeeted present
value cost of $33.7 million, and tha~ under reviseci :tuel price 

I ' 

forecasts, no beneti ts would result :Crom' the contract 'until ~998. 
(Ex. 531, Item 17.) 
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A possible qround for termination that e erqed durinq 
this period concerned. PNM's contractual obliqatio to provide SDG&E 
with proof by May l, 1936, that it had obtaine?:' e transmission 
capability to' provide at least SO MW ot power ,SDG&E.. The 
contract specified that the transmissiO'n serv ce had to meet a 
certain level of firmness. If PNM' failed to' krovide such proof by 
May , either party had a right under the cO'n.J.~ct to' terminate the 
contract on June l, 1936. I, 

On March 21, 1986, PNM noti!iedjSOG&E that it would nO't 
be able to have a final transmission agrekment demonstrating the 
required capability by May 1. PNM sUPPlfed a, letter O'f 

understand.inq for SDG&E's review, and -,:e parties'considered 
extending the May 1 date. On April 29 'I the parties signed a letter 
agreement that granted PNM an extensiO'1l of time to- deliver an 
executed. tra.~missiO'n contraet to' SDGQE.. The transmission 

( 

agreement, in which the salt River Project (SRP) aqreed to supply 
• __ .l t i' Pm! Wl.th the necessary tran~ssiO'n capab ll.ty, was executed on 

I 
May S, 1986. f 

a. DBA's Position 
ORA argues that SOG&E's April 1985 fuel forecast and. 

f • 
reassessment O'f the PNM contract eO',fl.rmed what SOG&E should have 
suspected. all along--tbat the cO'ntraet was not cost-effective. 

! 
After the April study showed that the cO'ntract was expected to· eO'st 
$33 million over its lite, DRA belirves that SDG&E should have 
taken all· steps- and· seized. a.lJ.,.·O'PpO'~unities. .. to--.. terminate. or ...... . 
renegotiate the aqreement.. DRA nO'tles that under the revised fuel 
forecasts, activatinq the Silver Galte plants became SOC&E's 

cheapest optiO'n for additional cap~ity, and that gas priees would 
have to' escalate 40% above the fore~sts' expected prices be~ore 
the cost of enerqy would '. overcome the capacity savings made . 
possible))y Silver Gate.. \ 

ORA alsO' points out that Jl) ... 3S-12-103, iSSUed in Oee~r 
1985, atterthecontract was signed, directed. SOG&Et~9~belO'w the 
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threshold of cost-effectiveness and t~ provide in amarginal 
resources whenever possible.- This decision ShO~d have 
strengthened SDG&E's resolve to modify or term~te the contract. 

ORA finds it incomprehensi))le that 9!X;&E's negotiator, 
when he was informed o~ PNM's difficulties i~develoPing a ~inal 
contract with SRP, volunteered that *SDG&E JO~ld consider an 
extension of the cancellation date.* He also invitedPNK to· -draft 
a letter agreement extending the date to· JhateverPNM believes 
sufficient. * (Ex. 658, Item 13, p_ 1.) .1 

under these circumstances, D~be11eVeS that SDG&E's 
negotiators were completely wrong to voiunteer t~ extend the May 1 
deadline when PNM notified them of it,tproblems in making firm 
transmission arrangements. SOG&E's oWn attorneys indicated that no 
concessions should be given without Jome counterbalancing benefit 
(see Tr. 7~:8SS0-8S82), yet SOG&E'S~eqotiator offered the 
extension without any discussion Of/concessions by PNM, even though 
PNM's representative seemed to expect to have to offer some price 
concessions to get the extension (~ee Ex. 658, Item 13). Although 
ORA doesn't speculate about the cdurse of events in the absence of 
this offer of an extension, it fiAds that SOG&E was imprudent in 
failing to take advantage of thetevcragc that even PN.K 
acknowledged it had. 

b. ~E's i:psiti2,n 
SDG&E believes that its actions in agreeing to the 

extension· were ·reasonable· ·under· {the~circumstances-- . ,After .. SDG&E ... ,' .. 
balked at PNM's suggestion ~or an extension, PNM made special 
efforts to put the transmission agreement with SRP in its final 
form. On April 24, a committee that included a majority of SRP's 
Board of Directors approved the transmission agreement with PNM. 
It was clear to SOG&E at this time that the contract· would· be ' 

approved by SRP'~ Board. The n+xt regularly scheduled meeting of 
the Board was May 50, and SDG&E c;:oneluded ~at withholding consent 
to an extension would have only the senseless' e!!ectof'forcinga 
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special meeting of the Board and arousing the ill w' 1 of PNK and 
SRP. Accordingly, SOG&E ag~eed to the extension. 

In addition, SDG&E notes that its cont~ct with PNM did 
not contain a clause stating that time was of ~ essence. ~nder 
New Mexico law, which governed the interpreta~on of the contract, 
in the absence of such a clause a party's s~tantial compliance 
with contractual deadlines qualified as ade~ate performance. 
since SDG&E believed that it would be unabie to demonstrate that it 
had been harmed by a five-day delay in pr/viding the proof of 
transmission capability, SDG&E concludedl.'that a court would find 
that PNM had substantially met the guideline, and if SDG&E 
attempted to terminate the contract r ilwould find itself in breach 
of the contract and potentially liable! for damages. 

SDGlcE rejects DRA's contentAon that its handling of the ,. 
extension should have been influenced by the issuance of 
D.85-12-108. SOG&E disputes DRA's teading that the decision 

'i' directed SDG&E to purchase only res;ources that are- nframargl.nal. 
First, SDG&E argues that the Commi~sion has never endorsed a poliey 
that called for purchasing only irkramarqinal resources. Second,. 

~ 

since the Commission has defined inframarginal to mean purchases 
~ 

that are so cheap that they woul~be made despite the presence of 
QFs, a poliey of purchasing OnlY/inframarginal resources would 
force SOG&E to pass up many opportunities to purehase eheap power 
that does not meet the stringenJ test of inframarginality. Third, 
the Commission has indicated thAt, -avoided cost -should -act·· as . a-, 
ceiling price for purchases, and that utilities should not make 
purchasec. that exceed avoided cPst. .SDG&E believes that it has 
complied with this policy in s~qning the PNM contract,. since the 
overall cost of purchases undetthis contract was expected., when 
the contract was..,. signed,,- to. DefIles$.. than. avoide<1'~ eost.-.~. " _ .. 

SDG&E. believes that ts actions. were reasonable' under 
these cirewnstances. . . "," 

. . . 
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2. Did the TranSP; Aion Arrangements with 
SBP Hcej; the. Requiremtnt§ of the COntract? 

a. DBA's Position 
ORA also asserts that the eventual trans 'ssion 

arrangements between PNM and SRP did not meet the equirements of 
the PNM contract with SDG&E in three ways. 

First,. ORA argues that SOG&E had an 
terminate the PNM contract because the transm ssion agreement was 
not as firm as required by the PNM contract.}' More specifically, 
Section S.3 allowed tor termination I' 

" ••• it prior to May 1, 198:6, PNH)las not 
obtained transmission Capabili~ or other back
up service to provide at least 50 MW ot System 
power at the Point of Oelive~ tor the term of 
this Agreement, irrespective of the operational 
status of the ANPP generat~'n units (the Palo 
Verde nuclear plants). Such transmission 
contract(s) shall provide t smission service 
on a basis at least as firm as is set forth in 
Appendix B." (Ex. 531, It lS, p. 6.) 

Appendix B defines tirm trfonsmiSSion service for the 
purposes of the agreement and provides that such transmission may 
not be interrupted or curtailed excrpt when technical difficulties 
affectin9 the portion of the trans=ission system used to' provide 
the service lilnit the transmitter'~ ability to provide firm service 
and to provide service to its ti~ customers. 

ORA points out that sectdion l.2.2 of the transmission 
aqreement terminates the: .tir:m~ back-up: transmission" service-"When - _.- -. 

I 
PNM no longer has entitlement to any generation at ANPP" (Ex. 531, 

in ' I Item 19, p. 3). But s ce Seet~on 13.9 of the PNM contract , 
expressly requires SDG&E to continue purehasin9 capacity under the 
contract even it PNM relinquishes its entitlement'. to ANPP's 

qeneration (Ex. 531, Item 15-, -pp .. 33-34), - it- is. clear that the

transmission may terminate before the end of the. full· term of the 
PNM contract. 'rhus,. DRAreasons, the PNM-SRP' transmission 
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d ' th' •. / agreement ~d not meet e requ~rements o. Sect.on 5.3 of tbe PNK 
contract, and SOG&E had an opportunity to terminate that c£ntract. 

Second,. DRA notes another combination of,event/,. that 
could result in termination of the transmission agree~nt before 
the end of the term of the PNM contract. Section 4t{.1 of the' 

transmission agreement allows the transmission~~iee to be 
curtailed or interrupted at SRP's sole discretio7 if it needs the 
transmission faeilities to serve its firm system requirements with 
generation from its Coronado plants, including/future Coronado 
plants and substitute units. Under Section 4~1.3,. PNM has the 
right to ask SRP to tind an alternative tr~smission path tor the 
firm back-up transll1ission service over the/tacilities of 
neighboring utilities when SRP's tacilit~es are interrupted or 
curtailed under section 4.1.1. But if allot SRP's transmission 

; 

facilities are needed to transmit Coronado generation to serve 
I 

/ 
/' 

SRP's tim system requirements, PNM has a right under Section 1 .. 2.3 
of the transmission agreement to te:r:m.inate the agreement. 'rhus, 
ORA argues that this set ot circumstarices could result in the 
transm.ission service terminating })ef6re the end ot the PNM 

t 
contract. Again,. the requirements of Section 5-.3 ot the Pm! 

I 

contract have not been met,.. and,. according to DRA, SDG&E had 
another ground for terminating theiPNM contract. 

I 
Third, section 6.1 of the transmission agreement allows 

I 

for possible ~odification to the ~rans~ission facilities if certain 
problems .arise. .~ BUt.. )rIo:ck. ',on. .axJ.y. /.suCh.lD~ieations~ ..i:s_:not,J:equ.:ixed .: .. ~ .. ~ ~ . 
to })eqin until January l,. 1989. !Since the PNM agreement begins on 
May 1,. 1988, ORA argues that th~ required firm back-up transmission 
service may not be available tor the full term of the PNM contract 

I 
it these modifications are required. , 

ORA further . faults SDG&E for failing to have an attorney 
I 

review the transmission. aqreelll.e2?-t to see it it met· the requirements 
of Appendix B- of the PNM contract.. SOG&E's review. was apparently 

<" . 
limited to a technical review of, the eapal>ility of the transmission 
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path proposed by the transmission agreement. Thus~ according to 
DRA, SDG&E wasted, a valuabl~ opportunity either to- terminate' the ,-
PNM contract or to use the threat of termination to get co~eessions 
from PNM. ~ 

ORA further c:ri ticizes SDG&E for then going ott of its 
way to cure the defects of the transmission aqreem~n when it 
agreed to a letter agreement with Pm! on June la, 1 8-6. This 
letter aqreement gave SDG&E the option of termina nq the ~ 
contract if PNM terminates the transmission agre ment under Section 
l.2.3, if PNM is unable to find back-up transm sion from another 
source, and if PNM's proposed service alterna ves are not 
acceptable to SDG&E. But ORA notes that the etter agreement did 
not cover termination under section l.1.2 0 the transmission 
agreement (the .ANPP contingeney). In addi"tfion, although SOG&E 
retained its right to terminate the contrJct, exereise of this 
right would come at a severe financial pebalty to SDG&E, since the 

. i" 1 I U ~ ~ , PNM contract was expens ve l.n l. ts ear y ,ears. nloler SOGQ(E s 
forecast of April 1986, the PNM contract was not expected to' become 
cost-effeetive until 1998. The eulieJ the contract was. 

• I. 
term~nated, the more the contract's cost would exceed avo1ded cost. 
If SDG&E terminated before 1998, it wduld lose the opportunity tor 

• ¥ 
any benef~t to· result from the contrapt. 

Thus, ORA concludes that SOG&E was imprudent tor not 
taking advantage of its opportunitie4 to terminate the PNM 

1 
agreement. ORA argues .. that this imp~dence adds- t'urthersupport to-

; 

its recommendation that SOG&E shoul~ not be allowed to recover the 
costs of the excess capacity under tke contract. ORA. believes that, 

I 

SDG&E should have known in 1985, based. on available information, 
I 

that it would. not need capacity until 1994. ThUS, DRA recommends 
I 

that the clelDancl c:harges trom .May 1988 .tbrough..Hay -l994, alDountinq _ .. 
t 

to $l74,001,000, should. not be recoveredtrom .ratepayers .. 
I 
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b. $12Q&E's Eosi.3;ion 
SDG&E believes that its review of the transmission 

agreement was thorough and that its conclusions were sound. 
First, SDG&E aCtclresses what ORA. reters to as thANP~ 

contingency. ORA has suggested that the transmission reement 
might be terminated i~ PNM disposed of its enti tlemen to' ~~, 
even though SOG&E's obligation to purchase capacity aer the PNM 
contract would continue.. SOG&E points out that such 
disposition by PNM of its rights to ANPP generat~n would also 
violate the provisions of section 5.4 of the P~ contract: 

-PNM shall make good faith efforts tol'obtain 
. transmission capaDility or other back-up 

service adequate to provide service unaer this 
Agreement, ana once so obtained, shall maintain 
such capability or service tor ~ remaining 
te.rm of this Agreement.- (Ex •. Sil, Item 15, p. 
7.) / 

SDG&E asserts that the event that would 'rigger a termination of 
the transmission agreement--PNM's disposition ot its entitlements 

1 
.! 

to ANPP--wou d also be a mater:l.al breaCf of the PNM contract. 'I'he 
act that would cause termination of the transmission agreement is 
entirely within the control of PNM, a#d this provision is exactly 

J 

like a host of other actions Pm! mighf take to breach the 
transmission agreement. ~hus, SDG&E!argues that ORA has 
aemonstrated only that Pm! could takF actions that woulCt be a 
material breach ot the PNM contract rnd that would also result in 
termination 'of the -transmiss::ron agreemen:t" ..... - ~-;- . -._ .. ".: -... 

Second, SDG&E states that/it analyzed the firmness ot the 
transmission services provided in the transmission agreement and 
concluaed that they met the requireinents of Appendix Sa A late:r: 
pro~abilistic analysis demonstratedl that the minimum expected 
availability for 100 MW of service "I(twice the amount -required.. by 
the PNM contract) was greater than f9 ... S%. SDG&E viewed SRP's 
reservation ot the firm path tor its ti~ resources as merely 
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.... shifting the burden to PNK to pay for.additional upgra~xpand 
the path's capacity. 

• 

Third, the stated date, January 1" 1989, or the start of 
any necessary upgrades did not in any way reliev SRP of its 
contractual obliqation to provide firm transmis ion back-up service 
beqinninq May 1, 1988, as set forth in sectio 2.1 of the 
transmission aqreement (Ex. 531, Item 19, p. 4). 

Finally, SOO&E disaqrees with DRA's premise that it 
should have seized any opportunity to ~clel the contract. In 
liqhtof the hiqh volatility of the oil m'arket~ SOO&E was reluctant 
to act only on the proj eetions of its la'test' forecast and to. rej.ect 
a decision based on previous forecasts! The benefits of the PNM' 

I 
contract were still substantial, and tbe decision to terminate, 
even if. an opportunity had presented}.Ltselt, would not have been 
automatic. . ! 

c. DRA' s Besponse I 
ORA questions Whether Srx/&E'S analysis was as thorough. as 

asserted by SOO&E. DRA points out/that SOG&E's witness, the person 
who performed much of the review,!admitted that the Tr~nsmission 
Planninq Section did not review all of the requirements of. the 
contract, and that he assumed thdt several important provisions 

I 
would be reviewed by someone else. In addition, ORA notes that the 

I 

quantitative analysis cited by ~&E was performed in August 1987, 
well after the time when SDG&E Jas required to assert the failure 

\0.' th . ...3tl •• '-ot PNM' to o...,tal.n e requl.re ..... .: ranSlnSS'l;On' ·rl.q,uloos· .. ~ '': - "-' 
f 

ORA also challenges SDG&E's reliance on Section 5.4 by 
1 . 

noting that the language of that section requires only that PNK 
1 

maintain the back-up service 'it has obtained.' If. the service 
I 

that it has obtained does not meet the explicit requirements of 
section 5'.3 and. Appendix B, Section. 5.4.· does.. not place a:tly 9%'eater 
responsibility on Pm! to obtain \ firmer serviee_ 

ORA also cites New Mexico law and legal treatises in 
support of its contention that \not obj.ecting to:P!iH's failure .to·, 

-10t 
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obtain the required transmission service r 

defective performance, so that SOG&E would be barr . from. raising 
its objection to the transmission service at a 1 er time, 
presumably when that defect affected deliveries der the PNK 

contract. 
Moreover, ORA points out that if SJG&E really believed in 

May 1986 that PNM had an absolute Obliqatio?to provide firm back
up transmission service r it could have ass.rted that duty in the 
letter agreement of June 18, rather than lemoving PNH's absolute 
obligation and substituting a lesser wgoJd faithw obligation to 
provide alternatives. . / 

Finally, ORA rejects SOG&E's"ssertionthat it may not 
have terminated. the PNK contract eVen ff it felt it h.ac1 an 
opportunity to, terminate in May 1986.1 ORA points out that the 
Commission in December 1985 had statJd that avoided cost was the 
ceiling price that should be paid fof purchases over the SWPL 
(D.8S-12-10S, p. 120h). In responsJ to· SOG&E's fear that its April 

~ I 

1986 forecast might prove to be to~low, ORA reasserts its earlier 
criticisms of the forecasts that s~pported the PNM contract and the 
extremely small bene!i ts that those forecasts proj,ected. for the PNM 

contract. i 
3... Di5Q1:ZSl.Qn I 

a. l'be Agreeaen.t ,3;2 Extend/the De§dlins 
We agree with ORA that ~nce SOG&E realized the strong 

I 
possibility the the PNK· contract-~ould· ·turn'"out·to be 'a'poor' - :"-' 
bargain, it should have taken ad~ntage of every opportunity to 
reneqotiate or terminate the cont/ract ... We tind. it inexplicable in 
these circumstances that SDG&E w~uld voluntarily otter to extend 

t 
the May 1 deadline. SDG&E would have been completely within its , 
rights under. the contract. and wi~ the.bounds. o~ acceptable. ... - -. , 
business behavior to insist that PNK live up to the obliqations it 
acp:eecl to. in enterinq into the acP:eement. SDG&E was under no legal 
or lDoral obligAtion tc> a_1st, PNH r lI1eeting',i :ts0bngati~ns. We 

108\ 
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find it difficult to give credence to SDG&E's repeated ssertion 
that it had no- bargaining leverage in many negotiatin .. situations 
when it failed to recoqnize the leverage that cir 
presented. it. 

Viewed in isolation, SDG&E'S decision 0 agree to an 
extension after SRP' s committee, which inCludeo/a maj ori ty o·f SRP's 
Board, approved the transmission agreement does not appear 
unreasonable, but we think that this incident/should not be viewed 
in isolation. PNM knew from the moment it signed the contract on 
November 4, 1985, that it was bound to provide SDG&E with proof of 

I 
firm transmission arrangements by May 1. ~t would not have been 
SDG&E'S stUbbornness that would have forced a special meeting ot 
the SRP Board (it SDG&E had not eonsenteJ to the extension), it 

. I would have been PNM's fa~lure to make ~e necessary arrangements 
early enough so that they could be conJidered at a regular meeting 

I 

of the Board. before- May 1. Yet SDG&E ftated. ~t it feared that it 
would only annoy PNM and SRP if it withheld its consent to the 

I 
extension. But any annoyance should /have been directed at PNM, and 
if necessary SDG&E coulq. have aided SRI> and. PNM' in reeQ9'nizing the 
true source of the delay. / . 

Moreover, we strongly suspect that SDG&E's unnecessary, 
inappropriate, and apparently unsoiieited offer to extend the 

I 

deadline led PNH to believe that SOG&E would cooperate in solving 
PNM's problem. Thus, SDG&E itsel~ may have created the setting for 

I . the annoyance-that~SDG&E then telt"neeessary-to.·avQ-1d ... --·· .-...... > •• 

r 
We conclude that SOG&E ~eted imprudently in not informing 

PNM wben the transmission difficulties were first mentioned that 
SDG&E intended tully to enforce i~ rights under the contract, 
includinq the right to terminate ~f PNM did not produce the 

I 

required proof ot. tranmnission..ar.ra.ngements . .on..time.- " -U .. SDG&E.had 
done so, at worst the situation w'ould be identical tOo the one SDG&E 
faces today. It is very POSSible! that Pm! would have ofterecl' some 
price concessions, as its representative had indicated- on April 3, 
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1986-. SDG&E may have also had an opportuni to terminate a 
contract which appeared then as it does n~, to ~e a very expensive 
resource. 

Determininq how SOG&E's imp dence has affected its 
ratepayers presents some difficultie. ORA ties this instance of 
imprudence to its larger recommena ion to disallow all costs of 
excess capacity, or the demand pa~ents from 1988 through 1994. We 
have earlier rejected this apprqaeh, and we think we should 
consider the effects of this p~icular action separately. 

No party suggests t~t this incident would have presented 
SOG&E with a clea~ and leqi~te opportunity to-terminate the 
contract, but it may have ~dto otters of price concessions from 
PNM. In tact, PNM's representative volunteered that PNM would 
consider such conceSSiO~(Ex. 658,' Item 13, p. 2). 

Any price con~ssions, however, would have logically been 
limited by PNM's expectations of the cost of m.akinq the extra 
efforts needed to c~op ete the arrangements and to execute the 
transmission agreemen with SRP. Realistically, PNM was. not go·ing 
to allow the contra with SOG&E to lapse merely because it was 
difficult to translate its letter of understanding with SRP' into, a 
final contract within the time limits called for in the PNM 
contract. Howeve:jr, PNM may have been willing ~o reduce SDG&E's 
costs somewhat so' at PNM would not have to incur the extra 
expenses necessa to get the agreement signed on time. Thus, PNM 
would have,either *bought": .. SDG&E's·.eoncurrence. .. in·.the :extens.ion-or":'-., .. -., 

strict terms of 
action that it 

We 

PNM's potentia 

ed the expenses necessary to comply with the 
e contract; PNM would have followed the course of 

xpeeted to be less expensive .. 
speculate that the extra expenses that capped 

concessions t~ SD~E could have included 'added 
attorneys' fee,. overtime payments to some workers neede<:l to 

I ' 
complete the agreement~ compensation for added costsSRP would 
incur in arran~inCJ an' extra. or' emergency meeting 'ot, the SRI> Board, 

\ 
\ 
\ 
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and related expenses. However, in light ot the ab nce ot any .. ." evidence on th~s top~c, only a rough est1mate of ese expenses is 
possible, and only a token disallowance is jus fied. 

We estimate that it would have bee PNH's expectation 
that these expenses would not exceed $20,00'; thus, its offer of a 
rate reduction to SDG&E would not have ex eded $20,000. Thus, 
$20,000 is a reasonable estimate ot the aximUltL e'!fect that SDG&E's 
imprudence in this instance had on ratepayers. We conclude that . 
SDG&E's imprudence led to its losing ;the opportunity to reduce its 
costs under the contract by about $70,000. We will not allow SDG&E 
to recover this amount trom its ratepayers. Because we acknowledge 
that this alnount is merely an est~ate and, in any event, is 
intended as a nominal disallowanefe, we will not add interest to the 
$20,000 disallowance. ~ 

b. :the Transmission ~Qents 
The first question ior our consideration is what SDG&E's 

attitude should have been to~rd the PNM contract in May 1986. We 
agree with ORA that SDG&E s~uld have been seizing every 
opportunity to reduce its O?ligations under the PNM contract.. By 
its own forecast of oil and gas prices, SOG&E expected. that the 
contract would cost over i33 million more than avoided cost, and 

j 

that the contract would row no benefit until 1998. Even though 
the soundness of this new forecast could be questioned, the tact 
that oil prices had alrJady tallen well below the range that SOG&E 

j 

considex:ed .:.in._tbe . .lo'lAt.:.oJ.l. ..and~~ .. prie.ELcas.e .ot ~ts ~e.aaier . .:.:·~ .. ' :~. 
analysis should have rJised grave doubts in the =inds of SDG&E's 

I 

managers about the wis40m of the PNK contract. The commission had 
indicated that avoided cost should be a ceiling for purchases over 

I 

the SWPL, and nowSDG&E's- own analysis indicated that the contract 
J 

would exceed. that· ceiling'·." Any- possibility·~or 9ettin9:'out-otthe 
. I . 

contract or torreduclinq SDG&E's costs unCler the contraetshoulc1 . . I . 
have been vigorously lPur5ued. . ". . 

. \ . 

1. 

- ~~~ -
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Both DRA and SOG&E get distracted from th' 
somewhat in arquing a}:)out the likelihood that SDG '50 possil:lle 
oDjections to the transmission agreement would ~ve Deen sustained. 
ot the three objections to the transmission a~eement raised DY 
ORA, only the third, concerning the timing ~ transmission 
upgrades, could be rejected out of hand. ~he others, concerning 
the possil:lility of termination if PNM s~.its rights to Palo Verde 
generation and SRP's rights to c:urtai~r interrupt the 
transmission path under certain cir~tanc:es, are both credible. 
Even though SOG&E's reviewers seemeGito feel that the possibility 
of termination was slight, under ~ wording of the contracts there 
was a credible legal arqument that PNM had not met its obligations 

J 
under Section 5.3 of the contra,t. SDG&E should have pressed that 
argument with PNM, it not in ho es of terminating the agreement, 
then at least in an attempt t. get concessions that would lower the 
costs of the contract. SOG&E had nothing to lose and mueh to gain 
DY pressing these arguments • 

However, it appears that SOG&E did not even take the step 
of having its attorneys refiew the transmission agreement to, see if 
PNM had met its legal obli~ations, so it forfeited the opportunity 
ot raising any legal Obj~iOns to· the transmission agreement. 

Moreover, as ORA has pointed out, it should have been 
SOG&E's goal either to Jerminate the agreement or to obtain 
concessions at the out~t_ Even it SDG&E preserved its right to 
terminate the -ac;reemenl· later; -as-SDG&~s·.·argtU'll.ent··on-the:-ANPP-:·~
entitlement issue se~ to suggest, it would have endured the most , 
~urdensome period of ~e contract only to terminate before the 
contract's benefits $tarted coming in. 

We are unafle to say at this late date whether SDG&E 
could. have success9l1y sustained··a· clailn., ot- termination,·or,··whether 
its etforts to, get ¢oncessions from PN.K would have been successful. 

I .. 
We teel confident speculating that the c::hange in· oil prices must 
have increased PNM s desire to sell capacity' to SDG&£ even at a 

- l12 -
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reduced price and that SDG&E probably had more ba 
at this time than it believed then or apparentl believes now. We 
cannot know what would have happened with ce inty. But we 
conclude that SDG&E acted imprudently by fa" ing to- assess the 
situation at the time, failing to- have it lawyers review the PNM
SRP agreement for compliance with the re irements ot the PNM 
contract, failing to set a strategy fojf'administration of the PNM 
contract, and. failing' to pursue Vi9'zr usly every opportunity to' 
obtain concessions. , 

We are unable to assess ow these instances of imprudence 
will affect ratepayers. The mOS¥likelY outcome, it SDG&E had 
pressed its claims, would have,~en some reduction in the prices 
called tor in the contract, in f>ur opinion. However, we have no, 
basis for estimating' or quant~ying those concessions. Although we 

( 

will not make a particular d.~llowance for these imprudent acts, 
I 

our conclusion that SDG&E acted imprud~ntly reintorces our previous 
( 

disallowance of the contract's demand charges tor one year. 
y - Conclusion on the 1985/ PNK COntl3lkt 

(d . We have now complete our reV1ew of the reasonableness of 
SDG&E's entering into thJ contract with PNM and of the 
administration of the cobtract from its inception through April 30, 

f 
1986. Except for the ~ounts we have disallowed, all other 
expenses SDG&E incurs ~der this contract are 'reasonable. However, 
SDG&E'S administratio~ of the contract after April 30, 1986, will 
be reviewed- for~ reasoltlab-leness, ·in-·futu,re .. ·ECAC..c:a.ses .. - ...... - ~. ,. , .. ~,.,. , ., 

Our estima d total disallowance of SD,G&E'S expenses 
under the PNM contra is $21,998,000; the final disallowance may 
differ slightly fro this amount because of the calculation of 
interest. 

- ll3 -
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vn:I _ The Balancing Account 

A. bckqround 
The oriqinal purpose as to reconsider 

certain aspects of the balaneinq account creat a in D.85-12-108. 
The decision qrantinq rehearing, D.86-06-026 instructed the 
parties to address six specific questions. We will examine these 
questions and the parties' responses in 
consider related issues before discussi q our overall conclusions. 
B. The BalMce Through 19M 

The first question posed i 0.86-06-026 was: 
NWhat would be the differe ce between the cost 
of power purchased over e SWPL and avoided 
cost, measurecl at a cap~city value of $7S;f'bl/yr 
ancl current short-run avoided energy cost tor 
the period January 1, /986 throuqh December 31, 
19881w 

1. SPG&E'S Response / 
SDG&E's answer to ~iS question appears t~be set forth 

in an appendix to its openinp brief. ~e appenoix contains ~ 
response to a clata request from ORA. The response qives three 
estimates corresponding to/three forecasts of oil and gas prices. 

SOG&E's most li>lelY forecast of oil and gas prices, as of 
OctoDer 1986, results in p'e costs of power purchased over SWPL, 

exceeding short-run avoi4ecl costs by about $37a million. Under the 

low price ,~oJ:eca.st,.. .th.i!l ~ig:w:e. -incr.eases.._to . ..$.4.10 m; J 1 ;'on.. __ 'Ond.e:z:.",~.~ _ ... u 

the high price forecasttJ the purchased power costs exceed avo-ided 
cost by $164 million. 

Xn its test ony, SOG&E revised its estimates of the 
excess costs in its m t likely ease to' $293 million for this, 
period (Ex. 50S). T.n!s tiqure includes a. capacity credit for 
economy energy purcb.a I es" similar to-' the capaei ty payment, made to
as-available QFs und stancla%'cl O!terN\uDber 1 (501) .If this·. 

I 
\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 
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capacity credit is ","",oved, the resul.t would be excess L 
about $313 million.. ' / 

2. PRA'S Re;mons /~~ __ 
DRA estimates that the costs of purcha,es over SWPL will 

exceed avoided cost by $313 million. DRA:;Z: anS &E agree on this 
figure, exeept that SDG&E includes a capacity, credit tor economy 
energy. 

DRA argues that including this ~edit 1s inappropriate. 
QFs are geographieally and teehnol09ical~~ diverse, and the 
capacity credit of SOl is based on the !rObability that many of 
them will be supplying energy at any ;dven moment, including system 
peak, despite the diverse outage pat~rns of individual tacilities~ 
In contrast, DRA. argues, SWPL is t'b..t/ equivalent of a large resource 
and represents a large, single contfingency. It this single 
resource tails, both tirm and non/irm power are interrupted" so· no
capacity credit should be awardeJto nontirm purchases over SWPL. 

3. 'qCAN's ResoDS" I 
UCAN concurs with D~'S estimate. UCAN also- believes 

that no capacity credit should be given for economy enerqy 
n 

purchases tor tour reasons. /First, nontirm purchases. are 
interruptible. Second, the ~ount of nonfirm power transmitted 
over SWPL could be large in/relation t~ SDG&E's system.. Third, 
Southwestern utilities sel~ing nontirm energy have similar load and 
resource conditions, and their times of energy shortage and surplus 
arehigb:l:y --eorre-lateet·, ... · .uru.!i-ke--<i·i-spersec:l-QoPs-,,-'''FOUrth-,-the ... ,. ,- ._- " ..... ,. ,.-, ,-
availability of nonfirm eperqy is low durins summer periods ot 
he~vy lo~d when SOG&E's ~eed is hiSh. 
c. The Incentive created by the 

J2gferr;,l of cash nsiw 

The second qukstion raised in 0.86-06-026 was: -
"Is. the >detedal ot cash flows, by limiting 
SDG&E~s rev~ue recovery tor SWPL energy to the 
'v~lue' 01: that enerqy"a, suttieient incentive 
to encourage the'company to reduce its 
purchased power costS?6-

I . 
1 

- l].5-

. 
I 
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1. SDGiE's Response 
SDG&E's answer to-this question seems to be that the 

deferral of cash flows is more th~ sutficient, and ~ balancing 
I' 

aecount mechanism is not needed to give SOG&E sufficient incentive 
to reduce its purChased power costs. SOG&E believ.:s that existing 
ratemaking mechanisms are adequate to provide ~ required 
incentive. Throughout the life of a transmis5~n line, the 
Commission has ample opportunity--in the general rate case that 

. /! 
reviews the resource plan, in the Commission's review of the 

v' 
tilings required by General Order lll, inpe grantinq of the 
certificate of public convenience and necessity tor the line, in 

•• 
the prudence review of the construction/'eosts, and in ECAC 

.x 
proceedings--to review the construction, operation, and even 

r 
salvage value of a transmission lineJ The threat ot a disallowance 
of costs at any stage ot the fAcilitY,s life is asuttieient 

J 
incentive to encouraqe SOG&E to keep its purchased" power costs 
down. ,I 

2. DBA's Response ! 
ORA believes that the 1balancing account mechanism is 

sufficient and necessary to giv:~ SDG&E the proper incentive·to 
" operate the line efficiently. j 

ORA disputes SOG&E's contention that more conventional 
-' requlatory mechanisms are adequate to- ensure the proper operation 

I, 

of SWPL without the additionpot the SWPL balancinq account.. ORA 

notes, that ,mos.t--of.-the-:ra.te.maJd nC] lIlecbatloiSlD.s.::.cited. -by .. .:soG:&E,.,.focus. __ -=------ -
on the recovery of the capi~al cost of the line, but the capital 
cost is not at issue in t.hi's proceeding~ rather, the cost-

r 
efteetiveness ot energy ~~smitted over SWPL is both the issue in 

, I 

this case anel the tarqet cit the balancinq account. 
ORA also arguesi that ECAC -reasonab:teness --reviews "'are -not --

always effective cheeks- oh management's. actions, especially in the ., 
complex area of eontract~ac1ministrAtion, because the utility 

, { ", 

controls the records of the most important acts." It docUments' of 
~ , 
~ 
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important steps in the decision process are not retained, it .~ 
becomes extremely difficult 'for the Commission to' review th~ . 
prudence of management's actions. Thus, any incentives th~ ECAC 
may provide in theory are eroaed in practice. 

,/,." 

ORA observes that SDG&~ seems to have become ore 
aggressive in its administration of the contracts at er the . 
Commission adopted the decision creating the balan 
ORA sees this as evidence that the incentives cre ted by the 
balancinq account were and 
of SWPL. 

are needed to ensure 

3. VCAH's Response 
UCAN also believes that SOG&E's a ions since the 

balancing account was created demonstra~e I.e effectiveness of the 
incentives created by the account. SOG&E s change in behavior 
demonstrates that traditional ratemakin mech~isms were not 
sufficient to proauce desirable behavi~. 

UCAN points out that the balfncing account establishes 
clear price signals for the market gives SDG&E a clear target, 
the avoided cost standard, to guide ts efforts in securing power 
purchases. 
D. The standard of Value 

was: 
The third topic for this rehe ing set forth in 0 .. 86-0·6-026 

~....... . th . / . 'nuat 1S e appropr1ate standard by Wh1Ch to 
measure the' 'val-ue- O~PL' -power -to·"ratepayersZ· :; .... : 
Would pricinq SOG&E's SWPL cash flow at current 
short run avoided cos discourage th& utility 
from making lODg-te contractual commitments 
to purchase SWPL power?6 

1. SlXj&E's Response ./ 
SDG&E's. short· answer ·to· the first of these. questions is. 

that SWPL shouldl:>e evaluat4. as one resource o~ St>G&E's. inteqrated 
system ,and should nO.t be sinqled out for special. treatment. SOG&E 
offers several reasons in' support of its position.'-

\- l17 -
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According to SDG&E, SWPL was planned a$ a res-our to· be 
integrated with the rest of SOG&E's systelU. At SWPL,'s i eption, 
SOG&E's overwhelming need was for a way to displace oi and gas 
trom its system. SDG&E's extensive reliance on oil- d gas-fired 
generation had caused enormous rate increases durin the price 
increases of the 1970s, and SOG&E had set a goal 0 diversifying 
its fuel mix. When the commission rej eeted SOG& s proposed' 
Sundesert Nuclear Project, the Commission instrlcted SDG&E to, 
pursue the possibility of building a transmis;fon line to give 
SDG&E access to the coal-based generation resources in the 
Southwest (O.SS75S, 83 CPOC 707, 734 (197G)Y( SDG&E pursued SWPL 
because it offered the benefits ot access 4. coal-tired firm 
capacity, displacement of oi1- and gas-ti~d generation, improved 
system reliability, and the reduction ot/SDG&E'S oil consumption. 
The Commission noted allot these benefSJts when it granted the 
certificate of public convenience and nkeessity for SWPL (0.93785). 

l 
In addition, SDG&E argues that its use of SWPL has been 

demonstrated to be cheaper than feasiJ£le alternatives. SOG&E 
identified f~ur such alternatives: a"oided cost (representing the 

J 
price of purchases from QFs)" other }!-vailable firm power purchases, 
construction of new generation, andfreliance on economy energy. 

For its comparison with ~oided cost, SOG&E modified the 
approach suggested in the rehearin~ decision somewhat to enable it 
to make a comparison over a longex/ period. of time than eontemplated. 

, I 

in the- d.ecision; - ~SDG&E- c:a;leulate¢~that~trom-Apri-l··~'9"'7'9"',thl:ough.~ -_ .. --_ .. 
April 1986, SDG&E's purchases frdm. the Southwest resulted in . 
savings with a net present value/Of $100.3 million for SDG&E's 
customers. (SWPL did not enter commercial operation until June , 
~4; some of the SOuthwest purc;bases. in this comparison were not 
carried over SWPL~) For May 19d4 through April 1986, the I . 
comparison shows a net present~~alue cost of $4$ million, but even 
in this period; savings ,result i.~ the levelized;eapital cost of SWPL 
is ignored'. 
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// 
SDG&E attributes the net cost ot the later years ot the 

comparison to the cost of sprinqerville Unit 1 deman~ayments and 
the drop in the price ot oil and gas. SDG&E arques/that the 
balancing account unfairly captures the worst ye~s, the years 
atter the unforeseen drop in oil and gas price~ tor comparison 
against the avoided cost standard and iqnore~the years when 
Southwest purchases were clearly beneficial~o ratepayers. 

SDG&E next compares the cost otjSOuthwest purchases with 
the only other finn purchases available 1.'Xl 1978-19'80, the same time 
when SDG&E contracted with PNM and CFE.! PUrchases from Cholla 4 in 
1984-85 cost Southern california Edison only about a tenth of a , 
cent per kilowatt-hour less than SDG&~'s purchases fromPNM for the 

. salne time. PUrchases for power frO~Magma Power Company's Niland 
qeothermal plant cost Edison over a cents per kilowatt-hour in 
1986, while SOG&E's costs under th CFE agreement were just over 4 

cents per kilowatt-hour. I 
SOG&E also cites fiqures that showed that the installed 

cost of the plants that formed tJe basis for the demand charges in 
f 

the contracts with PNM and TEP w,ere not out of line with the 
installed costs of similar plan~s of the same vintage • . 

SOG&E concludes. that :the costs of ownership' of a new 
qeneration plant would have in~keased SOG&E's revenue requirement 
by about $200 million compared/to current forecasts ot the costs ot 

. t 
purchased power transmitted over SWPL. 

. 11' E I . F1na y,. -SOO& .. 'arques that-'eeonomy"energy- l:S ·not··~ .. --· 
feasible substitute for SWPL./ Without SDG&E's firm purchases, 
construction of several plants in the Southwest would have been 

t 
postponed; as a result, the economy enerqy market would have been 
considerably tighter, with cohespondingly higher prices. 
Furthenlore, St>G&E argues that the availability of economy enerqy 
is the lowest, and· its price the highest, precisely during periods 

)j , ' 

Qf high delDand, when SDG&E mo~t needs additional power." 

\ 
\ 

\' 
\ 

\ 
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SDG&E also addresses the question of value in a~' ... 
extensive arg"\Xment against usinq avoided cost to jUdq~e value of 
SWPL. SOG&E argues that avoided cost fails to captu~ the value of 
SWPL for two general reasons. . ;I' 

First, avoided cost tails to reflect m~y of the benefits 
that SWPL ot!ers~ The existence ot SWPL ha~s~ led SDG&E to cut 
its reserve marqin from 20% to' 15%, with an timated savings of 
$90 million. SWPL also gives SDG&E the abi l.ty to :minimize 
outages, which saved SDG&E's cu.stomers $7~million, according to 
SDG&E. Other short-term operational bendfits amounted to $1 
million. In addition, avoided cost fai~ to reflect the value ot 
fuel diversity that SWPL offers a syst/m like SOG&E's. SWPL also
gives SOG&E considerable flexibilitrn planning to meet future 
needs and establishes SDG&E as a pre ence in Southwest power 
markets. 

Second,. SDG&E argues thal the gas turbine proxy used to 
estimate the avoided cost of capacity does not capture SWPL's lonq
term value. Gas turbines are dediqned to provide inexpensive 
peaking capacity, but they are ~lativelY inefficient. SOG&E 
believes that it is inappropri~te to apply such a expedient,. short
run measure to the long-term capacity commitments carried over 

i 
SWPL.. SOG&E notes that the ~acity measure used in the long-run 
standard otter (504) is substantially higher than capacity prices 

I 
based on the gas turbine pro~. SDG&E thinks it siqniticant that 
for the standard· offer· ·the Conrm.ission· .. found .. that···a" projected.short

I 
run marginal cost approach fails to equal long-run avoided cost. 

Moreover, SDG&:E asferts that it is illoqical and unfair 
't:00 judge an individual facil!ity 'Dy the short-run avoided cost 

• l 
standard. Loql.cal use of its system may require SDG&E to- contract 

• tor additional capacity over SWPL so that the Paci!ic'Intertie 
I 

remains available to transport economy energy from the Pacific 
. I . . 

Northwest,. where economy energy costs' are generally cbeaper than·· in 
~ '. . 

the SOuthwest. This arrangement 'Would be • cheaper from' the· system's 
. : ~ . . 

. I 
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perspective, even though the purchases over SWPL would likely tail 
the short-run avoided cost test. /'/ . 

Finally, SOG&E observes that the avoided cost test/does 
220t recognize a credit tor transmission costs that were oided 
:because of SWPL. By contrast, the Com.mission has held at valuinq 
long-run avoided cost must include consideration of oided 
transmission costs for displaced purchases from out ide the service 
area (0.87-05-060, mimeo. pp. 31, 56). The balan nq account as 
proposed also does not credit SOG&E for the bene its ot increased 
system reliability resultinq from the presence ~f SWPL. SOG&E 
believes that credits should be taken into ae~tunt in setting the 

initial balance ot any balancing account. / 
In answer to the second part of ~ Commission's 

question, SOG&E thinks the proposed balanC~~g account would 
discourage it from committing to lonq-term'purchases- over SWPL. As 
already mentioned, ignoring the most eff~ient combined use of SWPL 

i 
and the Pacific Intertie will lead to increased costs, and applying 
the avoided cost standard to SWPL in isolation will encourage SOG&E 

I 
to purchase more economy energy over S~L, even when cheaper energy 

p. 
may be available from the Pacific Northwest. The course sU9qested 
:by the avoided cost criterion would :bJ for SDG&E to· construct qas 

.~ 
turbines to meet any need for new capacity, and to keep SWPL in 

~ reserve exclusively for purchases of1economy ener9'Y~ SOG&E does 
not believe that this is a wise direCtion for its system planninq 

k' to tak~.. _-,, __ .. __ . _ _ _ _ ~ 

FUrthermore, use of the a~oided cost standard creates 
some incentive tor SOG&E not to take steps to reduce its avoided 

f 
cost, since a higher standard is easier to beat. SOG&E does not , 
think the Commission intended to· create such an incentive. 

2. DBA's Rn.pqDa· - 1 
\ 

ORA believes that the commission bas already answered its 
own question: 1 

\ 
'With respect to out-of-state power purchases,. 
the Commission tully expects 'the states'Csic) 

. \ 
~ 

-J.Z1-\ , 
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utilities to go below the threshol of cost
effectiveness and.provide lower cQ$t or 
inframarginal resources whenever )p0ssible.
(0.85-12-10$, mimeo. p. 120<].) I 

Based on this quotation, ORA. argues that fhe Commission expects 
out-of-state purchases to be cheaper t.han systemqeneration, and 
that the short-run avoided cost measure/is therefore qenerous to, 
SDG&E. / 

To answer the commission's questions more thorouqbly, ORA' 
~ evaluated the value of each of the three separate ·products· that 

SDG&E purchases over SWPL. / 
First, ORA believes that ~e value of capacity is a 

shortage value, and is appropriatel~ estimated by the cost of a 
• 

combustion turbine. The $78 per kilowatt per year that the 
Commission adopted for 1986 loqica~ly applies only to utilities 

" that need additional capacity. Since SOG&E does not need capacity 
/' 

in the 1980s, ORA thinks that applying the avoided cost standard to 
capacity is generous to SIX7&E. t 

Second, ORA views purchased firm energy as essentially 
1/ 

displacing generation on SDG&E'sisystem. Therefore, the value of 
firm energy is the incremental cost of the marginal qeneration 

t 
unit. This may be expressed as t:he price of qas multiplied by the 
system incremental heat rate, a~ the Commission bas indicated. ORA 

~ 

concurs with the commission's ~ of a heat rate of 12,000 Btu per 
kilowatt-hour. 

1 

Third, nontir:m energy 'tis worth less than fixm enerqy, 
I 

since it is interruptible. The ~rue value should be value of firm 
energy less about 2" mills per kilowatt-hour, the cost of spinning' 
reserves. By not clitferentiatinq between :firm and nonfirm enerqy 
for purposes of the be-lancinq account, the Commission has aqain 
been generous to SDG&E. I 

! 
O~ concludes that the I avoided cost criterion is 

consistently qenerous to SDG&E. \'rhUS, ORA believestbat the 
avoided cost standard is sutficient to capture not only the direct 

i . 
• 1 

1 
j 

" ~ 
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economic value of SWPL but also the indirect benefits tha SDG&E 
has ascribed to the line. . I 

ORA finds fault with SDG&E's evaluation o~ ny of these 
±aairect benefits. Minimization o~ outage$ and volt ge support 
results from the addition of any generating resourQe, including 
QFs, but the commission has not increased avoide~cost-based prices 
to reflect these benefits. Thus, it is consistent to perform the 
comparison without consideration of these fact~s. DRA further 
qnestions whether SWPL should receive sole cr/dit for the reduction 
of reserve margin by 5%. DRA thinks the re)ised reserved margin is 
a byproduct of SDG&E's first study of rese,re requirements to be 
based on expected unserved energy (EOE). ~RA believes that a study 

I 
by the Energy Commission indicates that SWPL reduced reserve 
margins by only one to two percent. MorJover, problems with the 

# 
way in which SDG&E ran its PROMOD (a production cost simulation 

" model) runs undermines its estilnate of )tbe value of the reduction 
in reserJe margins and its claim that SWPL lowered its cost of 

• capacity and energy. J 
t 

ORA concludes that SDG&E's purchases over SWPL are more 
expensive tban increased generation irom its system, and that , 
avoided cost is a generous measure of the value ofSWPL power. 

;( 
3 _ PCAN's Response i , 

'C'CAN believes that avoided cost is a satisfactory 
i 

standard for evaluating SWPL's costs. UCAN finds support for its 
1 

position in· 0,.85-12-104,.· ia·which"the ·Commissioa··aecepted·,·trCAN"S " ..... ' ~ 
J 

argument that a eontract between SOf&X and its affiliate should be 
evaluated by an avoided cost stand~d, rather than a long-run 
standard urged by SDG&E. UCAN alSi:d notes that SOG&E, has asserted 
that its long-run avoided costs ar below its short-run avoided 
costs. If this statement is true,.., e short-run avoided cost 
approach is clearly more favorable .!to- SDG&E. . 
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UCAN also believes that over its lite lonq-run resource 
should. show a substantial savings over short-ru£ costs to. justity 

I 
the increased risk inherent in a long-run commitment. 

/ UCAN suggests that a long-term purChase could be valued. 
by a short-run standard until such time asl'it becomes a long-term 
substitute tor a capital addition. The lonq-run evaluation 
standard could be either long-run avoidea cost or a torecast o.f 
short-run avoided cost. UCAN believes~t this treatlnent is. 
consistent with the Commission's poli~ as expressed in 

• • J 1 . 0.86-07-004, wh~eh set up the auct~on approach t~se ect~ng new 
I 

generating resources. I 
E. §I><aE's Need:i I 

The fourth question posed in 0.86-06-026 was *What are 
SOG&E's energy and capacity need; in the 1986 through 1996 time 

t 
frame?N ! 

1. ~PG§:E's Response I 
In an attachment to its brief, SOG&E presents a table 

which it labels a NdeterminisJicN resource plan trom 1936 through 
~ 

1998. According to this ta»lie" a comparison of expected load with 
existing, committed, and nondeferrable resources shows a need tor 

,~ 

additional capacity beginning in 1991 and growing to 392 MW in 
1996. ' j 

However, SOG&E also includes a related response to a data 
I 

request that warns, Nit wo~d be inappropriate to use this 
I 

determj nl stic."es.tima.te-.:o~ energy-.and. capa<:i.ty-.neec1s.~t~.pl..a.N:Wiq.._""': ____ ~,~._ . 
. Ie purposes, or evaluat~on of the Southwest Powerlink, at this time. 

Probabilistic analysis mU$t be employed to determine prudent 
resource ehoices .. wSDG&E1!$ answer to this question seems to- be no. 
more specific than its statement, -the "range of potential energy 
and capacity requirements.! for SDG&E over'the next 1'0' years is' quite 

broacl. ' \ . 
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2. DBA's Res.R9Dse 
ORA's opinion is that SOG&E will have significant excess . 

capacity through 1989. A need for new capaci~ will begin in 1990, 
according to current demand forecasts and. ~rource plans. ORA 
believes that SOG&E will be able to meet ;ni~ need for new capacity 
by operating existing units and. restart~ Silver Gate.. . 

Although ORA aqrees that .the j1eed for energy and capaclty 
will increase throuqh 1995, it disputes SOG&E's plan to add, 900 MW. 
DRA believes that much of this incre~ed need can be met by OFs and' 
cost-effective conservation and loaofmanagement proqrams. 

3. 'QCAN's ... bsponse / 
UCAN believes that SOC&, will not have a need for 

additional capacity until 1992 ~ later. Xt also thinks that 
restarting- Silver Gate, in COmbInation with purchases of economy 
energy, will satisfy-much of Sl:>G&E's'need through 1994. 

P'. The Role or §.WPL f ' 
The fifth topic of .86-06-0Z6 raised several key 

questions;" 
-what role in SOG&~'s resource plan should the 

SWPL play? Sho~ it continue t~ provide 
largely firm caS:'city? Should contracts tor 
the purc~sestle~ible to enable the 
deliveries to m et SDG&E's resource needs as 
determined bi-atlnually CsicJ in the OIR-Z' 
proceedin9'?Wd, 

1. WSI's Response 
" SOG&E believ tbat-SWPV s role- should~ be .. that---ot" -a" "'''" .... -, 

valuable and flexible rJsource in an integrated system. As SDG&E 
states in its brief: I 

wswpL can be u.secl to accommodate a vast range of 
short-term and long-term resources, the mix of 
which dependS entirely on the future 
environment .. I For exaxnple, i~ high oil and gas 
prices return, SWPL would earrycoal ancl' hydro
based resources which would cost less than 
SOG&E's own rn-s)fStem oU and. q .. s qeneration. 
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On the other hand, if oil and qas prices stay 
relatively low, SWPL would carry a large /.// 
portion of economy enerqy which would be backed 
up by SDG&E's on-system gas turbine capacity< 
Under this scenario, in the longer run, SWPL 
would also carry additional capacity, as! 
SDG&E's ability to build and site additional 
gas turbines wanes. N (Opening Brief~. 51.) 

SOG&E notes that its new planninq &trateqy calls tor 
filling only 50% of expected need with lon~ead-time resources. 
The key to. this strategy is maintaining flJexibility, and it asks 
the Commission to permit it flexibility ~ operati~g SWPL. . 

Accordinqly, SDG&E opposes thI suggestion in the last 
part of the question that contracts fo:f purchases of future . . / resources should be l~~ted to two-year terms. 

I 
SDG&E believes that it should have the flexibility to. 

operate SWPL in a way that minimiz. the total system's costs and 
I 

not just the costs of purchases caa:'ried over a single transmission 

l~e. I 
2. DBA's Response 

Since ORA believes that SDG&E will not need additional 
firm capacity until 1992, it rebommends that SWPL should be used to 

. I. transmlt economy energy for the next flve years. After 1992, SWPL 
could be used to carry additidnal firm resources, if the resources 
are needed and if they are letS expensive than other options, 
including QFs, conservation, land load management. 

ORA belie.ves~that_any:..new_.aq:z:eeme.n.ts~or. fir;m capae.ity ... __ .. ___ ... 
should be reviewed as part Jf the biennial OIR-2 process. 

ORA finds. some in~onsistency in SDG&E's plea for 
I 

flexibility and notes that fhe lack of flexibility in the use of 
the line led. d.ir.ectlY. to :Es proceed.ing. Between 1984 and. 1988:,. 
SDG&E loaded the line with -!irmcapacity,· leavinq no. op~rtunity. 
for other, more flexible es of the line. ORA.poin:~ out. that 
when it ordered thiS'reheJr1ng, the Commission fOund· *loaclinqSWPL 

// 
i 
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~th firm purchases has constrainea the room available for economy 
el'ler9Y transactions* (D.S6-~6-026, mimeo .. p. 4). /' 

3. JlCN!'s Response / 
UCAN agrees with the general prop~tion that flexibility 

is needed to allow the utility to choose the least-cost option. 
/. 

However, UCAN believes that SDG&E has used this ~lex~le resource 
~ an inflexible manner in lOadingtline with firm capacity 
pttrchases. 

UCAN thinks that SWPL wi play the role of securing low
cost economy energy through 1996/ If infr~rginal firm energy is 
available, SI>G&E could al~ tran,smit such purchases over the line. 
G. Inteost / 

The final question ~ised in 0.86-06-026 was *Should the 
balance in the SWPL account leerue interest?* . 

l.. S1)9&E's Response t 
SDG&E's response is short and direct: If there is a 

balancing account, all ba anees should accrue interest.. Otherwise, 
the balancing aecount, W¥iCh was designed as a revenue deferral 
mechanism., would become frm.itive. 

2. DBA's Response / 
ORA's response is closely related to its proposals for 

modifying the balancirlq account, which will be discussed later in 
I 

this decision. In short, ORA woul~ exclude interest from the 
I annual excess costs of the PNM and TEP contracts between July 1, 

J 
t--.,---- -.J.9S7.-aXld..May lO;" J.98f_··Other .. ~.costs:.:in-the-klal.anejnq_acco~ __ .:...:.. .. " 

would accrue interest. 
I 

ORA belieres that excluding interest on th~balanees 
assoeiatec\ with these two contracts would qive SOG&:E/ a stronq 
•• I : 
xneent~ve to take steps to reduce future. costs under the contracts. 

I ' ! 
. In addition,exeludinq interest reduces the &I1ount thati·s 4~erred" " .. 

I ... . 

and thus lessens the lonq-term financial burden O1lSOG&E .. 

I . 
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3. ~'s Besponu 
OCAN agrees with ORA's proposed t5eatment of interest. 

In addition to the reasons ~iven by ORA, OCAN thinks excluding 
interest for a portion of the account's g~lanee is justified as 

/ 
part of a compromise. Under the proposed ~odi!ications to the 
account, shareholders would bear a po~ion of the interest in 
exchange for a reduction of risk ~{ results from setting a fixed 
date for terminating the account. CAN als~ believes that SOG&E's 
potential exposure from exeluding is relatively small. 
B. Proposed Moc1iticatiODS to 

the Ba1ans::inq AccO)lDt 

l.. pRA' s Proposal 
ORA proposes tour mOdifications to the balancing account 

as originally Ciescribed in OAlS-12-108, and its positions on the 
balancing account issues are! related to. its proposed modifications. 

ORA's modifieatio~s stem from a eoncern about the large 
potential balance that couid accrue in the balancing account • 
Because of the deCline~f il and gas prices,. ORA estimates that up' 
to $570 million in excess costs could accumulate in the account • . 
If a large revenue det 1 represented by the account balance 
requires long-term external financing, SOG&E's cost otcapital 
could rise, to the detr of both shareholders and ratepayers. 
ORA's modifications are 1\01"'::".1..1.1"",":\01 to limit the aceu:mulations in the 
account while ur.~~~.rv 
purpose-of_the.Gwl~U1~1 __ ~.~ 

First,. r~leoJmnEandls that the account should ~egin on 
July 1, 1987, rather 
0.85-12-108. This 
eonsiderably. 

January 1,. 1986-, as required by 
start would reduce the account balance 

Second, ORA 1)r'o'Coses -that· the -annual excess costs ·ot the 
TEl> and PNK contracts. be' amortized over :five years,. startinq 
in the 'year the ex'celssi costs are incurred. ' Under DRA's proposal, 
the d.e~erred' excess tromthesecontracts would not receive 
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interest.· Exclu4inq interest would qive $OG&E a ~tive to 
reduce future costs under these contracts. Other7costs in the 
balancing account would receive interest, how~~r. 

Third, the balancing account woul~erminate when the 
balance reached. zero or after ten years, wl):.{chever occurs earlier. 
Any remaining balance after ten years wo~ be amortized over one 
or two years. Limiting the term, of the~alancing account would 
reduce the long-term financial burden/on SDG&E and. give greater 
certainty to investors, accord.ing tOjDRA. 

Fourth, DRA recommends th~ the account use base rate 
revenue requirements associated with SWPL's fixed charges, rather 
than levelized costs ordered in oj!S6-06-026. Base rate revenue 
requirements are actually used i~ rates and are d.erived from 

~ 

straight line original cost (SLOe) accounting practices. The 
:r 

front-loaded nature of SWPL's fixed cost recovery was one of the 
reasons the Commission adopteCl the balancing account,. argues. ORA., .-and use of a levelized fixeelf Charge distorts the yardstick of 

~ 

ratepayers' welfare. DRA.'s;7recommended sUbstitution results in a 
better match 'of the costs ~dbenefits to. ratepayers, according to

I 
DRA. ! 

2. DCAlf's Proposal f 
UCAN supports DRA's proposed modifications and proposes 

an additional change. f 
If a balance remains in the account after the account is 

• > terml.nated- after- ten' yep.rs-,- TJ'~-would' 'adj-ust- the:;'a1norti'Zati-orr--------
period so that rate increases resulting from amortizing the balance , 
would be limited to· 5tfper yearw If necessary, amortization under 
this proposal could extend beyond the two-year limito! ORA's 

recommenclation. / . ' 
3. City's fosUiiM ' 

City SUPPOrjes ORA's mocU:fieations ancl.cloes not oppose 
additional modification. . -' tTCAN's 

I . I 
! 
j 
) 
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4. SJXi&E's Position 

SOG&E opposes the .:balancing' account in 1J.t1y torm, and the 
proposed modifieations do not lessen its oPposi~n. Certain et 
the arguments SDG&E raises against the balanci~ account are 
pertinent to the proposed modifications. I 

SDG&E views the proposed modific~ions as a concession by 
DRA and UCAN et the validity ef SOG&E's point that the burden Of 
financing revenue deferrals under the ba~ncinq account would raise 
rates. St>G&E presented testimony that fe need tor aciditional 
tinancinq created by the balancing account could cause SOG&E's debt 
and commercial paper to be downqradediand could also. increase its 
cest of equity. J. 

The point of the propose m04ifications is to prevent the 
financing burdens from harming ra~payers, according to SDG&E. 
SOG&E is not convinced that the mfodifications remove this danqer. 
Accordinq to- SOG&E, even ORA's {itness could: not testify that the 
proposed modifications would e~ure that the balancing' account 
would not increase SOG&E's. fi~cing costs. 

. SDG&E also opposes fne recommendation that certain 
portions of the balancing account would not accrue interest. SDG&E 
thinks that this recommendaJion is contrary to- the Commission's 
practice for all ether bal~einq accounts. SOG&E a%ques that this 
recommendation makes it clJar that ORA's primary motive in 

• • I • supportl.llg' the balancl.%lq account J.S to reduce SDG&E's revenue 
requirement arbitrarily arid ·not· to create· incentives .. ·· .•. ". . 

I 
x. Financial Aceqynting S3::Andard 92 

Another issue tela ted to.· the balancing account was raised 
late in this proceeding ~ith the issuance of Financial Acountinq 
Standard CFAS) 92 by thei Financial Accounting Standarcls Board 
(FASS). FAS 92 caused ~~ to- petition !or.reopeninq .of .. the . 
proceeding, and its petition was granted. An additional day 'of' 

I ., 
hearinq en FAS 9Zwas held on Oecel1:lber 3-, 1987, .. and· supplemental 

i . . 
briefs were filed by SOG&Z; and City on December' 14, 198-7. 

I , 
i 
\ , 
~ , , 
\ 
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1. ~pGiE's Esmij:ion 
SDG&E sUlDmarizes FAS 92 as torbidcl 9 a utility trom 

booking as assets all revenues deterred. und a phase-in plan tor 
recovering expenditures win connection wijh a major, newiy 
completed plant· if any portion ot the dff.~rred revenues are not 
'scheduled tor recovery within ten ye~7 o~ the 4~te When deferrals 
be9'in-· 

SDG&E believes that there ~ a strong possibility that 
FAS 92 would be applied to the bal~ing account and that SDG&E 
would be barred under FASB's aecounting principles from booking any 
ot the deterred revenues as assets!. The result would completely 
clisrupt SDC&E's tinancial status.j 

SDG&E argues that the SWPL balancing account qualities as 
*a phase-in plan ••• ordered by a/regulator. w Moreover, since the 
balancing account, as oriqinAllty stated or as moditied' by DRA and 

~ 

'C'CAN, neither wspecities the t,1minq of. recovery* ot the cleterred 
revenues nor schedules wreeovery within 10 years ot the date when 
the deferrals begin,' FAS 92 ~ould prohibit booking cleferred SWPL 

J 
revenues as assets. : 

1 • 
SDG&E construes the reterence to wplant' in FAS 92 to 

include transmission lines ~ well as generation plants. It 
supports its interpretation b:>y reterring to a conversation with the 

I 

FASl>'s project manager tor FAS 92. Similarly, SDG&E argues that 
the standard's reterence to/phase-in plans win connection with 
plantw .. indieates· an .. -intentibn-to . .q.ive.the~ .. sta'nda.rd,.aw.broa4;",.".",-. , ... " ..... 
application, and FAS 9Z woUld likely apply t~ system power 
purchases when the selling htility has major, newly completed 
generating plants on its s~tem. 

I 
The only hesitation SDG&E appears to have about the 

I 
application ot FAS 92 'to the balancing account has to do with 
whether a comparatively lowj~ost transmission line like ~ 
qualifies as a -major* plant~ SOG&E concludes that the potential 
hann to SDG&E and its, r .. tepa~\ is ;5<> qreat that th~ Com>USSl.011 
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should not 9amble on whether or not a quarter-of-a-~illlion-dollar 
plant is considered major. . / 

SOG&E disa9'X'ees with ORA's argument tha-t!FAS 92 would not 
app'ly to the balancing account ~eause,. since ~ costs ot SWPL 
were included in SOG&E's rate base in 1984, no/phase-in plan 
exists. SOG&E points out thae SWPL'$ inves~nt costs are included 

.~ 

in the debit side of the bala4~cin9 accoun~edqer. Unless those 
costs are arbitrarily separated from other debit entries,. some 
investment costs would necessarily be deferred. Even with such an 
arbitrary separation, the ~lanein9 acc~unt mechanism carries with 

J 

it the possibility,. it avoided eostsFop low enouqh, that some of 
the seqregated investment costs would ~ deferred. 

SOG&E concludes that FAS~2 is likely to eXacerbate 
further the tinancial harm already present in the balancin9 account 
proposals. 

2. J)BA's PositiQD / 
ORA ~lieves that FAS 92 does not apply to the SWPL 

balancinq account. I . 
ORA states that the balanCing' account does not phase SWPL 

into SOG&E's rate base, so F~ 9Z has no application. SWPL was 
fully included in rate bas-e/s-urtine; in 1984, accordinq to ORA. and 
the ba.la.ncin9 account acts Ito defer only a. small portion of the 
COst of energy and capacity transmitted over SWPL in 1987-89.. 'I'he 

J • 
amounts deferred are costs that would, except for the eX1stence of 
the l::>alarlcinq .aecount,.~~~.chargea. .. to.-.the ECAC.acco.unt. ...... 'I'hus., no- ... ·•. 
phase-in is involved, an/! FAS 9Z cloes not apply. 

I • 

FUrthermore, the cleferrecl revenues may be capitalized 
under FAS 92. AlthOUq~ there is no specif:i.c reference to the 
deferral of fuel or purchased power costs in FAS' 92,. ORA arCJUes 
that the 6probability ~f recoveryw standard applied to investment 
costs will probably a1>0lapP1Y to capitalization of other cost 
deferrals,. judging tr~m the backCJ%'ound to· the development of FAS 92 

and the related FAS 90. DRA"s forecasts. demonstrate that all . 

I 
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deferrals will be recovered by 1995, well within ~. ten-year 
limit. :tn addition, the ten-year sunset provision that ORA has 
proposed as a modification to the balancing acctunt would make it 
more likely that the balancing account WOUld-~et the NproDability 
of recoveryN standard. .' 

3. city's Position 
City joins ORA in concluding that FAS 92 does not apply' 

to the balancinqaccount. ;' , 
First, City also points out ,that SWPL was placed in rate 

base in 1984: thus, no phase-in of S7L'S investment .costs is 
proposed or will occur. 

Second, no reference to transmission lines appears in 
FAS 92. All examples given in the/standard refer to electric 
generating plants. / 

Third, a reading of Appendix C, which qives background 
J 

information on the development ~ FAS 92, leaves the strong 
impression that FAS 92 was pr~rily a~ed at phase-in proposals 
for nuclear power plants costir/q several billion dollars. SWPL, 

• I 

with its $25-0 million cost, would not qualify as a major plant in 
~ comparison to the nuclear plants. 

Fourth, even if the I FASB later holds that deferral of 
purchased power costs associ~ed with a transmission line are , 
sUbject to FAS 92, the standard provides transition· rules that the 
Commission may use. I 

__ M __ • __ k_ ".. "_ •• _." ~Ci ty eoncludes.-tha.~_Com:miss.iOn..Shoul.d ~o.:t....:.W'.1..tllholc:t..,~.:'-:":"_. _." ... ,_, 
1 

. j 
approval of the ba anc~nq account solely because of concerns about 
financial reporting require4ents. 
J. lntertemponl Eggity I 

Although the Commission did not specifically call for 
I 

comments on intertempora:l'equi ty in'i tsearl-ier-deci"Siort"'cl~inin9' 
1 

this rehearing, several parties addressed this.: ,issue. 
SDG&E .arques thatl the balaneinq. account d~esnot pro~ote 

intertemporal equity ... 'SOG&E believes. that selectinq' one;',particular 
\ ' 

\m 
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resource and deferrinq the revenue requirements or that resource 
unfairly shifts costs from today's ratepayers 0- tomorrow's. Under 
conventional straiqht-line original cost dep~ciation, today's 
ratepayers benefit from resources, inC1Udij9 fully depreciated 
resources, paid for by previous generati~s of ratepayers, and 
today's ratepayers' concomitant responsi-bility is to pay for , 
resources that come on line durinq th~r times.. It is equitable, 
in SDG&E's view, for each qenerationjto, receive the flow of 
benefits from previous generations abd to pay its fair share for 
continuinq that flow to future qenlrations. The effect of the 
balancinq account would be to di~Pt that flow, and to unfairly 
force future ratepayers' to bearfart of the responsibility of 
today's ratepayers alonq with the responsibility appropriate to 
their times. I . 

, ORA and UCAN belieJe that the balancing account fosters 
intertemporal equity. '1'hey believe that there should be a close 
link between ratepayers' butdens and benefits at all times. The 

r 
incentive created by the balancing account will cause SOG&E to take 

, i' steps to make use of SWPL ,cost-effect ve l.n future years.. In the 
meantime, however, the co~ts of SWPL ~ill continue to be qreater 
than its benefits. The tevenue deferral mechanism is merely a way 
of shiftinq costs from the line's early years, when costs exceed 
benefits, to later yearJ when benefits will exceed costs. 
Intertemporal equity will be served because both qroups of 
ratepayers -will. -pay. -ra-tdes -tb.at~lnore' "a:ccuratelY,:,refJ:ect "'the-:-benet,l:ts----· -
they receive from SWPL! 
~ Discussion I 

As the preceding section has demonstrated, the parties' 
responses to the ques~ions posed in D.86-06-026 raise issues that 
extend far beyond, the I narrow- question "of how-~e·balancinq account· 
should operate.. '1'0 impose some .order on our/diSCUSSion of these 
issues, we will first! address the effect of FAS 9,2 . on the, balancinq 
account. :rben we wil\ ad.cl.ress the silt questions of D.$6-06-026 in 

\ 
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sequence, with extensive digressions to. co ider the implications 
of the parties.' pos.itions. .Next, 'We wi react to- the 
modifications to the ~lancinq accoun roposed by DRA and O~. 

~!::~::' ~ ::11 summarize our e7 sions on the ~laneinq aeeount 

We are not persuaded that the issuance of FAS 92' should 
" prevent us from adopting the SWPLbalancing account. 

First, we agree witt! City that the standard's intended 
application is to large ele~ic qenerating plants. There is no 
indication that 'pl~tW as used in FAS 92 should be construed to, 

I 

include transmission lines/like SWPL. Second, although SWPL's $250 
million cost seems large by almost any standard, it is only a small 

I 
traction ot the multi-biIlion dollar costs of the large generating 
plants that appear to- be'the focus of FAS 92. Thus, even if 
*plant* is interpretedfs including transmission lines, it is not 
clear that SWPL qualities as a *major* plant. Third, the balancing 

f account is not designed to recover SWPL's capital costs. We have 
; 

already found the costs of constructing SWPL to. be prudent, and. 
these costs have beed inclUded in SDG&E's rate base since 1984. 

I 
Tbe only costs that are propos(ld :for deterred recovery are a 
portion of the ener~ and capacity costs of purcbases that are 
transmitted over SWPL. Thus, no phase-in plan, as the term is used 
in FAS 92, is being~onsidered or adopted here. In addition, 
because. of.. :the.. yaqu~ness. ~of: .:the. :standarcl.,:_.:we .. ;:think .::It.:likely.,...:tha.t·· : : .. :~ ~ .~ 

" even if the FASB concludes that the balancinq account is covered ~y . , 

FAS 92, some provision would be made to avo.id the financial 
I 

consequences feared :iby SDG&E. 
1 

We conclude that FAS 92 should not prevent the commission 
. \ 

from applying' the balancing- account·to- the "costs-ot,··purc:hased.· power··· . 
I 

transmitted over SWPL. 
I 

\ , 

\ , 
" 
\ . 
\ 
\ 
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2 _ The BalAnce Through 198Jl 
The parties are ~ essential agreement in~eir answers 

to the first question of D.86-06-026. They estim~e that the 
difference between the costs o~ purchased power / d avoided cost 
between January 1, 1986, and December 31, 1988, is $313 million. 

The only dispute is whether econom energy purchases 
should receive a $20 million capacity credi~. We rejeeted this 
argument in our response t~ SDG&E's apPl~~tion for rehearing of 
D.85-12-108, and we again reject the ar~ent. 

SDG&E argues that purchases;trom multiple sources in the 
Southwest are analogous to purchases/under SOl from multiple QFs, 
who receive a capacity payment based on their actual produetion. 
However, it is obvious that economy' energy purchases do not possess 
the characteristics of such QFs. ;We agreed to allow capacity 
payments to as-available QFs because these independent generators 
were viewed as a large group of Is mall, geographically dispersed 
facilities using diverse technologies. Because of their diversity, 

.' 
these generators carried a high probability that a proportion of 
them would be operating on-pe~, when the utility needs capacity, 

.I 
even if individual units were out of operation. Thus, the utility 
could rely on a pe;,J(.-period/contrfrJution by QFs as a group for 
planning purposes. By contrast, Southwest economy energy would be 
completely curtailed by an/outage of SWPL. More important, in its 
discussion of alternatives to SWPL, SDG&E itself argues that, 

I • 
unlike (lFs,' Southwestern··economy··enerqy -cannot .. be-rell.e<.:l-on- ·to-meet--· ./ 
peak demand. Thus, SDG&E supplied the most persuasive arg'Ulllent 
against its position. I 

I 
We conclude that no capacity credit should be awarded for 

economy energy purchases, and the balance from 1986-88· will be, $3-13 
i 
I million. 
l 3. Incentives i 

OUr original question focused on incentives'toreduc::e 
I " 

purchased power costs over SWPL. We 'still think that the 

\ 
\ 
\ 

.... ,' 
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incentives provielecl by the balancing_ account are aelequate to. /' 
encourage SDG&E to minimize.the cost Qf power transmitted ov~r 
SWPL. However, we are less certain thol!lt minimizing SWPL' """costs 
shoulel be the only goal Qf our system of incentives. 

We are concerneel that both the Commission 
been consielering SWPL in conventional terms, whic are proving to 
be too narrow. 'l'he construction Qf SWPL, the 9and.omnent o-f the 
Sunelesert nuclear plant, anel the poliey Qf r~cinq reliance on 
oil- and gas-fueled resources have essentia~y committed SOG&E to
meet its ad.ditional generating requiremenot;s'--whether by means'ot 
constructing a plant, owning part Qf a p14nt, or purchases from 
other utilities--from generating resou)e'es outsiele o-f its 
geographical service area. To a greater extent than other 
transmission lines, SWPL should. accot4ingly be viewed as part of 
the generating resource, whether th~ generation is represented by 
ownership of a plant or by contracis for firm capacity. Therefore, 
the costs of SWPL cannot be separJted from the costs of the 

I 

generation unit, and both costs Should be evaluated together. 
I 

Although the decision~at granteel the certificate of 
public convenience and necessity for the construction of swPL 
projected. that the savings fro~ energy purchases justified the 

I 

construction of the line (O.93f8S, mimec-. p. 8-3), it is now 
apparent that we have tended to view SWPL and sources of generation 

J 
as two sepol!lrate elements of the system, when in fol!lct they are 

I 
intertwined. 'We"'believe--that one- -of the .. virtues, -Qf ·the--balancing---
account is that it includes r consideration of the capital costs of 
SWPL and requires SOG&E to operate SWPL in a way that offsets some , 
of those costs. I 

At the salne time, we think we have been mistaken in 
viewing the Southwestern purchases separately; from..the ..rest..ot __ . -

l 

SDG&E's system. SDG&E's :mOst pointed criticisms of the SWPI. 
I 

balancing account are that \itcOu.ld·lead t,Qinefficient operation. 
of the utility's-system anclj that the balancing-account-creates 
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/ 
incentives to reduce the costs of southweste~~urehases at the 
expense of the lowest cost ~peration o~ the s~tem as a Whole. 

This criticism is illustrated ~y reference to the Paeific 
Intertie. SDG&E points out that the chea~;r.'t available economy 
energy is often from the Pacific Northwest, not· from the Southwest. 
If the balancing account encourages SD?~ to· load SWPL with economy 
enerqy, the utility may be forced to meet new capacity needs by 
contracting with Northwest utilities)' But as increased capacity 

I purchases from the Northwest take up a larqer portion of SDG&E's 
share o~ the Pacific Intertie, les~ of the line's capacity will be 
available tor economy enerqy purchases. Thus, the incentives of 
the ~alancing account may lead t6 a replaeement of eheaper economy 
enerqy over the Pacific IntertiJ ~y comparatively more expensive 
economy enerqy over SWPL, With/the resu~t that overall eosts to the 

system will be higher, a1 thoug'h the ~alance in the SWPL account may 
• • # • 

decl~ne. Reduc~ng the costs pf power trans~tted over SWPL may not 
lower the system's overall c6sts. And under some circumstances it , . 
would be a rational least-cost strategy for SDG&E to fill SWPL with 

I 
firm capacity in order to u~e the Intertie for the cheapest 
available economy enerqy, ~ithouqh this course of action would 

I 

violate the incentives established ~y the balancinq account. 
SDG&E has assure~ us that it would not iqnore cheap 

I 

purchases from the pacific' Northwest merely to reduce the balance 
I . 

in the SWPL account~ but we believe that we should try to aliqn our 
I . 

regulatory incentives- with· -the bohav·ior· we·are· -try·ing ··to· ·encourage ..... 
f 

The goal of both our r~ation and SOG&E's operation should be to, 
meet customers' needs to~ electricity at the lowest possible price. 

f 

To, the extent that the ~L balancing account gives different 
signals or encouraqes di~ferent goals, it should.be altered. 

One possible mdditi.ca.tion. ...su.9q.ested ..by .5.DG&E'..s._exa:mple. .. ~ _ 

would be to include .pur~ses. transm. itted over the pa.cific Intertie 
in the balancing account.\ This modification would·. permit the . 
utility the !reed.omto operate its two. major transmission lines tor 

\ 
\. 
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out-of-state purchases in the most efficient manner. f efficient 
operation dictated purchasing capacity over SWPL economy energy 
over the Pacific Intertie, this modification would'not stand as a 
:barrier to such an arrangement. / 

On the other band, even this moclif~tion would tend to 
encourage SDG&E to regard its system in a ~qmented fashion that we 
do· not believe is appropriate. We wOUld~efer to· have SDG&E 
devote its efforts to operating its ent~e system· in the most 

" efficient manner possible. Even singlt.i.ng out ~ two maj or 
transmission lines might tend to di&t'raet SOG&E from this goal. 
SDG&E should view all of its facil~ies and purchases as an 
integrated system, with the param6unt goal of meeting customers' 
electricity needs at the lowes;y!possible price. 

The bland way in whioch- we have'stated this goal should 
not obscure the important implications that accompany this concept. 

I 
Several of these implications deserve further elaboration. 

If SDG&E contin~s to rely on firm capacity contracts in 
combination with its ma1~r transmission facilities to meet rising 
demand, then this combination should at some point become the 

I 

avoided unit that establishes avoided cost. We developed the 
concept of the combu~tion turbine as a proxy for the avoided 

/ 
generation unit to/enable us to quantity avoided capacity costs at 
a time when none of our major utilities was planning new generation 
units. Since we/~ould not identity a specific avoided plant,. we 
were torced to estimate avoided capacity costs by reference to· the 
proxy. But if/firm capacity contracts are SDG&E's choice tor 
meeting increased demand, then the cost of these contracts, with an 
appropriate~rtion ot the associated transmission line's costs, 
should assume th.- role o~· the~ avoided' plant and' serve as-" the 
benCbmark~voided.cost. 

/ ~s notion qains credence :because of the·. way 1:n which 
~'has in fact· used. SWPL. As. we 'noted' in.·D.8~12-108, SOG&E has 
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out-of-state purchases in the most efficient,manner •. It etficient 
operation dictated pur~asing capacity over SWPL and eco£omy energy 
over the Pacitic Intertie r this modification WOUldZO stand as a 
barrier to suCh an arranqement. 

On the other hand.,. even this moditicati would tend to 
encourage SOG&E to regard its system in a Seqme~ed fashion that we 
do not believe is appropriate. We would pref~ to have SOG&E 
devote its efforts to operating its entire "stem in the most 
efficient manner possible. Even singling QUt two major 
transmission lines ~g~t tend to distract;'sDG&E from this goal. 
SOG&E should view allot its facilities and. purchases as an 
integrated system, with the paramount ~~al of meeting customers' 
electricity needs at the lowest poss~e price. 

The bland way in which we ~ve stated this goal shOUld 
not obscure the important implications that accompany this concept. 
Several of these implications deserJe further elaboration. . 

If SDG&E' continues to rel~ on tirm capacity contracts in 
combination with its major transmi~sion facilities to meet riSing 
demand,. then this combination ShoJld at some point become the 
avoided unit that establishes aVO~ded. cost. We developed the 
concept of the combustion turbin~ as a proxy for the avoided 
generation unit to enable us to~antity avoided capacity costs at 
a time when none of our major uiilities was planning new qeneration 
units. since we could. not iden,~ity a specific avoided plant,. we 

! 
were forced tOe·estimate-avoided-capaeity-eosts. .. by .. reterence·,to-the ' 
proxy. But i~ firm capacity cJntracts are SOG&E's choice for 
meeting increased. 'd.emand, then[ the cost o~ these contracts, with an 
appropriate portion of the assbciated. transmission line's costs, 

i 
should assume the role of the ~voided plant and serve as the 
benchmark avoided cost.. --- - --I .. ' ... . .. 

TlUs notion qains credence because o~ the. way in which 
I • 

SDG&E has in tact.usedSWPL~ As. we noted in 0.85-12-108, SOG&E.has 
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tilled the line's capacity with ~irm capacity contra~wh1eh vera 
pursued to meet expected shortfalls in peak generat..i:on., . 

If the combination of purchased ener9Y~d transmission 
1ines bas become SDG&E's avoided unit, then th"costs of this 
wunitW should also be considered in making otters to QFs and in 
evaluating conservation and load management~pportunities. If QFs 
can provide needed capacity at less cost than the combination ot 
purchases and the transmission line, thenlSDG&E should contract 
with them betore turning to southwestern/utilities. If 
conservation and. load management can a~id the need tor purchasing 
n~w capacity and can beat the price ~l available contracts, then 
SDG&E should pursue those programs before contracting with 
Southwestern utilities. /' 

In fact, the very consid~rations that motivated the , 
construction of SWPL--SDG&E's geograpbical location in a corner ot 

y 

the country, in what SOG&E descr~es as an "energy desert," with 
" few opportunities for qenerationj' other than oil and gas;" its desire 

to become less reliant on oil ~d gas; its rapidly growing 
population and inevitable increase in demand for electricity--., 
should also lead SDG&E to be diligent, creative, and innovative in , 
pursuing conservation and.loaa: lnanaqement. SDG&E's limited al:>ility 

• 
to construct additional generating facilities in its service area 
has lett it largely unable t~control its future sources of 
generation. The more it can~o do to slow load growth through 
conservation,. load lJIal1agel1leni.,., .. and",more~,etf'ieient..,use~.o.f ... energy.,-", ~ 
the more control over its deftiny it retains. In our view, ~cause 
of its situation SOG&E should become one ot the most innovative and 

• t 
aggressive utilities in purSUing conservation and load management. 

Moreover, SDG&E's ~ecision not to own generation units in 
the near future removes one :of the barriers to promoting 

\ 
conservation. When a utility has a prospect of owninq a generatinq 
unit, it may 'have. a sliqht, ihcentive to favor increasing generation 
over controllinqloac1.qrOwth~ s1nceit earns a return on its 

\ , 
\ 
~ 
\ 
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prudent investment in qeneratinq units. However, Whe~ilitY 
relies on purchases for additional capacity,. as SOG&E appears t~ 
have done, its costs are recovered through its E~ and it earns 
no return on its expenditures. If SDG&E recover~1ts investment in 

I 
conservation on a current basis, it should be ~onomically 
indifferent to whether it increases its purchases to meet rising 
demana or limits the rise of that demand thro'u9h conservation 
expenc:1.i tures. / 

For ,similar reasons, we believe~at SOG&E shoulc:1.view 
QFs with new eyes. QFs represent a c:1.ive5sifiec:1. source of 
generation, and SOG&E should pursue contracts with all projects 

.) 

that can help it to meet its capacity needs at less than the cost 
of alternatives. Furthermore, SOG&E S~OUld consider using SWPI. as 
a means of expanding its ability to p~rehase power from QFs. 

" Although it may not be re~ired to m~~e such purchases under 
fec:1.era1 law, and although. our standard Offer's do not require such 

/' 

purchases, nothing prevents SOG&E f#om contracting with QFs outside 
of its service territory. We noterWith approval that SOG&E~s ROC 
plan was considering purchases trom out-of-territory QFs as early 
as 1985. QFs not tueled by oil or!,' gas, in particular, coulc:1. help 
SDG&E meet its goal of diversificdtion. If such QFs can provide 
power to SOG&E at competitive rates and if they can interconneet 
with SWPL, SOG&E could use SWPL tp broaden the pool of potential 
QFs that can supply power to it, again furthering the overall goal 

,I 

of meeting its _ eustomers.~ . needs.. ~t. the. lowes.t. possi))le. cost.:. .~ . ___ :. _ 
We have diqressed considerably from our original 

consideration of the incentives ~reated by the balaneing account. 
We have agreed with SDG&E's primary point that SWPL shoulc:1. not be 

viewed in isolation but should be considered anc:1. operated as part 
of an 1nteqratecl system. We have, not aqreecl with SOC&E's -apparent 

conclusion that operation of an ~tegrated system means a return to 
business as usual. We have tollowedthe ilnplications of SOG&E's. 
arguments tar beyond the purpose tor which they were advanced and 
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found that they suggested a :better way to' view SDG&E's system and 
its operations. We may abandon the balaneing account because of 
its failure to offer the proper incentive$, but SDG&E should not 
view this as a return to the regulation of the recent pa We 
intend to pursue ways to create new incentives to enco age the 
efficient operation of SDG&E's integrated system. 

4. The standard of VAlJle 
SDG&E objects to the application of sho 

cost measures to what it views as long-term eo tments. However, 
it is not clear that SDG&E's purchases over L should be 
considered long-term commitments. 
defined the long term as l~ years or more.. For exaxople, when we 
adopted a long-run standard otter to QFs we required a minimum 
commitment of 15 years (0.83-09-054., mi eo. p .•. 2.3-).... Non ... · of... the 
current firm, capacity contraets--tbe 
account--extend more than l3 years. 

jeets of the balancing 

Moreover, SOG&E has used ese contracts in mueh the way 
it would have used a gas turbine. The eontracts ~ De called on 
to provide energy if needed, pa icularly at peak, but in practice 
they have frequently provided y capacity, only the potential to 
provide energy durinq tillles 0 peak demand or in emergencies. The 
clearest example of this ~ is the testimony that from April 1986 
through May 1987, SOG&E pa a over $97 million for capacity from the 
Springerville 1 plant but took energy only one month during that 
period (lrr .. 64:7379-81).. comparison with the qas turbine pro:ICY--a 
relatively cheap but fticient way to provide peaking capacity-
seems particularly ap opriate in light of SDG&E's actual use of 
the firm capacity co tracts. 

SDG&E's int lIlly:be that. the pricing structure of its 
contracts differs rom the costs of the qas turbine proxy. Gas 
turbines provide elatively c:heap c:apacity, but fuel costs are high 
J:>eeause of the bine's low efticiency.. Prices under the firm 
capacity contra are modelec1·after the costs of baseload coal 
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found that they sugqested a better way to/view SOC&E's system. and 

" its operations. We m.ay aba~don the balancing account because of 
its failure to offer the proper incen,t1ves, but SOG&E should not 

J' 

view this as a return to the regulation ot the recent past. We 
intend to pursue ways to create net incentives to encouraqe the 

I 
efficient operation of SOG&E's i~egrated system. 

I 
4. l'be ptandard o( VAlu~ I 

SOG&E objects to the/application of short-run avoided 
cost measures to what it vie~ as long-term commitments. However, 
it is not clear that SOG&E,s'purchases over SWPL should be 
considered long-term commi~ents. In other contexts we have 
defined the long term as is years or more. For example, when we 
adopted a long-run standird offer to QFs, we required a minimum 

I 
commitment of 1$ years CD. 83-09-054, mimeo. p.. 23). None of the . , 
current firm capacity contracts--the subjects of the balancing 

I 

account--extend more than 13 years. , 
Moreover, SDG&E has used these contracts in m.uch the way 

it would bave used a/gas turbine. The contracts can be called on 
to provide energy if needed, particularly at peak, l:>ut in practice 

i . 

they have frequent~y provided only capacity, only the potential to, 
provide energy during times of peak demand or in emergencies. The 

. I 

clearest eXalDple of this use is the testimony that from April 1986-
through May 1987,fSDG&E paid over $97 million for capacity from the 
Springerville 1 Jlant but took energy only one month during that , 
period(Tr. 64:7~79-S1):.--comparison·withthe gas tur~ine ,proxy--a· 
relatively cheapjbut inefficient way to provide peakingcapacity-
seems partieula~y appropriate in light of SDG&E's actual use of , 
the firm capacitY contracts. 

SDG&E':S point may be that the priCing structure of its 
contracts ditfers from.. the .costs of .the ,gas turbine .proxy... Gas 
turbines provj,de~ relatively cheap capacity r but :fUel costs are hiqh 
because of' the tUrbine' So low efficiency. Prices under the tirm. 
capacity contracts are lnoaeled. after the costs. of baseload coal 

i ' . 
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units, which have high capacity costs and relatively chea el 
costs. But SOG&E's objection ignores the purpose ot ell 

units: the cost ot en8r9Y is supposed to be loweno 
compensate tor the higher capacity costs over the ant's--or in 
this case the contract's--life. Especially when e contract is 
used to provide peaking capacity and extends 0 r a term comparable 
to the useful life of a gas turbine, a cost mparison with a gas 
turbine is particularly fitting. It the c tract price cannot beat 
the expected eost ot a gas turbine, then it this measure ot 
avoided cost has any validity, the uti ty should seriously 
consider constructing a gas turbine ther than entering into the 
contract. 

SI>G&:E has mentioned var. ous reasons why a gas turbine 
alternative was not feasible. e need not deeide the soundness of 
these reasons because the mor important point is that SDG&E should 
always have some standard r dily available tor measuring the 

se opportunities that Come along. It 
the avoided eosts approv by the Commission do not tit SDG&E's 
needs, then SOG&E shoul have developed An alternative measure in 
some detail.. Avoided osts, after all, are just a reflection of 
the expected costs 0 the next source of generation that the 
utility would build or purchase.. The utility should always have a 
clear conception what its best next choice would be so that it 
can determine wh er opportunities that arise are better or worse 
than the next urce the utility has tentatively selected. A well
developed con ption ot the utility'S next choice provides a elear 
standard tor eqotiations and gives the utility considerable 
Darqaining everage in such negotiations: it adequate concessions 
are not lila e in negotiations, the., utility can break off 
neqotiati ns and proceed with its original plan. 

SDG&E has,argued that the avoided cost standarc1was not 
approp ate for ita pw:poses,. but it has failec1to describe in 
detai what standard, if any, it used to guide the course of its 
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units, which have high capacity costs and relatively cheap fuel 
costs. But SOG&E's objection ignores the purpose' of choosing coal 

f 
units: the cost of energy is supposecl to be low enough to, 

( 

compensate tor the higher capacity costs over/the plant's--or in 
this case the contract's--lite. EspeciallyjJhen the contract is 
used to provide peaking capacity and extenas over a term comparable 

I 

to the useful lite of a gas turbine, a cost comparison with a gas 
turbine is particularly titting.. It the;bontract price cannot beat, 
the expected cost of a gas turbine, the~ if this measure of 
avoided cost has any validity, theutil~ty should seriously 

1 

consider constructing a gas turbine rather than enterinq into the 
. . 
contract. I 

S:oG&E has mentioned variou,s reasons why a gas turbine 
alternative was not feasible.. We n~ed not decide the soundness of 

( 

these reasons because the more important point is that SOG&E should . ; 
always have some standard readily available for m~asuring the 

. i ;. i varlOUS qenerat on and purchase Opportunlt es that come along. It 
the avoided costs approved by th~Commission do not fit SOG&E's 

,f 

needs, then SDG&E should have developed an al ternati ve measure in 
; . 

some detail. Avoided costs, at~r all, are just a reflection of 
I 

the expected costs of the next source of generation that the , 
utility would build or purchas~: The utility should always have a 

,/ 

clear conception of what its best next choice would be so' that it 
can determine Whether opportunities that arise are better or worse 

I 

than the" next" source" the.utili~y has~.tentatively·_selectect. .. ,_A..well- ." .. 
\. 

developed conception of the utility'S next choice provides a clear 
standard tor negotiations and':gives the utility considerable 

i 

bargaining leverage in such negotiations: it adequate concessions 
; 

are not made in negotiations,!the utility can break otf 
I 

negotiations and'proceed with! its oriqinal plan. 
o 

SDG&E has argued thAt the avoided cost standard was not 
appropriate tor its purposeS,.!but it has taile~ to. describe in . 
detail what standard,. if any,. I it used to guide the eourseofits . I ' ' 

I 
I 
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negotiations. We tear, trom this omission and trom its frequent 
assertion that it had no leverage in its negotiations with other 
utilities, that SDG&E had no clear concept of its best generation 
c:b.oices and thus no- way of knowing' where to c1raw the line in its 
negotiations. If this fear is accurate, SDG&E bas tailecr"'to 
assimilate the lessons of avoided cost, and the imposi,J'on of the 
avoided cost standardtbrough a mechanism like the lancing 
account may ~ necessary. 

SDG&E appears to-have rejected the av ded costs derived 
from the gas turbine and to have dismissed sev. ral alternative 
sources of generation on the ground that the e sources would not 
further SDG&E'S goal of diversifying its f el sources. 

Although we acknowledge that d ersity can be an 
important goal for SOG&E, we hope that &E has pursued and: will 
pursue this goal' in a thoughtful and . telligent manner. The goal, 
of course, is not diversity for dive sity's sake. The goal of 
SOG&E's pursuit of diversity shoul be to find and tollow a course 
that is most likely to lead to th lowest costs over a reasonable 
planning horizon. We have prev usly discussed, our thoughts on how 
diversity should have entered ~to the consideration of the 198$ 

PNM contract. / . 
Once again we stress that the policy of diversification 

must be pursued rationallY~d intelligently. In addition, we note 
that other actions providefthe same insurance that fuel diversity 
does. For example, by ree(ucing demand, conservation and increased 
efficiency can provide;trotection against rises in fuel prices by 
increasing the ~efitfextracted from a unit of electricity, 
regardless of the fue1. that produced it. The goal of di versi ty-
finding a course 0raction that is most likely to- lead to the 
lowest costs over~e planning horizon--can be met by sever~ such 
options that are/not directly tied to generation. 

Diverrity, then, d.oes ~ot remove, a resource d.ecision from 
the re[ oj! meeting' SOllIe .taI>dar<I. oj! value;. it ia merely 
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," 
negotiations. We tear, trom this omission and trom its trequent 

/ 
assertion that it had no le~erage in its negotiations w)th other 
utilities, that SDG&E had no clear concept of its De,t"generation 
choices and thus no way of knowing where to draw the line in its 
negotiations. It this tear is accurate, SOG&E hasffailed to 
assimilate' the lessons ot avoided cost, and the!mposition of the 
avoided cost standard through a mechanism lZ:ke e balancing 
account may })e necessary. 

SDG&E appears to have rejected th avoided costs derived 
from the gas turbine and to have dismissedl'several alternative 
sources of generation on the ground thatjthese sources would not 
further SOG&E's goal of diversifying its/fuel sources. 

;\' 

Although we acknowledge thatJdiversity can De an 
aport-ant goal tor SDG&E, we hope tha¥ SOG&E has pursued and. will 
pursue this goal in a thoughtful and. fntelligent manner.. The goal, 
of course, is not diversity tor diversity's sake. The goal of 
SOO&E's pursuit of diversity Should/be to find and follow a course 
that is most likely to lead to the/lowest costs over a reasonable 
planning horizon. We have previously discussed our thoughts on how 
diversity should have entered int~ the consideration of the 1985 

PNM contract.. I 
Once again we stress that the poliey ot diversification 

I 

must be pursued rationally and intelligently. In addition, we note 
t 

that other actions provide the~e insurance that tuel diversity , 
does. For example, by reducingj<1emand, conservation·and.-increased. 
effieiency can provide protection against rises in fuel prices by 

I 
increasing the benefit extracted from a unit of eleetrioi~y~ 
regardless of the fuel that piocluced it. The goal of d'iversity-
finding a course of action th~t is most likely to lead to- the 

• I • 
lowest costs over the plamunC] horl.zon--can .bemet by several, .such 
options that are not direetlYJtiedt~generation. 

Diversity, then,.. does not remove a resource, decision trom , 
the requirelnent of meeting some standard ot value; it is merely: 

.~ 
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another element that should 90 into the utility's determination of 
the value of a partieular option. Diversity in itself does not 
el~inate the need tor a comparison with the best alternative, or 
the unit represented by avoided cost. Although SOG&E may quibble 
with the particular way in which avoided cost~1 been defined and 
applied to the contracts carried over SWPL, it hould have no· 
reservations about the concept underlyinqthe lculation of 
avoided cost. Thus, if a partieular resourc provides greater 
benefits in the form·of fuel diversity than~e target avoided 
plant and if those benefits exceed any ::la cost connected with 
that resource, then the resource meets avoided cost test. But 
the point is that such a resource shoulol meet the test of avoided 
cost, not evade the comparison prOVi~dbY such a test. 

We conclude that that the c cept behind, the avoided cost 
standard is appropriate, and that th utility should ,always be 
weighing an ownership or purchase 0 ortunity aqainst its best 
alternative, the option that defin s its avoided cost. Moreover, 
in light of the specific firm cap city contracts that SOG&E has 
entered into and the way in whi those contracts have been used,. 
the standard adopted in D.86-06 026 is a reasonable one for use in 
connection with the ~lanein9' cc:ount. 

5. ' 
'the parties seem. ted in concluding that SDG&E has no 

need for additional capacity; until at 1990 at the earliest. FUture 
capacity appears to be SDG& ' s most important need, and no party 
has commented on the syst ' s need for energy. 

DRA bas argued. t when a need for capacity arises, 
SDG&E should restart its Silver Gate units to meet part of the 
need. As load grows, D believes that conservation and the 
contributions of QFs. 1 be sut'fieient te> meet need through at: 
least 1995. 

we have diseussed, 
ee with the specifics of DRA'. program. AS 

should fill any expected need with the 
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another element that should qo into the ut' ity'5 determination of 
the value of a particular option. Diversity in itself does not 
eliminate the need for a comparison witnlthe ~est alternative, or 
the unit represented ~y avoided cost. k thouqh SOG&E may quib~le 
with the particular way in which avoi/ed cost has ~een defined and 
applied to the contracts carried ovef SWPL,. it should have no. 
reservations about the concept ~;nd~lYing the calculation of 
avoided cost. Thus, if a particu~r resource provides greater 
:benefits in the form of fuel di'~'efsity than the tu'qet avoided 
plant and if those benefits exc'.l'!ed any extra cost connected with 

. I 
that resource, then the resource meets the avoided cost test.. But 
the point is that such a resou::!ce should meet the test· of. avoided 
cost, not evade the compariso~provided :by such a test. . 

We conclude that that the concept :behind the avo~ded cost 
/ 

standard is appropriate, and ,that the utility should always:be 
weiqhinq an ownership or purChase opportunity against its best 

I 

alternative, the option tha~detines its avoided cost. Moreover, 
in liqht of the specific fii-m capacity contracts that SDG&E has 
entered into and the way in/Which those contracts have been used, 
the standard adopted in O.8~-06-026 is a reaso~le one for usc- in 
conneetion with the balanci~q account. 

I 
s. SDG&E's...Needs tor Energy and Qrpacity 

The parties seemlunited in concludinq that SDG&E has no 
need for additional capacity until at 1990 at the earliest. Future 

I 

capacity·-appears to" be SOGfE1S "most· ·ilnporta%lt'·need:,..·a:nd~"no-party·" 
has commented on the system's need for energy. 

I 
DRA has arqued ~at when a need for eapacity arises, 

SOG&E should restart its Silver Gate units to meet part of the 
I . 

need. As load g.rows, ORA believes that conservation. and the 
I 

contributions of QFs will ~. sufficient to meet need throu9h at 
least 1995. \ 

We do no:taqree with the spe:=ifies of ORA's program. As 

we. have disC'?-ssed" SDG&E. Shduld fill . any . expect~d, need. with. the~ 
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resources that provide for the lowest cost over the planninq 
horizon. Obviously, restartinq Silver Gde is a cheap- possibility, 
but we will not assume that SOG&E will ~ unable to find even 
cheaper options. Our point here is no"; to. emphasize specific 

I . 
options but to. encouraqe SOG&E constantly to underqo the process of 
surveyinq all potential sources to ,~iet need and all possible 
options to reduce need. if 

SOG&E's response to. this question was not particularly 
thorough, but we find it encourag'ng that i~ is usinqa 
probabilistic process and lookin~ at a range of outcomes rather 
than relying too· heavily on a s~gle forecast. We $ee the primary 
value ot a probabilistic approafh as torcing' the utility'S planners 
to consider a variety o.f possible events that could influence the 
forecast. Consideration of ~e wide range of circumstances that 
can affect the forecast shOu~ encourage a healthy flexibility and 
should help SDG&E develop strateg'ies to reduce large risks. Like , 
any forecastinq approach, ot course, the probabilistic approach 
requires an enormous amountLof informed jUdgment and should not be 
applied mechanically. An intelligent and experienced consideration 

I . . 
of the many factors that can influence a forecast's outcome should 
lead to more accurate fo.rJcasts. 

The contracts urider consideration in this case illustrate 
the importance of aceura~ in all aspects of a utility'S forecasts 
of its needs. A utility that forecasts a need for capacity too-

I 
early will waste. considerable .swns.. in. securing .. capaci ty .. in .aclv.anc.e ... _ ..... 

• ' I 
that, under the provisions of many contracts, must be paid for even 
if it is not needecl. w.tiile foretelling the future will never be 

entirely accurate, in the electric utility inclustry, even slight 
improvements in accuract can save a utility and its ratepayers 
hundreds of millions ofldollars. 

I 
&. The Role or· SWPL. 

As we have aJJready indicated, we. believe that SWPL is. . 
. I" 

best used as part of S~E's integrated system, as. one of a set of 
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tools SOG&E may use in its efforts to minimize the system's costs. 
As sueh, we are reluctant to-- prescribe a spee'ified use for the 
line~ it should be used to· take advantage of sources of energy that 
are likely to lead to the lowest costs ovet a reasonable planning 
horizon. These sourees of energy should include not only 
Southwestern utilities, but also QFs who/are capable of· 
interconnecting with SWPL. / 

Recent experienee should teach some lessons about the 
sort of eontracts that are likely to· r~nder SWPt cost-effective. 

I 

Long-term eontracts are only as good as the forecasts that support 
. ..' them, and recent exper~enee$ W1th demand and fuel price forecasts 

have not been eomforting. Although ~k·will not require all 
contracts to be specifically tied to/the biennial determination of 
need in what is referred to as the OIR-2 proceeding, past . 

i . 

experience and especially the large ~ariances in fuel prices 
suggest that some flexibility is a desirable feature of lon9'~term 

J 

contracts. Again, the intelligent exereise of informed judgment 
should quide SOG&E in determining the proper degree of flexibility 
that is needed in a particular contkact. If a partieular offer is 
clearly a good deal, then SOC&E should seek to loek in the benefits 

I 

for as long a period as possible. ~ut in the more common situation 
when a proposed contract offers not a near certainty but only a 
reasonable probability of turning out well, SOG&E should attempt to· 
build some flexibility into the eontract. 

We rec09Ilize ·:that· a, more:flexil:>le.. approach .lnaY,. mean •. that... •.. , .. " .... 

the chanee for some outstanding outcomes may be sacrificed for the 
assuranee of merely good results, but we think that SDG&E will be 
able to develop the best overall results with eontraCts that 
relinquish some chances tor very large benefits in exchange tor an 
opportunity to avoid very large losses. This approaeh: seems 

I , 

particularly ,appropriate when SDG&E's own analysis shows only 
I 

marginal'benefits are· likely under the. contract under . , 
consideration. 
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7. Xnt,:;res on the Account BalAllC~ 
The discussion of·whether or not thejOalancing account 

should accrue interest on its balance foeused~n one ot DRA's 
proposed modifications. DRA proposed that deferred revenues 
associatec:l with the TUcson and. PNM contract' should. not receive 
interest. / 

We disag'X'ee with DRA's position. Although DRA arques 
that barring recovery of interest on the)lamortized amounts trom 
these two contracts would create a strozrg incentive tor SDG&E to 
reduce the costs ot these contracts, wJbelieve that the balancing 

I 

account's existing incentives are sUftfcient tor that purpose. In 
ad.dition,. excluding interest would amount to a disallowance of , 
expenses that have been found reason~le; SWPL's capital costs have 

I 
been found reasonable, and only the reasonable costs of the PNM and 
TEP contraets will be recovered. in ~tes and inclUded in the 
account. Any of the contraets' costs that are determined to be 
ilnprudent will be barred. trom the o~tset and will not be entered in 
the account. 'rhus, the proposal t~ excluc:le interest ·becomes 
punitive, and we have consistentlYimaintained that the sole intent 

• 
o~ the balancing account is merelyftbe deferral of revenues, not 
the c:lisallowance of prudently incuired expenses. We conclude that 
• p.. lnterest should be allowed on all amounts in the balane~ng account. 

I 

8. DBA's other Proposed Modifications 
DRA has proposed several \ other modifications to the 

original ~concept-of_the_balancing.-acc.ollnt .. _..:...-.--'~ ......... _'<_, - ••. 

We agree with the ration~le behind the recommendation 
that the account should beqin on July 1, 1987 ~ rather than 

January 1, 1986, as oriqinally stated.. Since one of the- main 
purposes of the balancinq account i\5 to qive SDG&E an incentive to 

\ 

i'lnprove the cost-effectiveness of its purchases 'over' SWPL,' it- 'is 
only tair to. allow the utility some \ti:me to react to the. incentives 
the balancinq account· provides. Tlle\ original starting date allowed 
only 11 days between the tilne the balancing account was adopted. And 
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the l:>eqinnin9' 01: recordin9' 01: the account's ILdi~ and del:>its • 
Delayinq the start of the account until mid~1987 otters the utility 

I 

a fair opportunity to respond to the account's incentives. In , 
addition, as ORA points out, this delay also substantially reduces 
the 90unt ot revenues that are deferreo/ l:)y the opera.tion of the 
account and thus eases the financial burden on SOG&E. 

r 
We also find merit in DRA's proposal to 90rtize the 

~ 

excess costs of the TEP and PNM contr~ets over five years. This 
i 

proposal recognizes that, tor a variety ot reasons, these contracts 
are likely to result in large excess,kosts in the next few years, 

.1 • 
but that lower excess costs and eventually benefits should result 
from these contractS in the future. rAmortizing the costs from 
these contracts will ensure that neither ratepayers nor the utility 
is inadvertently harmed by the oper~tion ot the account. t . . 

Both DR1\. and 'C'CAN have p:z:;oposecl limitations. on the , 
recovery of any balance remaining :£n the account after the 
expiration of its ten-year maxilnum[ life. DRA's proposal is 

\ 

designed to ensure that recovery is achieved reasonably rapidly, in 
one or two years, so that SOG&E may put the balancinq account 
behind. it. UCAN's proposal is concerned. with the effect on' 

I, 

ratepayers if the balance is still\ larqe after ten years. 
The incentives of the balancing account should be 

sufficient to leacl SDG&E to operat~ SWPL in a way that will 
I 

eliminate the balance in the account, and thus terminate the 
account,. ..before. the ~ten-y.ea.r limit~ is...met .. _. We ;..aqree... that .a -:-~ 
balancing aceount designed to acco~plish the purposes of the SWPL 
account should have a definite termination date. Both ORA and 'C'CAN 

, , 
have presented reasonable proposals for ways of amortizinq any 
balance remaining at termination o:r: the account. 

DRA recommends that the ~lancinqaccount"usebase' -rate" 
revenue requirements associated with SWPL's fixed charges,. rather 
than the levelized. costs- ordered inlp.86-06-026. We authorized ,the 
use of levelized ownership. costs of SwPLiIt .that aecision' to better 

\ 
\ 
\ 
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/ 

/ 
.I 

Althounh, we ~c~/o!w·leA~e :match expected avoided costs. "':I.... J\M 1,4"':1 that base 
rate revenue requirements provide a more accutate reflection of 
costs and benetits trom the line in the shOrt' te%'lll, we think that 
use ot levelized costs is appropriate tor a/revenue deferral 
mechanism like the balancing account. I . 

9. C0D91y,sism on the BAlancing Acc2.\lD.1i 18~$ 
• I 

The SWPL balanc~q account has~y desirable qualities. 
We discussed some ot these benefits in o~ original decision 
establishing the account, D.85-l.2-l.08, kd we listed the purposes 
ot the account as providing an avoided/bost cap on SWPL power costs 
and givin~ SOG&E an incentive to lower its power purchase costs. 
This proceeding has added. to our understanding ot these purposes. 

One of the balaneing accoun~'s more practical benefits is 
that it establishes a better relation/between the costs ot SWPL 
power and the value ot that power to~ ratepayers than would 
otherwise occur. The importance ot this alignment between cost and 
value to ratepayers has increased trcim the time ot our original 
decision. At that time we estimated/the excess costs to be $90 
million tor 1986-88: current esttmat~s are over $300 million. 

The increase in the discre~ancy between costs and value 
resulted primarily trom the decline in oil and gas prices, which 

I 
determine the energy portion of SDG&E's avoided cost. SDG&E 
entered into several power purchase ~rran~ements with southwestern 

I 
utilities just before the collapse iJ:l oil prices in the mid-1980s. 

, I 
Al thoug'l::I,.. the. -.prices...~Wlder~these.. ,contrac.t.s...seemed .. J:easonaJ:)le....:t.o..:...~ _ ... ~ ... 
SOG&E at the time, the oil price decline made the account's 
comparisons of the price of these put,chases with avoided cost 
extremely untavorable. ~he continue~ stability of the oil market 
is the primary reason that we have estimated. the excess costs ot 

I 

power transmitted over, SWPL to be $313 lnillion from 198& "through' ~ -.. 
, 

1988. \ 
\ .' 

The balancing account would shift some otthe revenues , '.', 

required during this extremely untavor~le period. to' later years, 
, \ 

\ 
\ 
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when a tightening of the regional power market and more favorable 
purchases should increase the effectiveness 0 SWPL. As DRA. points 
out, the costs of SWPL will better match its value to ratepayers if 
these early revenues are deferred. 

The balancing account also gives OG&E a clear standard, 
avoided cost, against which to judge both ts opportunities :for 
purchases that would be. transmitted over Fe line and its other 
resource options, including conservation/and load management. The 
presence of a clear standard should help{ SDG&E focus its' analyses 
of its various opportunities and shOUld/aid in its negotiations of 
contracts with other utilities. j 

Nevertheless, one fmportant ~onsideration which we had 
l' 

earlier overlooked persuades us to withdraw our previous adoption 
I 

of the SWPI. balancing acco~t. As we ,ihave discussed,. the balanCing 
'account focuses too much on one resource of SDG&!'s system, and the 

J 

account's incentives may'not always encourage SDG&E to operate its 
entire system at the minimum cost coJsistent with p~oper . 

~ 

reliability. The balancing account prods SDG&E to use SWPL to , 
transmit the cheapest possible energy, usually economy energy, but 

.! 

the lowest cost operation of the system may sometimes dictate a 
" different use tor SWPL, as shown in the example of the interaction 
t 

between SWPI. and the Pacific Intertie. 
SDG&E has stated that it would ignore the incentives o·f 

the balaneing account to minimize th~ overall costs o:f its 
operation5.#_. but.. we .. beJ.ie.ve:.. that.. reguiatory-ine.entiy.es....should...be... __ •.. _ .. -. :..,. 

, 1 

consistent with the desired behavior~ and should not require the 
,utility to ignore the incentives t~ 3ive up· to, its public 
obligations. The balancing account as presently structured focuses 
too narrowly on a single resource and' therefore diverts SDG&E from 
devoting- its attention'to the most .. efficient- operation of, the -. 
entire integrated system. 1 ' 

. Although the' balancinq account could be' mOdi!ie,d to-
overcome the problem with the Pacific Intertie, ,wesuspeet that 
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other discrepancies in the incentives would soon become apparent. 
Rather than continuinq to patch up the balancing- ac!count, we prefer 
to withdraw our earlier authorization. ;I 

~be removal of the balancing account should not De read 
I 

as an indication that we are lessening our scrutiny of SDG&E' s ' 
transactions in the the Southwest or its opera~ion of SWPL. We are 
still very concerned about SDC&E's failure tol operate the line in a 
way that will result in the promised savinqsfthat originally 

l 
justified the line. Obviously, economy ene'rqy purchases ~rom a 
reqion with much excess capacity are an, i~ortant element of' a 
program for reasonable use of SWPL, and this opinion sbouldnot in 

. 'i' any way be read to relJ.eve SDG&E of our c'onv ctl.on that such 
I 

purchases should be an uportant element/ of the line's use. Our 
decision merely says that SWPL is an important resource that should 

I 

be used in coordination with SDG&E's other resources to minimize 
I 

costs for its ratepayers, anc:l that we ehoose not to, restrict 
SOG&E's flexibility by imposing the in~entives of the balancing 

: 
account. i 

We conclude that the SWPL ~ancing account created in 
• 

0.85-12-l08 should be eliminated. In!O.S6-06-026, we established 
the balancing account as a tracking- mechanism with no revenue , 
effects on SI>G&E, pending the rehearing that led to this 

• 
decision. Since this, account has s~ far been a tracking mechanism 

I 
that merely recorded the power costs that were in excess of avo,ic:led 

, I' 
cost, no_ rate..adj,us.tmen.t..,is._required .. ,to_re.nec.t...oUl:-con<:lusio~ _~ .... 

\ 

I 
I 
I 

I 
l 
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IX.. Qt,ber Issues 

In its Openinq Brief, SOG&E raised 
objections to the commission's authority to take certain proposed 

actions in this case. j. 
A. SDG&E's Position 

First, SDG&E argues that this Commis en's assertion of 
autherity ever rates filed with the Federal Enerqy Regulatery 

I 

commission (FERC) is impreper. According- to. fOG&E, the. Federal 
Power Act grants FERC exclusive and exhaust~ve jurisdiction over 
interstate power transactions. The comm~'SS on trespasses en FERC's 
exclusive jurisdictien when the Cemmissien considers the 
reasonableness of FERC-filed rates paid der the TUcsen and PNM 
centracts,and fmplies that some of these fosts could ~e disallewed. 
Similarly, the balancing account's avo.ided-cost limit on recovery 
o.f the~e costs also. disreg-ards FERC's au~ority to. set interstate 

. 1 J rates and al$O v~o ates the Federal Power Act, says SOG&E • 
In the recent ease of Nantah~a Power and L1gbt Compa~ , . 

v Th9rnburg (198&) 476 U.S. 953, the un~ted States Supreme Ceurt 
I 

held: I 
N(AJ state utility commissiod setting- retail 
prices must allow, as reasonable operating 
expenses, costs incurred aSja result of paying
a FERC-determined wholesale price. w (476 U.S. 
at 965.) , i 

Thus, SDG&E bel-l;eves' -that-the:-commi-ssi'On' "is' 'eompell-ed·,··"\lnder'the-~ . ".; ..... " 
I 

authority of the Federal Power Act and the Nantahala case, to 
I 

accept as reasonable the FERC-filed wholesale rates which SOG&E 
pays under its contracts with PNM and\ '.rEP-. 

Secend, SDG&E argues that the Commission's decisions 
relating to SWPL place an unlawtul bU~den on interstate commerce, 
in violation of Constitutional pretections. Theetfect of the 

, 1 

Commission's decisions'is to. order,SOG&E,to· breach or reneqotiate, 
its contracts with PNM'ana 'rEP' •• The' e\ffect woul:d:be' to' lower costs 
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to californians at the expense of citizens of NewjMexico, and 
Arizona. This sort of economic protectionism i~arred by the 
commerce clause of the con.stitution, acCOrdi~qfto SOG&E. Moreover, 
the Commission's decisions are aimed entirely fat .. interstate 
contracts and would penalize SDG&E for complying with its 

I 
obligations under interstate contracts. Such orders are patently 

I 
invalid under the Constitution, asserts SOG&E. 

Third', SDG&E believes that the b'alancinq account is 
discriminatory in violation ot the consi~tional guarantee of equal 
protection. SDG&E points out that the ~e day that the Commission 
adopted the balancing account tor SDG&Et it rejected a proposal to 
hold Southern california Edison's investment in the Palo Verde 
nuclear generating station to the sta~&ard of avoided cost. 
Moreover, even though Edison's purchases from the Southwest have 
exceed its short-run avoided cost, noJbalancing account has been 
imposed, or even proposed, to governjEdison's purchases. SDG&E 

• 
believes that there is no compellinqlreason to- justify the 
different treatment of similarly si~uated utilities~ Singling out 
SOG&E is unfair, it argues, and a v£olation of the Fourteenth 
Amendment. . t 

. ! 
SDG&E supplemented lots arquments on July 17,. 1988, by 

" serving all parties with copies of the recent ease of Mississippi 
Power & Light Co. v Mississippi, NO! 86-1970 (U.S. Supreme ct., 

June 24, 1988). I' 
B. DBA's Besponse~ ,-., ._~_~"_'H' I. 

I 

ORA disputes SDG&E's leqal arguments. 
First, DRA believes that rleither the Federal Power Act 

I 
nor the Han;ahala case prohibits th~ Commission trom taking any of 
its recommended actions in this easel ORA distinguishes the 
Nantahala case from this case by poihtingout that the·proposed 
disallowances in this ease are not bAsed on a finding that a FERC
approved ~ is unreasonable~ rather\ proposed disallowances are 
based on SOG&E's agreement to- purchas \ additional cruant'ities Of. 
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/' 
power when it was not needed. In the Hantahala case, the/supreme 
Court voided a state utility commission's order that directly 
contradicted FERC's tindinq on the same issue. In this;tease, no 
party has challangeO. the contracts' rates, and the arrent has 
focused on whether the power was needed in the tirst ,lace and 
whether other, cheaper sources of power were available. Other 
issues relate to SOG&E's administration of the eontfacts, an area 
not rexnotely affected by the HaD,tahala rulinq, aceord'ing to· ORA. 

I 
DRA concludes that the supreme Court has, not yet reached 

the issue whether a state utilities commission mdy lawtully deviate 
from PERC-approved wholesale rates when the comJission finds the 

I 

rates are imprudent~ In these circumstances, there is no reason 
for the commission to refrain from issuing wh~ever orders it finds 
appropriate in this case. / 

• I DRA also supplemented l.ts arguments. on February 10, 1988, 
by serving all parties with copies ot the re'cent case ot l(entuekv 
West vix:ginia Gas Co. v Penn~lEnia Publis</ ~rnce Commission (3d 

eir. 1988) 837 F.2d600., J . 
c:.. Citv's Response f 

City also disputes SOG&E's legal arquments. 
City notes that NAntaij"la, even/it it is read to, give 

FERC exclusive jurisdiction over a interstate contract's price, did , 
not prohibit state commissions trom rulinq on whether purChases 

i 
from a particular source were reasonable; It other, cheaper 

.. • I ;. , sources of- qeneratl:onwere "avarJ:abJ:e',-"a-tt!:salJ:ownce -'coU"J:d;'·be-1l1~d;e~--·- -,- --,~ 
" 

In addition, the balancinq account does not affect 
S~E's ability to recover its costs und~r the various contracts. 
Rather, it merely adjusts the timinq ot be recovery of those 

i 
costs. The wholesale rates set by the contracts are unaffected by 

'i 
• I 

the balancl.ng' account. ; , 
Finally, the, actions proposed lin this case do- not, aftect' 

out-ot-state customers_ Allot SDG&E's. iretailcustomers. are within 
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/' 
california, and the Commission's, setting retail rate~or SDG&E 
aoes not discriminate aqainst customers in other s~tes. , 

City responded to SDG«E's letter on the~ssissippi ~owet 
& Light case with a letter of July 11, 1988, disputing SOG&E's 
reading of that case.' I 
D. ~CAH's Respons~ 

OCAN makes arguments similar to- City's in opposing 
SDG&E's leqal interpretations. It too point~ out that the issue of, 
the reasonableness of SOG&E's administratioh of the contracts is. 
not affected by SDG&E's arguments. Like c'ity, trCAN notes the 
balancing account is designed to allow S~&E to recover all of its 
FERC-approved wholesale rates; thus, thJbalancinq account does not 
trespass on FERC's jurisd.iction. OCAN /also. mentions the 
distinction between the price and qua?~itY of power. Unlike the 
factual situation in the N'antabal;a c~e, 'O'CAN arques, nothing' 
proposed in this case would directlY/ contradict any FERC ruling.
Thus, OCAN concludes that the Commi$sion may lawfully take any of 

I 
the p:opose~ actions in this case.; 
E. Pl.S0'$Sl.OD 

After a review of the lJqal authorities cited by the 
parties, we conclude that neither/the Federal Power Act nor 
HAnt;ahalA and related cases bar us from taking the actions, that 
have been proposed in this proce~dinq. 

The facts in NAntahalJ are quite different from the facts 
I 

presented...in. ~this_ .ease._. ..In. ..britt,. ....in.~ntahAl~ ~a.~contract_ 4,, __ '- ~ • _., 

J . 
allocated riqhts to a cheap power source between two affiliated 
entities, including' a utility. iThe contract provided the utility a 
20% share. However, FERC ruled that a Z2.5% share would result in 
just and reasonable rates. The state commission then tound that 
the share should be 24.5%'. 'rhus, in· Nap3;Mal Q the state- commission 
acted on the salDe. issue as FERC~ and the state "commission' s action 
amounted to an overrul1n~"of ~s action~ 
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No similar facts exist in this proceeding.Fi~st, many 
of the issues relate to contract administration, wbich;/:iS not 
mentioned in the ~Dtahala case. Second, the Nantah~a court 
specifically left open the possibility of the type of actions that 
are contemplated here: ~ 
, *Without deciding this issue, we may assume that 

a particular quanti~ of power procured by a 
utility from a particular source could ~e 
deemed unreasonably excessive if lowflr-cost 
power is available elsewhere, even/though the 
hiqher-cost power actually purchased is 
obtained at a FERC-approved, and therefore 
reasonable, p~iee.* (47~ U.S. at/ 972. 
Emphasis in oriqinal.) / 

Later decisions have applied this reasoni~q to aetual controversies 
(~ntucky West Virginia Gas ~ompaDY v Pebnsylvania PuQlie seryi~e 
Commissi2n (3d Cir. 1983) 837 F.2d 600)1, atf'g 650 F.Supp_ 659 
(M .. O.Pa. J.9S6.) ~ I 

The facts in the Hissis~ppi Power & Light case are also, 
distinguishable from those in this cJ.se. In Mississippi Power & 
Light, ?ERC had approved an alloeatJon of responsibility for the 

( 
costs of a newly constructed nuclear power plant among several 

I 
affiliated utility-owners from difterent states and had determined 

J 
the reasonableness of the wholesale rates resulting trom its 
allocation. The state commission hpprovea the corresponding retail 
rates tor one ot the utilities~ ~Jt the state supreme court ruled 

I 

that the commission could not· ·lawfully· do so·without ,first·· 
I •. 

determining that the expenses were prudently incurred. 
J 

On appeal, the U. S. Supreme Court held that in these , 
circumstances the state commission was preempted~y the FERC 
proceeainqs and by FERC's determinations ot reasonableness. The 

• f Court ruled that the determinatlon. -ot .whether . the costs. of._ ... ___ .. 
\ 

constructing the plant were prudent was wi thin the j urisdietion of 
\ ' 

FERC, not the state commission. The allocation of cost: , 
, , \ . ,' .. , ' 

responsibility amonq several.entitiestrom' ditferent states was 
. \ 

\, 
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also within FERC's jurisdiction. The state commission _coul~ not 
lawfully reexamine FERC's determination of the reasonableness of 
the wholesale rates resulting from its allocation. 

We are confident that the operation of the ~al~ncing 
account would not be affected. ~y these cases. The account was 

I 
designed. to provide for eventual recovery of all prud.ently incurred 

/ 
costs, no matter which regulatory body determined' p~dence. Even 
if we had continued the balancing- account ,. it woulci have survived 

I 
SOG&E's legal challenges. i! 

Similarly, we believe the distinction in the Nantahala 
case between a state's role in reviewing rate~ and in reviewing a 
utility'S decision to purchase certain quantities of power allows 
the sort of review that we have conducted or! the PNM contract. Our 

eventual disallowanee was based on a concl~ion that SOG&E should 
not have purchased. capacity under the PNK~ontract for the first 
year of the contract's life, ~ecause it could not demonstrate that 

I 
it would need the capacity during that period. Nantahala, and 
Mississippi Power & Light both permit a/reView of a utility~s 

I 

decision to purchase a eertain quantit~ of power, even when that 
• I power 15 purchase~ at FERC-approved rates. 

The TEP contract presents a kifferent question. Although 
1 

the facts are very different from either HantAbala or Mississippi 
Power & Light, some of the wording Of/the Mississippi Pow~r & Light 
case could be read as affecting our ability to make the 
d.isallowances we have 1I1ade"in ·this"~e-.· -The Court -stated.' that·· . -
WStates may not regulate in areas wh~e FERC has properly exercised , 
its jurisdiction to determine just an~ reasonable wholesale rates 
or to insure that agreements affecti~9 wholesale rates are 
reasonable •••• Tbe reasonableness of rates and agreements regulated 

I 

by FERC·lZIa.Y not ,be collaterally attacked in.state or.~ederal ,.' 
courts. w Hississippi Power & Light, slip op. at 19-20. Since our 

\ . 

d.isallowances of some of the costs of 1 the TEP'contract are of . - \ .. . 
rates,. rather than the. quantities of power SDG&E may prudently 

\ 

\ 
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: 
. th I purchase under the contract, th:LS passac;e suqqests at we are 

preell:lpted by FERe's determinations. . .' / 
However, we believe that a review of our;reasons for 

imposing the disallowance will illustrate that wrhave acted within 
our proper jurisdiction. Our review and the resulting 

I 
disallowances focused almost exclusively on SOG&E's management's 
activities in negotiatinc; various amenaments;bf the TEP contraet 
with TEP and Alamito, TEP's assignee. We M!ve found that the 
actions or omissions of SDG&E's managers arid neqotiators influenced 

I 
the level of rates that were eventually :!feorporated in the 
parties' agreell:lent.. Our focus was on the decisions of SDG&E, which 
clearly are a proper subject tor state !eC;Ulators to consider. The 
fact that these instances of imprudence had an effect on 

I 
contractual rates that were eventually approved by ?ERC does not 
deprive us of our right to enqage in,~is review. PERC's review of 
the reasonableness of the contractual rates takes a very different 
approach. We cannot agree with SOGJE's apparent point that FERC's 

- . 
approval of the rates neqotiated bitween two. utilities implies its 
disapproval of all other rates that the parties might have agreed 

i 

to. This conclusion is particularly appropriate when, as in this 
"I 

ease, the neqotiations arose out of Alami to's desire to. avo·id 
" " ~ detal-led eXaIllUlat:LOn of the agreement by nRC • 

• We conclude that neither.i the Federal Power Act, the 
Nantahala case, nor the Missis~i;pk Power & Light case prevents us 
from taking apPropriate··aet-±on .. in"tb.is·c:ase.- -.. _-- ... -~ 

Nor do we think that the\commerc:e clause bars us from 
taking the actions proposed in thi~ proceeding. As City has 
pointed out, nothing suggested in this case would have the effeet 
o~ shifting costs to ratepayers in other states. It a disallowance 
is o.rdered, it would be bOrne by the shareholders o.~ SOG&E", not: 'by 

\ 

customers in the Southwest. SDG&E's\ suqqestion that we are 
pro~ited from reviewing the prudence of any interstate contracts 

. - \ . -

or purchases,. merely because the~ originate- out-of-state, even when 

\ 
\ 

\ 
• \ 
" 
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/ 
other cheaper sources are available qoes well beyond the bounds of 
present law or reason.. . / 

Finally~ we also reject SOG&E's ar9"'llllellt that its right 
J 

to equal protection of law has been violated. the circ::umstances 
that led to our decision to set up the SWPL balancinq account are 
very ditferent trom the facts in the examples /sDG&E cites. 

I 

Different circumstances justify different tr~atment, and in this 
sense SOG&E is not similarly situated to Edison. 

I We conclude that the authorities presented'by SDC&E do . ( 

not prevent us trom taking any ot the actiTs proposed in this 
case. 

This conclusion is not intended fO assert that FERC has 
no influence over our determinations.. Our disallowance ot some ot , 
the costs ot the TEl>/Alamito contract is r-eyed to the capital costs 
assumed in the. contract, and any moditic~tion ot those tens by , 
EERC could a:f:fec:t the amount ot our disallowance.. Similarly, any. 
action by FERC that affected. the demand Eharges or the cOmJneneement 
date ot the PNM contract could also influence our disallowance , 
related to the PNK contract.. { 

I 
x. 's'OGiE's Petition to Set Aside SUbmission . 

I 

t 
Atter this ease was s~mitte~, SI>G&E on May 50, 1988, 

tiled a Petition to set Aside SUbmission and to BifUrcate 
Proceedinq ... ~ .. r_ •• ~ , ,- . I 

1 

SOG&E believes that the portlbn of the case addressing 
the 1985 PNM contract should be reopened· and that the proceeding 

\ , 

should be bifurcated to allow the rematnder of the case to proceed 
to decision while ~ore evidence is tak~ on issues related to the 
Pm! contract. \ 

Specifically, SDG&E believes fhAt the Commission shoUld 
consider the actions 0' FERC before it renders a,aecision'on. the I ... -

PNM contract. PNK· filed the contract for approval by PERC on 

- l.60--

\ 
\ 
\ 
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/. 

March 1, 1988, and SDG&E protested the filing onjMarch"21 .. · :SOG&E 
believes that FERC may reduce the charges cal 1 ecl tor uncler the 

( . 
contract as a result ot its review and may even vo·ic1 the contract 
entirely. SDG&E argues that the commiaaion's!decision should await 
the outcome of the FERC proceeding. J 

DRA tiled. its response on May 31 DRA opposes the 
J 

p.etition. DRA tears that it the com:missi". delays action until 
FERC has rendered its clecision, the commifsion exposes itself to a . 
preemption arqument that SDG&E has alrea4y made in this proceeding. 
In addition, SOC&E has not demonstrated/the material change in tact 
or law has occurred that would justify /reopening this proceeding .. 
Furthermore, ORA believes that SDG&E may directly benefit trom any 
delay loecause of the operation of the fxmual Ener9Y Rate (AER). 

The Commission joined several ECAC issues with the consideration of 
the SWPL loalancinC] account, ORA. noted, because it believed that the 

operation of the account could best be evaluated with concrete 
examples at hand.. SDG&E's proposal /~iolates the Commission's 
1091c, ORA argues, and would prejudice ORA's presentation ot its 
positions. I 

~CAN tiled its oPPOsitiO~ to the petition on June' 6 .. 

Delaying the Commission's decisionFn PNM issues would amount to a 
concession of preemption by FERC, which UCAN thinks is inadvisable. 

I 
Moreover, the issues addressed in the eventual FERC decision may 

I 
not be at all material to the issues addressed in this proceeding~ 

I 
in. which_case ..a....del.ay._would~!lot...seJ:v.e.:..e.v.en.~the..... purposes ..ad.v..oc:a.tecL .. _--=-~ .... 

• I by SDG&E. Like ORA, tJ'CAN argues that SDG&E has not alleC]ed a 
i 

material c:haxlC]e or law or tact that would justify reopening the 
record, and tJ'CAN also believes tha~' it would. loe prejudiced by 
separating the PNM-related issues from the consideration of the 

., t , 

balancing account. . .~... . . \ 
I . . 

SDG&E :filed a reply to ORA's response on:: June 17, 1988_ . \ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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We will deny SDG&E's petition. 
delaying the decision on the PNM contract any further. ~e nature 
of our review of the PNK contract has been quite dif;efent from 
FERC's review, and we :believe that any action that F-c,may take 
would. complement~ rather than contradict, our de~sion. As we have 
discussed., our disallowance focused on the quant'1ty of capacity 

I 
that SDG&E aqreed to take from PNM during a period when it needed 
no adcli tional capacity. The hntAhal,o. ancl M~sissipPi Po~r & 

Light cases both indicate that states may r~view questions of the 
quantity of power that utilities purc:b.asei in interstate 

~ 

transactions without co~licting with F,ERC's jurisdiction. We have 

not determined that the charges called'for in the PNM contract were 
unreasonable, a determination that ,tUld bring us closer to the 
facts of the DntahalA and Mississi"Ppi Power « Ligll1i cases. 

'rhus, we conclude that J6ur decision would be unaffected 
by any action that FERC might tl:rke and that therefore no purpose 

I 
would be served by reopening this proceed.ing to· take notice of 

FERC's eventual action. I / 
Findings of lact 

1. In 0.85-12-10S, we established a balancing account for 
I 

purchased power transmit;~ over SWPL. '!'he balancing account 
designed to limit SDG&Ejs immediate recovery of the costs of such 
purc:b.ases to' SDG&E's avbided cost. 

2. In 0.S6-06-d26, we granted SDGiE's request for rehearing 
of the balancinq acco'unt portion of D.8-S-1Z-1.0S., we posed six 
questions for the ~ies to address in the rehearing, and. we 

/ 
directed SOG&E ttresent an affirmative showinq of the 
reasorusbleness of the costs of its purchases from PNM, 'l'EP", and 
CP'E. 

3.. In 0.8-6-09-010, we directed all SWPL-related issues to be 
L 

considered in the rehearing: proceeding .. 
4. In ~end:ment 3- of the TEP contract, SDG&E'. obliqation to

take 100 MW kinq the' former Extended, Phase 3- was transferred to 

I 
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We will deny SOG&E's petition. We se~purpose in 
I 

delaying the decision on the PNM contract any further. The nature 
of our review of the PNK contract has been quite different from 
FERC's review, and. we believe that any actioh that FERe may take 
would complement, rather than contradict, lur decision. As we have 
discussed, our disallowance focused on thl. quantity of capacity 
that SOG&E agreed to take trom PNM durinrf a period when it needed 
no additional capacity. The Hantahala and Mississ1~~i Power & 
Light eases both indicate that states Jay review questions of the 

I 
quantity of power that utilities purchase in interstate 
transactions without conflicting with! FERC's jurisdietion. We have 
not determined that the charges eall~d for in the PNM contract were 

I 
unreasonable, a determination that w.ould bring us closer to the 

i 
facts of the Nantahala and Mississi~pi Power « Light cases. 

I' ... ' Thus, we conclude that our dec~s10n would be unaffected , 
by any action that FERC might take} and that therefore no purpose , . 
would be served by reopening this ~roceedin~ to, take notice of 

I 

FERC's eventual action.: 

Ja. S2JlllDents on the PrQpose4 Qecisicm 

Because of the lenqthan complexity of the proposed 
decision, the time for filing comments on the proposed decision 
will be extended from the 20 days set forth in Rule 77.2 to 25 

days. In: addition, " the" "2.s-paqe; J:imi:t:~ that'; 'Rule",'77 • .3', per.m.±ts:·~or.. . '.~ , :. __ .. 

general rate cases will apply •. Parties are reminded that the 
) 

function of comments is strictly limited by Rule 77.3: 

·Comments shall focus on factual, legal or 
technical errors in the proposed decision and 
in citing such errors shall make specific 
references to- the record. _" CoxlIlI1ents··which.-. , .. ," 
merely reargue posit±ons taken in· briefs will 
be accorde<i,no weight anel are I. Dot to- be: tiled~· 

\ 

\ • 
\ 
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the new Revised Phase 4. No actual increase 
occurred. as a resul. t ot this restructuring' ot the co ract .. 

5. SOG&E agreed to set contract demand tor se 5 of the 
TEP contract at 400 MW betore 'l'EP conveyed its i ention to 
exercise its option to set contract demand at 00 HW. 

6. It is unlilce1y that 'l'EP wou1<1 have d. the ability to 
deliver more than 400 MW 4uring Phase 5. 

7. In .Amendment 3 ot the 'rEP cont:z:act, the agoreement to set 
contract demand at 400 MW tor Phase 50 ~olved neither SOG&E's 
imprudence nor extraordinary barqainif9 skills. 

8. SDG&E's contemporaneous analysis showed that a 24-month 
Phase 5 with a demand of 400 MW wasl~ore beneficial than a 19-month 

Phase S- at 500 HW. . / 
9. '!'he benetits of .AmenCllD$:nt ~ outweighed' the cost of , 

accepting' an additional 21 MW of capacity in Phase 4- ot the TEl> 
contract. / 

10. SDG&E's analysis off the ehanqe in the assignment clause 
I 

of the contract with 'rEP tocused on the etteets- of an assignment ot 
I 

the contract to a wholly owneel subsidiary ot TEP, rather than on 
what rights it was beinq, '/'sked to qive up as a result of the 

chanqe. / 
11. On June 1, 1934, 'rEP assiqned its contract with SDG&E to 

I 
Alamito. SDG&E was informed, of the assignment on June 8. On 
July 6, TEP filecl tor/approval of the assignment by FERC. SOG&E 
became aware of this ftilin9 on July 23. SOG&E eliel not protest the 
tiling or intervene}in the p;ERC proceedinq.. FERC approved the 
assignment on Octo¥r 1. SDG&E met with 'l'EP to obtain information 
about the assignment on October ~. 

12. The assignment took place on Novem»er 1., 1984 _ In 
I 

Deeeml:>er l.984, ~ span-of:f Alamito as an independent company. 
I 

l.3. Atter (he apin-o:ft, Alamito's capital structure was 80t 
d.ebt and 20t eqUity. SDG&E agreed. to-set Alamito'. capital 

I , 

atJ:uc:t\lre at i deI>t and 30'1: equity ~o" purpo ..... ~ the contract • 
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.. ri.mlim<' 9f Pact 

, 

1. In 0.85-12-108, we established a balancing account for 
. I i purchased power transml. tted over SWPL·. T¥ balanc ng account 

designed to ltmit SOG&E's immediate reco/very of the costs of such 
purchases to SOG&E'S avoided cost. . 

2. In 0.86-06-026, we granted SOG&E's request for rehearing 
I 

of the balancing account portion of 0.85-12-108, we posed six 
i . 

questions. for the parties to address ~'n the rehearing, and we 
directed SOG&E to present an atfirma~ve showing of the 
reasonableness of the costs of its purchases from PNM, 'rEP, and .. 
CFE. t 

,/ 
3. In 0.86-09-010, we directed all SWPL-relatcd issues to be 

considered in the rehearing proeeed~ng. 
i 

4. In Amendment 3. of the TEP contract, SOG&E's obligation to 
take 100 MW during the former Extended Phase 3 was transferred to· 
the new Revised Phase 4. No actudl increase of SOG&E's obligations 

J 

occurred as a result of this restructurinq of the contract • 
• 5. SOG&E agreed to. set contract demand for Phase 5- of the , 

'rEP contract at· 400 MWbefore TE~ conveyed its intention to 
exercise its option to set contr~ct demand at 500 MW. 

6. It is unlikely that TE~ would have had the al:>ility to 
deliver more than 400 MW during Phase 5. 

7. In Amendlnent 3 of the TEP contract, the aqreement to set 
I 

contract demand at 400 MW for Phase 5 involved neither SDG&E's 
) 

imprudonce nor·..extraordina,ry".bargaininC]F.skiU,s_ .. " ..• _ .... - .... ''''''" . , 
8. SOG&E's contemporaneou~ analysis showed that a 24-month 

Phase 5 with a demand of 400 MW ~as more beneficial than a 19-montb 
Phase S at 500 MW. 

9. The benefits of Amendment 3 outweiqhed the cost of 
accepting an additional'21 MWotcapacity in-Phase 4 of theTEP 

- \ 
\. contract. 

10. SOG&E's analysis of the Change, in the assignment clause 
I 

of the contract with 'rEP' foeuseci on\ the effects of an. assiqnmento! 
\ ' 

" . \ 
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14. It SDG&E bad not agreed to the chanq~e aas1;~ent 
clause, it is reasonAble to conclude that rt. ould have :been able 
to negotiate a capitAl ratio ot About 75/2$ ith Alaito or~o have 
obtained. comparable concessions. 

15. SOG&E'a definition of decremental cost for repayme.1t of , 
the balance of the dollar banking accow:rt with en: ensured t'1at 

. . l 
energy repayments were the cheapest source of energy at the :ime of 
the repayment. j 

16. Delays in the completion Units 1 & 2 of the Pal) Verde 
nuclear power plant were beneficiai in redueing SOG&E's obliJation 
to purchase capaeity under the 19/9 PNM contract. 

~ 

17. The GRC resource plan ot November 8, 1984, showed t need 
/ 

for additional purchases totali~q 215 MW from 1988 through 1)90. 
The GRe plan showed no need foi additional capacity in 1988. An 

t 
"undetermined. resource" of 10,0 MW. scheduled for 1989 could l: ~ 
deterred until 1990 by accelerating the planned return of 'b.;·00 of 

i 
. I 

the S lver Gate U1U.ts by one year • 

18. 'Jl1e GRC plan waS!SOG&E'S most recent resource plar. when 
it began neqotiations. wi~ PNH. 

19. PN!('s draft letter of understanding of November 2~ I 1984, 
I 

proposed a sale ot 100 MW at $23.40 per kilowatt-month, beg!~in9 
May 1, 1988. I 

l. 
20. SOG&E never attempted. to negotiate a lower d.emand :harqe 

( 

than the one proposed in the draft letter ot understanding. On 

April 25, 1985, soou:/proposed reducing contract demand to· ~ ~ MW. 

On Kay 21, 1985, SDG&:E proposed delaying the start ot the C( :1traet • 
. ' 21. When com~ed to· the GRe plan, the :ROC plan ot Ju: ~ 25, 

1985, delayed the re1:u:rn. ot 100 HW from E1'le1na 1 from 1988. ~'~. 1989 
{ 

and. accelerated a undeterminecl· purchase of 100 HW' from. 1989 ~o 
( 

1988. ! 
I 

22'. The ROC plan cUd. not show- a. need tor ad4itional c:;.. ,aci ty 
in 1988: rather, ~t assumed that the PNK purchase would. beq;.n in 
1988. ,i 

J 
r 
I 
I 

f 
\ 
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the contract to a wholly owned subsidiary ot 'rEP', rather than on 
what rights it was bein~ as~ed t~ qive up as a result ot the 

change. I 
11. On June 1, 1984, 'rEP assiqned its contract with SOG&E to, 

I 
Alami to. SOG&E was informed ot the assi9'1lll1ent on June 8. On 

, ! 
July &, TEP filed for approval ot the assignment by FERC. SDG&E , 
became aware ot this tiling on July j23. SDG&E did not protest the 
tiling or intervene in the FERC proCeeding'.. FERC approved the 

! 

assignment on october 1.. SOG&E met with TEP to obtain information 
about the assignment on octo))er s..l , 

12. The assignment took place on November 1, 1984. In 
I 

Oecember 1984, T.EP spun-oft Alamito as an independent company. 
13. After the spin-off, AlBito's capital structure was 80% , 

debt and 20% equity. SDG&.E agreed to set Alamito's capital 
structure at 70% debt and 30% eqdity tor purposes of the contract. 

14. It SDG&E had not agreed to the change in the assignment 
1 

clause, it is reasonable to conclude that it would have been able 
to negotiate a capital ratio ot 8bout 7SlZS with Alamito· or to have 
obtained comparable concessions.! 

1S.. SDG&E' 5 defin! tion of ~ecremental cost tor repayment of 
the balance ot the dollar bankin~ account with CFE ensured that 
energy repayments were the cheapest source ot energy at the time of 
the repaj!'lnent. 

16. Delays in the completion of units 1 « 2 ot the Palo Verde 
nuclear power plant were ··beneficial -in, reducin~·-SDG&E"S ·obliqation· 
to purchase capacity under the 1979 PNM contract. 

17. The GRC resource plan ot November 8, 1984, showed a need 
~or ad.c:litional purchases. totaling'. 2"150 MW from. 1988. through 1990. 
'rhe GRC plan showed no need for adcU.tional capacity in 1988. An 

"Undetermined. resource'o:f .. 100. MW',schedulecl .tor .1989 _could .be_ .' ... 

deterred until ,1990 by acceleratinq the planned: return ot two ot 
the Silver Gate units by one year .. \ 

\ 

\ 
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23. S!lC&E'S econolllic :onalysis of Hay 16-, 1985, /L that 

the PNM contract would cost more than generationfuele4 by oil and 
gas if oil and gas prices remained at 1985 levels~r decreased. 

24. SOG&E's economic analyses of April S ~d May 1&, 1985, 
/ 

contained simplifyinq assumptions that ten;zed i 0 overstate the 
:benefits of the PNM contract .. 

2S. The september analysis was the !. rst economic analysis to 
consider the actual terms of the PNM contract. 

I 
26. The september analysis concluded that the expected 

savings of. the PNK contract compared t~ avoided cost were $5 

million. ~I 
27. The capacity values used n the September analysis were 

adjusted to reflect probability 0 need, were less than S02's 

avoided eapacity payments tor' 19~ and 1989'- tor: a· contract of equal 
term beginning in 1988, and were/less than. the capacity values 
adopted in D.85-12-108. ;f 

28. The $5- lnillion expec:ted beneti t that resulted from the 

September analysis was Withi{ or nearly within PROMOD's margin of 
error. / 

29. The september anilysis showed. that under any of the fuel 
price forecasts used in ~e'analysis the PNK contract would be more 
costly than avoided costjin 1988. , /' 

30. The 1984 market study expected that few opportunities tor , 
base load purchases would be available in the early 1990s, but it 

/ . also noted that SDG&E's aet10ns could generate new opportunities. 
31. Many of the/coal plants investigated by SDG&E had hi9h 

prices or lacked a transmission path to SDG&E. 
I 

32. In 1985., the primary risk that diversity in fuel sources 
would protect SOG&Ej aqainst was the risk ot increases· in oil and. 

gas prices.! ' 
33. '1'0 the -rent that SDG&E's. fUel. ~orecaats in its 

september analysis reflects the upper range ot reasonably likely 

- ~64 -
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• 18. 'l:!le GRC plan was SDG&E's most recent reLce plan when 

it besan neqotiations with ~. ;f 
19. PNM's draft letter of understanding of November 29, 1984, 

proposed a sale of 100 MW at $23.40 per kilow/tt-month, beginning 

May 1, 1988. / ' 
20. SDG&E never attempted to negotiate a lower demand eharge 

than the one proposed in the draft letter jof unc1erstanding.. On 
April 25, 1985, SOG&E proposed. reducing contract demand to,SO MW. 
On May 21, :1.985, SOG&E proposed delayinc! the start of the contract .. 

21.. When compared to the GRe plan!, the ROC plan of June 25, 
.t 

1985, delayec1 the return of 100 MW from Eneina 1 from 1988 to 1989 
,J 

and accelerated a undetermined purchase of 100 MW from 1989 to 
i 1988.. : 

22. ~he ROC plan did not show a need for additional capacity 
in 1988; rather, it assumed that the

f
! PNM-purchase would begin in 

1988. 
23. SDG&E's economic analysiS/Of May 1&, :1.985, showed that 

•
~ the PNM contract would cost more ~ generation ~uc1ed by oil and 

gas if oil and gas prices remained/at 1985 levels or decreased. 
24. SDG&E'S economic analyses of April 5 and Hay 16,_ 1985, 

I 

, 

contained simplifying assumptions that tended to overstate the 
benefits of the PNM eontract. i 

\ 
25. The September analysis was the first economic analysis to 

1 

consider the actual terms of the PNK contract... -
1 

26. ~he September analysis -concluded-that· the expected :'. , 
savings ot the PNM contract compared to avoided. cost were $5-

million. \ \ 
l 27. The capacity values Used\in the September analysis were 

adjusted to r~lect probability of neeel, were less. than S02-'s. 
\ 

avoided capacity payments for 1988 and 1989 tor a contract of equal 
-- I -

term beq~nniDCJ in 1.98.8, Mod were less than the capacity values 
adopted in D.85-12-108. \ 

16S -
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fuel priees, the PNH contract may be seen as insurancL"t a 
potential $83 million. loss.. / 

34.. Oil prices declined steadily trom $3

7
5.50 per barrel in 

Karch 1981 to $27 a barrel in 1985. 
35 .. Oil prices fell from $27.60 per ba:rel in-November 1985 

to $12 .. 65 per barrel in April 1986. / 
36. Atter the tall of oil prices i~arlY 1986, SOG&E revised 

its tuel forecasts and concluded that ~ PNK contract would have 
" an expected present-value cost of $33~7 million more than avoided 

cost over its term.. ~ 
37. Any price concessions P would have granted SDG&E for 

its agreement to extend the deadl ne for securing transmission 
arrangements would have been limited by PN,K's expectations of the 
cost of makinq the extra e~to~ needed to complete the 
arrangements and to execute the transmission agreement with SRP 

I 

before the May 1 deadline.. ft would have been reasonable to expect 
that these expenses would not exceed $20,000, and PN,K's otter ot a 

I 
rate reduction to SOG&E ~ould not have exceeded $20,000. 

38. No capacity idit should be awarded for economy ener9Y 
purchases over SWPL. 

39.. '!'be balance;in the SWPL balancing account from 1986 

through 1988 will be f313 million. 
40.. According Ito the record in this case, SOG&E has no need 

tor additional ca~1ty until 1990 at the earliest .. 
41. '!'be SWPI/balancing account focuses too much on one 

I 
resource of SDG&~E'S system, and the account's incentives may not 
always encourage SDC&E t? operate its entire system at the minimum 
cost consistent th proper reliability. 

42. On~ 3, ~988, SDG&E tiled a Petition to Set Aaiele 

SUbmission an1 to Bifurcate Proceeding'. DRA. and- OCAN f.iled. 

responses oPP9sinq the petition on Kay 31 and. June 6,. respectively .. 
SDG«E repli;;J to D:RA'. response on Jun. 17, 1988 • 
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28. The $S million expected benefit that res~ted from the 
september analysis was within or nearly withinPROMOO'smargin of 
error. I 

29. The September analysis showed that ~er any of the fuel 
price forecasts used in the analysis the PNM contract would be more 
costly than avoided cost in 1988. J' 

30. The 19850 ER's forecast of 1985 peak demand was 100 MW 
t 

less than actual weather-adj usted peak demand in ~98.s.~ The ROC 
,,,!\ 

plan's forecast of ~985- peak delDancl was 8~ MW more than actual 
weather-acljustecl peak demancl in 1985-. I 

~ 

3~. The 1984 market study expected that few opportunities for 
( 

base load purchases would be available in the early 19905, but it 
also noted that SOG&E's actions could/generate new opportunities. 

32. Many of the coal plants investigated by SOG&E had high 
t 

prices or lacked a transmission pa~'to SOG&E~ 
33. I~ 1985, the prilllary rislSlthat diversity in ·::euel sources 

would protect SOG&E against was the risk of increases in oil and 
gas prices. 

34. To the extent that SDG&E' 5 fUel forecasts in its 
September analysis refiects the upper range of reasoMbly likely 
fuel prices, the PNM contract may be seen as insurance against a 

I 

potential $88 million loss. : 
35. oil prices declined st~aclily from $35-.50 per barrel in 

March 1981 to $27 a barrel in 1985. 
t 

36. Oil' prices fe-ll:- -from ·s!27·.-60' per' barrel, 'in 'November 1985 ., 
to $12.65 per barrel in April 1986. 

37. After the fall of oil !prices in early 1986, SDG&E revisecl 
I 

its fuel forecasts and concluded that the PNMcontract would have 
an expeeted present-value cost Of $33 .. 7 million more than avoidecl 
cost over its ter.m~ 

38.. Any price concessions PNK would have granted SDG&E for 
its aqreement to extend" the deadline for securing." transmission 

. .., I.." . 

arrangements would have been limited by PNM's expectations of. the 
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Conclusions of 1&w / 

1. The prudence of SOG&E's entering into the ~TEP, and 
1979 PNM contracts are not at issue in this proceedi~~ 

2. The term, "reasonable and prudent," mean~that at a 
particular time a utility's practices, methods, ~d acts followed 
the exercise of reasonable judgment in light o~facts known or , 
which should have been known at the time the j1ecision was made. It 
means tMt the utility reasonably expected It!h.e act or decision to
accomplish the desired result at the lowest reasonable cost 
consistent with good utility practices. ~GoOd utility practices are 
based upon cost-effectiveness, reliabi~ty, safety, and expedition. 

3. A decision may be found to bfe reasonable and prudent if 
the utility shows that its decision ,taking process was sound, that 
its managers considered a range Of/PoSSible options in light of . 
information that was or should have been available to them, and 
that its managers decided on a cd'urse of action that fell within 
the bounds of reasonableness, e./en if it turns out not to have led 
to the best possible outcome~ jI 

4. Decisions involvin~large amounts of money, ·high degrees 
of risk, and greater levels ~f u~certainty will require 
proportionately greater care than routine decisions .• 

S. SDG&E was ;Unprutnt to relinquish the right to withhold· 
its consent to unreasonab e assignments of the 'rEP contract to 
TEP's subsidiaries, with ut obtaining a corresponding concession 
from TEP in Amendment 3/ 

6. SDG&E ShOUltot recover $5.9 million corresponding to 
the difference betwee its costs under the TE~ contract assuming a 
80/20 capital ratio f r Alamito as compared with a 75/25 ratio. 
SDG&E has recovered ixcess funds since June 1, 198:5, and this 
excess recovery, Wi~ interest at the contemporary ECAC rate, 
should be removed from the ECAC balance. . As shown in Appendix B, 
the total disallowahce connected to the TF:P-!Alami to contrac:t .. . 
amounts to $7.1 m.d.lion as- of Dece~r 31, 1988: ... ·SOO&E should be 
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~nclusi9ns of LAY 
1. The prudence of SDG&E's enterinq i])'to the CPE, 'rEP, and. 

1979 PNK contracts are not at issue in this/proceeding. 
2.. The term, *reasonable and Prud,*, * means that at a 

particular tilDe a utility's practices, methods, and. acts followed 
the exercise of reasonable judgment in/liqht of faets known or 
which should have been known at the time the decision was made. It 
means that the utility reasonably e~eeted the act or decision to
accomplish the desired result at tbe lowest reasonable cost 
consistent with qood utility prae'tices. Good utility practices are 
based upon cost-effectiveness, ;!eliability, safety, and. expedition. 

3. A decision may be foUnd to be reasonable and prudent it 
the utility shows that its d~ision makinq process was sound, that 
its managers considered a r/.nqe of possible options in liqht ot 
information that was or sh6'uld have been available to them, and 
that its manaqers deCided/on a course of action that fell within 

I 
the bounds of reasonableness, even if it turns out not to have led 

. I 
to the best possible o\tteome. 

4 _ Decisions iJ,ol ving large amounts or money, high degrees 
of risk, and greater/levels of uncertainty will require 
proportionately qreJter care than routine decisions. 

5. SOO&E wad imprudent to relinquish the right to withhold 
its consent to uruieasoneble assignments of the 'rEP contract to 
'rEP's subsidiarie!s, without obtaining a correspondinq concession 
from TEP in Am. a.ment 3. 

6. SDG,;ishOuld not recover $$.9 million correspon4inq to 
the d.ifference! :between its costs un4er the '.rEP contract assuming a 
80/20 capitaliratio for Alamito as compared with a 75/25 ratio. 

I 
SDG&E has recovered excess funds since June l., 1ge5, and. this 
excess ree~'/'ery, with interest at the contemporary ECAC rate, 
~ould. be, removed from the ECAC balance. As shown in' Append.ix·:s., 

the totaidiaaJ.l<>VaJ>Ce connected to the ~/Alaito contract /: _j 0 $7.1 lII111ion &8 of Deceaber 31, 1988.SDGfoE ahouJ:cl.l>e 
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411t' oost of making the extra efforts needed to eomplet~~ 
arranqements and to execute the transmission a~eement with SRP . ~-I 

before the May 1 deaclline. J:t would have been reasonable to expect 
I 

that these expenses would not exceea $20,000, ;md PNM'so,ffer of a 
rate reduction to SO<;&E would not have excce~d '$2'0,000. 

39. No capacity credit shoula be awarcted for economy energy 

purchases over SWPL. / 
40. The balance in the SWPL balanzc' g' account from 1986 

through 1988 will be $313 million. 
41. According' to the record in th s.case, SOG&E has no need 

for additional capacity until 1990 at the earliest. 
42. The SWPL balancing' account t'ocuses too much on one 

resource of SDG&E's system, and. the akcount's incentives may not 
I 

always encourage SDG&E to operate its entire system at the minimum 
cost consistent with proper reliabi~ity. , 

43. On May 3, 1988,. SDG&E filed a Petition to Set Aside 
SUbmission and to Bifurcate Proceeding. DRA. and O'cAN filed 

•
" responses opposing the petition on/Hay 3~ and June 6, respectively. 

SDG&E replied to DRA's response on! June 17, 1988. 
\ 

C9ncclusions of Lay I . 
1. The prudence o! SDG&E's/entering into the CFE, TEP, and 

1979 PNH contracts are not at iss~e in this proceeding. 
I 

2. ~he term, ·reasonable and pruaent,1f' means that at a 
I 

particular time a utility'S practices, methods, and acts followed 
I 

the exercise of reasonable jua91nentin·light of .. facts known· or .- . , 
which should have been known at the time the decision was made. It 
means that the utility reasonably \ expected the act or decision to 
accomplish the desired result at the lowest reasonable cost 

I 
consistent with good utility practices. Good utility practices are 
based upon cost-effectiveness, .reiiability~ safety, .and expedition ... 

3. A decision may be found fO be reasonable and prudent i~ 
the utility shows that its decision :makinq process was sound,. that 

it$ managers eona.idered a range Of\SSible optioll$ in light .of 
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permitted to recover all other costs incurred un<1er the TF:I> I Alami to 
contract from Hay 1, 1984, throu9h April 30, 1986·. 

7. SDG&E's purchases from ern from February 1, 198:6-, through 
April 30, 1986, were reasonable. 

8. SDG&E's administration of the 1979' Pm! contract from 
May 1, 1984, through April 30, 1986 was reasonable. ./ 

9. SDG&E's strategy of limiting its commitment to l,onq lead-
/' 

time resources to half ot its expected need was a reasonable 
approach in the period considered in,tbis,decision. ~ 

10. SOG&E was imprudent in allowinq important/terms of the 
PNM contract to be set in negotiations ~fore it bad analyzed their 
costs and benefit$. ~ 

11. SDG&E's decision makers were unreasonable in not giving 
more weight, during' nec;otiations" with PNM,. tIthe- possibility that 
oil and gas prices would remain stable' or ~cl.ine-_ 

l~. The capacity values used in the/September analysis were 
reasonable for purposes of that analysis'. 

13. In liqht ot the small net bexi'efit projected by the 
I ' 

september analysis, a prudent manager would have ~estioned the 
basis for the oil and g'as price to~casts, would have considered 
the effect of larger variations ir/ oil prices than those used in 
the analysis, and would have cloklY examined the soundness ot the 
$5- million projected net beneti-f ot the PNH contract. / 

. I ~ 
14. QFs could not reaso,fablY have been expected. to- meet the 

need projected by the ROC plAn. . 
I 

lS. The PNX contract;was preterable to relying' on purchases 

from. Edison and PG&E. 1_ 
16. SDG&E was reasonable in not relying' on. conservation to 

I 
displace the PNK contr~et. 

17.. DRA presented" a reasonable alternative to" the PNH 
I 

eo%l.'tract that would have permitted SOO.E. to" postpone its decision 
011' acqu.irinq adc1itio.baJ. baseload capac! ty tor at least a year~ 
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em, and 
ell within 

t to have led 

i~ormation that was or should have :been available to 
that its managers decided o~ a course of action that 
the. bounds of reasonableness, even it it turns out 
to the ~st possible outcome. 

4. Decisions involving large amounts or money,. high degrees 
of risk, and greater levels ot uncertainty Will;fequire 
proportionately greater eare than routine decisions. . 

s. SDG&E was ilnprudent to relinquish de right to withhold , 
its consent to unreasonable assignments of the TEP contract to 
TEP's subsidiaries, without obtaining' a cZ' espondinq concession 
from 'rEP in A:menchnent 3. 

6. SOG&E should not recover $S.9 m llion corresponding to 
the difference between its costs under tJe TEP contract assuming a 
80/20 capital ratio tor Alamito as comp*ed with a 75/25 ratio. 

" SDG&E has recovered excess tunds since June 1, 1985, and this 
I 

excess recovery, with interest at the contemporary ECAC rate,. 
~ 

should be removed from the ECAC balance. As shown in Appendix S,. 
# 

the total disallowance connected to the TEPIAlami to. contract 
amounts to $7.0 million as of septemb~r 1, 1988. SDG&E should be 

" permitted to recover all other costs.iincurred und.er the TEPfAlamito 
h 

! . 
contract from May 1, 1984, throuq Aprl.l 30, 1986. , 

7. SDG&E's purchases. trom CrE from February 1,. 1986, throuqh 
April 30, 1986, were reasonable. i 

8. SDG&E's administration of/the 1979 PNM contract from 
May l., l.984, through April. 30, l.9a~was. reasonable .... - .... 

9. SDG&E's strategy of lilnit:i.ng its commitment to· lonq lead-
1 

tilne resources to halt of its expected need was a reasonable 
approach in the periOd considered ih this decision. 

I 

10. SDG&E was imprudent in allowing important terms of. the 
PNM contract to be· set in. negotiations before it had analyzed their 
costs and benefits. \ 

\ 
\ 
l 
\ 

\ 
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18. In the circumstances existing in Novembe;ll9S$ and in 
light of thefac:ts that SDG&E knew or should have/known, SDG&E 

should have delayed its commitment to pUX'chaseJ'S8load capacity 

from PNM. / 
19. SOO&E acted reasonably in recogni,zinq that the fuel . 

diversity represented DY the PNM contract~rovided SOG&E's system 
with insurance aqainst dramatic rate increases prompted by hiqh oil 
and gas prices. ~ 

20~ In liqht of the facts avaf.~~e in Noveml::>er 1985, delay 
could have reasonably been expected to provide better information 

I . 
about the likely future of OPEC and thus about the' course of oil 
and gas prices. . ~ 

21. SOG&E should not be allowed to recover the demand charges 
/ . 

under the PNM contract from May 1,. 1938:, through Aprl.l 30, 1989, 

totaling $28,080,000. Howev'r, SDG&E should receive credit, at ~ 
current avoided cost rates! for the one year of capacity provided 
~y the Pm! contraet during- this pe:rioCl., includin9' an appropriate 
Donus payment r~lectini the contract's 95% capacity factor. As , 
ealeulateCl in Appenclix/C,.. this credit amounts to $6,946,000'. 'l'hus, 
the net disallowance related to the ttminq of the PNM contract is 
$21,134,000. / 

22. After the/fall in oil prices in ea:rly 198&,. SDG&E should 
have taken advan~le of every opportunity to rene<jotiate or 
terminate the PNM/~ontraet. 

23. SDG&E acted imprudently in not informing PNM when the 
transmission ditfic:ulties were ~irst mentioned that SOG&E intended 
to enforce its fi9'hts under the contract, including the :right to 
terminate if PfM did not produce the required proof of transm.i.ssion 
arrangements on tilDe. 

24. Sod&E'S imprudence led to its losing the opportunity to 
I . .' 

reduce its ~ostsunder the contract by about $20',000'; and SDG&E 

should not be allowed to recover this amount from- ita ratepayers:. 
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18. In the ci~cumstances existing in NO~9SS ana in 
light of the facts that SOG&E knew or shoul~have known, SOG&E 
should have delayed its commitment to purotase baseload capacity 
from PNM. . / 

19. SDG&E acted reasonably in rec6gnizing that the fuel 
diversity represented by the PNM cont/act provided SOG&E's system 
with insurance against dramatic rate/increases prompted by high oil 
and gas prices. ~ . 

20. In light of the facts &vailable in November 19S5, delay 
could have reasonably been expe~ed to provide better information 

I 
about the likely future of OPEC and thus about the course of oil 
and gas prices.;I • 

21. SOG&E should not ~e allowed to recover the demand charges 
under the PNM contract from'May 1, 1988, through April 30, 19S9, 

I 
totaling $28,080,000. How:ever, SDG&E should receive credit, at 

I 
current avoided cost rates, for the capacity provided'by the PNM , 
contract during this per,~od, including an appropriate bonus payment 

I . 

reflecting the contrac7's 9S%. capacity factor. As calculated in 
Appendix C, for one ye~ this credit amounts to $&,946,000. Thus, 

I 
the net disallowance ~elated to the tfming of the PNM contract is 
$21,134,000. SOG&E Should also have an opportunity in future ECAC 

I 
proceedings to demonstrate that, during the period from May 1, 

I 

198'8 through April ,30, 19S9, its energy purchases, under the PNM 

contract were cheaper than the least oxpensive comparable purchases 
in the market at the $llII\e time. 

I 
22. After the fall in oil prices in early 1986·, SOG&E should 

r 
have taken advantage of every opportunity to renegotiate or , 
terminate the PNM contract. 

I 

23. SDG&Ejacted imprudently in not informing PNK when the 
transmission difficulties .were first mentioned· that SDG&E ~tended 

,I ", . 

to enforce its~ight8 under the contract, ineludinqthe right t~ 
terminate if PNM· .did not produce the· required proof. of transmission: 

~ .' . . 
arrangements, on' time. 

I , 
J 
~ 

~ , 
i 
, 
I 
I 

f 
/ 
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11. SDG&E'S decision makers were unreaSOnab~ in not giving 
more weight, cluring negotiations with PNK, to t~e possibility that 
oil and gas prices would r~in stable or cle~ine. 

12. The capacity values used in the September analysis were 
reasonable for purposes of that analYSiS., 

13. In light of the small net benet' projected by the 
september analysis, a prudent manager woJlcl have questioned the 
basis for the oil and gas price forecasJs, woulcl have considered 
the effect of larqt~ variations in oiljPrices than those used in 
the analysis, and would have closely ex~ined the soundness of the 

$S million projected net benefit of the PNM contract. 
14. When the ROC demand foreca~t proved to be too high tor 

1985, SOG&E should have reconsidereJ the assumptions underlyinc; its 
forecast and reexamined the desirability of the proposecl purchase 

l 
from PNM. ! 

15. QFs could not reaSOnablY/have been expected to meet the 
need proj eetecl by the ROC plan. f .' 

16. The PNM contract was pr~ferable to relying on purchases 
!:rom Eclison and PG&E.. f 

l7. SDG&E was reasonable in/not relying on conservation to 
displace the PNK contract. ! 

l8.. ORA. presentecl a reasonable a1 ternati ve to the PNM 

contract that would have permitt~ SOG&E to postpone its decision 
on acquiring additionalbaseload !capacity tor at least a year .. 

19.. In the circumstances. existing' .in Nov.ember . .l98S.,ancl.in 
light of the facts that SOG&E kn~ or should have known, SOG&E 

\ 

should have delayed its commitment to purchase baseload capacity 
:from PNM. 

1 

20.. SDG&E acted reasonably in rec09'%dzinq that the fuel 
\ 

diversity rep~esented by the PNMcontractprovided SOG&E's system 
with insurance, against. dramatic ra:te .incr~ases promptect by high oil 
and qas prices. 

\ 
I. 
I, 

\ 
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/ 
2~. SDG&E should have had its attorneys review the PNM~ 

transmission agreement to. see it PNK had met its legal ob1tgations' 
under Section $.3 of the PNM contract,. and SDG&E should blve 
pressed any legal contentions resulting from that revie~. 

26. FAS 92 does not prevent the Commission frO~pPlying the 
balancing account to the costs ot purchased power yansmi tted over 

SWPL. / 
27. SDG&E should view all of its tacilities and purchases, 

inclucUng SWPL and the purchase transmitted by! SWPL,. as" an 

integrated system, with the paramount qoal of meeting- customers' 
electricity needs at the lowest possible ~ice. 

28. The avoided cost standard adopied in 0.86-06-026 was a 
reasonable one tor use in connection ~th the balancing account. 

29. The SWPL balancing account/should be eliminatocl. 
30. Neither the Federal power/Act' nor Hantabala and related 

I 
cases bar us trom taking the actions that have been proposed in 

I 

this proceeding. The commerce clause of the constitution does not 
,bar us ~rom taking appropriatelaction in this CAse... SOG&E'S right 

I 
to equal protection of the laws bas not l:>een violated in this case. 

I ' 
31. SDG&E'a petitionro set Aside SUl:>mission and to BifUrcate 

Proceecl.ing should I>e 7ed.· 0 B D X R 

r.r :ES ORDERED that: 
1. San Diegol Gas & Electric Company (SJ)G&E) shall reduce its 

/ 
Enerqy Cost Adjustment Clause (EOC) account to reflect our 

I 
disallowance of ~,92a,ooo of the costs SDG&E has incurred under 
its contract with Alamito Company, with appropriate interest at the 
ECAC rate~ as illustrated in Appendix B. 

I 
2. SDG&E sball turther reduce ita ECAC balancing' account by 

! ' 

the amount it /haa and will pay under its contract with, PUblic , 
service cOllpaily of New Mexico (PNH) in d.emand. cb.ar9.. from, Kay 1, , I ., . 

I ' 
I , 
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24. SDG&E's imprudence led to it. losing the oP~ty to 
reQuce its costs under the contract by about$20,OOO,~nd SDG&R 
should not be allowed to recover this amount from Lts ratepayers. 

25. SDG&E should have had its attorneys re~w the PNM-SRP 
transmission agreement to see if PNM had met i;~legal obligations 
under Section 5.3 of the PNM contract, and SOG&E should have 
pressed any legal contentions resulting from/that review. 

26. FAS 92 does not prevent the comm~sion from applying the 
/ . , 

balancing account to the costs of pur:zcas d power transmitted over 
SWPL. 

27. SOG&E should view all of its facilities and purchases, 
including SWPL and the purchase tra~tted- by SWPL, as an 
integrated system, with the paramou~ goal of meeting customers' 
electricity needs at the lowest pois1ble price. 

28-. The avoided cost standaid adopted in 0.8"&-0&-02& was a 
reasonable one for use in conn~iion with the balancing account. 

29. The SWPL balancing account should be eliminated. 
I ' 

30. Neither 'the Federal Power Act nor No,ntabala and-related 
/ 

cases bar us from taking the actions that have been proposed in 
/ 

this proceeding. The commerce clause of the constitution does, not 
bar us from taking appropri~te action in this, ease. SDG&E's right 
to equal protection of the flaws has not been violated in this ease .. 

31. SOG&E's petition! to set Aside Submission and to Bifurcate 

Proceeding should be de/nikd.. 

QROES 

I~ IS ORDERED that: 
1. SanOiego ~~s & Electric Company (SOG&E) shall reduce its 

Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) 4ccOWlt to reflect our 
disallowance of SS,g28,OOO of the costs SDG&E has incurred'under' 

. I" . 
its contract with Adamito Company, ,with appropriate interest at the 
ECAC ' rate, as illuttrated in Appendix B. ". .' . .' 

• • r". 
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// 

21. :en light of the facts available in Lember 1985-, delay 
, / 

could have reasonably been expected t~ provide better information 
about the likely tuture of OPEC and thus ~ut the course of oil 
and gas prices. / 

22. SOG&E should not be allowed to/recover the demand charges 
under the PNM contract from. May 1, 19S¥ through April 3-0 .. 198-9, 
totaling $28,924,000. However, SDG&EJShould receive credit, at 
current avoided cost rates, for the ore year of capacity provided 
by the PNM contract during this period, including an appropriate 
bonus payment reflecting the contradt, s 95% capacity factor. As 

calculated in Appendix C, this creo.h.t amounts to $6,946,000", Thus, 
the net disallowance related to th~ t~q of the PNM contract is 
$21,978,000. I 

23. Atter the fall in oil prices in early 1986, SDG&E should 
have taken advantage of every oppbrtunity. to renegotiate or 
terminate the PNM contract. I 

24. SDG&E acted imprudently in not informing PNM when the 
transmission difficulties were first mentioned that SDG&E intended 

I ' 

to ~torce ~ its rig~ts under the fontract, ,.including the right ,tOo, 
term~ate 1f PNM d1d not produce the requ1red proof of transm1SS10n 
arrangements on tilile. I 

25. SDG&E's ilupruc:1ence led to its losing- the opportunity to· 
I 

reduce its costs under the contract by about $20,000, and SDG&E 
I , 

should not :be allowed to recover this amount from its ratepayers. 
26. SOG&E should have' ·had·\its attorneys review the PNM-SRP-,· .. _··_· 

transmission agreement to see if PNM had met its legal obligations 
I 

under Section 5.3 of the PNM contract, and SDG&E should have 
pressed any leg-al contentions r~sulting from that review. 

I ' 
27. FAS 92 does not prev~t. the commission from, applying the 

:balancing account to the costs o~. purchased:. power transmitted over··,. 

SWPL. \.,' " 
28-. SDG&E should view all of its faq11ities.and'purchases, 

inclUd.inq SWPL and the purchase \itted by" SWP:t" .. as an 
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1988, through April 30, 1989 , with appropriate interest" at the ECAC 
/ . 

rate for any such payments made trom May 1, 1988y t'0. the effectl. ve 
date o.t this decision. However, SDG&E shall cpedit ita ECAC 
account by the amount that SDG&E would pay ~litYin9 facilities 
tor 100 MW o.f capacity under a one-year ~dard Otter No. Z 
contract beginning May 1, 1988, i~nlUd. gany appropriate bonus 
pay:ments tor the 95% capacity factor equired under the Pm! 

contract, as illustrated in Appen C. This credit should also-
/ 

Te!lect appropriate intorest at/the ECAC rate ~or any amounts that 
would have been cr~dited betw;een May 1, 1988, and the ettective 
date of this decision. 

3. SDG&E shall further reduce its ECAC balancing account by 
$20,000. ;f 

4., SDG&E's, Petit:LOn· to- Set.. Aside. Submission and to. Bifurcate 
Proceeding is denied;. 

This order s ettective today. 
Dated ___________ , at san Francisco-, Calitornia • 
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/ 
2. SOG&E shall further reduce its ECAC . balancing l!tCcount by 

the amount it has and will pay under its contract With/~liC 
Ser.rice Company of New Mexico (PNM) in demand chargesl£romMay 1, 
1988 through April 30, 1989, with appropriate intefst at the ECAC 
rate for any such payments made from· May 1, 1988 ito· the effective 
date of this deeision. However, SOG&E shall credit its ECAC 
account by the amount that SDG&E would pay quai'ifYinq facilities 
for 100 ~~ of capacity under a one-year Stan~rd Offer No. 2 
contract beginning May 1, 1988, including ~y appropriate bonus 
payments for the 95% capacity factor requ~ed under the PNM 
contract, as illustrated in Appendix CjThiS credit should be 
adjusted to reflect the actual date th the PNM contract takes 
effect. This credit should also reflict appropriate 'interest at 

/ , 

the ECAC rate for My amounts that would have been credited between 
the date the contract takes effecfoand the effective date of this 
decision. Further adjustments to the ECAC b~lancing account to . '. . 

reflect the benefits received from SDG&E"s energy purchases under 
the PNM contract between May 1,/l988 and April ·3,0, 198-9 may be . 
ordered in future ECAC proeee~ngs. 

3. SDG&E shall furtheJ reduce its ECAC balancing account by 
$20,000. 
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inteqrated system, with the paramount goal 07/meetinq customers' 
electricity needs at the lowest possible prlce. 

29. The avoided cost standard adoptec:Y in 0.86-06-026 was a 
reasonable one for use in connection With~e balan~ing account. 

30. The SWPL balancing account should be eliminated. 
31. Neither the Federal Power Act/nor Nantahala and related 

cases bar us from takinq the actions ~at have been proposed in 
this proceeding. Thecommer~e clausej6f the constitution does not 
bar us from takinq appropriate action/in this case. SOG&E's right 
to equal protection of the laws has riot been violated in this case. 

32. SOG&E's Petition to set Aslide Submission and to. Bifurcate 
Proceeding should. be denied. I 

o R pIE R. 

:IT J:S ORDERED that: I . 
1. San Diego Gas « Electrie Company (SDC&E) shall reduce its 

I 

Ener9Y Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) aCco.unt to. reflect our 
disallowance of $5,928',000 of thel costs SOG&E has incurred under 
its co.ntract with Alamito. compan~, with appropriate interest at the 
ECAC rate, as illustrated in Appendix s. 

I 

2. SOG&E shall further reduce its ECAC balancing account by 
the amount it has and will pay wider its contract with Pul:>lic 

I 

service Compa.~y of New Mexico. (PNM) in demand charges from May 1, 
~ 

1988, through- April 3"O:'",--J.989,: -with ,approprlate-j;nterest--at--1::he- -ECAC"-
rate for any such paYlllents made -b:om May 1, 1988:, to. the effective 

\ 
date o.f this decision. However, SOG&E shall credit its ECAC 

\ 
account by the amount that SOG&E would pay qualifying facilities . \ 
for 100 MW o.f capaC1ty under a one-year Standard Offer No.. Z 
contract beginning May 1,. 1988,- ~cludinq any appropriate bonus-

\ . 

payments for the 95%. capacity facto.r required under the PNK 
I . 

contract, as illustrated in Appendix C. 'I'his.-creditshould.also 
reflect appropriate interest atthe\ ECAC rate ~or any. amounts that· 

\ 
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4. SOG&E's Petition to Set Aside Submission a to, Bifurcate 
Proceeding is denied. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated , California. 

- 171 .. -
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would have been credited between May 1,. :L9S8,. and the effeetive 
date ot this decision. /' 

3. SDG&E shall further reduce its ECAc~a.lancin9 ac. count by 
$20,000. / 

4. SDG&E's Petition to set Aside S~mission and to Bifurcate 
Proceedin9 is denied. / 

This order is effective toda • 
Dated ,. san Francisco,. California. 

/ 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

; 
f 
I 
I 

I 
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APPENDIX A 

List of Appeannces 

Applicant: William L. Reed, Jalnes F .. I alsh, C. Edward Gibson, 
E. G. Barnes, ano MiChael R. .. Weinstein, A.ttorneys at Law, for 
san Diego Gas & Electric company1 

Interested Parties: Richard Ro purant and Frank J. Cooley, 
Attorneys at Law, tor Southern California Edison Company; Steve 
Geringer and Dane pauphine, Attorneys at Law, for California 
Farm Bureau Feaeration; ~illi~ So Marcus, for JBS Enerqy, Inc; 
William S. Shaffran and LeSlie/J. Giraud, Attorneys at Law, 
for City of San Diego: GatY p. Simon, for El Paso Natural Gas 
Company: Morrison & Forester, !y Jen:y aloQm, Attorney at Law, 
tor San Diego Enerqy Alliance~ ~ary Estes, for HUnter 
Industries; ~hryn Stein, tor Barakat, Howard « Chamberlin, 
Inc.; Roger J. Peters, and Mark R. Huffman, Attorneys at Law, 
for Pacific Gas and Electric ~ompany; and Mi2hae1 Shames, 
Attorbeyat Law, for utility Consumers' Action Network (UCAN). 

PUblic Staff Division: timothy J, Treacy, Attorney at Law, 
William F, Qie~rich, and Gregg Wheatland. ' 

j 
Publie Advisor's Offiee: Natalie Hanson· 

I 

I 
(END OF APPENDIX A) 

. \ 
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REVENUE REOtTC'tION BASED ON THE ,.ASS'O'MED 
CAPI~ALIZAXION FOR ALAMI~ 

. (See Exhibit 523, Appeneixll1) 
• 

------------·---------------l----~;b~- Equity 

----~---~-~~--~----~-~~----
Negotiated c:api tal structure / 
Assu=ed capital structure 

70% 
75% 

---~-------------------------~-~-~-----------------~--~~--~----Period springervi~le Tax Rate Net-to-gross 
Months Rate BAse multiplier 

---~----~----------~~--~-------~-----~------~----~--~~--~-----
A 6/85 - 12/86 19 $504,90~/ooo 50.00% 2.00000 
B 1/87 - 5/87 S $28,7541,000 44_57% 1.S040S , 
---~---------------~-~-~--------~------------------~------~----I 

SOG&E share of sprinqerv:i!lle Rate Base. -
I -WeiCJhtedavq. cost of debt (from 4/1/87 

FERC tiling) I 
Negotiated return on e.qUity 

1 

PERIOD A f 
J 
I , , 
j 

Changes in annual revenue requirement: 

--
251/360 
0.&9'72'Z 

9-.03% 
15.00% 

(a) Due to incr. in! debt capitalization $1,584,124 
(b) Oue to dec. in equity capitalization ($$,280,413) 

: ----~~---------' 
Total annualize.d change ($·3,69 &,289 ) 
Ave.rage :monthly change ($30S,024) 
~otal change over ~e 19-montn period ($S,852,457) 

PERIOD :s 
i , 
I 

; 
• I 
t 

Changes in annual revenue requirement: ' 
(a) Due t~ incr. in\debt capitalization 
(b) Due to dec. in equity capitalization 

\ 
\ 

~otal annualized change 
Average monthly change 
Total change over· the S-month period, 

\ 

PERIOD A+S \ 
---------- \ ;. 

$90,216-
($271,260) 

($:1.81,044) 
($15·,087) 
($7$,43-5) 

period (in nominal $) ($5,.92-7,.892) 
Change in revenue require,nt over.: the 24-month 

. .-

Page 1 o!~ / 
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" ----------------------------------------r-----------------

Ave;age 
CUlnulative .,0 rev/!nue 

Annual c:,h.ange FUture Value 
Month ECAC 4urinq at end 

-----------------~--------:~=~----~-~~~~-------~:-~~~~-
Jun 1985- (aetual) a.oat 308,024) ($309,061) 
Jul 7.35% (308,024) (619,.921) 
Aug 7.56% (308,024) (932,S21) 
Sep 7 .. 72% (308,024) (1,.247,837) 
Oet 7.S3% (308,024) (l,-565,OOS) 
Nov 7.80 (30S,024) (1,884,206) 
Dee 7.77% (308:,024) (2,205,423) 
Jan 1986 7 .. 75,% (308,024) (2,523,690) 
Fe~ 7.7l!% (308,024) (2',S53-,.9S0) 
Mar 7.63% (308,024) (3,181,100) 
Apr 7.2P% (30S,024)- (3,509,l35) 
May 6.60% (308.,024) (3,8.37,.306) 
Jun 6.62% (308.,024) (4,167,349) 
Jul 6.71% (30S,024) (4,499,537) 
Aug 6-A 3% (308.,024) (41'8.32,108) 
Sep S 92% pOS,024) (5,l6,4,730) 
OCt 5168% (308,.024) (5,497,930) 
Nov 5o~6S% (308,024) (50,832,706·) 
Dee 5/ .. 76% (308,024) (6,.169,467) 
Jan 1987 0;.10% (l5,087) (5, 2lS, 953) 
Feb 5.8'4% (l5,08·7) (6,261,328) 

• Mar 6.05-% (l5,087) (6,308,021) 
Apr 6.16% (150,08:7) (6,3550,528:) 
May 6.45% (l5,087) (6,404,8l6) 
Jun 6.93t 0, (6,44.1,804 ) 
Jul 6.92% 0' (6,.,4 7S', 95-2) 
Aug 6.65% 0 (6,514,8:56) 
Sep 6 .. 71% 0 (6,551,285) 
Oet "/.37% 0 (6,.591,-52l) 
Nov 7.89% 0 (6,634,860) 
Dee 7.17% 0 (&,674,503,) 
Jan 198-8· . 7.61% 0 (6,716,,8,31), - , ... "., I 

Feb 6 .. 87% 0 (6,755,285-) 
Mar &.58% 0, (6,792,325) 
Apr 6,.62% 0 (6,82.9,797) 
May (forecast) 6.62% 0 (6,8.67,475) 
Jun 6.62'% 0 (6,9050,360) 
Jul 6l62% 0 ( 6-,9'43- ,45,$) 
Aug 6~62% 0 (6,98.1,760) 
sep 6~62% 0 (7,020,276) 
Oct 6.1.62% 0 (7,059,004), 
Nov 6.6:2% ' 0 (7,,097,9'46) 
Dee 6.62t 0 (7,13-7,10,3-) 

'. 

-----------------------------------------~~~~~------------

• \ 
Page 2 of Z 
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APPENDIX C 

CALCOLATION OF ANN'O'AL FIRM CAPACITY PA~S 

/ 
This calculation is based on SDG&E standard Offer 2, option 1, 
with prices from Firm capacity Papent /schedule. Assu:mptions are 
a 100 MW facility, 95% on-peak capacity factor, and a one year 
aqreement in effect from May 1, 1998/to April 30, 1989. 

l!onthly po.}'lIIent : l./l.2 " i " Fe " CBF, and 

CBF - --------------~~~~~~~-. C x (PP- - SP) x 0; 85 

where CP - firm capacity price / 
FC - C - firm capacity 
CBF - capacity bonus facto~ 
EO - energy delivered durinq on-peak hours of peak months 
PP - peak hours. in peak mo~ths 
SP - scheduled maintenance durinq peak hours of peak months 

Peak months for SDG&E are June, I July, August and SepteXl:lJ:)er. The 
available days are 2'2 in June, ;20 in July, 23 in August and 21 in 
September, for a total of 86 days. on-peak hours are from 11 
a.m. to 6 p.m., or 7 hours per (day. Therefore: 

I 

CP-$65 I 
FC - ~OO MW - lOO,OOOKWj 
PP - 86 x 7 - 602 hours I 
SF - 0 I 
ED - 0.95 x 100,000 x 60;2 - 57,19'0,000 KWH 
CBF - 57,190,000 / (100,,000 x (602 - 0) x 0.8S} - 1.11765 

I 
Monthly payment - 1/12 x 65. x 100,.000 x el, or 1 .. 117650) 

- $ 541~667, or $ 60S.,394 
I 

Annual capacity payments 
_ 1/12 x 65- x 100,000, x «(4 x 1.11765) ... (8: x 1» 
-$6,754,908 j' 

I 
j 

\ 
(END APPENDIX C) 


